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Abstract 
Grocery expenditure is responsible for around 10% of total household spend in the UK, making the 

grocery retail market worth over £200bn a year in 2021. The size of this market and the nature of 

retailing competition makes it important for retailers to make the right decisions. One such decision 

is the location of their stores for which there have been a number of changes in the location, format 

and channel of consumer interaction along with the methods that have been employed to 

determine new store location. In recent years it has been suggested that the spatial interaction 

model is the most appropriate method for estimating new store revenue and hence location. 

However, previous attempts to explore the performance of the spatial interaction model in grocery 

retailing have been limited by access to loyalty card data. In this thesis we show that these models 

are unable to account for the heterogeneity in store conditions and consumer behaviour to model 

total store revenue. Notably, we find that at the regional scale the size of the errors are such that 

these models are unlikely to be used consistently in practice for estimating store revenue or locating 

new stores. Furthermore, that the performance achieved in previous applications are unlikely to be 

consistently replicated. Thus our results demonstrate that the spatial interaction model in its current 

form is no longer appropriate for modelling grocery store revenue. It is anticipated that these results 

may become a starting point for the development and application of alternative forms of models 

and methods for predicting grocery retailing store revenue. Notably, such new methods must be 

able to account for recent changes in consumer behaviour such as convenience store shopping, 

multi-purpose trips and the growing influence of e-commerce, alongside changes in retailers 

interaction strategies.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Grocery retailing in the UK has undergone several changes over the last 60 years to move from a 

market driven by small format local grocery retailers to one dominated by a few national, and in 

some cases international, brands. These changes have been in response to social, economic and 

political factors that influenced retailers decisions and offerings in terms of the location, format and 

channels through which they interact with consumers. While retailers have adapted to these 

changing market conditions they have also had to change the way in which they make decisions. An 

important aspect of this has been how retailers make decisions about where to locate new stores, 

which stores should be closed and how to improve their offerings to consumers. Over the last 60 

years the methods for these making these decisions has ranged from the use of site visits and gut 

feel by managers, to buffer and overlay analysis both by hand and by computer, through to the 

adaptation and implementation of spatial interaction models to estimate store revenue. With 

grocery expenditure responsible for around 10% of total household spend in the UK (JRF, 2022), 

making the grocery retail market over £200bn a year in 2021 (Statista, 2022), it is important for 

retailers to make the right decisions.  

In this regard, spatial interaction models have been described as a core tool in spatial data modelling 

that are used to model and predict spatial flows (Rowe, et al., 2022). These models have a 

considerable history in the academic literature, dating back to the conception of the idea in relation 

to retailing by Reilly in 1929, and are based on the idea that flows of goods, services or people 

between two locations is proportional to the size of the origin and destination and inversely 

proportional to the distance between them. The long history of these models has meant that their 

formulation and understanding has undergone many adjustment and adaptations, including the 

development of parallels with the laws of physical science, integration with economic utility theory, 

the development of a family of spatial interaction models, through to recent models incorporating a 

wide range of factors and model formulations. However, these models have only recently been able 

to be used in retailing, and grocery retailing specifically, due to limitations in practice of 

understanding, data and computational resources. This has meant that it has often not been clear 

how accurate these models are in practice and whether they are appropriate for making store 

location decisions.  

In regards to store location decisions recent literature has only begun to explore how these models 

may be used in practice in conjunction with loyalty card data from grocery retailers. These 
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applications however have only encompassed small scale exploration of these models which have 

either been limited by store numbers or time scale due to strict data regulations. Thus, with recent 

pressures in the grocery retailing sector such as the rise of convenience shopping, multi-purpose 

trips and the development of e- and m-commerce channels by retailers, it is important to examine 

how spatial interaction models perform. This is to determine whether these model formulations are 

the most appropriate for estimating grocery store revenues and thus whether they can make store 

location decisions consistently and at scale. Thus, it is within this context that the aims of the thesis 

are developed.  

1.1) Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this thesis is to advance the current understanding of the behaviour and performance of 

spatial interaction models in a grocery retailing setting within the UK. In order to achieve this aim, a 

number of specific objectives are proposed: 

1. To examine and review the current spatial interaction modelling literature in terms of the 

development and usage of models to understand which models would be most appropriate for 

the application to a grocery retailing scenario in the UK. 

 

2. To review the literature on grocery retailing in the UK to be able to identify social, economic and 

political pressures that have, and are currently, influencing the market and to relate these 

influences and market developments to models that have been used to determine store location 

in practice. 

 

3. To identify issues surrounding the implementation of spatial interaction models in practice and 

to develop a working model based on anonymised loyalty card data. 

 

4. To develop and apply a spatial interaction model at a regional and yearly scale so as to identify 

how modelling performance changes and responds at scale and whether there are any factors 

that influence the modelling performance. 

 

5. To replicate the modelling implementations from the most recent and up to date papers so as to 

examine whether the suggested results and performance from them can be replicated on data 

that we have available. 

 

6. To implement and examine alternative forms of the spatial interaction model to identify the 

influence of additional store based factors on modelling performance. 
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7. To offer potential avenues for future research to explore so as to continue the development of 

the spatial interaction model in reference to its application in grocery retailing. 

Each of these objectives will be met by the various chapters in this thesis. Table 1 below summarises 

where each objective will be tackled and addressed in which chapter(s) 

Table 1 - Thesis objectives and corresponding chapters 

Objective Corresponding chapter(s) 

1. To examine and review the current spatial 

interaction modelling literature in terms of the 

development and usage of models to 

understand which models would be most 

appropriate for the application to a grocery 

retailing scenario in the UK. 

 

Chapter 2: Spatial Interaction Modelling History 

Chapter 4: City Model Application  

 

2. To review the literature on grocery retailing 

in the UK to be able to identify social, economic 

and political pressures that have, and are 

currently, influencing the market and to relate 

these influences and market developments to 

models that have been used to determine store 

location in practice. 

 

Chapter 3: Grocery Retail Location 

3. To identify issues surrounding the 

implementation of spatial interaction models in 

practice and to develop a working model based 

on anonymised loyalty card data. 

 

Chapter 2: Spatial Interaction Modelling History 

Chapter 4: City Model Application 

  

 

4. To develop and apply a spatial interaction 

model at a regional and yearly scale so as to 

identify how modelling performance changes 

and responds at scale and whether there are 

any factors that influence the modelling 

performance. 

Chapter 5: Regional Model Application  
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5. To replicate the modelling implementations 

from the most recent and up to date papers so 

as to examine whether the suggested results 

and performance from them can be replicated 

on data that we have available. 

 

Chapter 6: Modelling Scenarios Replication 

6. To implement and examine alternative forms 

of the spatial interaction model to identify the 

influence of additional store based factors on 

modelling performance. 

 

Chapter 7: Alternative Model Implementations 

7. To offer potential avenues for future 

research to explore so as to continue the 

development of the spatial interaction model in 

reference to its application in grocery retailing. 

 

Chapter 8: Future Modelling Implementations 

 

1.2) Thesis Structure 

As Table 1 above reveals, most of the research objectives will be tackled by individual chapters 

although some of the broader application objectives will be addressed across multiple chapters. 

Whilst chapters 2, 3 and 4 in this thesis are mostly review orientated, the introduction of different 

ideas and concepts or the further examination of a specific concept within each chapter will require 

a thorough examination of the relevant literature throughout this piece of work. 

Chapter 2 begins the thesis and immediately starts by addressing the first objective through a 

thorough review of the development and application of spatial interaction models in the academic 

literature. This review highlights how the spatial interaction become the prominent retail location 

theory as used in practice over other theories that were developed around the same time as the 

principle of minimum differentiation, bid rent theory and central place theory. This Chapter then 

continues by tracing the history of the adaptation and implementation of the spatial interaction 

model, including how each iteration was developed in response to perceived issues of the model 

formulation at that time. It then concludes by proposing that the production constrained spatial 

interaction model from the Wilsonian family of models is the most appropriately designed model for 

the purpose of estimating grocery store revenue and location. The examination of this lays the 
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foundation for the examination of grocery retailing in the UK and the application of the model in 

Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

Chapter 3 then tackles the second objective of the thesis by examining the relevant literature 

surrounding the changes in the grocery retailing market in the UK over the last 60 years and 

identifying the methods that have been used over the same time period to determine new store 

locations. This review highlights the progression of the UK grocery retailing market through the 

initial period of local small store development through to the national scale concentration of the 

market in hands of a few brands. It also identifies recent pressures and changes in the market 

including the rise of convenience shopping behaviour, multi-purpose trips and the development of e- 

and m-commerce platforms. In doing so, the chapter also traces the history of the methods used to 

identify new store locations in reference to this history, and how such methods have been adapted 

in response to increase in data and computing power alongside changes in competition and 

consumer behaviour within the sector. This work is thus important to identify the need for spatial 

interaction models in the grocery retailing sectors and also factors that may influence model 

performance such as changing consumer behaviour.  

 

Chapter 4 builds on the work of the previous two chapters by highlighting unresolved issues in the 

literature in regards to spatial interaction modelling implementation, so as to address objective 

three. This chapter does so by discussing different methods of model calibration in the literature, 

identifying that a Poisson Regression formulation would be the most appropriate method to use in 

this scenario. Furthermore, methods of model evaluation, so as to ensure a good model fit and 

improvements in model specification, are discussed and how this relates to those metrics used in 

previous research. These discussions, along with those in the previous chapters, are then used to 

inform the application and evaluation of an initial spatial interaction model applied at a city level 

scale. The results from this model are then used to illuminate potential issues in modelling 

specification or data integration that could affect the modelling implementations in further chapters. 

Notably that there are no discernable differences between the different distance decay formats and 

that the models perform poorly at estimating small store format revenue.  

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 then provide the core contribution of this work through the evaluation of 

objectives 4, 5 and 6 by developing and applying spatial interactions models to large spatial and 

temporal scale grocery retailing scenarios. Chapter 5 builds on the foundations laid out in  
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Chapter 4 by developing and applying a production constrained spatial interaction model at a 

regional scale across three different consumer regions in the UK. This Chapter achieves this by firstly 

identifying the scale of the application in terms of the value of sales flows over distance, the 

consumer groups represented and relationship between loyalty card and total store revenue for all 

three regions. This is then followed up by the implementation of a system wide non-disaggregated 

model, an origin-disaggregated model and a model with further data integrations across all three 

regions for a single week. The results presented from these applications show an inability to 

replicate the performance seen in previous research and thus the results are further explored in this 

chapter through correlation analysis, the application of the models over an entire year and a cross-

validation study. This further exploration showed that the results were not the consequence of 

factors affecting a single week, that the total revenue errors were insensitive to alternative 

parameters and that no single factor could be consistently identified that could potentially be 

influencing modelling performance. Thus, leading to questions as to the appropriateness of the 

current modelling formulation in estimating grocery store revenue. 

In light of the results from Chapter 5, Chapter 6 attempts to replicate the analysis undertaken in the 

recent literature in terms of both the scale of model implementation and the calibration method to 

evaluate the consistency of the performance of the spatial interaction model and achieve objective 

5. This Chapter revisits the recent literature in terms of differences in model specification and 

application to identify potential factors that could be influencing modelling performance from the 

previous Chapter. It then proceeds through an investigation of the different scales of modelling 

implementation, as measured by the number of stores, and through the implementation of a 

iterative calibration methodology at the regional scale. What this chapter shows is the inability of 

the current modelling formulation and data limitations to be consistently replicate the results seen 

in literature at any scale. Thus, suggesting the inappropriateness of the spatial interaction model, in 

its current form and data, is unable to accurately and consistently estimate grocery store revenue. 

Chapter 7 then builds on the results in Chapter 6 by attempting to resolve the issues highlighted 

through the implementation of alternative model formulations. These models focus on the 

adaptation of the competing destination model, integrating store age into the original model and 

applying both the original and origin-disaggregated model to large basket data. In doing so, this 

chapter identifies the inability of these alternative modelling formulations to resolve the issues in 

modelling performance from the previous chapters. Specifically, while the influences of competition, 

agglomeration, store age and behavioural subsets are identified, implemented and discussed, none 

of the alternative model formulations implemented lead to improvements in modelling outcomes as 

given a mean error close to zero, low standard deviation of store errors or an average trip distance 
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close to one. Thus, in light of these results, none of the models are pursued further while 

suggestions are offered for potential future research avenues.  

Chapter 8 then looks to offer potential solutions or future research directions in response to the 

results presented. Such a discussion encompasses the potential for new models or data to improve 

on existing formulations, whilst also emphasizing the importance that evaluation criteria and the 

development of an open source infrastructure will have on the continued development of spatial 

interaction models in the literature. Alternative methods are also put forward in this chapter in light 

of the recent changes in consumer behaviour within the grocery retailing sector that could influence 

the appropriateness of the spatial interaction mode. This chapter also identifies that the complexity 

of behaviour modelled within the sector is likely to effect the model and scale chosen for any further 

analysis. This Chapter therefore addresses objective 7 whilst also touching on the discussion and 

analysis of objectives 1 and 3.  

Finally, Chapter 9 looks to synthesize the findings of the thesis and draw some overall conclusions. 

The contribution of this thesis will be assessed relative to the aims and objectives laid out in this 

chapter, including to what extent the aims could have been said to be achieved and how they 

contribute to the overall objective of the thesis. While each objective will have been covered and 

discussed in each of the chapters, the extent to which they have been successfully achieved will 

vary, therefore leaving open questions that future research can explore. The chapter will therefore 

conclude by acknowledging the limitations of this research, how successful the thesis has been in 

achieving its aims and how the literature can move forward in light of the discussions presented 

here.  
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Chapter 2 

Spatial Interaction Modelling History 

2.1) Overview 

This chapter begins the thesis addressing the first objective through a thorough review of the 

development and application of spatial interaction models in the academic literature. This review 

highlights how the spatial interaction model became the prominent retail location theory used in 

practice as opposed to others developed around the same time including the Principle of Minimum 

Differentiation, Central Place Theory and Bid Rent Theory. The review then continues by tracing the 

history of adaptation and implementation of the spatial interaction model, including how each 

iteration was developed in response to perceived issues of previous model formulations.  The 

chapter is then concluded by proposing the use of the Wilsonian production constrained spatial 

interaction model in this thesis. This then lays the foundation for the examination of grocery 

retailing as explored in the rest of this thesis. 

2.2) Retail Location Theories 

From 1927-1933 the four main concepts that lie at the heart of our understanding of the location of 

retail activities were developed: Central Place Theory (Christaller 1933), Spatial interaction theory 

(Reilly 1929, 1931), Bid Rent Theory (Haig 1927) and the Principle of Minimum Differentiation 

(Hotelling 1929) (Brown, 1993; Clarkson, et al., 1996). Each of these theories are based on relatively 

simple assumptions with the aim of describing how the world should be, rather than necessarily how 

it is. This includes taking the standard economic assumptions that people are rational, utility 

maximising individuals and that economic activity takes place in a freely competitive, equilibrium 

seeking context (Brown, 1993). Naturally, this means that each theory operates in a simplified world 

by reducing much of the real world noise such as transaction costs or imperfect information, which 

would otherwise disrupt real estate markets from their expected equilibrium. Nevertheless, all four 

of these theories still contribute to, and influence, modern retail location theory and practice, 

regardless of having to be heavily adapted to fit within modern locational choice literature 

(Reigahinha, et al., 2017). This has involved considerable examination each of these theories since 

their inception, with different levels of support being found for one theory or another at different 

points in time (Brown, 1993). While this research focuses primarily on spatial interaction theory and 

its historical antecedents, given their considerable influence and amount of academic discourse on 

these different theories, it is worth initially exploring the three other locational models that exist and 

how spatial interaction models have come to dominate the literature in recent years.  
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2.2.1) The Principle of Minimum Differentiation 

The principle of minimum differentiation derives from the work of Hotelling in 1929 who conceived 

of the idea of two profit maximising firms selling identical products and operating from fixed 

locations. The work begins with the premise that two sellers, A and B, locate along a linear plane, 

with length L, whereby a consumer would transport the goods bought at either A or B home at a 

cost, c, per unit distance. Initially, it is assumed that a unit of quantity of a commodity is consumed 

in each unit time at each unit along the length of the linear plane. This commodity is assumed to be 

identical from either seller, meaning that no consumer would have a preference for either other 

than which is cheaper by total cost, with demand being inelastic. The total cost for a conusmer 

would be made up of both the price of the good at the point of sale and the transport cost to travel 

to the store and back (distance x c). Hotelling suggested that the result of this would be that the 

point of indifference between the two sellers (the point at which a consumer would be indifferent 

between buying from either A or B) would be the point at which transport costs, and hence total 

cost, would be the same. Under this scenario, consumer surplus would be maximised if the two 

sellers located at positions 1/4L and 3/4L respectively. This is because, at these two locations along 

the linear plane, transport costs would be minimised within the overall system.  

The solution present above however was suggested to not be stable. If one produced is initially fixed 

in their location, for example producer A fixed at location 1/4L, then the second producer, B, may 

move towards the center of the linear plane (1/2L) in order to capture a larger share of the total 

market. It would then be expected that in the next time period, the initially fixed producer, A, would 

retaliate to recapture their market share and even expand. This would be done by themselves 

moving towards the center of the linear plane but closer to 1/2L by distance than B had moved. It is 

then expected that this process will continue, with A and B moving continually closer to 1/2L, until 

both sellers end up located at the centre of the linear plane. Thus, while maximum consumer surplus 

would be achieved through reduced transportation costs at location ¼ and 3/4L, under competition 

both firms will likely gravitate towards the centre of the market to maximise their market share. The 

consequence of this will be the erosion of consumer surplus due to increased overall transport costs, 

while market share and/or profit for either company will remain the same. This theory therefore 

suggests that under perfect competition and perfect information two firms in a market would tend 

to cluster together. 

Extending this theory then to multiple sellers, Hotelling (1929) suggest that the tendency to cluster 

would remain the same if the same assumptions were held. In reality we see evidence today of this 

clustering in shopping centres and city centres whereby multiple stores selling the same product 

often cluster on the same street, corner or a general area e.g. bookshops. In terms of empirical proof 
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of this phenomenon, separating goods by their order with higher order goods being more expensive 

items being bought less frequently, while lower order goods being bought more frequently at lower 

price, there is evidence to suggest that the clustering relationship appears strongest for higher order 

goods such as electronics, rather than lower order goods such as groceries (Brown, 1993; Wang, et 

al., 2014). Thus, empirical examination of retail location, even recently, suggests that there is some 

support for this theory.  

However, as the assumptions are relaxed, meaning that demand becomes relaxed and there is 

increasing product differentiation, the model begins to break down. This is because factors beyond 

purely transport costs, especially with advancements in transportation technology since the 

inception of the theory, could be suggested to influence consumer behaviour (Williams & Senior, 

1977). An example of this is if we remove the assumption of undifferentiated products. Now a 

consumer may be willing to travel to a more distant seller to purchase a product if the gain in 

consumer surplus of the different product exceeds the extra cost of travelling to the more distance 

seller. The sweetness of cider may be one of those differentiating factor where some consumers 

prefer sweet cider while others would prefer dry, where consumers from either side of the market 

travel to the other to purchase their most preferred cider (regardless of this being a bad location 

strategy on behalf of either of the sellers) (Williams & Senior, 1977). The differentiation suggested 

here could be enabled by larger markets such as in cities where a greater population can support 

sub-categories of products due to increased demand, e.g. radio stations (Puga, 2010).  

Thus, although there is considerable empirical support in terms of the clustering of similar firms, and 

this can often be experience anecdotally when exploring your local town, city or region, the 

assumptions supporting the theory are rarely encountered in real life. Furthermore, relaxation of the 

assumptions concerning market conditions and transportations tend to point towards results or 

conclusions that support different spatial arrangements of retail stores than those which are 

originally derived from the model, such as physically distant stores that are spread out across the 

city (Brown, 1993). Thus, suggesting that while the theory has empirical support, the forces creating 

the phenomenon suggest are likely to be different to those originally theorised. Hence, while there 

has been some work on this theory since its inception, including the adjustment of assumptions, it is 

often not invoked as an attempt to explain or evaluate the location of retailers in a modern city. 

Practically as well, the theory provides little guidance on where to locate a retail store other than to 

agglomerate with other similar stores in order to capture the largest market possible if your 

competitor cannot move. This is not practical when moving to a new location whereby the product 

has not been sold before or where there is considerable product differentiation already. 
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Nevertheless, there is considerable research examining the clustering or dispersion of retail outlets 

with the aim of providing greater understanding of the urban environment. 

2.2.2) Central Place Theory 

Central Place Theory comes from the original work of Christaller (1933) and Lösch (1940) in the 

1930s and 1940s. The aim of this development was to be able to describe and enumerate the 

number, size and spacing of retail centres. To do this, several assumptions were made. The first was 

that in the area, region or country there would a uniform distribution of identical, equally affluent 

and fully informed utility maximising consumers (Brown, 1993). Furthermore, as in the principle of 

minimum of differentiation, travel was assumed to be equally priced per unit of distance, c, but 

instead of travelling through a linear plane, consumers could now travel across a flat plane from any 

direction, assuming away any geographical features. Within this space, it was assumed that 

consumers would simply patronise their nearest retail centre that sold the merchandise that they 

were seeking, and that single purpose shopping trips would take place to purchase that item. 

However, unlike with the principle of differentiation, instead of inelastic demand, with a single unit 

being purchased at each point, it was assumed that since transport costs increase with distance then 

demand for any particular product would decrease with distance. This would be such that, beyond a 

given distance from the retail centre then demand for that product would drop to 0. This would then 

lead to a circle of demand emanating from the point of sale. For the sale of the product to be viable 

then, there would have to be a minimum level of demand within that circle.  

To complete this framework, it was envisaged that there were different types of goods that 

consumers could purchase. This included higher order goods, such as jewellery or electronics, that 

had higher value but were sold less frequently. These goods would require a high level of demand to 

be viable but individuals would be willing to travel far to purchase these goods. Consequently, higher 

order goods were seen to have a circle of demand with a large radius before demand reached 0. In 

contrast, lower order goods, such as groceries, were assumed to be those that had lower value but 

were sold more frequently, such as groceries. Consumers would be less willing to travel for these 

goods as they would higher order ones because of their lower value and higher frequency of 

purchase, but they would have a lower demand threshold required to be viable. As such, goods were 

seen to have a minimum catchment area, which is the area of demand needed to support the sale of 

the good, and a maximum distance a consumer would be willing to travel to purchase these goods. 

Combining these together, along with assuming perfect competition between retailers, it was 

suggested that this would result in a series of hexagonal markets. Hexagonal because firms would try 

to maximise sales and so overlapping circular catchment areas would lead to hexagonal patronage 

patterns, minimising transport costs for the consumers (McCann, 2013). 
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The hexagons would be different size according to the order of goods that the market would sell. 

Higher order goods would have a larger hexagon shaped market because of longer distance to travel 

and greater demand thresholds compared to lower order goods. This would lead to a hierarchy of 

shopping destinations overlaid over each other in a regular hexagon pattern (Brown, 1993). This can 

be seen to a degree in the UK with the hierarchy of shopping that we have in modern towns and 

cities. For example there are local shopping destinations such as the local high street, then there are 

city centre shopping destinations, followed by regional shopping destinations such as the Trafford 

Centre or Bluewater. With each increase in size of the shopping centre the order and expense of 

goods increase but also within each of the higher order centres you can find lower order goods as 

well, such as grocery retail stores in large shopping centres, suggesting that the hierarchy of stores 

overlaps.  

Since its inception, this theory has been expanded and developed to reflect more realistic 

assumptions and to adapt to the modern retail environment. Regardless, several theoretical and 

practical issues have meant that, like the principle of minimum differentiation, there has been 

relatively little attention given to this theory more recently. This includes the issue of the assumption 

of single purpose shopping trips that only go to the nearest retail centre that sell these types of 

goods. There has been considerable empirical evidence, especially lately, that points to multi-

purpose shopping trips and that consumers do not always patronise the nearest point of sale. This 

goes back to a problem identified with the minimum principle of differentiation, whereby product 

differentiation can lead to consumers willing to travel beyond the nearest store. The theory as well 

only focuses on the service sector of the economy which, while most modern developed economies 

are primarily service based, means that it fails to account for manufacturing and other activities in 

the economy. This includes failing to account for the fact that retail stores can locate near to these 

other activities to capture demand from workers, not necessarily where people live. Related to this 

is the implications of topology which also distorts the ability of consumers to travel, meaning that as 

the crow flies distance is not always representative of the true cost of distance (McCann, 2013). 

Finally, the model is based on a static environment where there is perfect information and retail 

markets, meaning that it fails to accommodate change which is divorced from the reality of today’s 

modern retailing environment (Brown, 1993). Thus, while there is still interest in this model, and 

there has been recent research considering how applicable the model is to modern retail location, its 

application and conclusions are limited in the modern retailing environment. This is especially so 

given its limited practical implications for actual retail location decisions, other than suggesting that 

stores should locate close to other stores in the same goods order.  
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2.2.3) Bid Rent Theory 

The third theory of Bid Rent Theory has held considerably more attention in the academic literature 

than the previous two. The foundations were originally developed by Haig in 1926 (Brown, 1993) 

which were subsequently developed by Alonso (1960, 1964), Muth (1969) and Mills (1969, 1970) 

throughout the 20th century (McCann, 2013). Originally, Haig (1926) maintained that centre of a 

plain of land is the most accessible point in a city, town or development and thus would be the 

lowest cost location in terms of transport costs. Consequently, in a perfectly competitive market, 

various land uses would bid for prime central sites, ranking themselves in terms of their ability and 

willingness to pay for the central land. This would lead, in the long run, to central sites being 

occupied by business that are able to pay the highest rents by putting the land to its “highest and 

best” use (Brown, 1993).  

Such a theory could see in antecedents in the works of Von Thünen in 1827 who derived similar 

insights in relation to agricultural production and land usage. This was such that in an agricultural 

economy, production that had the least transport costs such as cattle, would locate further away 

from the centre, while goods that had high transport costs would locate nearer to the centre. This is 

because any value that was not spent on transport costs could be spent on rent instead (McCann, 

2013). These insights were adapted in Haig’s (1926) to that of a city economy and further built on by 

the work of Alonso in 1960 and 1964. This led to Alonso’s land use model, which, based on the 

assumptions of a featureless plain, uniformly priced travel, free property markets, performing 

information and profit maximisation, bid rent curves could be derived for each land use in the city. 

The slope of these curves would be seen to reflect the sensitivity of that activity to changes in 

accessibility and substitutability of capital and labour with land (Brown, 1993). These individual bid 

rent curves for sectors such as offices, factories and residential land uses could be superimposed on 

each other relative to the centre of a city or region to create an order of precedence. Based on these 

orders of precedence it could then be seen where different land uses would be likely to locate 

including the rent and/or value of land (McCann, 2013). This suggested concentric circles of activities 

with business/office use in centre, following by housing and then agricultural/industrial land used, in 

theory reflecting the true make-up of the city.  

This theory has been much critiqued in practice however, leading to a number of adaptations and 

changes since its first formulation. The first is that the original theory assumes a monocentric city 

dominant by a single centre. In reality, especially in larger cities, there can be many centres such as 

in London (McCann, 2013). Here, the assumption of accessibility being maximised in the centre of 

the city and declining equally in all directions can be distorted in reality by different transport 

options, segregation of land uses and the lack of a free property market (Brown, 1993). To an extent 
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this critique has been overcome by more recent developments of the model, include several other 

implementations, such as the inclusion of multi-centric and non-mono-centric cities, social and 

institutional constraints, positive rent gradients, imperfectly informed consumers, agglomeration, 

variations in density and even a dynamic dimension to account for changes in land use, transport 

and business. This has meant that the main assumption of accessibility determining prices can still 

be seen in the model, even if the traditional smooth decline of value from the city centre is no longer 

as predominant as it once was (Brown, 1993). Consequently, this theory continues to be used in 

empirical examining of location of retail and its implications, showing its adaptability to account for 

the differences in conditions in modern retail markets. Practically as well it can be used to estimate 

the expected value of land in locations across a city if rent is already known. However, limits of an 

imperfect market and different conceptions of accessibility can make it difficult to apply this theory 

on a much wider scale. This is because, in order to make a realistic land valuation model, a complex 

model needs to be develop, integration data from a variety of data sources. Furthermore, the model 

is primarily focused on deriving a valuation of rent that should be paid, not necessarily how much 

demand there would be. Thus, while being able to suggest how much a retailer should pay, the 

theory is not able to say whether the retailer will make that back in the local demand. Thereby 

limiting its practicality. 

2.2.4) Spatial Interaction Models 

The final theory, that of spatial interaction modelling/gravity modelling, has received the most 

attention in the literature, especially in more recent applications. This is primarily due to its wide 

applicability, adaptability and usefulness in commercial applications and settings (Brown, 1993). The 

idea is based on that of Newtonian gravity in that the amount of revenue a store can derive is 

proportional to its size and the revenue available at an original, and inversely proportional to the 

distance between them. The main purpose of this theory then is to be able to determine, accurately, 

the expected level of demand that can be achieved at a certain point in a town, city or region for a 

given type of retail market. This makes it useful for retailers because accurate forecasts of demand 

can help with locational decisions, as if demand is greater than cost then it would profitable to 

locate a store in that area. If not, then there is no point in locating a store there. So how did the 

theory originate? 

Some of the earliest works in this regard, of linking the idea of Newtonian gravity to that of the 

movement of individuals, was that of Ravenstein in 1885 and 1889. Here, Ravenstein used this idea 

in relation to internal migration decisions in England and Wales, later followed up by Young in 1924 

how used similar ideas for internal migration in the Midwest USA (Carrothers, 1956). The first to link 

this idea to retail however, and explicitly invoke the concept of a trade-off that consumers make in 
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terms of distance to access goods and services and the attractiveness that the particular destination 

may offer, was Reilly in 1929. In doing so Reilly stated that:  

“under normal conditions two cities draw retail trade from a smaller intermediate city or town 

in direct proportion to some power of the population of these two larger cities and in an 

inverse proportion to some power of the distance of each of the cities from the small 

intermediate city… typically, however, two cities draw trade from a smaller intermediate city 

or town approximately in direct proportion of the first power of the population of these two 

larger cities and in an inverse proportion to the square of the distance of each of the large 

cities from the smaller intermediate city” (Reilly, 1929, p. 16) 

Reilly formulated this into an equation of the form:  

𝐵𝑎

𝐵𝑏
=  (

𝑃𝑎

𝑃𝑏
)

𝑁

∗ (
𝐷𝑏

𝐷𝑎
)

𝑛

 

 

Eq. 1 

 

Where Ba/b is the business drawn to a/b from an intermediate town T, Pa/b is the population at a/b 

and Da/b distance from the intermediate town to city a/b. N is the exponent of population, relating to 

the drawing power of size of a retail centre which was assumed to be unit, while n is the exponent of 

the distance effect relating to the negative influence of distance on attraction. This was originally 

assumed to lie within a range of 1-3, not too far away from 2 as given in Newton’s law of gravity, 

which Reilly suggested should be found through empirical validation.  

Reilly argued that this idea and formula could be used to determine how much retail sales would 

come from an intermediate town to either of the two competing destinations, with the hope that it 

would be used by either retailers or city planners in determining where to locate retail outlets. This 

is what became known as Reilly’s law (Haynes & Fotheringham, 1985) and was the outcome of 

empirical investigation using interview of shoppers of furniture and women’s clothes in Texas, USA 

(Reilly, 1929). Reilly had the insight that this formulation could be used more generally with the 

potential to be applicable to a broad range of shopping scenarios including different categories of 

goods. This was only if the exponents were calibrated to the relevant data however.  

While this theory could be suggested to be similar to that of Central Place Theory, in terms of 

determining where consumers would shop and that travel may be different for different orders of 

goods, a key difference is that while Central Place Theory assumes that individuals patronise the 

nearest store, gravity models assume that customers trade of accessibility and attractiveness 

(Brown, 1993). This can be seen in the quote and formulation above, where a larger retail centre 
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further away could attract more business depending on the calculated exponent. This is the key 

contribution of this theory in terms of retail location (Joseph & Kuby, 2011) and remains a 

foundational element of all subsequent formulations and developments of this original theory. 

Early examples of empirical validation of the theory and model are numerous and include 

explorations such as Bennet (1944), Douglas (1948, 49), Converse (1953), Strohkarek and Phelps 

(19488), Jung (1959), Reynolds (1952), Wagner (1974) and even Lösch (1954) (Brown, 1992). There 

were however other works that sought to discredit or disprove the theory as well. The main critique 

of the theory was the choice of variables as part of the formulation, being population and road 

distance, that were suggested to not be applicable to all cases, and that the assumed parameter 

values did not generally apply (Brown, 1993). This was despite Reilly suggesting in the original work 

that different parameters could be used for different applications, and that the parameter values 

should be calibrated according to each implementation of the model. Thus, these original critiques 

clearly failed to understand the ideas presented by Reilly and indeed it was subsequent attempts 

that failed to calibrate or adjust the parameters to reflect their application that found results that 

were not in line with what the theory suggest. These results were therefore not a result of an 

incorrect theory but rather the incorrect application of the theory. 

It is this flexibility and adaptability of the model that has enabled the theories usefulness and 

applicability since its inception. This has included several different development and adaptations of 

the model to the given commercial environment that has allowed for its continued use and its 

increase in accuracy in predicting revenue of a retail store at a given location. Thus, give its 

commercial usefulness and significant literature supporting its application, it is to this model and 

theory that we turn to and thus develop a more in depth view of its history until its modern 

application and formulation.  

2.3) Historical Spatial Interaction Model Development 

2.3.1) The Break Point Adaptation 

The first significant change and/or adaptation to Reilly’s law of retail gravitation came from Converse 

in 1949. At this point Converse simply restated Reilly’s law to be able to define the break point 

between two cities where a consumer would be indifferent between travelling between them. 

Following some mathematical manipulation, Converse derived the following formula:  

𝐷𝑏 =
𝐷𝑎𝑏

1 +  √
𝑃𝑎
𝑃𝑏

 
Eq. 2 
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Where Dab is the distance between city a and b, Pa/b is the population of city a/b and Db is the 

distance from city b at which consumers are indifferent between shopping at city a or b. To find the 

distance from city a at which consumers are indifferent, the population division can be reversed.  

This resolved some of the initial critique of the model that it could only be used to find the ratio of 

spend from the intermediate town to either destination a or b. Now, this formula could be used to 

delimit a town’s, retail centre’s or products trading area. It could also be used without the use of 

surveys, in contrast to Reilly’s original formulation, as it suggests where the boundary should be, not 

where the boundary actually is (Converse, 1949). Of course, this is assuming that there is a constant 

distance and population exponent which is not always the case. Nevertheless, the benefit of this 

adaptation was seen that it would allow retailers and newspapers to understand where they should 

target their advertising efforts to grow their customer base and it was used extensively to this effect 

to estimate trading areas of cities (Huff, 1963). Hence, we begin to see the first practical implications 

of the model to help retailers support and grow their business due to both its simplicity and relative 

ease of application as opposed to other models. 

The applicability of this model extended beyond being able to used by individual retailers (which was 

an advancement in and of itself) but that it could also be used by planners to understand the effects 

of changes in the retailing environment. However, the model is a simplified version of reality as the 

distance exponent and population exponent in the above formulation were assumed to be 2 and 1 

respectively. Furthermore, the model assumed that markets were permanently fixed, which in 

reality they weren’t, especially during the period in which the model was first developed (Haynes & 

Fotheringham, 1985). Thus, while it was an advancement of the existing model in terms of its 

application, it suffered from some of the same issues that were highlighted in subsequent critiques 

of the original application of the model, indeed falling into the trap of assuming the fixed exponents 

that Reilly argued against.  

2.3.2) The Integration of Utility 

At this point, a critique that was oft repeated was the fact that the current model formulation was 

only able to deal with two populations at the same time and that the breakpoint was simply defined 

as a single line rather than a range of probabilities (Huff, 1963). Furthermore, with continued 

empirical use, it was argued that although practical, there was little theoretical justification to 

support the findings from the models, thereby suggesting that the application of the model should 

be limited (Huff, 1964). Thus, Huff (1963) sought to derive an improved trade area formulation by 

focusing on the consumer rather than the retailer, to try to explain how customer choose their 

shopping destination. 
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Huff thought that the utility of a shopping centre was determined by the number of items that the 

consumer desired are carried by that shopping centre and that travel time negatively affects utility. 

While a consumer may not know in advance whether a certain retail destination has the type of 

goods that they want, it is assumed that consumers would be willing to travel further the more items 

there may be available due to a greater likelihood of their desired product being stocked, all other 

things being equal. While the number of products being offered by a retailer may be difficult to 

determine, it was assumed that this could be proxied by floorspace, thereby taking on the same 

variables as the original model.  

This meant that the two key tenets of the original model were retained (proportional to 

attractiveness and inversely proportional to distance), but derived the principles from utility theory, 

thereby placing the tenets on more sound economic theoretical footing. The resulting mathematical 

expression of this idea takes the form:  

𝑃𝑖𝑗 =

𝑆𝑗

𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝜆

∑
𝑆𝑗

𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝜆

𝑛
𝑗=1

 

Eq. 3 

 

 

Where Sj is the square footage of a particular class of goods, Tij is the travel time from origin i to 

destination j, Pij is the probability of a consumer travelling from i to j, and λ is a parameter to be 

estimated empirically. Thus, the probability of a consumer patronising store j from origin i was 

suggested to be a function of the utility gained from visiting destination j, itself a function of size and 

travel time, divided by the utility gained from visiting all other potential destinations, which was also 

a function of size and travel time. This was a shift away from the deterministic viewpoint expressed 

by Reilly and Converse, and towards a more probabilistic one (Haynes & Fotheringham, 1985).  

Huff therefore put the idea of gravity models in relation to human movement on more solid 

theoretical grounds as utility theory has continued to enjoy considerable longevity and popularity in 

general economic research (Joseph & Kuby, 2011). The way in which this was formulated as well 

allowed for the influence of multiple destinations whereby the probability of visiting a single 

destination depended on its relative utility compared to other destinations (Huff, 1964). It also 

allowed for trading areas to be gradually delineated by probabilities rather than fixed boundaries, 

thereby resolving two key critiques of the original model (Huff, 1964). This reflected the idea that a 

consumer may not exclusively patronise a single outlet for the same product, or range of products, 

as they may not be able to discriminate completely between on alternative or another due to 
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imperfect information as to whether that particular outlet may fulfil their entire shopping needs 

(Huff, 1966). Furthermore, it shifted the focus away from population as a measure of mass, towards 

more shopping centre related relationships such as shopping centre size being a proxy for the 

amount of products (Haynes & Fotheringham, 1985). Thus, the model built on the existing 

foundations laid out by Reilly (1929) and Converse (1949), but was able to extend the modelling 

implications to address some of the critiques associated with the original model and make it more 

useful in its real world application. 

The result of this model was that it allowed the modelling of trade areas of any given product or 

retail centre by generating a series of zonal probabilities radiating away from a shopping centre. This 

meant that individuals from any origin could have probabilities attached of going to any particular 

destination, allowing for multiple potential destinations, and hence for revenue sharing to multiple 

destinations from a single origin. On the basis of this therefore, Huff (1964) suggested that a trading 

area could be defined as: 

“A geographically delineated region, containing potential customers for whom there exists a 

probability greater than zero of their purchasing a given class of products or services offered 

for sale by a particular firm or by a particular agglomeration of firms” (Huff, 1964, p. 38) 

This model could also be relatively easily extended to be able to estimate the amount of money 

travelling from origin i to destination j by including the population at i and estimates of spending on 

product k: 

𝐸(𝐴𝑖𝑗)
𝑘

=

𝑆𝑗

𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝜆

∑
𝑆𝑗

𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝜆

𝑛
𝑗=1

∗ 𝐶𝑖 ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑘   

Eq. 4 

 

 

Where Ci is the number of households in origin i, and Bik is the estimated annual budget for 

consumers in the ith statistical unit for product class k, with E(Aij)k being the expected annual sales 

potential for shopping area j from origin i for product class k (Huff, 1964). Alternative alterations 

included defining the number of shopping visits, or the expected sales of a given item within a 

specific period of time. Critically however, it allowed for retail stores to be able to estimate their 

total expected revenue from a new site through summing up the inflows from all origins over a given 

period: 
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𝑇𝑗
𝑘 =  ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝐶𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑘  

 

Eq. 5 

 

Where Tj
k is the sum of all incoming revenue from each origins for product category k (Huff, 1964). 

This therefore was one of the major steps towards developing a model that could accurately 

estimate the revenue of a new store, or even of an existing store, into the future. Utilising this, when 

compared with costs and investment required, would therefore be able to suggest whether 

investment in a particular site was profitable or not.  

2.3.3) The Physical Law Parallels  

Around the same time as Converse and Huff’s development of Reilly’s original model, Stewart (1941-

1950) and Zipf (1942-1947) were developing the foundations of the social science movement. This 

was an attempt to relate existing scientific theories to social phenomenon, one attempt including 

integrating gravity into human movement through reference to the Newtonian formulation 

(Carrothers, 1956). The aim of this movement was an attempt to decipher “universal laws” that were 

found in physical sciences that could also be applied to social sciences (Stewart, 1948). The most 

famous of these is Zipf’s law which suggested a relationship between city size and city size rank, 

proposing that the size of the city is proportional to the largest city size of the country, while 

inversely proportional to its rank (Zipf, 1942). In terms of human movement however, Stewart 

(1941) originally examined student population in higher education facilities noting that “The number 

of undergraduates or alumni of a given college who reside in a given area is directly proportional to 

the total population of the area and inversely proportional to the distance from the college” 

(Stewart, 1941, p. 49). This was thus linked to the idea of gravity whereby the similar ideas of 

attraction and deterrence were seen to act at an aggregate scale for a population (Stewart, 1941). 

Further examination of this relationship by Stewart and Zipf continued throughout the 1940s, 

resulting in evidence in support of this theory coming from sources such as highway, railway and 

airway data for human migration in 1933-34 (Zipf, 1946), from newspaper circulation, length of 

items in newspapers and telephone and telegraph messages between cities (Zipf, 1946), railway 

express parcels (Zipf, 1946), and attendance at the New York World Fair, bus passengers and railroad 

tickets (Stewart, 1947). Thus, considerable empirical support in relation to the idea of gravity being 

able to be related to a social law.  

Stewart then extended the physical analogy, beyond mere gravity, to include the concept of 

“potential of population” which was suggested to indicate the possibility of interaction between 

origins and destinations (Carrothers, 1956). This is indicted by the population at that point, divided 
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by the distance away from the original point, expressed in units of people per kilometre or per mile 

(Stewart, 1947). As such, it was developed from the analogy of the potential of a gravitational or 

electric field, leading to the further suggestion that there is also the concept of “human gas”. This 

was such that despite the idea of population potential, since everyone wants their own space, 

gravitational potential doesn’t drag us all into a single central point (Stewart, 1947). He also 

suggested a modification to the population factor/exponent with the formulation, such that this 

could differ under different location circumstances. This was such that “molecular weights” could be 

added to population to account for the capacity of social interaction and hence would affect the 

density and potential of population (Stewart, 1950). These additions therefore hint at further 

attempts to integrate social concepts and social movement with physical laws and rules. It was at 

this point that Stewart and Zipf saw the development of social science as in the same early stages as 

early celestial mechanics in terms of the identification of rules and laws (Stewart, 1948). The aim was 

therefore to be able to describe social processes in an objective way when acting as a whole rather 

than as individuals (Stewart, 1950). While there is evidence of some of the earlier “laws” of social 

gravity and rank size rule however, there is limited examination and evidence presented in favour of 

these later developments and theory, mostly being left within the works that Stewart produced 

rather than going any further.  

In extending these physical laws to social sciences however, while initial empirical evidence was in 

support of this translation, there was little theory to back up the reasons as to why this would be the 

case, echoing similar critiques that were seen for the work of Reilly (1929) and Converse (1949). To 

this end Zipf (1942) suggested that there are opposing forces of unification and diversity in resources 

such that an individual will want to minimise their effort of getting raw materials by locating near to 

them, but that if all the raw materials are not found in one location then people will also have to live 

elsewhere. In societies where communities produce what they consume and consumer what they 

produce, the system is minimising its total work, resulting in all members of the population getting 

an approximately equal share of the national income (Zipf, 1946). Under these conditions, any 

community P, will contribute to the total production of the system, C, an amount proportional to 

P/C, in doing so it will receive a reward from the system in the amount that is also proportional to 

P/C. When there are two populations that receive rewards proportionate to their populations then, 

the interchange of goods between these two societies would be proportionate to P1P2/C2, if we 

ignore the factor of the easiest intervening transport distance. However, if the rank size rule 

depends on theoretically minimising the work of transportation, then the interchange of goods 

between communities will be inversely proportionate to the intervening easiest transport distance, 

D. Thus, the interchange in value between two communities would be suggested to be 
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proportionate to P1P2/D (Zipf, 1946), with this relationship resting on the theory of work 

minimisation leading to goods transfer between populations. The result of this is that they derive a 

similar formulation as that of Reilly (1929), Converse (1949) and Huff (1964), but do so in a way that 

looks at the system as a whole, rather than individual choices, and more clearly derive their 

relationships from the physical concept of gravity and potential.  

The different attempts to integrate gravity into retail location activities, and from different 

backgrounds and angles, highlights the perceived usefulness of the concept in explaining human 

movement and the requirement for a practical model to be able to explain this. The use of these 

models in practice, primarily in planning departments, eventually led to the development of the 

Entropy maximisation model by Wilson (1967, 1969, 1971). The aim of this was to put the model on 

a sounder theoretical and mathematical basis such that it could be used with confidence in practice, 

separating it from the physical analogy that up until this point had been heavily relied on and 

responding to the critique of limited theoretical underpinning (Haynes & Fotheringham, 1985). Of 

course, while Huff’s model had already done this to some extent, they did so from the ground up 

whereas Wilson sought to do similar but from the position of top down implementation, similar to 

Stewart and Zipf. The basis for this therefore was noting that the formulation of existing models and 

their results were similar to more general models presented within the branch of mathematics 

known as statistical mechanics (Wilson, 2010). Thus, Wilson sought to derive the current model 

formulation from this basis, focusing particularly on the method of entropy maximisation.  

2.3) Modern Model Formulations 

Wilson (1967, 1969, 1971) saw the foundations of spatial interaction model as being able to 

generate estimates of the flow (Tij) from origin, i, to destination, j, as a function of origin 

characteristics, Oi, destination characteristics, Dj, and the distance between them, dij. Thus, following 

on from the previous literature identified above, the simplest form of the spatial interaction model 

developed in analogy with Newton’s law of gravity would take the form: 

𝐹𝑖𝑗 =  𝛾
𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑗
2  Eq. 6 

 

Where the gravitational force, Fij, operates between two masses, mi and mj, that are separated by a 

distance dij, with γ being the gravitational constant. When translated into the notation suggested by 

Wilson to represent social flows, this would become: 
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𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑘
𝑂𝑖𝐷𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑗
2   

Eq. 7 

 

as seen in the works of Stewart and Zipf in the social sciences movement and viewed from the top 

down. 

The issue with this formulation however is that if both Oi and Dj were to double in population (or 

another appropriate variable) then the number of trips would be expected to quadruple. This is 

different to what we would expect in reality where the trips would only be expected to double  

because the formula above only represents the trips from origin i to destination j (Wilson, 1967). If 

the quadrupling were to occur, then at some given point the predicted flows from the model would 

exceed the total population that would be available at origin i, thereby leading to unsustainable 

predictions of flows.  

Thus, in its current form above, the model would not be able to satisfy the natural constraints that 

would be applied to actual flows between origins and destinations. This is because the outflow from 

an origin cannot exceed the available population at the origin, and the inflow into a destination 

could not exceed its available capacity to support the population. Hence, the major flaw with the 

current model when trying to predict changes in flows in response to changes in population could 

result in logical inconsistencies. Wilson saw this and suggested that constraints could be placed on 

this model to ensure that the inconsistency would not appear. These constraints were such that the 

total outflow from an origin could not exceed the total population at the origin, and the total inflow 

into the destination could not exceed its capacity to support the population. These constraints could 

be represented by: 

∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑗

𝑗

= 𝑂𝑖 
Eq. 8 

 

∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑗

𝑖

=  𝐷𝑗 Eq. 9 

 

Equation Eq. 8 states that the total outflow from origin i to all destinations j should equal the actual 

total outflow from the origin i. Equation Eq. 9 states that the total inflow into destination j from all 

origins i, should be equal to the total inflow into destination j. These are input and output constraint 

which constrain the total input and output from the system. Wilson saw that these constraints are 

needed in the model and could be integrated through balancing factors Ai and Bj, as evidenced later 

in this thesis.  
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Furthermore, while the exponent of distance in equation Eq. 7 is taken as 2, as in the Newtonian 

formulation of gravity, there is no theoretical basis for assuming that this would be the case. Indeed, 

this is the argument presented in the original work of Reilly. Wilson thus suggested that a general 

function could be introduced to represent this relationship, along with dij being used to represent a 

general measure of impedance between i and j, rather than pure distance (Wilson, 1967).  

Finally, we can also include a further constraint which can be satisfied in the model, which takes the 

form: 

∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑖𝑗

𝑗𝑖

= 𝐶 Eq. 10 

 

This states that the total amount spent on trips in the modelled region, as predicted by the model, 

should be equal to the total amount of cost available (Wilson, 1967). In reality the total cost 

constraint does not have to be known but it can be used to ensure the other constraints hold in the 

model. These ideas of constraints thereby laid the foundation for the development of a gravity 

model formulation that could be relied of more consistent with logical conclusions form the top 

down.  

Wilson couched these developments within the theory of entropy maximisation as derived from 

thermodynamics. This thereby continued the development or Zipf and Stewart whereby general 

scientific theories or principles would be applied to social phenomenon, particularly from the top 

down. Wilson (2010) described the basis for this as imagining a set of boxes for each origin-

destination pair, where a single state of the system would be represented as an assignment of 

individual members of the population to these boxes. In one extreme, all individuals would be in one 

box and another would be there is an even spread across all boxes. Because all people are assumed 

to be identical, the mathematical permutations and combinations of these possible states tells us 

the number of possible number of possible combinations. In the case of the spatial interaction 

model with total population available T and Tij being a given state of the matrix of flows from origin i 

to destinations j, this can be represented as:  

𝑊 = 𝑇!/ ∏ 𝑇𝑖𝑗!

𝑖𝑗

 
Eq. 11 

 

The number of combinations associated with a particular state, as opposed to all other states, can 

then be taken as the probability that a given state of the matrix, Tij, could occur.   
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Borrowing once again from the field of Thermodynamics, Boltzmann showed that, subject to any 

constraints, one state out of all possible states is given as the most probable. This is found by 

maximising W in equation Eq. 11 subject to all other constraints. In the case of the spatial interaction 

model this is given as the constraints mentioned above which limits the total outflow from each 

origin and the total inflow into each destination. Given Stirling’s approximation, this maximisation 

equation takes the form:  

𝑊 = − ∑  𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑇𝑖𝑗)

𝑖𝑗

 

 

Eq. 12 

 

This equation is recognised as a form of entropy, which can then be solved to extract the most likely 

model parameters. 

After some mathematical manipulation on the part of Wilson, we can extract a formulation for Tij, 

and a family of models which can all be used to model flows from origins to destinations. Firstly, the 

traditional gravity model of equationEq. 7 can be generalised to: 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝐾𝑊𝑖
(1)

𝑊𝑗
(2)

𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗) 

Eq. 13 

 

Where Tij is given as a measure of interaction between zones i and j, W is a mass term, and cij is a 

measure of impedance between i and j, with K as a constant of proportionality (Wilson, 1971). The 

additional information contained within the constraints mentioned above can be integrated into this 

model through altering the constant of proportionality to model balancing factors. 

The first model therefore is the unconstrained case. While called the unconstrained case, we do 

actually have a constraint in place, which is represented by the constant of proportionality seen in 

Eq. 13, and ensures that total flows within the predicted system is equal to the total flows in the 

actual system. Mathematically this is represented as: 

∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑗

𝑗𝑖

= 𝑇 
Eq. 14 

 

 

Where the constant of proportionality becomes: 
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𝑘 =
1

∑ ∑ 𝑊𝑖
𝛼𝑊𝑗

𝛾
𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗)𝑗𝑖

 

 

Eq. 15 

 

This results in the total flows being constrained within the model. This can be used in the case where 

we know the total flows within the system, or we can at least estimate these total flows, but we do 

not know where the originate or where they end. Examples of this could include predicting 

migration in response to human or natural disasters where we can estimate the total amount of 

displacement, or tourism within a regional, national or international context where we may know 

the total number of tourists but not exactly where they start from or end up. This is therefore an 

information limited scenario where we do not have total known information. 

The second model to be derived from this advancement is part of, what has become known as, 

singly constrained models. This is a production constrained model used in cases where the outflow 

from each origin is known, Oi, hence the total production from each origin. In this case, the constant 

of proportionality, k, is replaced by the balancing factor Ai, and the origin mass term, Wj, is replaced 

by the known outflow from the origin, Oi. This alters the model formulation to become:  

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗) 
Eq. 16 

 

Where: 

𝐴𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗)𝑗

 
Eq. 17 

 

 

Here, the outflow from each origin constraint, Eq. 8, is held as the outflow from the origin is 

constrained to equal total outflow. These values could be based on existing known information, 

generated from equations or derived from a survey (Haynes & Fotheringham, 1985).  

This formulation could be used when estimating retail sales as information from the census and 

other sources could be used to estimate the total outflow of people or revenue from each origin. For 

example, the census could be used to estimate the population available at origins and surveys could 

be used to estimate average household expenditure on specific good categories over a given time 

period (Wilson, 1971). Thus, the total outflow of money from an origin could be constrained within 
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the predictions to the actual value under this model formulation. Estimates would then be derived 

based on a calibrated model for the parameters γ and β (Guy, 1991). 

The other side of this model, and part of the single constrained model family, is that of the destination 

constrained model. This is used where the total inflows into each destination, Dj, is known. Here, 

similarly to the production constrained model, the constant of proportionality can be replaced by a 

balancing factor. In this case it is represented as Bj as the destination balancing factor that ensures all 

inflows into the destination predicted by the model reflect the actual inflows into the destination. 

Furthermore the destination mass term Wj is replaced by the value of inflow into each destination as 

Dj. This results in the destination constrained model of:  

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝐵𝑗𝑊𝑖
𝛼𝐷𝑗𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗) 

Eq. 18 

 

Where: 

𝐵𝑗 =
1

∑ 𝑊𝑖
𝛼𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗)𝑖

 
Eq. 19 

 

 

This means that the total inflow constraint, represented by equationEq. 9, holds in this model. This 

model formulation can then be used hen we know the total flows into each destination or that they 

can be estimated from known information or equations. An example of this is being able to estimate 

housing demand in response to an increase, or decrease, in jobs in an area, such as the expansion of 

Heathrow. Thus, the total inflow into each destination within the modelled system would be 

constrained while the change in housing demand is explored.  

The final model within this paradigm is the doubly constrained model where we have information on 

both outflow from origins and inflows into destinations. With this information we can ensure that 

both equationEq. 8 and equation Eq. 9 can be implemented. Here, the constant of proportionality 

can be replaced by two balancing factors, Ai and Bj, representing both the origin and destination 

balancing factors, and the two mass terms can be replaced by both the actual inflows and outflows 

observed. The model formulation for the doubly constrained model becomes: 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖𝐵𝑗𝐷𝑗𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗) 
Eq. 20 

 

where: 
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𝐴𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝐵𝑗𝐷𝑗𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗)𝑗
 ; 𝐵𝑗 =

1

∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗)𝑖
 

Eq. 21 

 

 

The main purpose of this model then, is since inflows and outflows are constrained, is seeing how 

the flows may change in response to changes in the impedance factor. An example of this is when 

we know where people live and work and we want to understand how the population and trips can 

be distributed across the transport system. The inflow and outflows will be constrained while an 

examination can take place on the distance decay relationship within the model. 

This of course requires a higher information threshold to be implemented and can often be the least 

used as a result. However, if information is known to allow this model to be implemented, then it is 

possible that all previous models can also be used, which will depend on the factors the user is trying 

to model or observe. Also, due to this having the greatest amount of information contained within 

the model, this is likely to be most accurate model in terms of being able to reflect actual flows. This 

often makes it a good benchmark to use when the information is available. 

Wilson (1971) this described the entropy maximisation method as a model building tool in terms of 

allowing the family of spatial interaction models to be derived from the original formulation. The 

main advantages of this approach are that: the models generated are internally consistent and they 

can be extended, if the model can be derived in this way then it can be said the constraints give rise 

to the model, and there is significant history of entropy being used to study dynamic systems. Thus, 

the use of these entropy maximising models gives a mathematical underpinning to the utilisation of 

these models in practice and hence validity in their subsequent application going forward, resolving 

many of the issues highlighted by critiques of the original series of models.  

These model formulations as a result are the ones that are most often applied in academic and real 

world applications and are seen as the foundation from which alterations or adaptions are built on 

to fit the given situation. While these developments by Wilson arguably take the top down approach 

of viewing the interaction problem, as seen in Stewart and Zipf, by modelling the spatial interaction 

system as whole, the results and model formulation are consistent with those seen in the utility 

maximising framework developed by Huff (1963, 1964) and subsequently generalised by Nakanishi 

and Cooper (1974). This is shown by work of Anas (1983) who showed their formulation equivalence 

along with comparing their results. Thus, for ease of use and understanding, it is from this point we 

take the application of these models to retail outlets and the prediction of store revenue, basing 

subsequent model development on that of Wilson and his entropy maximising models.  
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2.4) Model Adaptations 

Before we continue however, since the work by Wilson is over 50 years old, there have been 

advancements and alterations to the model formulation and implementation that are worth 

discussing. The prime examples of this include the competing destinations model, the dynamic 

model, radiation model, geolagged model and the disaggregated form of the Wilson models. While 

the modelling in this these continues with the Wilson model, and utilises the disaggregated form of 

the model, it is worth discussing the insights and advancements suggested by these other formats of 

model and how they relate to the model utilised, indeed even why they are not utilised in this thesis. 

2.4.1) Wilsonian Disaggregation 

One of the main advancements on the Wilson style entropy models has been that of model 

disaggregated, originally identified by Wilson (1967) himself, which is subsequently used in the 

majority of model implementations when the data is available (Birkin, et al., 2017). Crucially, the 

models specified above treat all origins and destinations as equal in terms of the same parameters 

applied to all flows. This assumes therefore that each flow from origin to destination is assumed to 

take on the same behaviour, which for a variety of reasons is unlikely in real life scenarios. To this 

end, a disaggregated model was suggested to allow for different behaviours across groups with the 

same formulation. This is done by applying the same formula to subsets of the same dataset, 

expecting to see different parameter values representing different behaviour patterns. 

An example of this type of thinking is when different income groups may find different brands more 

attractive. In terms of grocery retailing in the UK, higher income groups may be more attracted to a 

Waitrose than a Lidl because of the range of products they offer at certain price points, while  lower 

income group may be more attracted to Lidl because of the product range within their budget 

(Newing, et al., 2015). In the formulation, this is expressed by different attractiveness parameters (γ) 

per consumer groups for different brands (Newing, et al., 2015). Furthermore, different income 

groups may have different mobilities, such as higher income consumers who are more likely to have 

a car, or even multiple cars, may have higher mobility and travel further, than those who depend on 

public transport. This can therefore be reflected in different distance decay parameters, β, for 

different income groups (Newing, et al., 2015).  

In essence, the disaggregation of spatial interaction model allows for greater accuracy in model 

calibration and hence estimates. This is because the model is able to represent different behaviours, 

and therefore a wider range of possibilities, than a non-disaggregated model which assumes the 

same behaviour across all origins and destinations. In terms of a production constrained, retail sales 

model, this would allow for greater accuracy in estimates of potential sales from origins, i, to 
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destinations, j, and hence total revenue estimates of the destination. Adapting the production 

constrained model to fit this scenario, this takes the form:  

𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝑏 =  𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑊𝑗

𝛾𝑛𝑏

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝛽𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑗) 

 

Eq. 22 

 

Where 𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝑏 is the flow from origin i to destination j, by consumer group n for brand b, 𝛼𝑛𝑏 is the 

attractiveness of brand b for consumer group n, and 𝛽𝑛 is the distance decay parameter for 

consumer group n.  

This model adaptation allows for more accurate model as long as data is available and the 

disaggregations make sense. Difficulties arise then when we have a subset of data, such as data from 

an individual retailer and/or when values are missing which must be estimated. In the former case, 

use of data from a single retailer can limit the accurate disaggregate potential due to the calibration 

of biased estimates of parameters that may not extend to other retailers, thereby limiting the 

accuracy of the overall model and estimates (Birkin, et al., 2017; Rains & Longley, 2021). In the latter 

case, where values are missing and must be estimated, estimation can be inherently difficult and 

bring in increased uncertainty or variability in the model, and lending values from nearby place may 

be limited as averages are not always applicable (Birkin, et al., 2010). Despite this, this model form 

has become standard practice in retail location modelling due to increased amounts of data, such as 

through loyalty cards and demographic classification metrics, which allow for disaggregated models 

to be accurately trained, with the limitations widely being accepted as not outweighing the benefits 

of disaggregation. Thus, this model formulation will be utilised in this thesis. 

2.4.2) Competing Destinations Model 

Beyond the disaggregation of the existing model, an advancement on the Wilson formulation has 

been the competing destination model (Haynes & Fotheringham, 1985). This development arose due 

to issues foreseen in the previous models in that estimates of the distance decay relationship were 

related to spatial structure, rather than reflecting the true underlying distance decay relationship 

(Fotheringham, 1983). Here, it was shown that for the use of origin or destination constrained 

model, the distance decay parameter was shown to reflect structure difference in the organisation 

of destinations or origins than in the behaviour from different origins or destinations.  

Consequently, the competing destination model was developed whereby individuals were assumed 

to make a two stage decision process when selecting their origins or destinations. In terms of the 

origin constrained model, an individual was seen to choose a broad range of destinations to interact, 

then that individual would choose a specified destination from within that larger subset of 
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destination. Thus, the destination selection process was seen to constitute the choice of a 

“microdestination” from which a “macrodestination”. The principle suggested that was not taken 

account of in the original gravity model is that “the more accessible a destination is to all other 

destinations in a spatial system, the less likely that that destination is a terminating point for 

interaction from any given origin, ceteris paribus” (Fotheringham, 1983, p. 20).  

On this basis it was suggested that accessible origins should show a steeper distance decay 

relationship than for inaccessible origins. This is because accessible origins would have more 

destinations to visit than inaccessible ones. Thus individuals in accessible origins won’t have to travel 

as far as their counterparts in inaccessible origins, thereby will be unwilling to travel as far. In terms 

of the model formulation then, the accessibility of the origin should be taken into account, 

transforming the origin constrained model into: 

 

𝑇𝑖𝑗  = 𝑍𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑊𝑗𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝛿𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝛽𝑖 

 

Eq. 23 

 

Where: 

 

𝑍𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑊𝑗𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝛿𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝛽𝑖𝑛
𝑗=1

 

 

Eq. 24 

 

And: 

𝐴𝑖𝑗 =  ∑ 𝑊𝑘𝑑𝑗𝑘
𝜎𝑖

𝑤

𝑘=1
(𝑘≠𝑖,𝑘≠𝑗)

 

 

Eq. 25 

 

 

In this formulation, Zi acts as the origin constraint, and Aij represents the accessibility of destination j 

to all other destinations available to origin i, as perceived by residence of origin i. Here σi measures 

the importance of distance in determining the perception of accessibility, where 𝛿𝑖  measures the 

strength of relationship between flows to destination and accessibility to other destinations.  

 

This model was shown to be able to be derived from entropy maximising techniques in the same 

way that the Wilson models were, thereby putting them on the same footing as the Wilson models. 
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The theory for this was tested on 1970 airline passenger interaction data which found support for 

the predicted relationship and hence in favour of the adapted competing destination model. 

However, since this initial derivation and evaluation of the model, few papers have since attempted 

to implement the model due to difficulty in calibration. Indeed, at the current moment there is no 

generally accepted method of calibration of the competing destination models, with a grid search 

seen as not accurate enough compared to the calibration that can take place for the traditional 

model. Thus, despite its supposed increase in accuracy and theoretical basis, applications of this 

model have been limited.  

 

2.4.3) Dynamic Behaviour 

Another contribution and extension of the Wilson model formulation was that of Harris and Wilson 

(1978) who integrated dynamic behaviour into the model. They do so by drawing inspiration from 

the ecological frameworks for dynamics of population from the Lotka and Voltera model and the 

Boltzmann methodology to see how retailers would behave in response to changing competitive 

pressures (Wilson, 2007). The key contribution of this advancement was to be able to represent the 

changing dynamics of retailers which was previously a criticism of the existing model in that it could 

only examine static relationships (Wilson, 2010). The issue with this however was to find data that 

would allow the model to be fitted which meant that early tests were undertaken on synthetic data 

(Clarke & Birkin, 2018).  

 

A recent application of this model includes that by Birkin and Heppenstall (2011) who do so for 

petrol stations in West Yorkshire. They do so by altering the mechanism of adjustment from price 

competition to floor space adjustment and integrate the dynamics of the model into an agent based 

model solution. They extend this further by accounting for discontinuous evolution, showing the 

effects that dynamic interaction may have on the opening, closing and expansion of petrol stations 

within this area. While the application of this model is novel, the fact that there have been few 

applications of this model suggest the difficulty in finding relevant data and accurately developing 

the system to apply it. Thus, application of this model is often limited in practice and cannot be used 

in relation to the proposed thesis.  

 

2.4.4) The Radiation Model 

More recent advancements have taken the form of developing alternative models such as the non-

paramaterised model known as the radiation model, or the integration of geographically lagged 

variables into the geo-lagged version of the model. The first of these was developed by Simini et al, 
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(2012) in response to perceived issues with the Wilson model in that the distance decay relationship 

was picked on which fit best rather than theoretical concerns, the model requires significant data to 

be calibrated, and that there are regular discrepancies in model fit and calibration. As such, they 

developed a non-parametric model from first principles based on diffusion theory, with the aim of 

generating  universal model that could be applied to all spatial interaction systems (Simini, et al., 

2012). However, while their initial test show improved performance over gravity models, 

subsequent literature has found mixed results as to whether the gravity of the radiation model 

performs best (Masucci, et al., 2013; Lenormand, et al., 2016; Stefanouli & Polyzos, 2017). In fact, 

some of these result suggested that for the radiation model to perform as well as the traditional 

model, it had to be paramaterised anyway and so limited some of the benefits of the newer model. 

Hence, the traditional understanding of the model is still regularly applied. 

 

2.4.5) Geolagged Models 

Similarly, the geolagged models have been developed in response to further issues identified with 

the existing model in that traditional models assume independence of errors. In the results however  

the errors of origins or destinations physically close to each other are likely to be related. This is 

likely to be because of factors such as accessibility, clustering of stores, travel routes, similar 

characteristics of consumers or sharing information (Lee & Pace, 2005). Consequently, these models 

seek to integrate spatial dependence into existing models, within initial evidence suggesting that this 

results in improved model fit as measured by R2 and log-likelihood value (Lee & Pace, 2005). While 

with this model there has been clear results that suggest improvements in model fit, the 

implementation of this model is often complicated and can require large amounts of data and 

computing power to make it work. Thus, limiting its application.  

Despite these advancements in model formulation and application, several issues remain to be dealt 

with and reconciled within this modelling framework. One of these issues is the influence of multi-

purpose or non-home based shopping trips where a significant amount of evidence suggests that the 

assumption of single-purpose home-based shopping within the gravity model is not well represented 

in reality, thus limiting the prediction power of these models and their conclusions for travel flows 

(Brown, 1992). Furthermore, with changing consumer preferences and lifestyles there is increased 

incidence of convenience shopping which departs from traditional gravity model assumptions in that 

this is often undertaken frequently at irregular intervals and for irregular items. This is reflected in 

the difficultly that current models have in being able to predict convenience store revenue where 

the traditional assumptions of the gravity model at the superstore level do not necessarily hold in 

the same way (Waddington, et al., 2018). These changing consumer preferences have also included 
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the move towards e-commerce platforms in ordering across many retail industries which is expected 

to alter the distance decay and attraction relationship seen in existing models. Thus, while attempts 

to integrate e-commerce into these models have been made already (Beckers, et al., 2021), no 

satisfactory conclusion has yet been reached and thus this remains a frontier for existing models. 

Finally, these models also depend on data being available about competitors locations to be able to 

accurately model relations. However, with the current rate of expansion of stores, particularly in the 

grocery sector, perfect information isn’t always available about the location of stores. However, if 

data is known about the changes in store revenue and where that change comes from then these 

models have the potential to be used to identify the location and size of competitors stores which 

has yet to be explored or utilised. Thus, there remains considerable scope for advancements of 

these models and for contributions to the existing literature.  

2.6) Conclusion 

Spatial interaction models are just one of four main retail location theories that have developed in 

the literature since the beginning of the 20th Century. Due to accuracy, adaptability, ease of 

implementation and practicality however they have become the most widely used of the four 

original theories and have indeed had considerably more ink spilled over them in more recent 

papers. While the origins of the theory come from the original insights of Reilly in 1929 in relation to 

furniture and clothing in Texas, the model has since adapted in a variety of ways over the period. 

This has included contributions that have led to the model becoming more mathematically robust 

and theoretically sound, such that they have been utilised by academics, retailers and governments 

alike. The main adaptation of this that has been used in such a way has been the developments of 

Wilson, who created a family of models that brought together the advancements of many previous 

researchers into a single framework thanks to the theory of entropy maximisations. This does not 

mean however that there are still not issues and or improvements that have continued to be 

suggested. Examples include those of the competing destination model, dynamic model, 

dissagregation, radiation model and the geolagged model just to name a few. However, the original 

Wilson model continues to be used due to its simplicity, ease of understanding, adaptability and 

wide applicability. Hence, its use in this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 

Grocery Retail Location  

3.1) Overview 

This chapter aims to tackle the second objective of the thesis by examining the changes in the 

grocery retailing market in the UK over the last 60 years and to identify methods that have been 

used to determine new store location. This review highlights the progression of the grocery retailing 

market including the development of pressures and changes that are likely to influence retail store 

location and hence the relevance of the spatial interaction model to model current grocery store 

revenues. It also discusses the development of different grocery retail location methods, including 

how and when the spatial interaction models were adopted into practice. It concludes by suggesting 

that current consumer behaviour and retail channels offered are likely to negatively influence the 

effectiveness of spatial interaction models. 

3.2) Introduction 

The interest in this thesis is how spatial interaction models fit within grocery retail location decisions 

in the UK. To this end, before exploring the application of these models to a relevant dataset, it is 

worth exploring how the UK grocery retail market has changed over the last 60 years. This includes 

how changes in social and economic factors have resulted in the development and spread of 

different formats of stores and location decisions. Such a history encompasses the first development 

of the superstore in the 1960s, followed by the widespread adoption of the format through the 

1990s. Since then, there has been a gradual shift back towards the convenience grocery format, 

along with the more recent rise in the importance and prevalence of e-commerce solutions in the 

industry.  

 Throughout this history, despite the prominence and development of spatial interaction models in 

the academic literature from the early 1970s, their practical use in relation to grocery retail location 

was only realised in the early 1990s. Even so, it was not until the late-2000s that spatial interaction 

models were used by a majority of retailers. Instead, throughout this period, a range of different 

solutions were used ranging from simply “gut feeling” of managers, to check listing and customer 

spotting, and finally to regression and spatial interaction modelling. Which, even though spatial 

interaction models remain the model of choice, a variety of techniques are used together in order to 

determine the final location of grocery retail stores in the UK.  
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Thus, in conjunction with changes in supply and demand factors in the sector resulting in changes in 

format and location, it is also worth exploring the history and application of locational choice models 

within the sector. The aim of this is to then understand how store formats and locations are chosen, 

and how spatial interaction models came to be embedded within standard practices in the industry. 

Such an exploration covers the changes in the superstore format and location, along with changes in 

the locational choice model, up until the modern grocery retailing environment we see today.  

3.3) Grocery Retailing Store Location, Formats and Market Developments 

3.3.1) The Development of the Supermarket 

In the grocery retailing industry in the UK there has been several periods of change in both format 

and location of stores. This has been in response to changes in consumer habits, technology and 

legislation since the early 1960s. The first change to occur in the 1960s was the development of large 

store formats, now known as supermarkets and hypermarkets, which begin with experiments of a 

few retailers who hoped to increase their margins and profits (Guy, 1996). These retailers aimed to 

achieve lower costs and hence greater profits through the development of larger store formats. This 

was because the larger floor space would allow for fixed costs to be spread across a greater range of 

stock, thereby reducing average fixed cost per unit of stock. Furthermore, store efficiency could be 

increased by stocking a greater range of products with the same amount of staff dealing with greater 

floor space. While at the same time, with fewer large stores, as opposed to many smaller ones, a 

more integrated and simplistic distribution system could allow for lower costs on the supply side 

(Guy, 1988). Such changes were facilitated by changes in pricing legislation at that time that allowed 

grocery retailers to pass on lower costs to consumers through price reductions. This allowed for 

retailers to compete more on the price of goods rather than just the level of service offered, 

meaning that any reductions in cost could in theory make the retailer more competitive against 

other retailers (Guy, 1988).  

Beyond operational changes allowed by the larger format store, the purchase of rental price per 

square foot of floorspace could be reduced by building these larger format stores either at the edge 

of town or even in out of town developments. Thus, not only was the development of a larger store 

focused on changing the way in which a store was managed, but also on the location of these stores. 

This change would rely on consumers being able to travel longer distances to reach these stores 

however, which, with rising car ownership across the country, was now becoming more feasible 

(Guy, 1988). The success of these early trials meant that retailers started to invest in even more 

stores of this format, following the large store out of town formula, due to increase profit margins of 

the early experimenters.  
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Consequently, in the early 1970s and 1980s, several retailers continued to adopt policies of 

significant store expansion centered around the development of larger store formats in suburban or 

edge of city sites. At this point, such sites were crucial to the continued development of these store 

formats because the reduced land prices around these areas, due to relatively little development, 

were key to ensure that there was enough land for parking space to be built (Guy, 1988). Consumers 

were certainly not expected to walk, cycle or take public transport when carrying their grocery 

shopping back home. This in itself was facilitated by a relaxed planning regime at that time, making 

out of town sites relatively easy to obtain and build on (Guy, 1995; Birkin, et al., 2017). Without such 

regulatory changes, firstly in terms of the changes in pricing strategies, and secondly in terms of 

planning availability, it may have been unlikely that the larger store formats would have developed 

in the way that they did. 

3.3.2) National Expansion Plans and Effects 

This was a major change in the grocery retailing industry in the UK at that time because most 

retailers were small, independent chains that were often geographically concentrated. This allowed 

them to focus on a specific market and demographic, often building up strong relationships with 

customers and their local community, with knowledge of the local area required for continued 

retailing success. However, the shift towards the larger store formats enabled retailers to consider 

plans for national expansion as a way of gaining national market share and increase their profit 

margins and overall profits (Guy, 1988). Indeed, a small area or region could only support a limited 

number of these larger format stores, as opposed to multiple convenience stores under the same 

brand.  

This change, towards a national focus, was primarily driven by several major retailers. Between 1982 

and 1990, the market share of the top five grocery retailers in the UK increased from under 25% in a 

rather dispersed, regionally focused market, to 61%, resulting in the development of an almost 

oligopolistic market and rapidly changing the competitive dynamics (Wrigley, 1994). This increased 

market share gave the retailers added advantages over and above those provided by the larger store 

format as they could not put pressure on suppliers to lower prices. This, combined with falling store 

costs per square foot in terms of both rent and resources, allowed for margins to increased from 

around 3-5% in the mid 1980s to around 6-8% in 1992 (Guy, 1995). Thus began one of the most 

profitable periods of grocery retailing in the UK, and even the world.  

The benefits associated with this rapid expansion, in terms of increased margins, market share and 

profit meant that competition between retailers took on an entirely new dynamic as the stakes were 

now much higher. Where previously stores were competing primarily in their local region, such as in 
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the South West or in the North West, with other regional retailers on the basis of quality of service, 

quality of product and on price, competition now played out on the national stage. With this change 

of arena came a change in factors that retailers competed over as well, with a clearer focus now on 

price and where stores would be located (Wrigley, 1994). Indeed, it could have been argued that 

store location now became more important than the majority of other competitive factors during 

this period. 

With the larger format stores now thoroughly entrenched in how grocery retailing was undertaken, 

and this trend supposedly set for the foreseeable future, expansion of stores now accounted for a 

significant amount of any increase in annual sales seen by retailers (Wrigley, 1994). Thus, for every 

site that was made available to construct a new supermarket or hypermarket, there were several 

national retailers interested in opening a new store on that site. This was because of a desire of each 

major retailer to build tens of new stores a year, with overall levels of store creation exceeding a 

hundred stores a year, despite there being limits to how many stores the UK market could eventually 

support. This meant that retailers such as Asda, who had a traditional base in the North of the 

country, were now looking for space in the South of the country, and vice versa for companies such 

as Sainsburys (Guy, 1996). Despite these retailers still maintaining a clear regional bias to where they 

originally began, they were slowly shifting towards becoming national grocery retailers known across 

the country. The intense competition over this period, in terms of both price and location, has since 

been labeled the “store wars” which began to change the grocery retailing landscape across many 

towns and cities throughout the UK (Wrigley, 1994).  

At this point, the effects of large store development by what were now national grocery retailers, 

began to spill over to independent local convenience outlets. There were even reports of 

cannibalization effects on retailers own smaller store formats as well (Guy, 1988). This included the 

closing of several independent grocery retailer outlets in place where large format retailers had 

opened up a new store, going hand in hand with the market share increase with the national 

retailers (Guy, 1996). While some of this could be attributed to the overall increase in grocery 

retailing competitiveness over this period, as lower prices seen in supermarkets put pressure on 

prices and margins overall, and consumer preferences changed to more convenient single trip shops 

with larger selections, the opening of superstores in these areas were seen as the driving force for 

these closures. This even spilled over into retailers own stores where cannibalization of sales led to 

the closing of some of their local convenience stores that operated at that time, or even in some 

cases the closing of some of their earlier supermarkets. However, the benefits of the new store were 

still seen to outweigh the costs having to close one of their own outlets, especially when the older 

store was poorly located originally due to poor access to population, non-relevant local 
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demographics, or even a competitor retailer opening up locally (Guy, 1988). This was just a highlight 

of the significant changes that large stores were having on existing urban dynamics and locational 

choices.  

3.3.3) The Rise of Competitive Pressures and Regulation Change 

Large store development continued apace throughout this period from the 1970s to the late 1980s 

as ever more supermarkets and hypermarkets began to pop up across the country. However, during 

the period of the late 1980s and early 1990s, the number of new supermarkets and hypermarkets, 

even other grocery stores, started to slow down. This appeared to be because the race for any space 

appeared to shift to only the race for the best space (Birkin, et al., 2017). At this point, retailers were 

no longer looking for just any space to locate their new stores, but were now considering only highly 

accessible locations that were close to large population centres with disposable income (Guy, 1988). 

Spaces for large stores were becoming more scarce and the build up of competition, with most 

major retailers competing in every regional market, drastically increased land prices. Such as the 

extent of this competition that in some cases, the price of land for a new supermarket development 

site was on the order of £25 million, an order of magnitude greater than what it was just a few years 

ago (Guy, 1995). Thus the risk of a failed store was much higher than it had been in the past, which 

was combined with poor location planning by some retailers, lead to the closing of some stores that 

were new only a decade ago. This change also coincided with changes in locational choice 

methodology as more advanced, not necessarily more accurate, techniques began to be used by 

retailers to find the best sites. Notably, Tesco took advantage of these techniques early on, such as 

the spatial interaction model, and reaped the locational rewards (Wood & McCarthy, 2014). But this 

also enabled landlords and land sellers to take advantage of these methods as well to increase their 

prices based on their own sales estimates, pushing up prices further. 

By the beginning of the 1990s, as the amount of new stores started to stagnate and decline, 

questions over saturation began to be asked. Some analysts during this period noted that there 

appeared to be much fewer sites available that could sustainably support a large superstore at the 

current profitability levels leading to questions as to where the sector was heading in the future 

(Alexander & Morlock, 1992). This was because, from the period of 1966 to 1996, over 900 grocery 

superstores had been built, along with many hundreds of smaller supermarket formats, and the 

increasing levels of penetration of discount superstores as well (Guy, 1996). Thus it was suggested 

that many of the low hanging fruit, in terms of location, had already been picked and competition 

was only going to increase. 
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At this time, while most analysts and manufacturers saw saturation of the grocery retail market 

being realized before 2000, many retailers remained more optimistic. Indeed, the majority saw 

market saturation being realized post 2000 or even later, with plenty of sites suggested to still be 

available that were profitable (Alexander & Morlock, 1992). This optimism was primarily seen in the 

behaviour and policies of Tesco, Sainsbury’s and Safeway at the time, who were each still 

considering at least 25 new stores a year. This was despite Asda and Safeway, two major retailers in 

their own right, having to halt their store development programs due to financial considerations 

given a less than optimistic outlook for the future (Guy, 1995). Thus, there began a separation 

between certain grocery retailers and other stakeholders and analysts in the industry as to the 

expected outlook and expected growth. 

The raising of these questions and concerns was also partly driven by pressure from the arrival of 

new deep discounters from the continent, such as Lidl, Aldi and Netto, that began to eat into the 

markets share of some of the larger stores by offering highly competitive prices (Birkin, et al., 2017). 

They were able to do this because of their innovative, at least to the UK market, formats whereby 

the cost of unpacking and selection was borne by the consumer rather than the store, along with 

cheaper non-branded or store branded products being offered as less money had to be spent on 

packing (Kor, 2019). Existing retailers had began to compete on quality at this time, with the aim of 

moving up the value chain and hence profit margins, allowing these deep discounters to enter the 

market and capture the lower end of the value chain. These stores also started to locate themselves 

in areas of major urban deprivation which larger retailers had written off as being previous 

unprofitable such as in the North of England or the Midlands (Birkin, et al., 2017). Two market 

leaders of Asda and Safeway were the most hit by these discounters as they had essentially tried to 

capture their target market both in terms of customer and where the stores would locate. Indeed, 

these two retailers began to come into financial trouble partly as a result of this new competition. 

This development was therefore seen as a challenge to the existing larger retailers which controlled 

a significant share of the market. A spotlight was now being shone on price competition, above 

purely locational factors, which during the recession of the early 1990s,. was on every consumers 

minds (Thompson, et al., 2012). 

At the same time, there was also growing unease of the public about the market power that the 

major grocery retailers were accumulating. This is because suggested excess profits of these retailers 

(profit margins had continued to increase), which was suggested to come at the expense of the 

everyday consumer (Wrigley, 1994). Thus, there was general unrest about where the grocery retail 

market was heading, starting from the point of the development of the superstore format and the 

continued growth of a select few major retailers. This combination of factors therefore led to 
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questions over the price that retailers were paying for sites, especially as to whether the valuations 

placed on land were sustainable given increased competition, potential saturation and public 

backlash (Wrigley, 1994). The major retailers had “hoarded” considerable holdings of land in “land 

banks” which if held at inflated prices, especially at the time of a broader economic recession and 

falling land prices, could lead to considerable financial issues for these retailers (Guy, 1995). This 

therefore put pressure on grocery retailers to either justify the prices they paid or there was going to 

market backlash in the form of stock market price reductions, counter to the growth trends they had 

experienced over the past few decades. 

A result of this concern, which lead to even more questions over the price of land, was the beginning 

of tightening retail planning regulation. The basis for this change was to make the development of 

larger store formats in out of town areas more difficult, accompanied by broader restrictions on the 

development of other retail establishments as well (Wood, et al., 2006). This was in response to the 

idea that the development of out of town retail destinations, whether that was grocery or other 

retail, were having a negative impact on town centres. Thus, seeking to protect the future of the 

town centre in the UK. This began in the early- to mid-1990s with the release of the Planning Policy 

Guidance Note 6 (PPG6) in 1993 and the incorporation of the “sequential test” of new retail 

development in the revised 1996 version (Clarke, et al., 2012). This aimed to negatively affect large 

store development, particularly for grocery retail, as the new development test required developers 

to first consider space available in town centres, followed by the edge of town centre locations, 

district and local centre sites and then only as a last resort of out of town centres, where the 

majority of large store formats were being developed (Wood, et al., 2006). This sequential test 

would aim to promote the development of inner city land rather than green field location. Thus, the 

aim was to protect the future of town and city centre retail, stopping, or at the very least reducing, 

the continued increase in green-field out of town developments. This was therefore a signal by the 

UK government that they saw that the future of out of town retail shopping as negative implications 

on the future of the UK city. This was thought to have a negative impact on grocery retailing, adding 

to the already increasing pressure on the sector in the early 1990s, ending a period of rosy outlooks.  

Despite the concerns, questions, fears and legislative consequences in the early and mid 1990s, 

grocery retail store development continued apace into the early 2000s. This was very much in 

contrast to the general trend of wider slowdown in retail property investment over the period, 

leading some commentators to even suggest that the “store wars” period had never stopped (Wood 

& McCarthy, 2014). This was because large retailers had been able to find new and innovative ways 

to continue their expansion. Such innovations included a shift in investment towards the expansion 

of existing stores, leading to increases in square foot owned by the retailers without necessarily 
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constructing new stores, a shift towards the strategy of smaller store formats such as convenience 

stores, and the development of new locational techniques allowing a reassessment of previously 

marginal locations (Wood, et al., 2006). Thus, although the “store wars” may have never stopped, 

they didn’t continue in the same guise they did the early 1980s.  

This shift, and comments, highlight the ingenuity of grocery retailers in the UK to be able to adapt to 

changing environments and to continue their growth. Many analysts suggested that the golden age 

of grocery retailing had come to an end, and it indeed it had in the form that it was already known 

for. But, growth continued apace. In particular, of the leading retail brands, Tesco was able to take 

advantage of the change in market conditions to adapt its retail offerings, while several other 

retailers such as Asda and Safeway were notably struggling, indeed even publicly stating that they 

were to scale back their expansion operations (Wood & McCarthy, 2014). This allowed some 

retailers to see this point as an opportunity to expand their market share, and continue to grow, 

when others were not able to. Thus, despite concerns over saturation, several retailers managed to 

continue with their expansion plans to some degree in a different guise. However, it is worth 

highlighting some of the impacts of this, as the concern over market saturation would never really go 

away anymore, certainly putting a dampener on the spirits of the retailers.  

As mentioned previously, the development of the large format stores were seen to have negative 

effects on small independent convenience retailers across the country. However, even with the 

change in strategy, with new large stores seemingly taking a back seat, the negative effects on 

independent retailers were still seen (Elms, et al., 2010). The traditional unique selling point of local 

convenience retailers, often known as “corner shops”, were their convenient location, opening 

hours and instore efficiencies. These benefits however were being eroded by the development of 

larger store format which, while many not have been in the most convenient of locations, often 

were able to compete with better opening hours and efficiencies of scale (Baron, et al., 2001). As a 

result, independent retailers being unable to compete, many had closed down and others had been 

subsumed under the banner of umbrella organizations. By 2012, the market share of independents 

in the convenience market fell to 19.4% (Hood, et al., 2015). Thus highlighting some of the impact 

that the development of these stores have had on local towns and cities.  

3.3.4) Changing Consumer Behaviour In The 2000s and 2010s 

By 2011-2012, questions over saturation in the grocery retail market again began to raise their head. 

This occurred as there was a global recession occurring/recovery beginning after hitting most 

grocery retailers badly during this period, along with the continued expansion of deep discount 

retailers, the rise in internet shopping and the convenience culture of a new generation of shoppers 
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(Butler, 2012). Questions were being asked whether grocery retailers in their current guide were 

ready for the future of the market? 

Such changes occurring including a shift in attitudes towards grocery shopping in the UK. Evidence 

from the early 2000s suggests that the main mode of shopping was still the main single grocery shop 

that was undertaken at the same time each week (East, et al., 1994; Popkowski Leszczyc, et al., 

2004). By the early 2010s however, evidence began to suggest that changing lifestyles necessitated a 

different type of shopping that conformed less to regularity and more towards convenience 

(Buckley, et al., 2007; Hallsworth, et al., 2010). This change was characterised by more people 

shopping within a much smaller travel time and an increase in the proportion of shoppers who were 

shopping greater than three times a week (Elms, et al., 2010). Consequences were therefore 

expected as to the format and location of existing grocery retailers offers, including the maintenance 

of existing stores and the development of newer ones.  

In response to this trend, and several other market pressures, since the 2010s several major shifts in 

grocery retailing can be seen. The first is the shift in development from large format stores to 

convenience formats by the major retailers once independent retailers had gone out of business. 

The second is the continued expansion of deep discount retailers resulting in an increase in 

competition, especially with price concerns becoming ever more prevalent. Finally, there has been a 

rise in importance and market share of e-grocery shopping, which although still relatively small to 

the total market share, has even led to the development of pure e-commerce pay and play retailers 

such as Ocado.  

Firstly, focusing on smaller store formats, a convenience retail outlet can be classed as one that is 

smaller than 3,000 sqft, located close to consumers’ homes or a large daytime population and have a 

wide but shallow product range (Baron, et al., 2001). Under the “small store” umbrella however we 

can also include high-street stores, that may in some cases be as large in 15,000 sqft, but also locate 

along major high streets, near to large concentrations of home or daytime population, but offer a 

slightly deeper selection of products than the convenience formats of retailers. These smaller store 

formats have thus increasingly become the vehicle for continued expansion by grocery retail outlets. 

They require a smaller threshold population to be profitable, can adapt to changing consumer 

demands for more convenience, and are viewed as a separate market from large grocery stores 

meaning that there are no concerns over market share size (Birkin, et al., 2017). National grocery 

retailers began to consider these retail formats as a more viable option for expansion, as opposed to 

the superstore and hypermarket format, as a response to the change in national planning 

regulations in the early 1990s (Wood & McCarthy, 2014; Hood, et al., 2015). This is to the extent that 
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from 2003-2012 most of the increase in grocery stores nationwide was due to the opening of 

convenience formats by retailers such as Co-op, Tesco and Sainsbury’s (Hood, et al., 2015). 

Consequently, in 2015, the grocery convenience market was reported to be worth an estimated 22% 

of the total grocery market (Hood, et al., 2015). Thus, as more retailers begin to invest in this format 

and the market share grows, competition is likely to intensify to and thus locational advantages are 

likely to be key (Birkin, et al., 2017). This is therefore seen as key growth area going forward, with 

fewer and fewer large format stores being opened. 

The second key area for grocery retailers in the UK going forward is that of continued increased 

competition. While in the early 1960s and 70s it was retailers competing to expand nationally with 

large superstore sites, by the 1980s this was the same retailers competing for only the most 

profitable ones. Then, in the 1990s and 2000s, with the introduction of continental discounters, a 

new market player, and indeed even a new segment of the market, increased the level of 

competition. In the 2010s and beyond it remains that there is competition between retailers, 

discounters, convenience retailers and through e-commerce channels. This is especially so as even 

though there are saturation concerns, Aldi and Lidl, two of the main discounters and competitors to 

existing retailers plan to open over 100 stores each over the next four years (Nazir, 2021). This is 

likely to have further impacts on existing retailers revenues and their market shares. It thus become 

important for existing retailers to understand the effects of competition, to know where and when 

competitors are opening and figure out how to respond. For that, they need to have the correct 

tools to be able to estimate the full impact of these new stores going forward. 

Finally, grocery e-commerce is likely to have a significant impact on the way in which individuals and 

families shop over the next several years. This will include through which channel we interact with 

grocery retailers along with where we interact with them. To this end, the adoption of grocery e-

commerce has followed the general trend of broader e-commerce adoption over the least 20 years, 

with increasing utilisation and value relative to the overall market (Kirby-Hawkins, et al., 2019). This 

process has even accelerated over the least two years by the COVID-pandemic. Such growth has 

been facilitated by the benefits of online shopping as it reduces search costs of finding the right 

product, grants convenient access to product and price information, enables quick and easy 

comparison, no restrictions on shopping hours and no associated travel costs (Hamad & Schmitz, 

2019). Furthermore, consumers have demanded greater convenience and choice, lower prices and 

greater store accessibility, which are all facilitated by the development of e-commerce offerings 

(Kirby-Hawkins, et al., 2019). Consequently, in the UK E-commerce is one of the fastest growing 

sectors of the retail economy (Birkin, et al., 2017), a trend which is also seen at the European, US 

and global levels as well (Beckers, et al., 2018). For grocery E-commerce, while uptake has been 
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slower than the broader retail economy due to the nature of the goods sold (Van Droogenbroeck & 

Van Hove, 2017), it is still likely to have a significant effect on the geography of grocery retailing. For 

example, two competing theories of innovation diffusion and efficiency suggest that urban areas 

should utilise e-commerce first due to their propensity to adopt innovation or that rural areas should 

adapt it first as they face the highest travel costs respectively (Hood, et al., 2020). Furthermore, 

grocery retailers investing in e-commerce need to pay attention to delivery methods due to the mix 

of frozen, chilled or room temperature goods being sold and the frequency with which they are, with 

options such as click and collect, home delivery or locker usage all options which a retailer must 

consider (Vyt, et al., 2017). This is especially important as last mile delivery, estimated to be as much 

as 50% of supply chain costs in home delivery, shifts the entire burden of picking and delivery onto 

the retailer which has previously been borne by the consumer (Hood, et al., 2020). Nonetheless e-

commerce is likely to continue to grow into the future and thus retailers must develop strategies to 

be able to compete in the new sector.  

3.4) Store Location Methods in Grocery Retailing 

As the formats, location and shape of the grocery retail market has changed, so have the methods by 

which retailers determine where to locate their stores. When experimentation with the superstore 

and hypermarket formats began, there were few methods that managers could reliably use to 

determine where to locate their new store other than “gut feel” and local knowledge. As the 

retailers grew however and they began looking beyond their immediate region to locate new stores 

it become much more difficult and costly to rely on gut feel alone, especially with the scale of 

investment in land and resources to open a new supermarket. This therefore led to the development 

and adoption of more “objective” techniques to evaluate a new store location, such as checklists, 

store comparisons and customer spotting. Nevertheless, these evaluation methods still remained 

subjective to a degree. It was not until further advancement in computer technology and 

mainstream GIS systems that these retailers could use methods such as buffer and overlay analysis, 

regression and even spatial interaction models in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Overtime these 

methods began to spread, with a majority of retailers now taking advantage of the increased 

objectivity of these models, not to mention their greater accuracy in predicting new or existing store 

revenue. Since the 2010s however, even more advanced expert models, along with new datasets, 

have begun to enter the toolkit of large retailers, including in some cases neural networks or random 

forest implementations of spatial interaction models. What this means is that there are a variety of 

techniques available for retailers to use in location planning, often being used in conjunction with 

each other through different stages of locational choice. Thus, it is worth exploring the evolution of 

these techniques to see what is the industry standard and how grocery retailers tend to make 
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locational choices, and hence why spatial interaction models need to be evaluated in terms of their 

usefulness to these retailers.  

3.4.1) Early Location Methods 

The only technique that was really available for a long time, was that of gut feeling of a senior 

member of staff, often the manager or owner of the business (Clarke & Hayes, 2013). Here, 

managers or owners would visit potential sites that were up for sale, look around, and determine 

whether they had a “good feeling” about a particular sight. This is of course highly subjective and 

relied heavily on the decisions of an individual to decide store locations but it was highly prevalent 

before the development of GIS or other commercially available statistical methods (Clarke, 1998). 

Nevertheless, when the potential cost is relatively low (at least compared to todays standards or 

large superstores), the consequences of a wrong choice were that an individual may go out of 

business. 

The use of this technique was despite the early development of academic theories such as Reilly’s 

law of retail gravitation or central place theory. This is because there was relatively limited 

awareness of these developments, understanding of their conclusions or resources available to be 

able to implement them in practice. An individual corner store owner looking to expand to two 

shops is unlikely to have looked towards academia for any ways to locate their second store. They 

are more likely to have a good knowledge of the local area and community and thus have a rough 

idea of where would be a good place to locate a new store given the expected demand. 

Prior to the 1970s, and the development of the superstore format, this technique was heavily relied 

on for location decisions, and it was even utilised by retailers throughout the 1970s, 80s and 90s. 

This is because the majority of retailers throughout this period still did not have access to more 

advanced analytical techniques due to resource constraints or the management team being 

unsupportive of locational planning departments/individuals (Clarke & Hayes, 2013). Even today, 

many small retailers who can’t afford the investment in modern techniques can rely on gut feeling or 

knowing the local area if they own, or look to own, one or two small stores. It can even play a part in 

the decision making strategy of much larger firms when many potential options are presented after 

more complicated analysis has been completed. 

While there was some success with these methods, especially in cases where managers had 

significant experience with retail location decisions and the new store was local, there were also 

some failures as well. This could occur in situations were the manager did not take account factors 

that were clear to see or the location decision was beyond their local area of expertise (Clarke, 

1998). In some cases, there was not a clear understanding of what made an area conducive to food 
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store performance, as luck can often play a part in decisions that are taken infrequently, or site visits 

were not long enough to get a full appreciation of the new site. A level of failure in this regard was 

accepted at a time of relatively limited competition. However, as competition intensified and the 

costs of poor location decision making increased, the influence of this method waned a the sole 

basis for locational decision making. Instead, it began to be used in conjunction with other methods 

and techniques, and may be the technique of last result when there is no single or well defined 

solution. Indeed, in cases such as convenience store location analysis, where more advanced 

techniques break down, it has been suggested that gut feeling and site visits remain a prominent 

selection method, even by some of the larger grocery retailers in the UK (Hood, et al., 2015). 

3.4.2) The Search for More Objective Techniques 

As the stakes for locating a store rose, more advanced and objective measures to evaluate where to 

locate a store were sought to be able to improve the site location analysis field, both generally and 

by individual retailers. One of the earlier techniques in this regard was that of check listing. This 

technique is used by simply generating a set of established criteria, such as the number of people in 

a certain demographic within a given travel time, or the distance to the nearest competitor, which is 

then used to evaluate the location for a new store (Robinson & Balulescu, 2018). While some of the 

criteria used in practice were often subjective in nature, indeed in some case there was no basis for 

selecting a given criteria, often the choices were based on past experience of the retailer or were 

accepted market standards (Robinson & Balulescu, 2018). For example, if an owner had a successful 

store in an area with a certain density, then when looking for a new store they may include that on 

their checklist for criteria to have, even if that wasn’t necessarily the factor that made the store 

successful. 

The benefit of this technique was that it set a base level of criteria for a store to be considered to be 

located in the area and thus it was hoped would reduce the incidence of poor store location on the 

basis of gut feeling alone. It was also seen as a quick way to dismiss potential store locations which 

became especially useful as retailers began to expand nationally and many sites had to be evaluated 

quickly (Robinson & Balulescu, 2018). The reason why this technique was not used earlier was 

because it was often difficult to identify and collect relevant sources of data to support this 

technique, at least on an objective level. While it would be easy to count the number of houses 

along a street, it was another thing to reliably estimate the number of population within a given 

walking distance. Thus, in reality, the final checklist criteria was often still highly subjective. 

Nevertheless, by the late 1980s, checklisting was seen as the most commonly adopted approach for 

grocery retail store location, suggested that considerable degree of faith was placed in this 

technique to make good store locational decisions (Simkin, 1990). 
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At the same time as check listing was being adopted, another technique was also being utilised, and 

is still used today, is that of “customer spotting” (Applebaum, 1966). This technique involved 

interviewing a representative sample of customers in a store to obtain their address, demographic 

information and their shopping habits. Locating these customers then on a map enabled a retailer to 

roughly delineate a stores trade area through a series of circles, or other shapes representing the 

underlying geography, to calculate the percentage of total customers coming from each given 

distance. Zones could then be created from this dataset to determine the primary (70%), secondary 

(20%) and tertiary (10%) trade areas by distance. This could then be used to roughly determine how 

much population would be needed within a given distance to support the store, to identify a 

potential target demographic to aim for or to see how competitors influence whether customers 

visit the store or not. This could then be used for store location analysis by finding site locations with 

similar characteristics to determine the potential viability of the new location (Applebaum, 1966; 

Clarke, 1998). While the interviews could be done without any extra data sources, and indeed the 

distance metrics would be easy to calculate, supplementing this to create a check list of criteria 

would suffer from the same issues as above, namely that access to data to support this method was 

difficult to find and evaluate. Nevertheless, this method could be used in conjunction with checklist 

analysis to identify potential locations for new stores.  

3.4.3) The Integration of Information Technology 

Broadly, these two techniques fall under the umbrella of what are called, analogue methods. 

Essentially what this means is that retailers would use this information to be search for similar 

locations to those of well performing stores where there wasn’t already a store. These methods 

were often relatively costly and time consuming to implement due to the resources required for 

data collection and implementation, especially when it came to mapping the results. However, these 

methods received a boost in the mid-1980s when technology advances and improved data 

dissemination methods enabled GIS to become more widespread in many retail organisations 

(Clarke & Hayes, 2013). This is because technologies advances allowed data from a variety of sources 

to be integrated into a single platform that could be used to more easily visualise the data and make 

decisions from, especially in relation to mapping. However, due to the cost of using these 

techniques, it was often only the larger retailers who could truly take advantage of these new 

technologies, through in house capabilities or the use of consultants, being the beginning of the gap 

in capabilities between national and independent grocery retailers.  

These new technologies, combined with original techniques, led to the development of buffer and 

overlay analysis with GIS. Here, checklists, or customer spotting data, could be implemented within 

software relatively easily and quickly, or the demographic profiles of areas could be integrated into 
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visualisations to understand where customers came from (Benoit & Clarke, 1997). The main benefit 

from this was the speed and ease of visualisation of the data which made the method much more 

accessible than ever before. This has allowed the two previous methods, in combination with buffer 

and overlay analysis, to be continued to used up until today because of their ease of implementation 

in automated systems and that their results are relatively easy and simple to understand for 

managers and decision makers (Roig-Tierno, et al., 2013). This has only become easier as technology 

has advanced, and indeed they remain the most commonly used methodologies in the initial analysis 

of retail store location today (Reynolds & Wood, 2010). 

3.4.4) The Adaptation of Regression and Spatial Interaction Models 

However, since then, these methods have tended to be used alongside more sophisticated methods, 

rather than on their own, as technology and the amount of available data has improved. This has 

meant that they are not the only tools at the location planners disposal anymore (Clarkson, et al., 

1996). The technology advancement that enabled the development of buffer and overlay analysis 

has allowed for the utilisation of more complex methods as well, such as regression or spatial 

interaction modelling (Clarke, 1998). In the case of the former, the adoption of regression 

methodologies has allowed store to correlate geodemographic variables with a store’s performance 

that then allowed new store performance to be predicted rather than just estimated (Clarke & 

Hayes, 2013). This therefore is able to act as more sophisticated and objective analogue method as it 

allows for direct comparison between existing stores and new sites on the basis of statistically 

significant influence factors (Birkin, et al., 2017). If the variables identified showed explanatory 

power then confidence could be put into the use of these techniques in evaluating new store 

performance.  

However, there are several issues with using regression for evaluating a new store location. The first 

is the fact that these models are often unable to adequately handle the nature of spatial interaction 

flows. This is in relation to the geographical factors that influence customer flows, including the 

adverse effects of competition on performance, which can be difficult to adequately account for in a 

regression model (Birkin, et al., 2017). Furthermore, regression models are often unable to model 

the impact of sales on existing stores due to cannibalisation, thereby limiting their use in situations 

where new stores are located close to existing ones. Finally, due to the geographical nature of the 

relationship, several explanatory variables are often highly correlated, leading to incorrect or 

confounded conclusions from the results (Birkin, et al., 2017). Despite this, these models continue to 

be used, and are still used today, because of their perceived objectivity and more complicated 

analysis leading to actual estimates of potential store revenue. This is especially so for highly 
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segmented markets such as clothing and restaurants as the negative effects associated with these 

models are minimised due to the way in which the market behaves (Mendes & Themido, 2004). 

As to the second method, of spatial interaction models, competition for sites and consumer 

patronage because more fierce in the 80s and 90s, required the need to adopt more advanced and 

accurate models than there has been in the past (Birkin, et al., 2017). While experimental spatial 

interaction models had been in used as early the 1980s, it was often difficult to collect enough data 

to calibrate and validate the models through survey evidence alone (Guy, 1992). This was still 

despite considerable advances in data, computational developments and changes in the retail sector 

at that time (Clarke & Birkin, 2018). Furthermore, there was also limited software available to run 

these spatial interaction models, at least at the level required for accurate predictions (Benoit & 

Clarke, 1997). Thus, if retailers wanted to utilise these forms of model, they often had to be pay for 

expensive, custom made software implementations which many could not afford, leading to 

different extent of usage of these models and software between sectors of retailer and also between 

retailers themselves (Reynolds & Wood, 2010).  

However, over this period from the early 1990s through to the beginning of the 2010s, spatial 

interaction model usage began to have a big effect on retail store location choices beyond a few 

early adopters (although the early adopted benefitted significantly from utilising these advanced 

techniques before anyone else) (Clarke & Birkin, 2018). This is because, as data, computers and 

broader technology continued to advance, it became clear that the application of spatial interaction 

models, at least when applied appropriately and correctly, produced significant value in terms of 

investment savings and profit benefits (Clarke & Birkin, 2018). For example, Tesco made early use of 

these methods in the mid-1990s, resulting in forecasts of their store turnover with 10% mean error, 

aiding them in their expansion plans and supporting them to become the dominant retailer that they 

are today (Mendes & Themido, 2004). The utilisation of spatial interaction models in a commercial 

retail setting thus began to be used more widely. However, even by the 2010s they were still not 

used by a 1/3rd of stores (Reynolds & Wood, 2010). This is primarily because of their often academic 

nature, leading some to use less sophisticated models, and their high data requirements to be able 

to be calibrated accurately. Thus, while these may be some of the most accurate models available, 

not all retailers are able to utilise their benefits, this is especially so for many of the smaller retailers 

where resources may be limited.  

3.4.5) The Fourth Wave of Retail Location Methods 

Despite spatial interaction models not being fully utilised across the entire sector, in some cases 

retailers are exploring other, even more advanced analytical techniques, in their location planning 
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departments. This includes methods such as artificial neural networks, random forest models, or 

other data science techniques that are filling gaps where spatial interaction models not be working 

as expected or where large datasets enables their usage alongside traditional models (Robinson & 

Balulescu, 2018). Some commentators have even suggested we are entering a third, or fourth, age of 

retail location planning due to continued advances in technology and data (Clarke & Hayes, 2013). 

The split is often the first age of “gut feeling”, followed by analogue method usage supplemented by 

the beginnings of technologies advances, then the adoption of analytical techniques such as 

regression and spatial interaction models, followed by the fourth age of data science methods. This 

fourth stage thus include the integration of new datasets into existing models such as mobile phone 

location data or social mediate data that allows us to extend the models beyond the analysis of a 

single retailer (Clarke & Birkin, 2018).  

In reality, the use of the “fourth age” techniques is often limited by data, experience and computing 

power available, with only a small minority of firms attempting to utilise these techniques for 

locational analysis (Reynolds & Wood, 2010), despite the percentage of firms using this continuing to 

grow (Hernandez & Bennison, 2000; Reynolds & Wood, 2010). If this is indeed the case, it suggests 

that these methods are potentially seen as the way forward, beyond the spatial interaction model, 

and their use is likely to continue to grow as their understanding and ease of implementation 

improves. Of course, there also needs to be continued improvements in computing power and data 

collected by the retailers, but this has been an ever expanding process. Adoption of these methods 

would likely mirror the use and implementation of gravity model formulations, whereby in the early 

1990s a minority of firms were able to use this technique, but since the turn of the decade a majority 

were able to do. The question is whether this would actually be the case or not as many of these 

new techniques are as of yet unproven in practice.  

In grocery retailers, the current grocery location planning workflow utilises most of these techniques 

in conjunction with each other to make the final decision. It is noted that the simpler techniques, 

such as buffer and overlay analysis, are used to relatively easy filter through potential sites due to 

their ease of implementation and quick understanding, while more complicated techniques could be 

used on the narrowed down list due to their complexity and increased resource use required 

(Clarkson, et al., 1996). In a department analysing tens of potential locations a week, only a small 

amount of those can be critically analysed to the full extent of all the methods available. 

Furthermore, using multiple locational models in conjunction with one another is likely to reduce the 

risk of a single erroneous result affecting any judgement, thus more confidence can be placed in the 

final conclusion (Clarkson, et al., 1996).  
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This means that, with access to more data and improved technology and software, there is still a role 

to play for more traditional techniques. As such, despite advancements in adoption and usage, there 

is still a role to play for local knowledge in an understanding of local retail markets. On the ground 

knowledge can support advanced analytical techniques to ensure that the best locational choice is 

made (Hallsworth & Jayne, 2000). This is the reason why many local real estate advisors still have 

their job, as local knowledge is still useful! The strength of these techniques in informing the final 

decision can also be influenced by a variety of factors within the organisation. For example, an 

experienced location planning team, with patient and understanding managers, that are well 

respected within the firm are more likely to be influential in deciding final locations than those in 

firms who do not support the location planning team or whose managers do not understand the 

work that they do (Hernandez & Bennison, 2000; Reynolds & Wood, 2010). Thus, it is not only how 

accurate these models that affect their usage, but also broader institutional factors within the sector 

(Wood & Reynolds, 2011).  

In this sense, our interest remains primarily with the use and implementation of spatial interaction 

models. This is because they are often used as the final methodology for store site evaluation once 

more simplistic techniques have ruled out several sites (Reynolds & Wood, 2010), they can 

accurately forecast store revenue, and they have received considerable attention in the academic 

literature. Their implementation however is often of the more basic spatial interaction model 

formulations because despite continued advances in the academic literature they are often difficult 

to implement in practice due to the required expertise and data (Hernandez & Bennison, 2000), 

being reflected in the low (although increasing) utilisation rates of actual retailers (Reynolds & 

Wood, 2010). This focus on spatial interaction model is despite more advanced models such as 

neural networks and random forests being identified in the literature as if spatial interaction models 

struggle to be implemented in practice then these methods are even less likely due to their more 

complicated nature (Hernandez & Bennison, 2000). Thus the focus is on the current implementation 

of spatial interaction models, how they can be improved and where they can be utilised in practice.  

3.5) Conclusions 

The UK grocery retail market in the UK has evolved since the first introduction of the supermarket in 

the early 1960s in response to changes in demand, supply and regulation. This has included the 

successful first few experiments of the supermarket format in response to changes in pricing and 

land regulation allowing retailers to increase their profit margins. Following these examples, several 

retailers adapted the concept on a much wider scale, expanding from regional competition in the 

convenience store market to national competition through the supermarket format. Such was the 

dominance of a few firms in this regard that the top five grocery retailers in the UK expanded their 
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market share from 25% to over 60%, locating stores all across the country. This continued expansion 

led to concerns however, with the government introducing regulation to favour brownfield 

development, concerns over too much market power for the key retailers and increases in 

competition from intercontinental discounters. The main retailers thus had to adapt by expanding 

their existing stores, developing a convenience store format and begun forays in the world of 

grocery e-commerce. This allowed them to continue to expand their offerings at a time of general 

economic difficulties in the UK until the beginning of the 2010s. Challenges that they face today in 

that sense are generally different to what they have faced before, with continued competitive 

pressures from expanding discounters, changes in consumer preferences towards convenience 

retailing and the growing importance of e-commerce. This has meant that the models they choose 

to put their faith into for where to locate their stores are more important than before.  

Throughout this period of change and upheaval, the techniques that grocery retailers have used to 

determine where to locate their store has also changed. While competition was mostly local with 

small format stores, managers or owners using their local knowledge could use their “gut feeling” to 

be able pick new successful store locations. However, with increasing competition and costs of 

constructing a new store, more advanced and objective techniques were sort. In the early 1970s and 

80s, before computing was widespread, the industry looked to techniques such as check listing and 

“customer spotting” to determine where to locate a store. These methods remained subjective in 

their use and often struggled with a lack of data, but their use made sure that it was no longer down 

to just the manager or owner to make these decisions. Advances in technology in the mid 1980s 

enabled these techniques further by allowing for advances in data integration and visualisation. Such 

was their simplicity and insight that in fact they are still used today through what is known as overlay 

and buffer analysis. Nevertheless, new technology also enabled the use of more advanced and 

objective techniques such as regression and spatial interaction modelling. With the costs of 

developing a new store increase ever higher, it became crucial for large retailers to adopt these new 

techniques, with those that did early on reaping rich rewards. Nevertheless, with continued 

advanced in technology and data availability, some retailers have gone even further, utilising large 

datasets and data science techniques such as Neural Networks or Random Forest algorithms with 

loyalty card or GPS data to model store location. While a variety of techniques are likely to be used 

in practice, it remains important for these firms to know how to accurately model store revenue, to 

which extent it is useful to evaluate the performance of industry standard spatial interaction models 

in relation to challenges that the industry is currently facing.  
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Chapter 4 

City Model Application 

4.1) Overview 

This chapter builds on the work of the previous two chapters by highlighting unresolved issues in the 

literature in regards to spatial interaction modelling implementation, tackling objective three. To this 

end the chapter begins by discussing different calibration methods in the literature, identifying that 

a Poisson Regression formulation would be the most appropriate method to use in the current 

thesis. Furthermore, methods of model evaluation are also discussed in relation to metrics that have 

been used in previous research and how they can be used to validate the modelling performance 

achieved here. These discussions, along with those in the previous chapters, are then used to inform 

the implementation of a spatial interaction model applied at a city level scale.  

4.2) Introduction 

The foundation laid out by Wilson and his family of gravity models has been the building block of the 

majority of retail location analysis since his original contribution. This has included both in the 

academic literature, where the majority of contributions continue to build on this pivotal work, and 

in practice where spatial interaction models are one of the most used models. This does not mean 

however that implementing them on datasets is without difficulty. Indeed, several issues are 

highlighted in the literature that often act as a barrier to the actual implementation, evaluation and 

usage of these models. For our purposes, this primarily concerns how to calibrate these models, 

which is no mean feat, and how to evaluate the models. The debates are fundamental to 

understanding how to apply these models in practice and how they influence the model 

formulation. Thus, it is worth examining these issues in turn, before applying these models to a small 

subset of the data that we have available. The aim of this is to then inform the future direction of 

this research and to highlight potential issues that may affect the modelling within such a data rich 

environment.  

4.3) Spatial Interaction Modelling Calibration 

4.3.1) The Wilsonian Family of Models 

Since the first development of these models significant attention has been paid to how these models 

can be calibrated. This is important because if the models are to be utilised in practice, we need to 

know that that parameter values are those that accurately reflect the underlying data and 

phenomenon that we are studying (Batty & Mackie, 1972). As with the original critiques of Reilly’s 
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law showed, a model that isn’t accurately calibrated to the situation which is wishes to be applied 

cannot be relied on to draw reliable conclusions. This would limit its usefulness and indeed its 

practicality if they could not be accurately calibrated.  

Introducing the forms of the models again we have: 

The unconstrained model 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝐾𝑊𝑖
𝛼𝑊𝑗

γ
𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗) 

Eq. 26 

 

 

The production constrained model 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗) 
Eq. 27 

 

 

The attraction constrained model 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝐵𝑗𝑊𝑖
𝛼𝐷𝑗𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗) 

Eq. 28 

 

 

The doubly constrained model 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖𝐵𝑗𝐷𝑗𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗) 
Eq. 29 

 

 

For the unconstrained model, calibration includes estimated of the mass parameters, α and γ, which 

measures the relationship between flows and the “mass” of the origins and destinations 

respectively, and β, which measures the strength of the distance decay relationship in the flows. In 

the singly constrained models (the production and attraction constrained model) this includes 

estimation of α or γ alongside β, and in the doubly constrained model we are only interested in the 

calibration of the β parameter. Thus, in each model as we go from the unconstrained to the singly 

constrained to the doubly constrained, more information is contained within the data itself meaning 
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less work has to be done on the calibration end, but calibration still needs to be undertaken to 

ensure a good model fit.  

While early models, such as Reilly’s model, would have used simple search techniques for the 

calibration of a single parameter to best fit the data, we now have considerably more data and more 

parameters to calibrate. This means that we need to ensure that the models are calibrate accurately 

and effectively as otherwise the models will be rendered useless. The importance ascribed to this 

within the spatial interaction domain can be seen in the considerable amount of literature to finding 

the best technique for calibrating these models. 

4.3.2) Linear Regression Calibration 

One of the first methods of calibration for the family of these models suggested taking logs of either 

side of the equation in question to linear model. In terms of the unconstrained model, this would 

transform the equation to:  

𝑙𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑙𝑛 𝑘 + 𝛼 𝑙𝑛 𝑊𝑖 + 𝛾 𝑙𝑛 𝑊𝑗 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽𝑑𝑖𝑗) 

Eq. 30 

 

Transforming the equation in this way would have allowed the parameters to be estimated through 

standard ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, a well-known and easy to use technique at that 

time (Fotheringham & O'Kelly, 1989). Such formulation could also have been shown to be derived 

through the equivalence of the multiplicative competitive interaction (MCI) model and entropy 

maximisation model, as shown by Anas (1983), Nakanishi and Cooper (1974), as regression was 

heavily used in the early implementations of the MCI model as well.  

This method of calibration has been applied to a variety of empirical examinations since then. For 

example, in order to calibrate a production constrained SIM to the East Midlands Economic Planning 

Region, OLS was used (Gibson & Pullen, 1972). Using this method of calibration meant that they 

were simple to apply and additional explanatory variables could be easily added to the model, due 

to the nature of regression. This was useful in economic applications of the models, such as in trade 

analysis or knowledge transfer, where adding additional variables was seen to add flexibility to the 

model specification and account for factors other than traditional variables used in spatial 

interaction modelling (Burger, et al., 2009). As a result, linear regression was one of the most widely 

used techniques for calibration of these models (Ewing, 1974), and remains one of the main reasons 

why it is still used today.  

Despite its early and continued popularity, there are several issues in the way in which this method 

is used to calibrate spatial interaction models. Firstly, if there is considerable variation in the 
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individual flows in the data, log linearising the model and then using OLS regression will give undue 

weight to small flow observations in the untransformed scale. This means that the estimated 

parameters in the model, when translating the results back to the original scale, will likely be 

skewed, as opposed to if the parameters were estimated directly from the data (Cesario, 1974). 

Secondly, OLS makes the assumption that the variance of the dependent variable remains constant 

regardless of the size (normality of errors assumption). In terms of flows however there is likely to 

be considerable variation with the variance increasing with the size of the flows, skewing both the 

results and the parameters from the OLS model (Cesario, 1975). This is related to the fact that log 

linearising the original model assumes that errors are log-normally distributed around the estimate, 

where in reality, due to the nature of flows, there is little reason to assume this is the case 

(Flowerdew & Aitkin, 1982). This often means that the OLS assumption is often broken and thus can 

lead to inaccurate and skewed results in terms of the parameter values.  

When it comes to how the data is fed in to the model and values are predicted, the model is trained 

on log-normalised values, Jensen’s inequality implies that estimates of log Tij are not the same as 

logged values of Tij, meaning that the estimates from the model when transformed back to the 

original scale are unlikely to be accurate (Santos Silva & Tenreyro, 2006). In this particular case, this 

will mean that there will be consistent underprediction of small flows and overprediction of large 

flows, therefore failing to reflect the true variation in flows represented in reality (Flowerdew & 

Aitkin, 1982). Secondly, the log-linearised model cannot deal with zero flows, as you can’t take a log 

of 0, meaning that an small offset value is used. When there are few of these values, then this does 

not make too much of a difference to the model, however when the number of zero values is large, 

then this can have a significant effect on the coefficients of the model  which can lead to incorrect 

conclusions (Flowerdew & Aitkin, 1982). Finally, when it comes to transforming the data back to the 

original scale, the results from the least squares model are unable to ensure that the constraints 

hold (Cesario, 1975). While Fotheringham and O’kelly (1989) suggested that in the unconstrained 

case k could be adjusted after model calibration to ensure that the total constraints fit, in singly and 

doubly constrained models it is likely that, even after adjusting the balancing factors, some of the 

origin and destination constraints are likely to be consistently under or overpredicted (Cesario, 

1974). This therefore limits the use of the constrained forms of the model as if the constraints can’t 

be enforced then the extra information is relatively redundant in the model implementation. Thus, 

OLS calibration of spatial interaction of the models is likely to lead to inaccurate results and 

inappropriate conclusions, arguing that OLS should not be used to calibrate these models in practice. 

A final limitation of the log-linear model method of calibration includes the fact that the models are 

inherently non-linear, especially doubly constrained ones. This means that estimation of the 
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parameter values using this technique is unlikely to result in estimation of the true parameter values 

(Wilson, 1971). Batty and Mackie (1972) explore this in some depth, stating that on this basis linear 

estimation method is not appropriate for spatial interaction models. They state that this is because 

of the difference between non-linear equations which can be linearised through transformation, 

thus allowing them to estimated via methods such as OLD, and those that can’t. They show that 

while the unconstrained form of the model could be argued to fall into the former camp, the 

constrained models cannot. This is because of their balancing factors which if estimated by OLS 

would result in incorrect estimates of the parameter values.  

4.3.3) Maximum Likelihood Estimation  

After showing that OLS cannot be used, Batty and Mackie (1972) use the earlier work of Hyman 

(1969) and Evans (1971) to show that the models could be calibrated through existing maximum 

likelihood estimation methods and that this would ensure correct parameter estimates. For this, 

they convert the production constrained retail model to a probabilistic format and highlight several 

methods for estimating the parameters including: first-order iteration, Newton Raphson method, 

Fibonacci sequences, simplex search and quadratic search. Using these methods of calibration 

ensures that the parameters are estimated directly, rather than through their log-transformed 

values, which removes the bias created by focusing on small flows associated with log-linear 

calibration methods (Cesario, 1974). Furthermore, while least squares estimations through the log-

linear format only holds constraints approximately, maximum likelihood estimation ensures that the 

constraints are met in their original form (Cesario, 1975). Thus, an alternative to the OLS method of 

calibration was presented by Batty and Mackie (1972), which resolved several of the issues highlight 

with the OLS method. 

In presenting this alternative however, Batty and Mackie (1972) highlight the fact that specifying and 

applying these algorithms, especially after developing a probabilistic form of the model, can often be 

a complicated and lengthy process. This means that in reality, while they resolve the issues of OLS, 

they are often difficult and apply in practice, thereby acting in contrast to a key benefit of OLS, that it 

is easy to use. Utilising such a method would often mean that specialist knowledge would be 

required which is often not available in practice, especially in commercial domain, where time and 

resources are often constrained. Thus, while such methods can reach the correct value for 

parameter estimates, and are likely to more accurate models, their use in practice has been 

hampered by their complexity and limited applicability. We can see this highlighted in the existing 

literature where very few spatial interaction model implementations have attempted to use any of 

the formulations presented by Batty and Mackie, despite computer programs openly available that 

can implement them. It remains difficult to overcome the initial implementation step of 
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implementing the model in a probabilistic format. Thus, other methods of calibration have been 

sought in order to overcome the issues of OLS and maximum likelihood calibration.  

4.3.4) Poisson Regression 

Following this period, there was a lull before any viable alternative was suggested. However in 1982, 

Flowerdew and Aitkin suggested that Poisson regression could be used to calibrate spatial 

interaction models. Notably, in response to the issues of log linearising the model, as highlighted 

above, they suggested that Poisson regression would be more appropriate for several reasons. 

Firstly, if the flows represented people, then these could only be positive integer values, which 

suggests that a discrete probability distribution should be used, like that of Poisson distribution. 

Secondly, Poisson regression can deal with zero values without having to add an offset value, 

thereby reducing the need for an extra step in model preparation and ensuring that there is bias or 

skew as a result. Finally, Poisson regression assumes that the variance is proportional to the mean, 

which is a natural assumption of the flow distribution, as the value of individuals increases then the 

variance is also likely to increase (Flowerdew & Aitkin, 1982). Beyond these benefits, Poisson 

regression was also seen to have a relatively easy implementation at the time as it was a well known 

distribution that has been around for a while, similar to OLS regression and in contrast to maximum 

likelihood estimation (Tiefelsdorf & Boots, 1995). More recently this is represented by 

representation in several open source software and programming packages that are relatively easy 

to use (Oshan, 2016). Thus, Poisson regression was suggested to be able to overcome of the issues 

highlight in the earlier methods of spatial interaction model calibration.  

Taking these results, we can assume a Poisson distribution of flows which would suggest that the 

probability that k individuals would be recorded as moving between and origin, i, and destination, j, 

could be modelled as:   

𝑃𝑟 (𝑛𝑖𝑗 = 𝑘) =
𝑒−𝜆𝑖𝑗𝜆𝑖𝑗

𝑘

𝑘!
 

 

Eq. 31 

 

This can then be translated to the spatial interaction model, where λij is the expected value from the 

Poisson probability distribution. We can specify the calibration of the model in a Poisson regression 

form by assuming that the estimate of flow value, λij, is logarithmically linked to a linear combination 

of the logged independent variables. The original application of this methodology was to the 

unconstrained model which could be specified as: 
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𝜆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑙𝑛 𝑃𝑖 + 𝛽2 𝑙𝑛 𝑃𝑗 − 𝛽3 𝑙𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑗) 

 

Eq. 32 

 

To calibrate this relationship then, an iteratively reweighted least squares procedure could be used 

to estimate the parameters. Results from from Nelder and Wedderburn (1972) and McCullagh and 

Nelder (1983) show that estimation in this case is equivalent to that of maximum likelihood 

estimation. This thus means that the results from the Poisson regression model would be equivalent 

to those in Batty and Mackie (1972), assuming that Poisson distribution holds for the underlying 

data. Thus, the benefits of parameter estimation from maximum likelihood would be achieved, along 

with avoiding the issues of linear estimation, doing so in a more easily implemented methodology 

than those presented by Batty and Mackie (1972). 

To see how well this calibration method performs, Flowerdew and Aitkin (1982) use British migration 

flows and found that the Poisson regression model outperformed that of linear calibration as 

measured through the chi-squared statistics. An issue with this however is that the linear model that 

they calibrated was not totally constrained, while their Poisson regression was, leading to an unfair 

advantage and thereby nullifying their conclusions. Fotheringham and Williams (1983) thus rectified 

this by comparing a constrained model through both OLS and Poisson regression. In doing so, they 

confirmed the suggestion of Flowerdew and Aitkin (1982) that the Poisson model performs between 

that a lognormal model calibration through OLS, but this was in terms of the R2 value. Diving deeper 

into their results, it can also be seen that the Poisson regression model also showed an improvement 

in the prediction if large flows as opposed to the log-normal model, reducing the tendency to 

underpredict. This therefore shows the useful application of the Poisson model to spatial interaction 

models, overcoming some of the key issues of the linear model and the maximum likelihood 

estimation method, while providing a better fit to the data.  

While this was originally applied in the case of an unconstrained model, subsequent papers by 

(1987), Davies and Guy (1987) and Flowerdew and Lovett (1988) extended the application of the 

Poisson regression methodology idea to that a singly constrained model, in particular to the 

production constrained model. The importance of this is that both OLS and maximum likelihood 

estimation had difficulty in estimating these models because of the non-linearity of the models. 

While OLS could not deal with non-linearity in the model as already mentioned, maximum likelihood 

estimation, despite producing accurate parameter values, also struggled because of the balancing 

factors (Batty & Mackie, 1972). These often meant that calibration of the model through maximum 

likelihood estimation become complicated because in solving the multiple equations derived from 

the constrained models often meant that several well known procedures for maximum likelihood 
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estimation would get stuck in a local rather than global minima (Davies & Guy, 1987). This meant 

that sometimes maximum likelihood estimation did not produce accurate parameter estimates, 

especially for the more complicated models. 

However, Flowerdew and Aitkin (1982) suggested that Poisson regression could be extended to the 

single constrained model and beyond. This could be done by adjusting equationEq. 32 by replacing 

𝛽1 ln 𝑃𝑖 in the model with origin specific factors such as ai: 

𝜆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽0 + 𝛽3 𝑙𝑛 𝐷𝑗 − 𝛽3 𝑙𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑗 +  𝑎𝑖)  
Eq. 33 

 

This ai factor essentially acts as a categorical variable for each origin and would thus ensure that the 

origin and total constraints are held within the model if data about the origins are known (Guy, 

1987). Applying this to the same dataset as the original paper, Flowerdew and Lovett (1988) show 

that estimates produced by this model show related, but not identical, parameters to those 

produced by an entropy maximising model, and show overall good model fit. Thus, complete 

accuracy is seen as a potential trade-off for ease of application and speed of implementation with 

the results being seen as close enough to justify its continued use. 

These results suggested that the model could also be extend to the destination constrained model 

by replacing the destination mass terms with a destination dummy variable, or to the doubly 

constrained model through a dummy variable for both the origins and the destinations (Davies & 

Guy, 1987). Indeed, subsequent applications of the spatial interaction model through Poisson 

regression has shown that this is the case (Burger, et al., 2009). Thus, the Poisson regression 

formulation is seen as an easy and interpretable way to calibrate spatial interaction models, 

removing the issues associated with the linear regression estimation procedure while also reducing 

the complexity associated with entropy maximisation or maximum likelihood estimation procedures. 

This is done while still producing the same outcomes in terms of performance and parameters as 

maximum entropy and maximum utility models (Tiefelsdorf & Boots, 1995). Furthermore, just like 

the previous models, this could be extended in ways such using origin specific parameters, the 

incorporation of other dependent variables if their relationship is multiplicative, and it could be 

adjusted to represent the competing destination model (Guy, 1987). Thus, using the Poisson 

regression methodology allows the same flexibility of the original formulation of the models, while 

retaining simplicity and providing increased accuracy in application to flow data. This has therefore 

led to this methodology becoming common practice in the literature in terms of application of 

spatial interaction models.  
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Despite Poisson regression being recognised as one of the best methods for calibrating spatial 

interaction, there are still areas of debate in the literature. The first is over the assumption of the 

mean being equal to the variance as its relation to reality. While such an assumption was seen to 

free the model from the even more restrictive assumption of a constant mean, as seen in linear 

regression, it is still seen as a constraint in the model that must be assumed for the Poisson 

regression model to hold (Davies & Guy, 1987). This has therefore led to some to suggest the use of 

a negative binomial model when overdispersion is seen within the Poisson regression model. This is 

because this would suggest that the variance in the data is larger than the mean value and thus 

violates the assumption of the Poisson model and lead to incorrect estimates (Burger, et al., 2009). 

Specifically, overdispersion is likely to lead to incorrect significance levels of parameter estimates 

which may suggest significance where there is none and hence incorrect conclusions (Burger, et al., 

2009). Thus, in some cases it could be argued that the Poisson regression model in some cases 

would be inappropriate. 

However, the negative binomial regression model is known to have its own issues when it comes to 

spatial interaction modelling. In the case where flows are non-discrete units, such as revenue 

estimates or weights, then the negative binomial model cannot be used as the estimates from the 

model are scale dependent (Kritsztin & Fischer, 2015). This means that depending on the scale 

selected, millions of pounds, thousands of pounds, hundreds of pounds etc. then the results from 

the model will be different, leading to the model not being robust under different specifications and 

hence leaving the door open of manipulation of the results on behalf of the researcher or incorrect 

conclusions. In contrast the Poisson regression is seen as robust enough to be able to deal with 

these issues. This is because, despite Poisson regression assuming non-negative integer values, it has 

been shown that Poisson regression can still be used for non-discrete units such as flow of monetary 

values in the case of the retail model (Motta, 2019). Thus, negative binomial methodology is not 

commonly utilised within the existing literature with the limitations of the Poisson model accepted 

due to its robustness. 

The second main critique of the Poisson regression usage is in the case of excess zeros. While zero 

flows can be dealt within in Poisson regression, because it allows for zero flows, if there are a greater 

number of zero flows within the results than would be suggested by a natural Poisson distribution 

then it is suggested that this could be due to different processes operating on zeros and actual 

values. An example of this is suggested in the trade arena where zero flows may be indicative of no 

resources rather than influences of distance, or in the case e-commerce sales where zero flows could 

indicate a lack of provision rather than a lack of choice (Santos Silva & Tenreyro, 2010). In this 

situation, it has been suggested that a zero-inflated Poisson or negative binomial model could solve 
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this issue. This is because these models (despite the above critique of the negative binomial model) 

separates out two processes by firstly determining whether a value should be zero and then whether 

those zero values fit within the traditional model (whether that is Poisson or a negative binomial 

model) (Burger, et al., 2009). Determining when such a model should be used can be done using the 

Voung statistic alongside the likelihood ratio statistic that test for overdispersion (for selecting the 

negative binomial model). 

Again however, issues affect the choice of this model. It is acknowledged that different statistics 

testing for these conditions can point to the use of different models, whether that is the base model 

or the zero inflated model. This means that it is often acceptable to use the base Poisson 

specification in most scenarios as it has been shown to be well behaved, even in the case of excess 

zeros (Santos Silva & Tenreyro, 2011; Kritsztin & Fischer, 2015). In this case, while excess zeros could 

be identified and could affect the model, Poisson regression is still seen as robust under these 

conditions and the parameters estimated from it to be valid. This has meant that, while alternative 

forms of the Poisson regression specification can be used under different scenarios, it remains the 

most common method for dealing with spatial interaction models currently and is thus utilised in 

this work.  

This therefore highlights the continued debate in the literature as to the most appropriate 

calibration method for spatial interaction models. Indeed, while calibration via log-linearisation and 

OLS is common, especially so within the economic discipline, several issues have been highlighted 

with its implementation, suggesting that its use can lead to incorrect or inappropriate conclusions. 

Maximum likelihood estimation was suggested to resolve many of these issues, leading to correct 

estimation of the parameters, but the difficulty of calibration the spatial interaction models through 

this methods is highlighted through the lack of usage of this method in both practice and in the 

literature. Thus, Poisson regression has been suggested to be the best method for calibrating spatial 

interaction models, with support in the literature finding that results derived through this method 

are more accurate than OLS and equivalent to those found through maximum likelihood estimation. 

This is not to say that use of the this method does not have its own issues, but that the ease of 

implementation and general robustness of the method are suggested to outweigh any of concerns 

or additional issues that arise with otherwise suggested models. 

4.4) Spatial Interaction Modelling Evaluation 

Although calibration is a key part of the application of these models, and there has been some 

debate in the literature presented above, we also need to understand how to evaluate and validate 

the output of these models in relation to the data that we have. What this means is that we need a 
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reliable measure, or group of measures, that are able to tell us how accurate the models we 

calibrate are (Wilson, 1976). This is done through goodness of fit statistics which often have two 

main purposes. The first is to examine the accuracy of different models in relation to the same 

dataset, or the accuracy of the same model across different datasets, while the second is to 

determine whether there is a significant difference between actual and predicted values (Knudsen & 

Fotheringham, 1986).  

For our purposes, spatial interaction models tend to produce two key outputs: the trip length 

frequencies and the overall origin-destination matrix, both of which can be used to evaluate how 

well the model fits the data (Black & Salter, 1975). In particular, the former output can be used to 

see how well the model performs on the overall system, as replicating trip distance is seen to 

replicate overall behaviour, while the latter can be used to measure how well the model represents 

individual behaviour and flows. Thus, ways to accurately measure the performance of these outputs 

relative to the data are needed, alongside being able to compare the performance of different 

models against the same data.  

4.4.1) Trip Length Frequency Metrics  

In terms of trip length frequencies, a common evaluation metric for this is the average trip distance 

(ATD). The aim of this is to evaluate whether the average trip distance predicted by the model is 

close to that of the observed average trip distance (Newing, et al., 2015). The basis for this is that if 

the model can be seen to replicate the overall trip behaviour in the data, as represented by the 

average trip distance, then the model is likely to be able to well represent the overall system 

behaviour (Batty & Mackie, 1972). This metric takes the form: 

𝐴𝑇𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 =
∑ �̂�𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑖𝑗𝑖𝑗

∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑗𝑖𝑗
 

Eq. 34 

 

𝐴𝑇𝐷𝑜𝑏𝑠 =
∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑖𝑗𝑖𝑗

∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑗𝑖𝑗
 

Eq. 35 

 

𝐴𝑇𝐷 =
𝐴𝑇𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝐴𝑇𝐷𝑜𝑏𝑠
 

Eq. 36 

 

Where �̂�𝑖𝑗 represents predicted flows, 𝑇𝑖𝑗 is the observed flows, and dij is the distance between the 

origin and the destination. The closer this result is to 1, then the closer the predicted average trip 

distance is to actual trip distance and hence the better the model is believed to replicate actual 

spatial interaction. As such, this metric has been used in most modern models to see whether the 
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model represents the overall behaviour of the system (Newing, et al., 2015). The issue with this 

metric however is that there are no commonly accepted standards or ranges which this metric 

should take for a model to be classed as a “good” or an “acceptable” model. Thus, this metric is 

often limited to being used to suggest which model is better able to replicate the same data, rather 

than being able to compare the same model over different datasets or how well the model 

represents the underlying data.  

4.4.2) Origin-Destination Matrix Metrics 

It becomes more complicated however when attempting to evaluate how well the predicted 

individual flows represent the flows in the data. This is because there are many common metrics 

that are used, such as the correlation coefficient, the coefficient of determination, SRMSE and the 

chi-squared statistic, for which there is much debate in the literature as the best statistic to use for 

spatial interaction models. Firstly, one of the most commonly used statistics to evaluate the 

accuracies of spatial interaction models in comparison to the actual data is the correlation 

coefficient (r) (Wilson, 1976). However, its use in practice is often critiqued. This is because the 

metric is used to measure the degree of linear dependence between two random variables, whereas 

spatial interaction flows often do not follow a linear relationship. In all cases, it is expected that the 

predicted interaction should be positively related to the actual interaction because of the 

formulation of the model, suggesting that high r values would be meaningless (Wilson, 1976). Thus, 

it is suggested usage of this statistic, and using it to support an individual model, could lead to 

incorrect conclusions because of the nature of the model. 

Related to the use of the correlation coefficient is also the coefficient of determination, often 

referred to at the R2 value, which is commonly associated with linear regression results. This metric 

is primarily used to measure the amount of variation in the dependent variable that is captured by 

the model, with values closer to 1 representing a better model fit. In relation to spatial interaction 

models however, it suffers from similar issues as the correlation coefficient as mentioned above. 

Furthermore, previous research has noted that the R2 is insensitive to variation in the model 

specification, meaning that you cannot tell which model is “better” through the use of this statistic, 

or can in some cases yield artificially high values (Knudsen & Fotheringham, 1986). This means that it 

can be difficult to interpret and evaluate the meaning of high R2 values often present in spatial 

interaction models. Furthermore, it has been argued that it has limited application across datasets as 

the value is a function of the variance of observed data, meaning that the results of the value will 

depend on the data applied (Knudsen & Fotheringham, 1986). Thus, in theory it should not be used 

to compare different models, or even the same model, across different datasets.  
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However, despite these issues, while the correlation coefficient is less commonly used in practice, 

the coefficient of determination is often applied. This is because of its ease of interpretation, in that 

a higher R2 suggests a better model and that values over 0.8 are suggested to indicate a good model 

fit, and its use in several other domains of modelling relationship. As such, for those coming from 

different disciplines, or areas of modelling, seeing and understanding what the R2 means for a 

models should be relatively easy. Thus, the coefficient of determination continues to be used in 

most modern applications of spatial interaction models and their evaluation, despite its limitations 

(Newing, et al., 2015). This does not mean that it should be used alone however. 

Due to these limitations, it has been argued that the R2 value could be supplemented, or even 

replaced, by the more appropriate pseudo R2 value, especially when Poisson regression is used. This 

metric is based on the likelihood function from the model and takes the form: 

𝑅𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑢𝑑𝑜
2 = 1 − 

𝑙𝑛 �̂�(𝑀𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙)

𝑙𝑛 �̂�(𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡)
 

 

Eq. 37 

 

Where �̂� is the likelihood of an estimation model,  Mfull representing the current full model and 

Mintercept representing the model only with the intercept (Oshan, 2016). The aim of this metric, as the 

R2 for linear regression, is to show the improvement in explanatory power as a result of the 

application of this model, but to do so as opposed to a simple base model that contains only an 

intercept value. As such, higher values are associated with greater explanatory power, with 1 

representing a complete model.  

This metric could be further adjusted, like actual R2, to account for model complexity by including 

the number of regressors, K: 

𝑅𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑢𝑑𝑜
2 = 1 − 

𝑙𝑛 �̂�(𝑀𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙) − 𝐾

𝑙𝑛 �̂�(𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡)
 

 

Eq. 38 

 

This implementation thereby attempts to compensate for the fact that more independent variables, 

regardless of whether they are important or not, will result in a greater pseudo R2 value. Thus, this 

adjustment means that the value will only increase if the new independent variables actually add 

explanatory power to the model. These metrics are therefore suggested to be more appropriate for 

spatial interaction models when Poisson regression is used, as opposed to the R2 value, because of 

the non-linear nature of the data. This metric can also be reliably used to measure how well the 
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model explains the variance in the dependent variable, and thus can also be used to compare 

models across the same dataset.  

Another key measure often employed in spatial interaction modelling evaluation is that of root 

mean squared error (RMSE) and standardised root mean squared error (SRMSE). The former is given 

as the standard deviation of the residuals of the model, with lower values indicating greater fit as 

the prediction points lie closer to the actual values. The issue with this however is that it does not 

lend itself well to the comparison across different datasets, at the value of the RMSE relates to the 

underlying variance of the data (Oshan, 2016). That is, regardless of the same model being used and 

the same calibration methods, a dataset with greater variance would produce a greater RMSE value. 

Thus, the RMSE value can often be standardised by accounting for the underlying variance within the 

data, which allows for the comparison of models on the same dataset and also across datasets 

(Black, 1991). This metric has a broad applicability across many different models beyond spatial 

interaction models and is a commonly used evaluation metric (Fotheringham & O'Kelly, 1989). This 

means that, as with R2, individuals coming from different domains or models should understand how 

to interpret this metric in relation to spatial interaction models. Specifically, the SRMSE value has a 

lower limit of 0, indicating a perfect model, with a commonly assumed upper limited of 1 (although 

in reality the upper limit depends on the distribution of actual flows (Knudsen & Fotheringham, 

1986)). Thus, the RMSE and SRMSE values are commonly used in the spatial interaction modelling 

domain due to its ease of use, applicability to spatial interaction models and that it can be commonly 

interpreted from a variety of domains.  

Beyond these statistics, the chi squatted test is seen as goodness of fit statistic that fits within the 

idea of origin destination matrices. The idea is that this could be used to test between the observed 

frequencies of the number of trips and the modelling frequencies or the appropriate values in the 

trip length distribution (Wilson, 1976). Thus, this could be used to determine whether or not the null 

hypothesis, of whether the model does not fit the data, or not. The benefit of this is that it could be 

used to test whether the model predictions are significantly different to the actual flows, and 

importantly it is suggested to be sensitive to underpredictions in both small and high flow 

magnitudes (Knudsen & Fotheringham, 1986). Thus, using this statistic could be used to suggest 

whether the modelling results are significantly different from the actual data, and thus whether the 

model is valid or not.  

However, there are noted to be several issues with the usage of this statistic in relation to spatial 

interaction models. Notably, in order to use the statistic a threshold level of flows is required, which 

may result in aggregations needed to be performed, which will distort the actual flows taking place 
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and thus will not be representative of the actual system (Knudsen & Fotheringham, 1986). This is 

especially so in cases where there are a high number of zero flows in the system, which is often likely 

in spatial interaction modelling, thereby limiting its practicality. Furthermore, the statistic has often 

been shown to generate relatively high values, as with the R2 values, suggesting that there could be 

issues in the modelling procedure and provides relatively little information to evaluate the models 

themselves (Wilson, 1976). Thus, while there are some instances of the use of this statistic to 

evaluate spatial interaction models, the use of this metric is generally limited and not often used. 

Beyond the distance and statistical based metrics presented above that have been variously used to 

evaluate spatial interaction models, Knudsen and Fotheringham (1986) identified a set of goodness 

of fit statistics known as information based statistics, that could be used to evaluate spatial 

interaction models. These statistics have their basis in in Kullback and Leibler’ information statistic:  

𝐼(𝑷: 𝑸) = ∑ ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑗  𝑙𝑛 (𝑝𝑖𝑗\𝑞𝑖𝑗)

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑚

𝑖=1

  
Eq. 39 

 

Where m and n are the number of origins and destinations respectively and pij and qij are elements 

of a posterior discrete probability distribution, P, and a prior discrete probability distribution, Q, 

respectively. Here pij and qij are defined as: 

𝑝𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖𝑗/ ∑ ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑚

𝑖=1

  

𝑞𝑖𝑗 = �̂�𝑖𝑗/ ∑ ∑ �̂�𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑚

𝑖=1

  

 

Eq. 40 

 

 

Where tij is the observed flow between i and j, while �̂�𝑖𝑗  is the estimated flow. When applied to 

spatial interaction models, this would have a lower limit of zero, which corresponds to the perfect 

set of predictions, and an upper limit of infinity. The benefit of these type of statistics would be that 

the significance of the metric could be found through its relationship to the minimum discriminant 

information, thereby being able to suggest whether there is any significant difference between the 

modelling output and the actual data (Fotheringham & O'Kelly, 1989). Knudsen and Fotheringham 

(1986) highlighted that this could be useful to evaluate a single model against the data, although 

they suggest that this could be dependent on the dataset that is fed into the model, with no clear 

distinction as when it is useful or not. Thereby leading to questions over its usefulness, indeed 
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shown by the lack of relative usage of such statistics within the spatial interaction modelling 

literature since. 

Similarly within this information theory domain is that of Akaike information criterion (AIC) which 

takes the form: 

𝐴𝐼𝐶 =  −2 𝑙𝑛 �̂�(𝑀𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙) + 2𝐾 

 

Eq. 41 

 

Where a lower value is taken to indicate a better model fit. This is another information based 

statistic, that has become more common recently due to its usage in the data science domain. This 

model could suggested to be used for model selection, as above, but is limited on its ability to 

compare across datasets or spatial systems (Oshan, 2016). This has been used in some of the more 

recent adaptations of the spatial interaction model, notably in the radiation model implementation, 

but still has relatively little usage in the traditional spatial interaction modelling literature. 

Alternative metrics also include the modified Sorensen Similarity Index (SSI) that has become 

increasingly popular in the literature that deals with non-parametric models such as the radiation 

model (Lenormand, et al., 2012; Masucci, et al., 2013). This is defined as: 

𝑆𝑆𝐼 =
1

𝑛𝑚
∑ ∑

2 min(Tij, 𝑇𝑖�̂�)

𝑇𝑖𝑗 + 𝑇𝑖�̂�𝑗𝑖

 
Eq. 42 

 

Where n represents the number of origins, m the number of destinations, Tij is the flows between 

origin i and destination j, and 𝑇𝑖�̂� is the predicted flow between origin i and destination. This metric is 

bounded between values of 0 and 1, with values closer to 1 indicating a better model fit (Oshan, 

2016). However, the implementation of this is often highly sensitive to the number of zero flows 

within the data which could affect the relative value and hence assumed model performance 

(Oshan, 2017).  

Similar to this is the Common Part of Commuters (CPC) metric, which is often known as the Sorensen 

Dice metric, and is a well-established measure to compute the similarity between real and generated 

flows. When the generated total outflow is equal to the real total outflow, as in a constrained 

Wilsonian model, CPC becomes equivalent to the accuracy of the model, which is the fraction of 

trips and destinations which are correctly predicted by the model (Simini, et al., 2021). This is 

implemented as: 
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𝐶𝑃𝐶 =
2 ∑ ∑ min (𝑇𝑖𝑗, 𝑇𝑖�̂�)𝑗𝑖

∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑖 +  ∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑖�̂�𝑗𝑖

 

Eq. 43 

 

Where Tij is the flow between origin i and destination j, and 𝑇𝑖�̂� is the predicted value between origin 

i and destination j. The CPC value itself is always positive and contained between 0 and 1 where 1 

indicates a perfect match between the generated flows and the ground (Ying, et al., 2019). As such, 

it has been used more recently in data science applications to spatial interaction models and 

radiation model implementations (Masucci, et al., 2013; Piovani, et al., 2018), for example 

Lenormand et al. (2012) used this calibrate their model to achieve the maximum value. A drawback 

of this however is that small percentage deviations in the predictions of large flows can have 

significant impact on the value of the coefficient (Hilton, et al., 2020).  

This exploration has therefore highlighted that there are a wide variation of potential goodness of fit 

indicators that could be applied to the evaluation of spatial interaction models, and that to date 

there is no generally well accepted singular indicator that is commonly used (Black, 1991). This has 

meant that despite considerable issues identified with R2 values and SRMSE values as presented 

above, they are both often employed in modern spatial interaction models due to their ease of 

implementation, general understanding of their purpose and interpretability relative to what they 

mean for spatial interaction models (Newing, et al., 2015). This means that using these statistics 

would be consistent with the history of spatial interaction modelling in the literature. However, 

more recent application of the models have started to use information gain statistics or alternatives 

alongside R2 and SRMSE values in order to provide further evaluation of the existing models, and 

acknowledge the differences in the useful of the different metrics. This therefore follows Knudsen 

and Fortheringham’s (1986) suggestion that a variety of statistics should be used to evaluate spatial 

interaction models. Therefore, in progressing with the rest of this paper, a mixture of R2, SRMSE, and 

ATD values are used to interpret and understand models, supplemented with other metrics as and 

when they are available. 

4.5) City Level Implementation 

The main contribution of this thesis will be an evaluation of the effectiveness of spatial interaction 

models on a spatial-temporal scale that has not been made available before. However, before 

getting to that scale, these models must be first implemented and evaluated on an existing scale to 

be able to identify any challenges that may arise for the large scale implementation. Thus, with the 

literature identified above in terms of both spatial interaction modelling and grocery retailing, the 

first application of the models will be that of an individual city scale.  
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4.5.1) Data Overview 

For this thesis, we have access to anonymised loyalty card data from a single UK national grocery 

retailer which currently holds a significant portion of the UK market share and is responsible for 

thousands of stores nationwide. The dataset that we have from this retailer includes their loyalty 

card scheme which has been running for over 20 years, with our access covering the last five years. 

The benefit of this scheme for this research and the retailer is that these loyalty cards can be used to 

obtain information about customers in terms of their home location, where they choose to shop, 

when they choose to shop and what they choose to buy. While from the original data the retailer 

can create customer classifications, track where spending comes from and identifying different 

shopping habits of the consumer, the interest for this research is to focus on the locational aspects 

of the data. This will be used to examine where households and their spending comes from at an 

aggregated scale, where it goes to and what format of store they tend to shop at. It is acknowledged 

for the purpose of this research that examining data from a single retailer is likely to lead to bias in 

model calibration (Rains & Longley, 2021), it is a limitation that we must accept and which is unlikely 

to be overcome by any researcher in the future. This is because the grocery retailing industry in the 

UK is a highly competitive industry, and access to a data source that combines data from a variety of 

different retailers is highly unlikely. Thus, it can be accepted for the purposes of this research, and 

for others in the field, that access to a single retailer is the best data source we are likely to get 

access to, at least for the foreseeable future.  

The underlying anonymised loyalty card data from the retailer is linked to an address at which the 

loyalty card has been registered and contains information about where the consumers shop, when 

they shop and what they purchase. Such data would be highly granular, allowing an insight into 

individual households around the geography of their shopping habits. However, in accordance with 

private regulation, the data provided for this thesis has been aggregated to ensure that no individual 

could be identified. This is because, even with anonymised data, the level of granularity of loyalty 

cards data showing shopping trips from origins to destinations may allow for identification of 

individuals. Thus, the data in our case has been aggregated to the output area scale for England and 

Wales. This scale of geography was purposefully created for the use with census data and is the 

lowest geographical scale at which census estimates are to be provided, which is accepted in the 

literature as the greatest level of granularity that could be achieved without links to individual 

address (Newing, et al., 2015). We are able to utilise this scale of geography, and hence census data, 

due to the highly disaggregated nature of the underlying anonymised loyalty card dataset and the 

large market share that the grocery retailer has across the UK. This data thus contains information 

on the number of households and sales value that travels between an output area and a destination 
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store per week from the beginning of 2015, including the value of shopping that is broken down into 

high level categories. However, in accordance with data protection regulation, data cut offs were 

established by the retailer to ensure that no part of the data could be used to identify an individual. 

This means that if the number of households fell below a given threshold (5 households) for that 

individual week, then that data was not included in the final dataset. The effect of this is suggested 

to be of minimum consequences to the analysis however as the output area that this affects are 

expected to be infrequent shoppers that, considering the scale of the remaining data, should not 

affect any of the parameter estimates from the model. 

The output area scale of geography was chosen for this aggregated primarily because it is the 

smallest scale of census aggregation in the UK, which ensures that census level data, and thus 

demographic information, can be attributed to these individual areas, without the need for further 

aggregation or adjustments. The original design of these areas but the ONS was such that they 

would have similar population sizes and that they represent relatively socially homogenous groups 

of individuals based on tenure of household and dwelling type, while still being large enough to 

ensure data confidentiality  (ONS, 2013). For the 2011 census, there were a total of 171, 371 output 

areas for England and 10,036 for Wales, with an average population count of 309. Thus, given the 

data that this research has access to, a significant amount of loyalty card revenue is likely to be 

captured even after the GDPR cut-offs have been implemented. In terms of modelling, this scale is 

also small enough to be able to create detailed disaggregated models that can assume homogeneity 

in each output area (Newing, et al., 2018). In contrast, larger geographical scales such as LSOA, 

MSOA and the postcode sector scale are likely to have less homogenous populations, while 

variations in geographical distance (relative to the centre of the centroid) would likely significantly 

influence the accuracy of the models (Aiello, et al., 2020). Thus, the output area scale was chosen as 

best scale for the data to be aggregated to, in support with most modern implementation of the 

spatial interaction models in the UK (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019; Beckers, et al., 

2021). 

A benefit of working with data aggregated to this scale is that, given their design towards relative 

and social homogeneity and the link with census data, researchers have previously been able to 

classify output areas in several different groups based on demographic characteristics (Gale, et al., 

2016). This was done for the 2011 census data following the example laid out by Vickers and Rees 

(2006) for the 2001 census. The classification of output areas, according to demographic values, was 

constructed by firstly selecting a subset of census variables that weren’t significantly correlated with 

each other but were deemed to be of socio-economic interest, implemented a k-means clustering 

algorithm to standardised versions of these variables, evaluating the most accurate number of 
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clusters and then consulting with relevant parties to identify the best performing results. The 

consequence of this was the creation of 8 supergroups, 26 groups and 76 subgroups for the 2011 

census, allowing for disaggregated spatial interaction models to be developed. These models are 

primarily built in the 8 supergroups, as shown in table 3 below, because further disaggregation 

would lead to inaccurate and inappropriate models. 

Table 2 - 2011 Census output area supergroups (Gale, et al,. 2016) 

Supergroup number Supergroup title 

1 Rural Residents 

2 Cosmopolitans 

3 Ethnicity Central 

4 Multicultural Metropolitans 

5 Urbanites 

6 Suburbanites 

7 Constrained City Dwellers 

8 Hard-Pressed Living 

 

With this information, initial models could then be constructed on the basis of a small subset of 

anonymised loyalty card data to be able to test the implementation of spatial interaction model on 

the given dataset. This was firstly performed for stores in a single city within the South West region 

of the UK. The purpose was to make sure that the model implementation and development was 

correct and that the calibration and evaluation methods chosen were appropriate to the application. 

If deemed to be so, then the idea is that these initial models could then be scaled up to explore the 

limits of spatial interaction models in the face of spatially and temporally large datasets.  

For this implementation, it has been acknowledge that behavior can be expected to be different 

across regions and cities, following the debate that spatial structure can influence individuals 

decisions and behaviors (Kerkman, et al., 2017). Thus, a single city was initially chosen in order to 

minimise these expected influences on the results and to ensure a fair implementation of the model. 

The city selected for this first evaluation was chosen because previous research by dunnhumby, the 

funding partner for this research, suggested that there was limited leakage of loyalty card data, in 

the form of grocery revenue, from the city and thus lending itself to being modelled consistently by a 

spatial interaction model. 
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4.5.2) Modelling Methodology 

These spatial interaction models, based on the data available, aim to examine the flow of 

households and/or money from an origin to a destination. Beyond the anonymised loyalty card 

dataset that we have access to however, we can also use information that is available from the 

census and other sources. For the purpose of this research, we can use known information about the 

origin to be able to create more accurate and reliable models as we can reasonably estimate the 

expected outflow of either households or money from each output area in the UK. This is because, 

while data from the anonymised loyalty card dataset can be aggregated at the output area level to 

see the total revenue leaving an origin, census data could be used to estimate the total population 

and hence revenue available in an origin. For this, the number of households in each output area 

could be obtained from the 2011 census (assuming no change in household numbers for now), and 

the average expenditure on groceries for each household could obtained from the living costs and 

food survey (ONS, 2021). The latter of which can be broken down by output area classification, so as 

to more accurately provide estimates of the expenditure from each origin. This can be estimated as: 

𝑂𝑖
𝑘𝑡 = 𝑒𝑘𝑡𝑛𝑖

𝑘𝑡 
Eq. 44 

 

Where 𝑂𝑖
𝑘𝑡 is a measure of total expenditure available in origin i by household type k during the year 

t, ekt is a measure of the average weekly grocery spend for a household of type k in year t, while ni
kt 

is a measure of the number of households within origin i of type k in period t. While up to date 

information on the number of households is not available for each year, meaning that ni
kt becomes 

ni
k2011, up to date information is available for expenditure estimates as the living costs and food 

survey estimates expenditure each year. 

This information can therefore be used to implement a production constrained spatial interaction 

model, also known as the “retail model”. This is because we have information about the expected 

outflow from each origin, in this case the output areas in the UK, which we can use to constrain the 

model and hence improve the accuracy of the estimates. The model therefore takes the form: 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 =  𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗) 

 

Eq. 45 

 

Where: 

𝐴𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗)𝑗

 

 

Eq. 46 
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Whereby Tij represents the flow from origin i to destination j, Ai is the balancing factor, Oi is the 

outflow of revenue from the origin, Wj is a measure of attractiveness of the destination, f(cij) is the 

distance decay relationship and 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the parameters to be estimated by the model. The form 

of this model is the most commonly used model in retail analysis because the census information 

presented above is widely available, meaning that more accurate models can be created and 

estimated (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2018). Hence, this thesis follows well accepted 

conventions in applying this type of model. 

The production constrained model can then be calibrated using Poisson regression, as presented in 

section 5.1, due to both the ease of application, interpretability and generally accepted accuracy in 

modelling spatial interaction. The advantages of this method includes avoiding the issues associated 

with OLS regression such that Poisson regression can deal with zero flows, which are highly 

prevalent in the dataset, constraints can be implemented in the regression framework, rather than 

post-hoc, and the estimates represent actual flows rather than log flows (Flowerdew & Aitkin, 1982). 

Furthermore, compared to more complicated maximum likelihood estimation or entropy 

maximisation methods, there are ready built Python libraries for ease of implementation, such as 

statsmodels api (Seabold & Perktold, 2010) and SpInt (Oshan, 2016), while retaining similar levels of 

accuracy (Tiefelsdorf & Boots, 1995). The estimates of the models are then evaluated against the 

anonymised loyalty card data using measures of R2, SRMSE and ATD, as mentioned in section 5.2, 

due to their ease of implementation and wide acceptance of usage (Newing, et al., 2015). Once the 

models have then been calibrated to replicate the behaviour exhibited in the anonymised loyalty 

card data, they are then scaled up using the calibrated parameters to be predict total store revenue, 

which is the ultimate objective of this model implementation.  

4.5.3) City Level Data 

As mentioned, the first model implementations focused on a subset of the original data to ensure 

that the model calibration and evaluations were working as expected. The city chosen for this is 

home to multiple stores, included different formats, that were well represented in the data and that 

exhibited relatively little data leakage in terms of loyalty card revenue going, or coming from, 

elsewhere. The data accessed for this city, according to the seven stores in the area, contained flows 

from 416 individual output areas around the stores, with eight of the seven output areas 

supergroups represented (no Multicultural Metropolitans), as seen in table 4 below.  When we begin 

to scale this up however, to model the total revenue, we take the maximum distance that revenue is 

seen from an output area in the loyalty card dataset and draw a circle with that radius around each 

store. We thus assume that non-loyalty card consumers display similar behaviour to those with 

loyalty cards, and model total flows as those potentially travelling from each of those origins to each 
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store. From this, in the total dataset, we model a total of 1,203 origins as seen in the Total column of 

Table 4 below. 

Table 3 - Output Area distribution at the city level 

OAC Loyalty Card Count 

(percentage of total %) 

Total Revenue Count 

(percentage of total %) 

1 (Rural Residents) 25 

(6.01%) 

132 

(10.97%) 

2 (Cosmopolitans) 32 

(7.69%) 

101 

(8.40%) 

3 (Ethnicity Central) 4 

(0.96%) 

14 

(1.16%) 

4 (Multicultural 

Metropolitans) 

0 

(0%) 

0 

(0%) 

5 (Urbanites) 64 

(15.38%) 

248 

(20.62%) 

6 (Suburbanites) 67 

(16.11%) 

249 

(20.70%) 

7 (Constrained City Dwellers) 56 

(13.46%) 

145 

(12.05%) 

8 (Hard-Pressed Living) 168 

(40.38%) 

314 

(26.10%) 

Total 416 1203 

 

To apply the spatial interaction model to the data, the functional form of the distance decay 

relationship had to be identified (𝑓(𝑐𝑖𝑗) in Eq. 45 above). To this end, Figure 1 below shows both the 

sales value and the number of households travelling to the stores over distance within the dataset. 

This figure primarily shows that there is indeed a distance decay relationship to be seen, with both 

the number of households and revenue falling over distance, but not necessarily what form the 

relationship takes. To examine this, both the exponential (𝑒−𝛽𝑑𝑖𝑗) and power (𝑑𝑖𝑗
−𝛽

) distance decay 

functional forms were chosen to be applied to see which performed best on the dataset. This is 

because, while it has been noted in the literature that the exponential model is expected to fit intra-

city movement better (de Vries, et al., 2009), evidence also suggests that the power law distance 

decay function could also be applicable (Chen, 2015). Furthermore, later implementation of the 
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model on larger datasets struggle with the exponential distance decay implementation, so for the 

purpose of consistency in model exploration and evaluation, both forms of the distance decay 

relationship are utilised for initial tests. This is not to discount more complex distance decay 

relationships however, but they were deemed too complex to be able to apply on this dataset with 

any reliability and thus were not utilised.  

 

Figure 1 - Amount of flows from origin to destination from the anonymised loyalty card data for a) number of households, 

b) Sales value in £s 

Now that we have seen what the data looks like for this example, we are firstly interested in how 

well the spatial interaction models can replicate the known dataset of anonymised loyalty card data. 

At this point, it is important to acknowledge that not all transactions occurring at an individual store 

are represented by loyalty card data. In some cases the percentage of total sales represented by 

loyalty card spend could be anywhere between 5 and 70%, which can vary by area, time of the year 

and store format (Rains & Longley, 2021), similar ranges to what is seen in this dataset. Thus, the 

purpose of the initial model implementation on loyalty card data is to be able to train the spatial 

interaction model, and to then use the learned parameters to scale up the model to predict total 

store revenue or even other store revenue. Thus, individual model performance is originally tested 

against how well it can replicate the anonymised loyalty card dataset, and then if satisfactory, scaled 

up to model total revenue of the stores and then performance is remeasured. At this point, the 

model is initially tested on a single week in 2017, consistent through all basic model implementation, 

so as to remove the influence of any seasonal or yearly effects on the results, such as the influence 

of holidays or other events.  
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4.5.4) Loyalty Card Performance 

Using the production constrained model, on the anonymised loyalty card dataset, the residuals from 

the model can be seen in Figure 2 below, while Table 4 shows the performance metrics for the 

models. Firstly, figure 8 shows the residuals from the model in terms of the model predictions minus 

the actual flow values against the actual sales value. From this we can see that that the majority of 

large flows of revenue go to the hypermarket format, followed by those to the supermarket format, 

while smaller value flows from origins. Furthermore, it is clear that there are a greater number of 

flows from origins to the larger stores, in line with what we would expect as these larger stores have 

greater attractive power. Thus, they should reach and influence a larger number of origins than the 

smaller stores. In terms of the model performance, the residuals suggested that both models 

perform as expected in terms of variance increasing with expected values, therefore supporting the 

use of the Poisson regression model. Although, the fact that the residuals are small for larger value 

flows suggest that these points have significant influence on how the model trains and performs, 

suggesting that the regression model could be favouring these larger value flows. This therefore 

suggests that the model perform better on larger stores, considering there is considerable variation 

for the smaller formats with notable consistent underprediction in both models.  

 

Figure 2 – City level residual flows for the inverse power decay and exponential decay forms of the model across each store 

format type 
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Table 4 – City modelling metrics for both the inverse decay and exponential decay model formats for a single wee 

Metrics 𝒅𝒊𝒋
−𝜷

 𝒆−𝜷𝒅𝒊𝒋   

R2 0.931 0.929 

Pseudo R2 0.937 0.938 

SRMSE 1.537 1.563 

SSI 0.042 0.041 

CPC 0.855 0.860 

AIC 315106 309335 

ATD 1.027 1.000 

 

From table 5 above, we can see that the values for R2 and SRMSE values that while both models 

perform well, in terms of representing the anonymised loyalty card data, it appears that the inverse 

power model performs better. This is because for this dataset we can see that the inverse power 

model has both a higher R2 value and a lower SRMSE. However, the exponential distance decay 

model results in an ATD value that is much closer to 1, suggesting that it is better able to fit the 

behaviour shown in the underlying data in terms of the willingness to travel. The fact that these 

measures suggest differing performance between models is an issue inherent in the spatial 

interaction literature, whereby different measures can support different model implementations. On 

this basis it is therefore difficult to conclude clearly or definitively which model is better on this 

dataset. Nevertheless, we can continue with the dataset exploration and evaluation.  

We can see the geographical representation of these predictions in Figure 3 below, so that we can 

try to understand how these different models are behaving. Here figure 9a shows the predictions 

from the inverse power law model while figure 9b shows the results from the exponential decay 

model. Each of these shows the value of the predicted flow as against the maximum sales from each 

origin seen in the anonymised loyalty card data. In theory no value should exceed 100% because 

these are origin constrained models so that all value should be assigned to each origin seen in the 

data. Consequently, we can see that both models appear to show similar distributions of sales from 

each origin, and that the majority of these estimates sales cluster around the two larger format 

stores, in line with what would expect. We can also see that there is little revenue appearing around 

the five smaller format stores in the centre of the city. For this it is acknowledged that these stores 

are unlikely to be serving local residential demand, probably focusing on day time population, which 

are unlikely to be represented here as living around these stores (Waddington, et al., 2019). 

Nevertheless, the distribution of revenue around all of the stores shows high modelled revenue 
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closer to the stores with lower revenue further away, along with greater revenue closer to larger 

stores, thus showing results that are consistent with the spatial interaction model specification. The 

high R2 values in Table 4 suggest that these results are in line with what we would expect to see from 

the actual loyalty card data, thus we can be confident in this distribution. 

 

 

Figure 3 - Predicted flows by model a) Inverse power law, b) Exponential distance decay, as a percentage of the maximum 

sales revenue from a single origin in the anonymised loyalty card data 

At this point it is difficult to separate the two models from other. However, regardless of how well 

the model is able to replicate the individual flows seen in the anonymised loyalty card data, we are 

primarily interested in how well the model can predict the store level revenue. This is because, for 

the retailer, the main data of interest is how much revenue an individual store will make from the 

surrounding region. If the store is making less than it needs to be profitable then that store can be 

closed down or replaced, while if a location is seen to be profitable, then a store should be 

developed in that area. We can thus firstly see how well the model is able to predict the total loyalty 

card store revenue for an individual week, as can be seen in Figure 4 below. 

This is done by adding up all the flows from each origin to each destination from the anonymised 

loyalty card data and the model predictions, with the difference in revenue between the model and 

the actual revenue being represented here. This is shown by the percentage of revenue over or 

under the predictions are against the total loyalty card revenue i.e. a positive percentage shows 

overprediction while a negative percentage shows underprediction. From this, we can see that both 

a) b) 
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models perform satisfactorily for the two larger stores (Within 20% error bounds) while it struggles 

to represent the convenience and high street stores consistently. This therefore reflects the results 

seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3 above in terms of the residuals from the model and the flows. This is 

likely to be due to the differing nature of convenience and high street shopping that deviates from 

the underlying assumptions of the gravity model. This is because shopping at convenience or high 

street stores is often made up of irregular, small shops that can include impulse shops, alongside the 

smaller percentage of total revenue being represented by loyalty card data, thereby making it more 

difficult to model through a spatial interaction model (Waddington, et al., 2018). In terms of 

separating the models however, it shows that the different distance decay parameters have 

different performance across each store. Here, the inverse power decay model appears to have 

closer results to the majority of store total revenue (in 6 out of 7 stores) and thus it could be 

suggested that it performs better at the store revenue level.  

 

Figure 4 - Weekly store revenue estimates for loyalty card total revenue 

 

4.5.5) Total Revenue Prediction 

The issue with this, as already mentioned, is that loyalty cards do not account for all the spending at 

each store, and that this can vary across each type of store as well. Thus, our aim is not only to be 

able to replicate the anonymised loyalty card data, but to scale this up to predict total store revenue. 
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To do this, parameters from the trained model are inputted into the origin constrained model from 

Eq. 45 above. Potential origins that could patronise these stores are identified as those that have 

centroids within a radius of 17.5km of the original stores. As already mentioned, this distance comes 

from the maximum range observed in the anonymised loyalty card dataset. The potential revenue 

available at each of these origins is then taken to be the average weekly spend on groceries for that 

output area classification multiplied by the 2011 census number of households. To be able to 

identify competitor store for the calculation of the balancing factor, each of these origins identified 

(seen in the total column of Table 3) are then given a radius of 17.5km as well to identify potential 

competitors in that range. The balancing factor is then calculated as in equation Eq. 45 above. The 

results from these models is then expected to be able to calculate the true total flow of revenue 

from origins to destinations, which can be used to see where the expected flows originate from and 

what the predictions of total revenue are. 

Visualisation of the resulting flows can be seen in Figure 5 below, showing where the models predict 

that total revenue will come from as a percentage of the maximum revenue seen in the anonymised  

loyalty card dataset. Compared to the flows in Figure 3 the revenues are greater and come from 

further away, in line with what we would expect when scaling up the revenues to represent the true 

flows. We also see the same distance decay relationship as for the loyalty card data, following the 

expectation of the gravity model and the assumption of store patronage. The main difference here 

however is that the inverse power model seen in Figure 5a shows lower revenue estimates from 

origins close to stores but show revenue coming from further away, while Figure 5b shows higher 

revenue estimates from closer origins. This therefore primarily shows the difference in the distance 

decay specifications in that the inverse power law decays slower than that of the exponential 

distance decay and thus revenue is estimated to come from further away. The issue however is that 

the trend shown in figure 11a may be unrealistic due to the use of physical distance from origin to 

destination, rather than travel time, as revenue is shown to originate from origins that are unlikely 

to patronise these stores in real life across the river, thus it could be suggested that Figure 5b shows 

more realistic real flow values from these origins. 
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Figure 5 - Total store revenue predictions by a) Inverse power law model, b) Exponential distance decay model as a 

percentage of the maximum total store revenue from an origin seen in anonymised loyalty card data 

We cannot compare these predictions against total revenue flows because we do not have data 

available on that. Thus, as mentioned previously, our focus is primarily on how well these models 

can predict total store revenue. The values for this can be calculated the same way as with the 

loyalty card before with predicted flows being aggregated to the individual store level. Beyond the 

anonymised loyalty card data, we also have access to the total store revenue data, which we can 

then use to compare against our prediction. The results from this can be seen in Figure 6 below. As 

expected, scaling these flows up to predict total revenue results in predictions that are further away 

from the actual store revenue than the anonymised loyalty card data the model trained on. This is 

because scaling emphasises and enhances the variation and performance issues in the underlying 

model. Thus, from these models it can be seen that all the predictions are above or below total 

revenue for the stores by at least 20%, suggesting an overall poor model fit. 

However, it must be highlighted that both models perform significantly worse at predicting total 

store revenue for the convenience and high street stores. This is likely to be because of the reduced 

percentage of total revenue captured by the anonymised loyalty card data, meaning that there is 

less data to train on to get accurate results, that makes it more difficult to scale up to total revenue 

prediction. Furthermore, as already mentioned, that shopping at the small format stores represents 

different behaviour from shopping at larger stores. As such, it could be expected that training the 

model on the complete dataset will have biased performance towards the larger format stores, as 

indicated by the residuals of the models in figure 8.   

In terms of the performance of the different models, from these results it appears that the inverse 

power law has closer predictions for the majority of stores (5 out of 7). This may be because of the 

a) b) 
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distance that these flows are predicted to come from with some flows coming from a distance much 

greater than would be suggested than the local geography. While this therefore suggests a 

preference for the inverse power law decay model, due to the poor overall results, it is actually 

difficult to draw a definitive conclusion on which model is preferred from these results.   

 

Figure 6 -  Total store revenue estimation for the inverse power law model and exponential distance decay model in terms 

of percentage difference to actual store revenue 

4.5.6) Yearly Analysis 

Beyond the results of a single week, it is important to ensure that these results weren’t the result of 

a single influence that could affected that week. This is because store revenue and the percentage of 

revenue captured by loyalty cards can vary significantly throughout the year (Newing, et al., 2015), 

potentially due to changing behaviour and preferences to shop throughout the year. Therefore, the 

model was repeated for all weeks throughout the year. The results for this are represented in Figure 

7 below at both the loyalty card scale and total store revenue. From this we can see that the results 

at the yearly scale are consistent with the performance of the model at the individual week. Despite 

some error bars showing considerable variability in model performance, we can see that as 

previously suggested at the store level the inverse power distance decay model appears to perform 

better. This is because at the loyalty card scale, predictions for loyalty card revenue are better for 

size out of seven stores, while at the total store revenue scale, this model shows more accurate 

results for five out of seven stores.  
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Figure 7 - Yearly store revenue estimates compared to a) loyalty card sales, b) total store revenue 

 

What we can also see from these plots is that the error bars for the larger stores (supermarket and 

hypermarket), while smaller for the loyalty card data, are considerably larger for the total store 

revenue in comparison to the high street or convenience stores. This could suggest that while the 

model trains better and more consistently on the larger stores, because it focuses on these stores 

more, this performance may not necessarily translate to predicting total store revenue. This could be 

due to greater variability in larger store revenue, variability in loyalty card coverage or difference 

performance of this model. It is likely however as a result of the difference in loyalty card coverage, 

and the affect that has on predictions, because although there is greater variability in large stores, 

the predictions are far more accurate than for any of the smaller format stores, highlighting that 

predictions for the smaller format stores are consistently bad. 

4.6) Conclusion 

This initial exploration and evaluation can help in determining how to proceed with implementing 

spatial interactions on a large spatial-temporal scale. The first result is that these models can indeed 

be implemented and evaluated on the current dataset, and that this is likely be able to scale. How 

far they can scale however is another question that can be answered going forward, with potential 

limits to computing power affecting how many stores the new models may be able to be 

implemented on. The second is that when scaling up the model from the anonymised loyalty card 

data to the total revenue estimation, especially at the store revenue scale, any errors are likely to be 

magnified. Therefore it is important to pay attention to how these models train on the underlying 
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dataset and to try to identify where the differences between loyalty card and total revenue arise. 

This could likely lead to explorations of how to improve the model beyond its initial implementation. 

Thirdly, the models implemented here perform significantly better at modelling the larger store 

formats. This is consistent with existing literature, which acknowledges that smaller store formats 

(convenience stores and high street store) revenue is governed by different behaviours 

(Waddington, et al., 2018). With this in mind therefore, the next stage of implementation and 

evaluation of the models, can focus on trying to model only large store revenue. Finally, the 

performance of the different distance decay in the production constrained model on this data does 

not appear to be clearly separated. It is therefore worth implementing both types of model if 

possible on the larger dataset.  
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Chapter 5 

Regional Model Application 

5.1) Overview 

The previous three chapters introduced the history of the spatial interaction model development, 

the history of grocery retailing in the UK, current discussions in the literature as to calibration and 

evaluation and an initial implementation of the spatial interaction model on a small city level 

dataset. This Chapter builds on this work by applying the origin constrained spatial interaction model 

to region scale anonymised loyalty card datasets for large format stores across a single week and a 

whole year. The purpose of this chapter therefore is twofold. Firstly, to examine how these models 

perform when applied on a larger spatial and temporal scale than they have done previously. 

Secondly, to examine whether the findings and accuracy reported by other similar models can be 

replicated at this scale. The final results show that the performance achieved in the literature is not 

able to be replicated at the regional scale with the current dataset.  

5.2) Introduction 

The previous chapter introduced the application of a non-disaggregated spatial interaction model 

that was applied to a city level scale using anonymised loyalty card data from a major grocery 

retailer which contained a variety of store formats. This application was indicative of how the 

models have been developed and applied so far in the literature due to the limited access that 

academics have had to commercial datasets. In this regard, Newing et al. (2015) applied a spatial 

interaction model to four large format stores in Cornwall across an entire year while Waddington et 

al. (2019) applied a spatial interaction model to 48 stores for a single week in Yorkshire and the 

Humber, 16 of which were large format grocery stores. This therefore suggests limitations of both 

geographical and temporal scale in access to loyalty card datasets. However, these limits do not 

arise do not arise because of a lack of loyalty card data. Indeed, many grocery retailers in the UK 

have developed their own spatial interaction models (Reynolds & Wood, 2010). Rather, the 

limitations are because of a lack of access to this data by academics due to concerns over privacy 

and commercial sensitivity and that commercial research outputs have not been shared (Newing, et 

al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2018). Thus while grocery retailers are suggested to use gravity models 

in their store location analysis (Wood & Reynolds, 2011; Clarke & Birkin, 2018), the accuracy and 

geographical and temporal extent of these models are unknown. This means that academics and 

commercial teams must base their claims on models presented in the existing literature based on 

limited datasets (Newing, et al., 2015; Newing, et al., 2018; Khawaldah, et al., 2012). The empirical 
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literature that does exist suggests that spatial interaction models can achieve a 5% error rate across 

a few stores over an entire year (Newing, et al., 2015), or a 10% error rate across tens of stores for a 

single week (Waddington, et al., 2019). 

However, we believe that the limited empirical evidence in the literature over large store networks, 

and a lack of critical engagement with the limitations such as heterogeneity of store size, consumer 

groups served and changes in consumer behaviour, is likely to lead to existential problems in the 

application of spatial interactions models in grocery retailing. Specifically, the results from the 

literature raises two main questions. The first is, how well do these models scale? Based on the 

results in the existing literature, when scaling up the model from four large format stores to sixteen 

(including 32 small format stores), while the average error increases only from 5% to 10%, the range 

of errors increases from 10-15% up to 33% (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019). 

Therefore, if a potential aim of the application of spatial interaction models in grocery retailing is to 

be able to create a national level model (Davies, et al., 2019; Beckers, et al., 2021), then it becomes 

necessary to examine whether the error range and average error continues to increase with the 

number of stores modelled. If it does so, then it leads to the further question as to what scale do 

these models become unable to be used in practice?  

The second question in this case then is how does shopping behaviour and the accuracy of the 

spatial interaction model vary over a year at this scale? In Newing et al. (2015)’s analysis, the four 

store subset analysis examined the model performance every week over a whole year, finding that 

while the average error rate was within 5%, for an individual week the error could range up to +/-

15% of actual revenue (Newing, et al., 2015). In contrast, the sub-regional application for 16 large 

stores (and 32 small format stores) only examined the errors for a single week where in which the 

large format store error ranged up to 30% (Waddington, et al., 2019). Thus, it could be suggested 

that if the same stores were examined over the entire year the average error could decrease but the 

range of errors overall could increase. Therefore, if the weekly errors were to scale with the number 

of stores modelled, then it would also be useful to examine how the average error and scale of 

errors varied over an entire year.  

It is therefore these questions that this chapter aims to analyse: 

1) How well do spatial interaction models perform at a regional scale? 

2) How well do spatial interaction models perform over an entire year at a regional scale? 

This analysis is facilitated by access to a spatially and temporally large dataset that allows for the 

evaluation of the performance of the spatial interaction model at a regional scale over an entire 
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year. Examination of these questions is achieved firstly through the application of the non-

disaggregated model presented in the previous chapter to three regional scale datasets for a single 

week. Then, in line with the models applied in the literature (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et 

al., 2019), an origin disaggregated model is developed and applied to the same three regions and 

compared with the base model. The results from this analysis show large ranges of errors for 

individual stores, such that the origin-disaggregated model implementation is unable to replicate the 

performance seen in the previous literature. This implementation is therefore supplemented by 

access to drivetime, brand attractiveness and new household estimate data to align the application 

with those found in the previous literature (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019). Even 

with access to this data, the model at the regional scale is still unable to replicate the performance 

seen in the previous literature.  

Consequently, further analysis is performed by first analysing the relationship between individual 

store errors and store level characteristics. This includes individual store attributes, store level 

revenue and the surrounding area attributes. No clear relationship could be identified from this 

exploration, thus the performance of the model across the entire year is examined relative to the 

individual week chosen. From this it is identified that while the mean store error varies considerably 

across the year for one region, for the other two the single week results are in line with those seen 

across the rest of the year. This therefore suggests the results are not a consequence of factors 

affecting a single week. Finally therefore, the robustness of these errors is explored in response to 

the parameter pairs that are trained on the other two regions. With the performance indicating that 

the errors are not responsive to the parameters, but rather than scaling up process. The main 

contribution of this chapter therefore is the replication of the existing model formulation to a 

regional and yearly scale analysis. The aim of this is to be able to inform the debate as to whether a 

national scale model is a realistic goal that could be achieved for grocery retailing modelling 

(Beckers, et al., 2021), with the conclusion suggesting that it could not with the current model 

format. 

5.3) Regional Level Overview 

5.3.1) Value of Sales Over Distance 

The city level results from the previous chapter focused on how well the model was able to perform 

in replicating the loyalty card flows for a single week. For the purpose of consistency, the regional 

level application and all subsequent applications will also explore the results of the spatial 
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interaction model to the same week on the new datasets. For this, three consumer regions1 were 

chosen to be analysed, as opposed to a single region, to ensure that the results were robust across a 

range of potential conditions (Newing, et al., 2015). To this end therefore, the value of sales flows 

over distance can be seen in Figure 8 below for all large format stores within the three regions which 

are examined. This figure shows a clear decrease in the sales value over distance for all three, as at 

the city level, therefore providing support for the idea that a spatial interaction model may still be 

appropriate at this scale. The main difference between this and the city level is the distance for the 

sales and the number of overall flows. For Region 1, the flows can be seen to extend up to a distance 

of 20km, whereas the city level application only saw flows up to 17.5km, and Region 2 and 3 only 

show sales up until around 14km and 12km respectively. This difference between the distances seen 

in each regions highlights potential differences in both behaviour and geography. For example, 

consumers in the first region may be willing, or even have to, travel further for their grocery 

shopping than in the other two regions. This may be influenced by factors such as distance to the 

closet store, limits on geography such as coasts, rivers and mountains, as well as the overall density 

of stores in the region relative to the density of consumers.  

 

Figure 8 - Grocery sales over distance for each region 

 
1 Consumer regions are defined by our partner retailer based on the nine English Regions and Wales as can be 
seen in Figure 45 in Appendix A on page 240. 
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5.3.2) Disaggregating Customer Origins by Geodemographic Typology Type 

This plot also shows that there are a much greater number of origins in the regional datasets than at 

the city level. This is to be expected due to both the increase in the number of stores (from 7 to 29, 

47 and 60 respectively), alongside the exclusive focus on large format stores that have more revenue 

and consumers are more likely to travel further to. To this end, for each region, the number of 

output areas, and to which output area supergroup they belong to, can be seen in Table 5 below. 

This shows both the number of output areas seen in the anonymised loyalty card data and the total 

number of output areas from which revenue could reasonably be expected to flow to the stores. 

This latter count was derived in the same way as at the city level, by first identifying the distance to 

which 97.5% of loyalty card customers were willing travel to stores in each region, given as the crow 

flies distance. This distance was then used to draw a radius around each of our partner organisations 

stores, from which each output area within each store circumference/catchment was determined as 

being a potential origin that could potentially visit that store. This meant that for Region 1, while 

there were 3449 origins seen in the anonymised loyalty card data, this was then extended to 5700 

output areas. The total count of output areas varies between regions both because of the number of 

stores and also because of the different distance that consumers were willing to travel.   

From this table it can also be seen that the distribution of output areas within each output area 

supergroup varies between regions. Notably, while Region 1 is dominated by the Rural Residents 

supergroup, Regions 2 and 3 have greater representations of Hard Pressed Living and Suburbanites2. 

This may therefore influence differences in region wide behaviour and explain the distances over 

which consumers are willing to travel. In this case, Rural Residents, given they are living within a 

rural area, may be willing to travel further distances to shop than either Hard Pressed Living or 

Suburbanites who are found in or around cities. In contrast, all three regions have relatively low 

representation of Cosmopolitans or Ethnicity Central supergroups, suggesting that these regions, or 

target consumers, are not that diverse. Nevertheless the percentage of each output area supergroup 

in each region does not vary considerably between the loyalty and total revenue estimates. This 

suggests that the consumers seen in the anonymised loyalty card data are representative of the 

surrounding areas and the overall distribution of potential customers in each region.  

 

 
2 Descriptions of these supergroups can be found at the ONS (2015)  

https://www.ons.gov.uk/methodology/geography/geographicalproducts/areaclassifications/2011areaclassifications/penportraitsandradialplots
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Table 5 - Output area count for each region in terms of output areas in the anonymised loyalty card dataset and total flow 

dataset across the eight different output area supergroups 

Supergroup Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Total Loyalty 

Card 

Total Loyalty 

Card 

Total Loyalty 

Card 

1 (Rural Residents) 1775 

(31.14%) 

1291 

(37.43%) 

1204 

(13.86%) 

1044 

(15.34%) 

1664 

(9.35%) 

1056 

(13.15%) 

2 (Cosmopolitans) 197 

(3.45%) 

15 

(0.43%) 

257 

(2.96%) 

116 

(1.70%) 

579 

(3.22%) 

115 

(1.43%) 

3 (Ethnicity 

Central) 

15 

(0.26%) 

0 

(0.00%) 

64 

(0.73%) 

16 

(0.24%) 

0 

(0.00%) 

0 

(0.00%) 

4 (Multicultural 

Metropolitans) 

4 

(0.07%) 

2 

(0.06%) 

286 

(3.29%) 

170 

(2.50%) 

1882 

(10.47%) 

712 

(8.87%) 

5 (Urbanites) 1253 

(21.98%) 

643 

(18.64%) 

1102 

(12.68%) 

882 

(12.96%) 

2837 

(15.78%) 

1273 

(15.86%) 

6 (Suburbanites) 808 

(14.18%) 

527 

(15.28%) 

1950 

(22.44%) 

1638 

(24.07%) 

4401 

(24.47%) 

2197 

(27.35%) 

7 (Constrained City 

Dwellers) 

533 

(9.35%) 

237 

(6.87%) 

745 

(8.57%) 

505 

(7.42%) 

1755 

(9.76%) 

597 

(7.44%) 

8 (Hard-Pressed 

Living) 

1115 

(19.56%) 

734 

(21.28%) 

3082 

(35.47%) 

2433 

(35.75%) 

4864 

(27.05%) 

2079 

(25.89%) 

Total 5700 3449 8690 6804 17982 8029 

 

5.3.3) The Relationship Between Loyalty Card and Total Revenue 

For this application, the main aim of the spatial interaction model is to be able to predict total store 

revenue. This is because while the model is trained on loyalty card flows, loyalty card data accounts 

for anywhere between 5-70% of total revenue, varying by area, time of year and store format (Rains 

& Longley, 2021). Thus, if loyalty card data does not represent the total store revenue, then the 

model has to be able to estimate total revenue flows. For this the relationship between loyalty card 

store revenue and total store revenue is presented in Figure 9 below. From this it can be seen that 

while the strength of the relationship varies between regions, in general there are strong positive 

correlations between loyalty card grocery sales and total grocery sales. This therefore supports the 

idea that if the spatial interaction models are able to replicate total store loyalty card data well, they 

should be able to predict total store revenue as well.  
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Figure 9 - Total grocery sales against total loyalty card grocery sales for each store across each region along with the 

Pearson correlation coefficient 

 

5.4) Regional Application Analysis 

5.4.1) Base Model  

The first step then is to apply the base spatial interaction model to all three regions. The purpose of 

this is to see how the same model that is applied at the city level scale performs at the regional level. 

As before, this model takes the form of the production constrained spatial interaction model, also 

known as the “retail model”, which constrains the total amount of outflow from each origin. This 

then takes the form: 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 =  𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝑒−𝛽𝑑𝑖𝑗    

 

Eq. 47 

 

Where: 

𝐴𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝑒−𝛽𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑗

 

 

Eq. 48 
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Within which Tij represents the flow of expenditure (pounds sterling) from origin, i, to destination, j, 

Ai is the balancing factor that ensures that the origin constraints are met, Oi is the estimated 

expenditure available from each origin3, wj is the measure of store attractiveness and dij is the as the 

crow flies distance between origin, i, and destination, j. From this γ and β are the two parameters 

that are estimated in model calibration, representing the strength of attractiveness and distance 

decay from the anonymised loyalty card data. Here, for consistency with previous papers (Newing, 

et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019; Beckers, et al., 2021), the exponential form of the distance 

decay relationship is examined4.  

For this application, as with the city level model, Poisson regression was used to calibrate the model 

parameters from the anonymised loyalty card data. The estimates from this regression were first 

used to model loyalty card flows from each origin to the stores with the total then being aggregated 

together at each individual store. These parameters were then used to predict the total revenue 

flow from each origin by using the estimated revenue available from each origin and the potential 

stores which they could reasonably be expected to visit. The latter is estimated by using the same 

method as determining potential origins, but this time from each origin to determine potential 

stores within the given circumference. The predicted total revenue flows were then aggregated at 

the individual store level in order to predict total store revenue. The results of this can be seen in 

both Table 6 below in terms of the metrics related to the flows from origins to destinations, and 

Figure 10 below which shows the errors for the store revenue aggregations for both the loyalty card 

and total revenue.  

Table 6 - Performance metrics for the non-disaggregated base model for each region in comparison to the loyalty card 

flows 

Metrics Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Loyalty 

card 

Total 

Revenue 

Loyalty 

card 

Total 

Revenue 

Loyalty 

card 

Total 

Revenue 

R2 0.947 0.764 0.947 0.701 0.963 0.713 

Pseudo R2 0.932 N/A 0.919 N/A 0.957 N/A 

RMSE 170.64 939.25 152.20 1186.60 81.83 1057.54 

SRMSE 0.562 3.102 0.601 4.688 0.661 8.542 

ATD 1.000 1.073 1.000 1.121 1.000 1.057 

 
3 Calculated using Eq. 44 as in the previous chapter.  
4 The inverse power distance decay was also examined, as can be seen in Appendix B, but due to the relatively 
small differences in model performance between the two, only the exponential form of the model is discussed 
here. 
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MAE 62.835 390.196 54.281 466.782 17.801 362.443 

AIC 1356964 N/A 30743446 N/A 1830943 N/A 

SSI 0.206 0.155 0.176 0.121 0.113 0.064 

CPC 0.896 0.595 0.893 0.504 0.928 0.397 

 

The first thing to note here is that in Table 6 the R2 value and the ATD value for each region for the 

loyalty card flows show better values (a higher R2 and an ATD closer to 1) than for the initial city level 

model. This suggests that, despite these models being applied to regional dataset, with more stores 

and output areas, the modelled loyalty card flows better replicate the underlying data than at the 

city level. This is likely to be because, although there is a greater range of potential flows, these are 

only for large formats stores. Thus, this suggests that flows to large stores only, even when there are 

more stores, are easier to model and replicate with a spatial interaction model than a smaller 

application with a variety of formats. This is therefore in line with previous research that suggests 

that shopping in small format grocery stores is different than shopping at large format stores 

(Waddington, et al., 2018; Waddington, et al., 2019). However, when scaling up the flows to model 

total revenue as opposed to loyalty card flows, it can be seen that there is a drop in the accuracy of 

all metrics relative to the underlying anonymised loyalty card data. This is because the estimates are 

scaled up because loyalty card is only able to represent a subset of the total flows. Thus, total 

revenue flows from origins to destinations have to be modelled. What is important however is that 

the ATD metric increases from close to 1, to marginally higher, suggesting that more revenue is 

being drawn from further away, in line with increase the total amount of revenue to stores.  

This is then translated into store revenue for both the loyalty card and total revenue flows by 

aggregating the flows at the store level, for which the model performance can be seen in Figure 10 

below. From this figure it clearly be seen that while the model in each region performs well at 

modelling total store loyalty card revenue, this performance does not translate to the prediction of 

total store revenue. Indeed, for each region the average error for the loyalty card model ranges from 

0.85% to 1.62%, while this average error range increases to -3.59% to 15.89%. This can also be seen 

in the range of overall errors where the majority of loyalty card errors cluster between +/-10% for all 

three regions, ranging in total from -30% to just over 40%, while the total revenue errors mostly 

cluster within +/-25% and range from 60% underprediction to 120% overprediction. This can clearly 

be seen in the distributions along the x and y-axis of the plot whereby the loyalty card errors are 

consistent and clustered centrally, while the total revenue errors are more widely distributed. This 

therefore suggests that while the models are able to replicate loyalty card revenue well at this scale, 

they are not able to model total store revenue consistently. These results are therefore not in line 
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with those seen previously in the literature (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019) and thus 

suggest that the model does not scale well.  

 

Figure 10 - Results from the non-disaggregated model application across all three regions in terms of the store level errors 

for both the loyalty card and the total revenue in terms of the percentage error 

5.4.2) Origin Disaggregated Model 

However, the results presented above are produced using the base spatial interaction model where 

the parameters for both the attractiveness and distance decay are the same for all origins and 

destinations. This is unlikely to produce the most accurate spatial interaction model because of 

different socioeconomic customer groups and the associated non-stationary spatial relationships 

that would influence the values of both of these parameters. For example, the distance decay 

relationship for a low socio-economic group in a rural area may be expected to be different to a 

similar group in an urban area due to differences in transport accessibility. To rectify this an origin 

disaggregated spatial interaction model can be implemented (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et 

al., 2019; Beckers, et al., 2021), which allows for the attractiveness and distance decay parameters 

to be calibrated across different socio-demographic classifications. In this thesis, this is done across 

the eight different Output Area Supergroup classifications (Gale, et al., 2016; Waddington, et al., 
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2019)5. Due to differences in socioeconomic conditions, these groups are expected to have different 

propensities to shop at our partner retailer, due to factors such as price and quality of products, 

alongside having different willingness or ability to travel, due to access to different resources and 

means of transportation (Birkin, et al., 2017). Such a model could not be implemented at the city 

level due to limited loyalty card representation for each supergroup which would have led to 

inaccurate and inconsistent estimates of parameters values. This origin disaggregated model 

therefore takes the model form: 

𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝑘 =  𝐴𝑖

𝑘𝑂𝑖
𝑘𝑡Wj

𝛾k

exp (−𝛽𝑘𝑐𝑖𝑗) 

 

Eq. 49 

 

Where 

𝐴𝑖
𝑘 =

1

∑ 𝑊𝑗
𝛾𝑘

𝑒−𝛽𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑗

 

 

Eq. 50 

 

With each parameter and variable taking the same interpretation as before, but now each k 

represents the output area classification supergroup for which each γ and β are calibrated 

separately.  

An issue with this implementation, however, is that the coverage for certain output area 

supergroups is limited in the anonymised loyalty card data. This can be seen in Table 5 above, as 

already discussed in section 5.3, where there are limited numbers of output areas within 

supergroups 2, 3 and 4. This means that for most weeks across each region there is not enough data 

for the parameters to be accurately or reliably calibrated to generate reasonable estimates. Thus, to 

ensure that some flows are still estimated for these supergroups and output areas, if the parameters 

cannot be calibrated then the system wide parameters from the base model are assumed to apply 

when modelling total revenue6. While the number of output areas for these supergroups is not small 

enough to assume that they will generate zero flows to the stores, their number is small enough 

such that attributing value from these origins using the system wide parameters is not expected to 

considerably affect the final model performance.  

Then, as with the base model, the results in terms of replicating the loyalty card flows and the total 

store revenue can be seen in Table 7 below and Figure 11 below. What is interesting to see however 

 
5 The OAC is used the classification for different demographic groups due to its use in previous literature, the 
ability to link estimated expenditure for each group, and that the classification was freely available. 
6 The parameter values for both the system wide and disaggregated model can be seen in Appendix A in Figure 
46 and Table 14. 
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is that while most metrics show improvements relative to the base model for all three regions, as 

highlighted by those in green, these improvements are only relatively small. Indeed the comparison 

of most metrics from the disaggregated model to the base model (those in brackets) are smaller 

than the comparison of metrics between regions. This therefore suggest incremental improvements 

in being able to model the underlying loyalty card flows from the application of the disaggregated 

model.  

Table 7 - Performance metrics for the origin disaggregated model for each region in comparison the actual anonymised 

loyalty card data (and the metrics from the base model for each region) 

* Disaggregated metrics reproduced in Appendix A Table 12 

Metrics Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Loyalty 

card 

Total 

Revenue 

Loyalty 

card 

Total 

Revenue 

Loyalty 

card 

Total 

Revenue 

R2 0.949 

(0.947) 

0.769 

(0.764) 

0.952 

(0.947) 

0.706 

(0.701) 

0.966 

(0.963) 

0.671 

(0.713) 

Pseudo R2 * N/A * N/A * N/A 

RMSE 166.513 

(170.638) 

934.345 

(939.245) 

145.190 

(152.203) 

1182.189 

(1186.601) 

78.833 

(81.831) 

1125.172 

(1057.542) 

SRMSE 0.550 

(0.562) 

3.086 

(3.102) 

0.574 

(0.601) 

4.671 

(4.688) 

0.637 

(0.661) 

9.088 

(8.542) 

ATD 1.002 

(1.000) 

1.074 

(1.073) 

1.000 

(1.000) 

1.131 

(1.121) 

1.000 

(1.000) 

1.023 

(1.057) 

AIC * N/A * N/A * N/A 

MAE 61.746 

(62.835) 

385.061 

(390.196) 

51.406 

(54.281) 

464.558 

(466.782) 

16.618 

(17.801) 

366.267 

(362.443) 

SSI NaN 

(0.206) 

0.155 

(0.155) 

0.177 

(0.176) 

0.122 

(0.121) 

0.114 

(0.113) 

0.064 

(0.064) 

CPC 0.898 

(0.896) 

0.598 

(0.595) 

0.898 

(0.893) 

0.506 

(0.504) 

0.933 

(0.928) 

0.394 

(0.397) 

 

These results then also translate to the modelling of total loyalty card revenue and total store 

revenue as seen in Figure 11 below as well. From this figure, it can be seen that while there may be 

some differences in the average errors for both scales of revenue prediction and for individual 

stores, these improvements or changes are relatively small compared to the size of the errors seen 

in the base model. This is highlighted by the fact that the range of errors within each region has not 

considerably improved as the result of the application of the origin disaggregated model as would be 
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expected if the base model was unable to reflect the underlying behaviour of each group within the 

region. Therefore, the development and the application of the origin disaggregated model, with the 

current data and methodology, has been unable to resolve the issue of the large errors in total 

revenue prediction at the regional scale. 

 

Figure 11 - Results from the origin disaggregated spatial interaction model across all three regions in terms of the individual 

and average store errors for both the loyalty card and total revenue predictions 

To this end, the relative comparison between the base and the origin-disaggregated model, in terms 

of their ability to model total store revenue, can be seen in Figure 12 below. This figure highlights 

that while there are differences in mean store error for each region, these changes are minor 

adjustments relative to the scale of mean error to 0. In this sense, the largest difference between 

each model mean is only 0.58%, which is relatively small compared to the overall range of model 

errors. It can also be seen that for most stores in all three regions, the store error from the base 

model is reflected in the error for the origin disaggregated model. This is shown by the close to 

linear relationship between the two model outcomes for each region and the similar distributions on 

the x and y-axis. Therefore it is clear that, despite expectations, the application of the disaggregated 

model at the regional scale has not lead to considerable improvements in the ability of the spatial 

interaction model to predict total revenue at this scale.  
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Figure 12 - Base model and origin disaggregated model errors against each other for all three regions 

5.4.3) Additional Data Integration 

From these results it is clear that while the spatial interaction models for each region can replicate 

store loyalty card well, they are currently unable to accurately and reliably estimate total store 

revenue at this scale. While for the most part the average store error and range of errors for 

replicating loyalty card revenue are in line with previous results (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, 

et al., 2018), the range of total store revenue errors are considerably larger than expected and those 

presented in the previous literature. This range of errors is consistent across all three regions 

therefore suggesting that this is not due to factors that may only be affecting a single regions 

performance. However, it is worth acknowledging that these model implementations have not 

accounted for variables that have been integrated into recent applications of the models in the 

literature which may be affecting the errors (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019).  

5.4.3.1) Travel Time 

The first of these factors that have not been implemented in the models presented above is the 

influence of travel time. So far, all the models implemented have been used as the crow flies 

distance measured from the centre of the output area to the centre of the store. This may 
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potentially affect the performance of the model on a store level as for example, a store that is 

accessible only through a North-South corridor but which under the current implementation is 

drawing revenue from East-West could potentially be overpredicted. In a similar vein, a store that is 

highly accessible by car, such as along a major road running alongside the stores entrance, would 

likely be underpredicted when using as the crow flies distance as compared to other stores 

households may be able to travel further, quicker, than they would in a city. Therefore, drivetime 

data was brought in to potentially rectify for this a single region using the Open Source Routing 

Machine (OSRM) API (Giraud, et al., 2021). This was used to estimate the average travel time a car 

would take from the centre of each output area to each store they could potentially visit.  

5.4.3.2) Customer/Retailer Preference  

Secondly, while the parameters in the model are calibrated using data from our partner retailer for 

each origin output area supergroup, these parameters are not adjusted to account for each group’s 

preference for different destination retailers (Newing, et al., 2015). This could affect the model’s 

performance for individual stores as in some cases they may be located in areas whose surrounding 

demographics prefer to shop at competing retailers or prefer our own partner organisation. In the 

former case, the total revenue would be overpredicted for that store as consumers would prefer 

another local store, while in the latter case revenue would be underpredicted because our partner 

organisation would be more attractive than other surrounding stores. For this then, data on retailer 

preference could be adapted from the paper by Newing et al. (2015), originally from Thompson et al. 

(2012), as seen in Figure 13 below. These values represent the relative attractiveness of each retailer 

for each output area supergroup from the 2001 Output Area Classification (Vickers & Rees, 2007). To 

apply this in our current model, which used the 2011 Output Area Classification, the 2001 Output 

Area Classification was linked to the 2001 output area dataset. A lookup table provided by the ONS 

was then used to link the 2001 output area codes to their 2011 equivalents (ONS, 2020). This then 

allowed the values from the figure below to scale the attractiveness parameter for competing stores 

relative to the values calculated for our partner organisation.  
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Figure 13 - Relative attractiveness of retailers for each output area supergroup from Newing et al. (2015) Table 1 Pg 227 

5.4.3.3) Estimating Origin Grocery Expenditure 

Finally, while the anonymised loyalty card data for this model comes from 2017, the number of 

households in each origin that is used to calculate the estimated available expenditure comes from 

the 2011 census. This could therefore affect the models performance for individual stores in areas 

where population has changed during that 6 year gap. This is expected to be especially important for 

new stores who opened up where populations could have increased due to new construction, or in 

places where population has decreased such as due to an ageing population or migration. To this 

end, there are no yearly updated or estimates of the number of households in each output area. 

However, there are yearly estimates of the output area population, as provided by the ONS. This can 

therefore be used to estimate the number of households in each output area in 2017. This is done by 

firstly dividing the 2011 output area population by the number of independent households from the 

census estimates to get the population per household, and then dividing the 2017 population by the 

estimated population per household7. Thus, leading to an updated estimate of the total number of 

households in each output area in 2017 and hence an updated estimate of the revenue available 

from each origin.  

These additions can therefore be integrated into the existing model formulation for the origin 

disaggregated model. The adjusted model formulation then becomes: 

𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝑘𝑛 =  𝐴𝑖

𝑘𝑂𝑖
𝑘𝑡Wj

𝛾kn

exp (−𝛽𝑘𝑐𝑖𝑗) 

 

Eq. 51 

 

 
7 ℎ2017 = 𝑝𝑜𝑝2017/(

𝑝𝑜𝑝2011

ℎ2011
) where h = households, pop = population 
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Where: 

𝐴𝑖
𝑘 =

1

∑ 𝑊𝑗
𝛾𝑘𝑛

𝑒−𝛽𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑗

 

 

Eq. 52 

 

And: 

𝑂𝑖
𝑘𝑡 = 𝑒𝑘𝑡ℎ𝑖

𝑘𝑡 
Eq. 53 

 

Within which the parameters and their interpretation are the same as they were before, but now n 

represents the influence of brand on the attractiveness parameter by output area supergroup, and t 

represents 2017 for both expenditure estimates and the number of households. This adjusted model 

implementation therefore reflects the latest advancements in the existing literature (Newing, et al., 

2015; Waddington, et al., 2019). 

5.4.3.4) Implementation in the Model 

The results from this model adaptation can be seen in Figure 14 below which shows the change in 

individual stores performance in the model from the addition of new datasets in Region 2. This 

includes the replacement of as the crow flies distance with drivetime, then the addition of the 

relative attractiveness of different retailers with drivetime, followed by the updating of the number 

of households with drivetime data, and finally a model that integrates all three additional datasets 

into the model. There are three main takeaways from these results. The first is that moving from as 

the crow flies distance to the drivetime model results in an increase in the average store error from 

10.39% to 13.49%. This would therefore suggest that the stores from our partner retailer are more 

accessible relative to their competition by car than they are by as the crow flies distance. This is 

because, with total available revenue staying the same, the amount of revenue assigned to our 

partner retailers stores has increased on average. The second key insight is that drivetime has the 

biggest influence on average store error, and indeed for most stores this causes the greater change 

in error, as opposed to adjusting the relative attractiveness by brand or updating the estimated 

number of households. This is then closely followed by the number of households, with the 

adjustment of relative brand attractiveness having the least overall effect on model performance. 

Finally, the main finding from this model adjustment is that even adding in these new data sources 

has not resolved the overall issue of poor model performance in terms of replicating total store 

revenue. In this case, the complete model even moves the average error further away from the ideal 

0% and shifts the distribution towards the higher percentage errors. Therefore, even the latest 
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model from the literature is unable to replicate total store revenue at this scale and has not resolved 

the issues from the base model presented above. 

 

Figure 14 - Individual store error and the overall distribution in region 2 in response to additions of new data. 1) The origin 

disaggregated model as already presented, 2) The origin disaggregated model with drivetime data between origins and 

destinations, 3) The origin disaggregated model with drivetime and updated attractiveness values to account for 

competition, 4) The origin disaggregated model with drivetime and updated household count, 5) the origin disaggregated 

model with all new datasets integrated. 

These results therefore suggest that the current model implementations are unable to account for 

the variation in underlying store conditions across an entire region when scaled up to predict total 

store revenue. In all model implementations presented above (Figure 7), the average store error for 

the anonymised loyalty card data is within +/-2%, with most store errors within +/-20% of actual 

revenue, which would be in line with the results with previous model implementations (Newing, et 

al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019). However, since loyalty card revenue accounts for between 5 

and 70% of total store revenue for each store (Rains & Longley, 2021), these estimates have to be 

scaled up to model total store revenue. In doing so while each of these model implementations 

across each region has an average error within +/-15% of total store revenue, the range of store 

errors is considerably larger. This is such that less than half of the stores for each region fall within a 

+/-15% error band, with ranges of up to 60% underprediction to 120% overprediction. This range 

would therefore render these models effectively useless in practice as retailers would not be 

confident in choosing a store location when the actual revenue is likely to be at least 15% different 

to the actual predicted revenue from these models (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019). 

5.5) Factors Affecting Store Performance 

The results in the previous section therefore suggest that at the regional level the spatial interaction 

model in its current format and the current inputs into that more are unable to accurately or 
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consistently scale up to predict store total revenue. This is consistent across all three regions and all 

model implementations that were developed. Thus it is worth exploring whether there are any store 

characteristics or underlying conditions that are not captured within the current spatial interaction 

model that could potentially be influencing these results or are related to model performance. These 

potential factors can be broken down into three categories of: individual store characteristics, store 

revenue attributes and surrounding area characteristics.  

The first of these sets of factors are individual store characteristics that could influence how 

attractive an individual store is. This includes net store size, total indoor floorspace, gross store size, 

total store space including external spaces and car parking, and the age of the store in months. 

While net store size is included in the current model as a measure of attractiveness, this is a measure 

of total floorspace as opposed to the floorspace dedicated to grocery retailing. Furthermore, store 

attractiveness is also likely to be influenced by a variety of factors beyond just store size (Newing, et 

al., 2020), such as distance to the street, store frontage, other services located in the store and age 

(Birkin, et al., 2017). To this end, data was only available on gross square footage and store age, for 

which any relationship these variables have with store performance may indicate that there may be 

a more appropriate measure of store attractiveness than is currently used. This is analysed alongside 

store revenue attributes which consists of: total store sales, total grocery sales, the percentage of 

total sales that are grocery sales, total loyalty grocery sales and the total number of baskets. These 

factors are related to what the model is trying to predict, in terms of total store grocery sales, and 

represent the way in which a store receives its revenue. Thus, any relationship with these variables 

may suggest a bias in model performance towards well performing or underperforming stores 

alongside how a store may be deriving their revenue. Indeed, if any relationship is discovered 

between store error and the total grocery revenue then this would suggest that there is bias in the 

final model estimation of revenue. Finally, there is also surrounding area characteristics such as the 

number of output areas from which revenue is expected to come from and the average distance to 

these output areas. These characteristics indicate the level of density surrounding a store and the 

concentration of potential revenue around the store. Thus, any relationship with these variables 

may indicate that a stores immediate geography is not accounted for in the model implementation, 

including whether a store locates in a dense or sparse area such as a store targeted towards urban 

or rural populations.  

The correlations between the individual store errors and store level characteristics for each region 

and model can be seen in Table 8 below, while the individual relationships for each store can be 

seen in the scatter plots in Figure 15 below. Firstly it can be seen that the correlations between store 

characteristics and model errors vary across both model implementation and regions. In this case, 
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the variation in correlation between regions is greater than the variation within region, which is in 

line with the results presented in the previous sections whereby the base and the origin-

disaggregated model produce similar results in terms of total store revenue errors. In terms of the 

between region changes in correlation, while for some attributes the relationships do not change 

much, for example store size (sqft), others change considerably such as for total store sales. While 

the former may be expected because the models are trained and implemented using this attribute, 

the latter suggests that across the regions there may be different underlying conditions that affect 

individual store performance. However, what can be seen is that there are very few strong 

correlations between any characteristics and store performance. Indeed, the strongest correlation is 

that of 0.3685 for the base model implementation in region 2 with the age of the store in months. 

This characteristic is also the only characteristic for which there is a consistent correlation across all 

model implementations.  

 

Table 8 - Pearson correlation statistic between store characteristics and model errors 

Correlate Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Base 

model 

Disaggre

gated 

model 

Base 

model 

Disaggre

gated 

model 

Comple

te 

model 

Base 

model 

Disaggr

egated 

model 

Store 

characte

ristics  

Store 

size 

(sqft) 

0.0300 -0.0016 -0.0488 -0.0231 -0.1376 -0.0292 0.0530 

Gross 

store 

size 

(sqft) 

0.0575 0.0245 -0.0864 -0.0631 -0.1692 -0.0733 0.0070 

Age of 

store 

(months) 

-0.2171 -0.2307 -0.3685 -0.3584 -0.3451 -0.2764 -0.2710 

Store 

revenue 

Total 

store 

sales 

-0.0072 -0.0448 -0.1603 -0.1307 -0.1359 -0.2620 -0.2198 
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Total 

Grocery 

sales 

-0.0580 -0.0953 -0.1742 -0.1451 -0.1331 -0.2979 -0.2537 

Total 

loyalty 

card 

grocery 

sales 

-0.0352 -0.0648 -0.1167 -0.0900 -0.0236 -0.3227 -0.3337 

Percenta

ge of 

sales of 

grocery 

revenue 

-0.2308 -0.2130 -0.0790 -0.0869 0.0718 -0.2867 -0.2748 

Total 

number 

of 

baskets 

-0.0319 -0.0676 -0.1719 -0.1372 -0.1195 -0.1346 -0.0826 

Surroun

ding 

area 

Number 

of 

output 

areas 

0.1329 0.1011 -0.2182 -0.2225 -0.2065 0.0660 0.1312 

Average 

distance 

to 

output 

areas 

-0.0322 -0.0152 0.2595 0.2480 0.3347 0.0915 0.0613 
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Figure 15 - Scatter plot of model errors and store level characteristics including the line of best fit and the Pearson correlation statistic 
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For this then, the underlying relationship between each models errors and the characteristics can be 

seen in Figure 15 above. From this, in conjunction with the results in Table 8, it appears that the only 

consistent characteristics which are correlated with store errors across all regions and model 

implementations is that of the age of the store, total store sales and total grocery sales. In terms of 

the latter two variables, it can be seen from the figure that while there are consistent correlations 

across all model implementations and regions, there is also consistent variation around the line of 

best fit. This therefore suggests that the relationships are not clear, but could indicate that the 

model is failing to account for some store attribute that may be influencing model performance. 

Indeed, the model is aiming to predict grocery revenue therefore any relationship here is likely to 

indicate poor model performance or bias in model prediction. Nevertheless, the relationship 

between store errors and the age of stores is consistent and clear for all regions and models. This 

shows a negative correlation between the age of stores and the individual store error, suggesting 

that an older store in our model tends towards underprediction, while a younger store tends 

towards overprediction. This therefore may suggest that a younger store may be less attractive than 

just its store size may suggest while an older store may be more attractive because it has been a part 

of the local community for longer. This factor is however unaccounted for in our model. 

Unfortunately consistent data for competitors stores was not available for this and so could not be 

integrated into the measure of attractiveness8. Thus, leaving this question open for potential future 

research.  

5.6) Yearly Variation 

Nevertheless, the second aim of these model implementations was to examined how the models 

perform across a whole year. In this case, Newing et al. (2015) examined the four store subset 

performance across the whole year, identifying that non-seasonal demand would influence the 

performance of individual stores throughout the year, while Waddington et al. (2019) was only able 

to implement their scaled up model on a single week. In this case therefore it is worth examining 

whether the modelling errors that are seen in the above analysis are the result of the model being 

implemented on a single week or whether these errors are consistent throughout the year. For this, 

each model in each region is calibrated using the weekly loyalty card flows for that individual week 

and is then scaled up in the same way as presented above. This therefore leaves open two main 

questions: how do the loyalty card errors vary over the year and how do the total revenue errors 

vary over the year? 

 
8 Further exploration of this concept is achieved in Chapter 7 Section 7.3 
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5.6.1) Loyalty Card Spend Annual Error 

Firstly the average loyalty card store errors varying across the year for each region and each model 

are presented in Figure 16 below. What can be seen from this is that, despite some outliers in each 

region, most average errors are consistent throughout the year and are within a range of 0-2%. This 

would therefore suggest that behaviour and the ability of the models to predict total store loyalty 

card revenue is consistent with little seasonal variation. In this case the week which is analysed in 

the individual weekly results presented above is highlighted, along with two key seasonal periods of 

the Easter holidays and the school summer break as well. Within this, most weeks where there is a 

deviation from the underlying trend is from the respective base models where there were issues in 

calibration for that week due to variances in the underlying weekly flows9. For some weeks there is 

also variation in the disaggregated model performance as well, where a lack of data limited 

calibration for certain supergroups or there was variation in individual store performance due to 

local construction works or the closing of a store. However, there are few overall deviations from the 

trend suggesting there is consistent estimates for the anonymised loyalty card data across all regions 

and models. 

 

 

Figure 16 - Mean store error for total loyalty card revenue prediction over the year for each region and model specification 

5.6.2) Total Revenue Annual Error 

This can then be compared to how the total revenue errors vary across the year in Figure 17 below. 

As in the previous figure the week chosen for the above analysis, the weeks of the Easter holidays 

 
9 Calibrated parameters over the entire year can be seen in Appendix A in Figure 47. 
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and the weeks of summer holidays are highlighted. The main takeaway from this figure is that there 

is considerably more variation in average errors across the year for the total revenue model than 

there is for the loyalty card revenue predictions. For example, while in the loyalty card total revenue 

prediction there is no clear effect of the easter or summer holidays, for all three regions there is a 

considerable change in the average error during the easter period and a considerable change for 

Region 1 over the summer period. This is likely to be because of the influence of non-residential 

demand, such as tourist revenue, where Region 1 and 2 are noted tourist destinations in the UK, the 

former of which has been highlighted in previous research (Newing, et al., 2015)10. This is therefore 

consistent with the potential influence of non-residential demand which is not accounted for in 

these model implementations and that variation throughout the year in model prediction are driven 

by non-loyalty card demand. This figure also shows however that the errors seen in the models 

presented above are not just the result of a single week, where the week chosen for the analysis is in 

line with the average errors for each region and model implementation.  

 

Figure 17 - Mean store total revenue errors for the base and the origin disaggregated model for each region across the year 

The same yearly variation in individual store errors can also be examined for Region 2 in response to 

the addition of the new datasets as presented in section 5.4.2 above, as presented in Figure 18 

below. The main takeaway from this is that while the new data brought into the model 

implementation affects the average store error, this effect is consistent throughout the year. This 

 
10 Tourist demand data for each region was not available due to GDPR constraints of 5 households per output 
area. 
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can clearly be seen in the figure as the separation between each model implementation is consistent 

and they show the same variation and patterns across the year as the simple disaggregated model 

which uses distance data. Thus, this is consistent with the previous findings that the addition of new 

datasets and the alteration of the model formulation does not resolve the issues of model errors. 

 

Figure 18 - Weekly average store errors in Region 2 across the different model implementations for the origin-

disaggregated model 

Therefore, the results that are seen for the single week exploration is not due to factors that affect 

that single week across each region. Indeed, while there are seasonal variations in each models 

average accuracy, in relation to predicting total store revenue, the average error from ach week is in 

line with the results presented above. It can also be seen that while there is consistent errors for the 

loyalty card revenue prediction, there is considerably more variation in the total store revenue 

errors across the region for all model implementations. This suggests that the variation in total store 

revenue prediction is thus driven by changes in non-loyalty card demand. In this sense, Region 1 sees 

the greater variation in model error across the year, which is likely to be due to changes in seasonal 

demand levels due to factors such as non-residential tourist demand (Newing, et al., 2015). In 

contrast there is less variation in the average errors for both Region 2 and 3, which are less likely to 

be affected by change in tourist demand, although they both see decreases in the average error over 

the easter holidays. Nevertheless, the consistency in model performance and identification of the 

influence of non-seasonal demand suggests that we can be confident in the conclusions of poor 

overall fit of the spatial interaction model at this level, primarily when modelling total store revenue 

due to non-loyalty card and seasonal demand.  
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5.7) Cross validation 

The previous results show that there is a poor model fit at this scale which is consistent across all 

three regions, all model implementations across both a single week and the whole year. However, 

these implementations are based on training, scaling and validating the models all on the same data 

for each region. This means that the loyalty card flows the model trains on, includes all stores in the 

respective region, which are then also used in validating the total revenue model. While the wide 

range of errors and poor model fit suggests that these models are not overfitting on the underlying 

data, it would however be useful to explore how sensitive these modelling results are to variations in 

the parameters that are calibrated. This is achieved through cross-validation of the total revenue 

store errors by applying the parameters from each region to each other in modelling total predicted 

revenue flows.  This is done for all three regions, using as the crow flies distance, for both the base 

and the disaggregated models. The results of which can be seen in Figure 19 below. 

 

Figure 19 - Regional cross validation results with the regions trained parameters (column) against the regions stores and 

origins (rows) for the base model (x-axis) and the disaggregated model (y-axis) 

This figure shows the results when using the parameters that are calibrated on a single region 

(column) against the other regions origin and destination flows (rows) for both the base model (x-

axis) and the origin-disaggregated model (y-axis) for a single week. There are three main takeaways 

from this figure. The first is that, as with the weekly results presented in the previous sections, for 

most parameter-region pairs there is a strong positive correlation between the store errors for both 

the base and the disaggregated model. This can clearly be seen by the near perfect linear 
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relationship for both models in all subplots and the relatively close alignment of the mean store 

errors. This is such that the variation between different parameter pairs on the same region, in 

terms of both the range of errors and the mean store error, is greater than between the base and 

the disaggregated model. This therefore support the previous conclusion that the origin 

disaggregated model does not drastically improve performance, at least with the way that it is 

currently implemented, at this scale, and that system wide parameters are still relevant in this 

implementation. This is in contrast to the results or analysis presented in the previous literature, 

which has suggested that the disaggregated model leads to improved model fit (Newing, et al., 2015; 

Waddington, et al., 2019). 

The second key result is that there is greater variation in performance between each region than 

there is across each parameter pair within each region. This can be seen in the average store errors 

for both models whereby the variation is greater for the same parameter pair between each region 

than it is for different parameter pairs within the same region. This is surprising given that each 

region has different amounts of stores and distances which are applied to determine potential 

output areas and competition which the parameter are calibrated on. This therefore suggests that 

the errors for each store and region are driven primarily by the underlying variation in store and 

surrounding area characteristics, rather than the parameters that are calibrated on the anonymised 

loyalty card data.  

This then leads onto the third key result which is that it appears that the errors in each region are 

not majorly sensitive to the parameter that are used and that in most cases the parameters that are 

calibrated in that region produce the most reliable results in terms of individual store errors. This 

therefore supports the conclusion in the previous paragraph, that the errors for each store in each 

region are due to the underlying regional characteristics and method of scaling up to predict total 

revenue, rather than the parameter pairs themselves. It also suggests that for the most part, the 

parameters calibrated on the region produce the best results for that region within this model. This 

is because for most implementations presented above, while the most accurate mean error for each 

region does not necessarily come from the parameters that are calibrated for that region (see region 

1), the parameters calibrated on that region produce the most consistent range of errors relative to 

the other parameter pairs. Therefore supporting the ideas and conclusions presented above that at 

this scale, the spatial interaction models in their current form are not able to deal with the 

underlying variance in store conditions to produce reliable and usable estimates of individual store 

revenue.  
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5.8) Discussion 

These results above suggest that the spatial interaction model, in its current form, with the inputs 

we have used and standard application, cannot be used at the scale of a whole region and be able to 

estimate the total revenue of large format grocery stores in the UK. To this end, an initial application 

of the exponential distance decay form of the non-disaggregated production constrained model 

showed that an acceptable range of errors and mean store error in modelling total loyalty card 

revenue across three regions. However, when attempting to scale up the model implementation to 

predict total store revenue, the mean store error increased, alongside the range of total store errors, 

which were not in line with the performance seen in previous applications of the model (Newing, et 

al., 2015; Newing, et al., 2018), and for which could not be reliably used in practice. The increase in 

the amount of data at the regional level however enabled the application of the origin-disaggregated 

form of the spatial interaction model. But the results at both the loyalty card and total store revenue 

scale were not that different from the system wide model results. Further attempts to improve the 

model fit then came from integrating drivetime, updated households and accounting for the relative 

attractiveness of different brands to socioeconomic groups, to align the implementation of the 

model with those seen in the recent literature (Newing, et al., 2015; Newing, et al., 2018). While the 

addition of these datasets reduced the range of errors for the region to which this was applied, the 

effect was only marginal and even pushed the average store error away further from the desired 

target of 0%. This suggested that our retailer located in areas which contained demographics that 

were attracted to our partner organisation over other competitors and in areas that were more 

accessible by car than other retailers, but did not resolve the issue of poor modelling fit at this scale.  

This conclusion was then explored and tested by firstly evaluating potential factors that could be 

influencing or related to the individual store error for each region. This included an evaluation of 

individual store characteristics, store revenue levels and surrounding area conditions. To this end, 

the only consistent relationship between store performance across all regions and model 

implementations was seen as the age of the store, suggesting that the older the store was, the less 

attractive it was. Limited data however meant that this could not be implemented into our existing 

model framework but instead leaves open the potential for future research. These results and 

performance were also not seen as the consequence of factors affecting the training or evaluation of 

the model in a single week. This was because the model performance could be seen as consistent 

across the entire year, in terms of loyalty card revenue errors, however the average error varied 

over the course of the year when modelling total store revenue in each region. This therefore 

suggested that total store revenue error could be influenced by changes in non-loyalty card revenue 

attribution alongside changes in potential seasonal demand such as due to tourism. This later effect 
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was highlighted by the reasonably large variation in mean store error in Region 1 across the whole 

year, in line with previous research in this region (Newing, et al., 2015; Newing, et al., 2018). The 

sensitivity of these results to changes in training conditions and hence parameter values was 

explored utilising a cross-validation study that used the parameter trained on other regions to model 

the total revenue flows within each other using the same method and data. These results suggested 

that the performance was not overly sensitive to changes in parameter values, whereby there was 

greater variation in store errors between each region than within a region, suggesting that the 

performance was due to the conditions in each region and the method of scaling up to predict total 

revenue, rather than the individual parameter pairs. Therefore supporting the conclusion of the poor 

ability of the models to predict total store revenue at this scale.  

These results are therefore in contrast to those presented in the previous literature (Newing, et al., 

2015; Waddington, et al., 2018) and would thus indicate that at this scale the spatial interaction 

model in its current form and data is not appropriate to predict total store revenue. Indeed, the 

range of errors seen for the stores in each region would mean that such models are unlikely to be 

used in practice due to unreliable estimates of revenue (Newing, et al., 2015). Therefore, the aim of 

the next chapter is to explore how the previous literature was able to achieve their results while 

attempting to resolve any differences between the presented implementation above and that seen 

in previous papers using data that we have access to.  
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Chapter 6 

Modelling Scenarios Replication 

6.1) Overview 

The previous chapter applied the Wilsonian form of the spatial interaction model to a regional 

dataset across three regions in the UK. The results from that chapter suggested that the current 

form and implementation of the model was unable to account for the heterogeneity of store 

conditions at this scale, leading to poor overall model fit with high variance in individual store errors. 

This chapter builds on this work by exploring the differences between models presented in the 

literature and the current implementation. This includes a summary and critique of the most recent 

literature to implement these models, followed by attempts to reproduce their results by examining 

smaller groups of stores and using an iterative calibration method. The main aim of this chapter 

therefore is to examine whether previous results are replicable with our own data.  

6.2) Introduction 

The development and application of spatial interaction models in retailing, and grocery retailing in 

particular, was fueled by the desire to find models that would accurately and reliably be able to 

estimate store revenue at a variety of different scales. In grocery retailing this was due to increased 

levels of competition within the industry leading to increasing costs of getting store location wrong 

(Birkin, et al., 2017). The advantage of spatial interaction models, as opposed to other retail location 

methods, was that they were able to account for the influence of geography on the movement of 

people, goods and money better than the methods that were used at that time11. This therefore led 

to their adoption across a variety of retailers (Reynolds & Wood, 2010), with claims of high levels of 

accuracy to within 10% of actual store revenue (Mendes & Themido, 2004). However, despite 

considerable history of spatial interaction models broadly in both academic literature and industry, it 

has often been difficult to verify claims of this level of accuracy and to reliably determine their 

effectiveness across a wide range of times and scales.  

While the Wilsonian and Huffian forms of the spatial interaction models which are commonly used 

today were developed in the 1960s and early 1970s they were not commonly used in practice in 

grocery retailing until the early 2000s (Reynolds & Wood, 2010; Clarke & Birkin, 2018). This is 

because at the time, issues with data and limited computing power made it difficult to 

operationalise these models in any meaningful format (Haynes & Fotheringham, 1985). The aim of 

 
11 For a more complete discussion on this see section 3.4)  
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the models were to try to estimate unknown information, such as new store revenue or where a 

consumer came from, but to ensure that these estimates were correct there needed to be some 

form of existing dataset with which to compare results (Haynes & Fotheringham, 1985). Survey data 

was available but getting access to this data or verifying its usefulness for different contexts was 

often difficult due to low levels of sampling, selection bias and often inaccurate information (Huff, 

1964). Thus, while spatial interaction models claimed to have improved performance relative to 

existing methods of store location, these claims could not be accurately or consistent verified. This 

lead to a lack of trust in their conclusions (Newing, et al., 2018) and inconsistent usage in practice 

early on (Guy, 1992). 

It was not until the development of loyalty card data, creating a reliable and accurate dataset of 

origin to destination flows, that spatial interaction models could be consistently utilised in practice 

(Clarke, 1998). Early adopters of both loyalty card schemes and their integration with spatial 

interaction models were able to reap considerable rewards in terms of favourable store locations, 

increased margins and ultimately increased market share (Newing, et al., 2020). But these 

implementations, along with their subsequent advancements, were mostly confined to industry 

applications with limited explorations available in the wider academic literature (Khawaldah, et al., 

2012). This has often meant that academia has been left behind to develop incremental tweaks in 

model implementations that haven’t been able to be properly evaluated in this domain as to their 

relative improvements or merits.  

It was not until recently that academic researchers have been allowed to explore how these models 

are used in practice with loyalty card data. This has been highlighted by a series of papers developed 

by the Leeds School of Geography and Sainsburys, that have shown how the models can take 

advantage of loyalty card data, how they need to be adapted to provide accurate estimations and 

ultimately what levels of accuracy can be expected. These papers were introduced in previous 

chapters but given the poor modelling results from Chapter 5, it is worth examining their methods 

and outputs in more detail. This is because the results from the previous chapter and changes in 

consumer behaviour identified, with the increase in convenience shopping, multi-purpose trips and 

e-commerce, suggest that while the revenue for some stores may be able to be predicted to within 

10%, as per the results in the literature, this is unlikely to be consistently replicated or achieved at 

scale. Thus, it is suggested that while we may be able to replicate the performance from the 

previous literature on a few limited scenarios, it is expected that these will not be repeatable 

consistently across different groups of stores. 
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The evaluation of this hypothesis therefore achieved in this chapter by firstly reintroducing the key 

papers in the literature, identifying their contributions and highlight key differences in their model 

implementation relative those presented so far in this thesis. These differences are then explored in 

this chapter by examining the influence of scale, in terms of the number of stores, on the model 

implementation and outcomes, alongside what affect an iterative calibration procedure has on 

modelling performance at the regional scale. What is found is that the results from the previous 

cannot be consistently replicated, suggesting that the claims of spatial interaction modelling 

performance in relation to grocery retailing have been overstated, and supporting the conclusions of 

the influence of scale on outcomes in seen in the previous chapter. 

6.3) Recent Papers 

The recent string of papers that have applied the spatial interaction model, in its Wilsonian form, to 

a practical data driven application of grocery retailing in the UK started in early 2010s with the 

contribution by Newing et al. (2013). This series of papers have originated from within the Leeds 

School of Geography, a department with a history of developing and applying spatial interaction 

models to real world applications, and was enabled by a collaboration with a major grocery retailer 

in the UK (University of Leeds, 2021). Arguably, this string of papers is the first to have been able to 

consistently develop and apply a spatial interaction model using anonymised loyalty card data in the 

grocery retailing sector. Thus, they have been able to provide an insight into how these models have 

been developed and applied in practice. Therefore, it is worth highlighting and discussing their 

contributions, including how their model differs in its implementation to that presented in the 

previous chapter. 

6.3.1) Tourism Demand  

This series of papers could be seen to begin with the contribution of Newing et al. (2013) who 

emphasised that while spatial interaction models are used in store site location analysis for grocery 

retailing, there are often factors beyond the basic residential model that analysts need to adjust for. 

The example they then present is that of non-residential tourist demand which if not properly 

accounted for could lead to underprediction of actual store revenue. Typically, analysts would adjust 

for this using ad-hoc scaling parameters, but this can often fail to reflect the true increase in revenue 

due to a variety of factors such as weather and the amount and variety of local tourist 

accommodation. This therefore led to a series of papers that identified the extent of tourist demand 

in Cornwall in grocery retailing including the creation of a dataset of estimated tourist demand 

across the region (Newing, et al., 2013; Newing, et al., 2013; Newing, et al., 2014). 
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The creation of this dataset then led to the way for their 2015 paper which applied a Wilsonian form 

of the spatial interaction model to four large format grocery stores in the UK. Thus, this is one of the 

first papers available in the literature that provided an example of a calibrated spatial interaction 

model using an anonymised loyalty card dataset from a major grocery retailer. The application of 

this however was also enabled by access to data from previous research that showed the 

preferences for output area classification supergroups to different retailers, third party data on the 

size and location of competitors stores and their tourist revenue dataset. Thus, showing that the 

data requirements for implementation of these models goes beyond solely loyalty card data from a 

retailer. A main contribution of this work then was to use these diverse datasets to implement a 

spatial interaction model and to comment on its resulting accuracy (Newing, et al., 2015).  

In their application they extend the basic production constrained spatial interaction model by 

developing an origin disaggregated form of the model. This contributes to the literature by 

separating the model implementation by socioeconomic group, allowing for different distance 

decay, β, and attractiveness, γ, parameters. This was achieved applying a different distance decay 

parameter across three different income groups, and separating the attractiveness parameter by 

output area supergroup and brand. The model is then also extended by adding in another demand 

layer for tourist demand based on their own created dataset (Newing, et al., 2014). The calibration 

of parameters is then achieved using anonymised loyalty card data from their partner retailer for the 

four stores in Cornwall, achieving an average error per store over the year to within +/-5% of actual 

revenue. Overall, they suggest that throughout the year the predicted revenue for each store varied 

within a bound of +/-15%, with the majority of errors within a 10% error band consistently. They 

then validated their model by using the trained parameters to predict the revenue for another store, 

achieving a similar margin of error, and also for two further stores for a different retailer. Thus, their 

results suggested that spatial interaction models could be expected to consistently estimate store 

revenue to within +/-10% of actual revenue across an entire year. 

The results from the previous chapter however saw error ranges far exceed the suggested 10% 

bounds, even when only modelling loyalty card revenue. To this extent, there are three main 

differences in model implementation which could be affecting the results. The first is that of tourist 

demand which is integrated as a new demand layer in their model, but data was not available for 

our implementation. They suggest that the incorporation of this dataset reduced the overall amount 

of underprediction for the modelled stores across the year, in one case reducing underprediction of 

50% to almost near perfect estimation of actual revenue. This factor could potentially be influencing 

the performance in Region 1 over the year, where there is evidence of consistent underprediction 
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for which the extent varies over the year, but the overprediction seen in Region 2 and 3 suggest that 

this is unlikely to be solely driving the modelling results. 

The second difference is the fact that they train and validate their model on only four stores in 

Cornwall, where 29, 47 and 70 stores are modelled respectively for the three regions evaluated in 

this thesis. It is thus expected that for four stores, especially when they are close to each other, the 

behaviour observed, underlying conditions and subsequent parameter estimates are likely to be 

similar. However, when scaling up to a whole region of stores, there is likely to be variation in both 

behaviour and geographical conditions that would lead to varying performance of the model at the 

individual store level. This is expected to be so even for an origin disaggregated model applied across 

eight different socioeconomic groups. Thus, opening up our model implementation to potentially be 

explored on a smaller subset of data to see how the models compare. 

The final difference then is the method of calibration. Newing et al. (2015) firstly calibrate the 

distance decay parameter across three different income groups using an iterative procedure to align 

the average trip distance metric with the underlying anonymised  loyalty card data. In doing so they 

follow the logic first suggested by Batty and Mackie 1972) that replicating observed trip making 

behaviour in terms of the average trip distance metric is likely to lead to a good representation of 

the overall flow pattern. Following on from this they then adjust the attractiveness parameters by 

output area supergroup classification according to consumer survey data to reflect their relative 

preferences (Thompson, et al., 2012). In contrast in this thesis the distance decay and attractiveness 

parameters are calibrated simultaneously by taking advantage of the iteratively re-weighted least 

squares calibration routine of Poisson Regression based on the underlying loyalty card flows. This 

then also open up the potential exploration of how using an iterative search method based on 

average trip distance would compare to our own results at the regional scale.  

6.3.2) Daytime Population Demand 

The second main contribution of this series of papers was that of Waddington et al. (2019) who built 

on the previous work to incorporate new demand layers of daytime population into the model. This 

was in response to the acknowledge failure of traditional spatial interaction model to accurately 

model convenience store revenue (Waddington, et al., 2019). This is because smaller format stores 

(convenience and high street stores) shopping behaviour difference from that exhibited at large 

format stores (Waddington, et al., 2018). While large format stores benefit from residential demand 

that is regular, with a large basket and travel by car, small format store shopping is often ad-hoc, 

infrequent and influenced by changing local daytime population (Wood & Browne, 2007). Indeed, 

Waddington et al. (2018) used temporal variation in revenue to identify different clusters of stores 
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based on when revenue peaked and what types of goods were bought. These results were inline 

with the previous work of Hood et al. (2016) who identified clusters of convenience stores that 

targeted different types of consumers.  

In this contribution they used loyalty card and total revenue data but only for a single week in West 

Yorkshire in 2014. This dataset contained information on 48 total stores, split between 16 large 

format and 32 small format stores. Ten stores were removed from the model when calibrating the 

parameter but they used a similar iterative procedure as in Newing et al. (2015). The main difference 

in this regard was that, due to the greater number of stores, the distance decay parameter could be 

calibrated across the output area supergroup classifications, as in this thesis, thereby disaggregating 

the model implementation further.  

Their initial model was implemented with only residential demand layers and achieved an average 

prediction of 90% of large format stores total revenue and 55% of convenience stores revenue. This 

therefore suggested a much larger average error and range than in the previous paper, emphasised 

by the poor fit on convenience stores, which is more in line with the results from the previous 

chapter. In their figure 2 on page 432 (as reproduced in Figure 20 below) for the large format stores 

the error around each individual store varied greater than the mean error of 10%, and for some, 

such as S7, appeared to reach up to 30% error. If this was the case, then these results would be 

much closer to those presented in the previous chapter than those presented by Newing et al. 

(2015), and would support the theory that these models begin to break down when applied to larger 

numbers of stores.  

 

Figure 20 - Supermarket store errors from the first model implementation (Waddington et al. (2019)) 
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The main contribution of their paper however was integrated new demand layers to improve the 

accuracy of the model. This included the addition of workplace, second school and university 

students as demand layers in a similar way to the integration of tourist demand in Cornwall. 

Incorporating these demand layers improved the accuracy of store revenue prediction, in some 

cases by up to 30% of actual revenue. The average revenue for large stores improved to 103% and 

for convenience stores to 83% for the single week, thus representing a greater improvement for 

convenience stores than large format stores. However, looking at their figure 7 on page 439 (as 

reproduced here in Figure 21 below), the range of errors appears considerable still. Notably for S15 

there appears to be overprediction by at least 30% while for stores S1 and S11 there appears to be 

underprediction by a similar percentage. Thus, while they suggest an average error range of +/-10% 

would be acceptable for retailers, a wide range of errors may affect confidence in the model 

implementation and its ability to be used in practice. 

 

Figure 21 - Observed and predicted supermarket store revenue from the complete model (Waddington et al. (2019). pg 

439) 

Thus, while there are similar differences between this paper and the model implementation in this 

thesis as there were within Newing et al. (2015), notably both scale (16 large format stores) and the 

calibration method, the results above highlight some of the issues that are part of the spatial 

interaction model in relation to grocery retailing. The difficulty of modelling convenience stores was 

addressed to some extent through the integration of new demand layers, notably data that could 

not be brought into this thesis, but the variance in store errors are closer to those presented in this 

thesis so far compared to Newing et al. (2015). This therefore lends support to the argument that as 

the number of stores increases, then the range of errors increases, even with a more disaggregated 

model. Further analysis of this however was limited as their model was only able to be applied to a 
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single week. Thus, along with the influence of scale and calibration method, opens up a further 

opportunity for exploration below in terms of expanding a sixteen store subset model over a whole 

year.  

6.3.3) E-Commerce  

The latest paper in this series is that of Beckers et al. (2021) who attempt to build on both of the 

previous papers and also the burgeoning literature on the geography of grocery e-commerce sales 

(Clarke, et al., 2015; Hamad & Schmitz, 2019; Davies, et al., 2019; Kirby-Hawkins, et al., 2019; Hood, 

et al., 2020). In doing so, they state that with e-commerce demand growing within the sector 

consumer demand is becoming more complex due to the variety of potential interactions. 

Nevertheless, they argued that spatial interaction models were still relevant in grocery retailing to 

model e-commerce demand because they have a proven track record, they consider the whole 

system and have scaling potential for regional and national level applications. They thus develop an 

attraction constrained spatial interaction model to send online revenue from stores to output areas 

using a modified distance decay function, and then add in a new demand layer to the disaggregated 

model to account for online revenue spend. While there was no loyalty card data to calibrate the 

model, they compared the distribution of revenue to previously published results, suggesting that 

their model could be used to estimate both online and offline revenue together. This therefore left 

open the validation of the estimates and actual implementation, but their main contribution is to 

suggest that grocery e-commerce revenue could still be integrated, albeit in an adjusted form, within 

existing spatial interaction models. This is because of not only difference in consumer behaviour, but 

also because of how retailers assign revenue to stores through online sales (Davies, et al., 2019), 

thereby altering the distance decay relationship. 

6.3.4) Significance of These Developments 

The influence of this series of papers is in showing the ways in which spatial interaction models can 

be implemented using anonymised loyalty card data and identifying ways in which they have to be 

modified to estimate total store revenue. These have thus extended the literature through the 

development of the disaggregated form of the spatial interaction model and the introduction of new 

demand layers in grocery retailing applications. The main differences between these papers and the 

application in the current thesis however is the scale at which the models are applied, the calibration 

method and the introduction of non-residential demand datasets. While we were limited on bringing 

in new datasets due to regulation or the impossibility to replicate the datasets, the influence of both 

scale and calibration method can be explored in their influence on modelling results below. 

Specifically, in light of the results presented in the previous chapter, the analysis below focuses on 

whether the results from these papers can be replicated by examining the influence of the number 
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of stores modelled and the calibration method used at the regional scale. It is expected that while 

there will be some scenarios that the results from the literature can be replicated, this is unlikely to 

achieved consistently across multiple modelling implementations. 

6.4) Subset Analysis 

The first question to explore then is the potential influence of scale on the modelling results and 

whether the performance from the papers mentioned above can be replicated. Specifically, this 

focuses on the number of stores that are modelled and how consistent the results across different 

number of stores within modelled groups. For this, Newing et al. (2015) trained and evaluated a 

spatial interaction model on four large format stores in the region of Cornwall while Waddington et 

al. (2019) examined a total of 48 stores in the West Yorkshire region, 16 of which were supermarket 

format stores. The scale of this analysis then is in contrast to that presented in the previous chapter 

where Region 1, 2 and 3 contain 29, 47 and 60 large format stores respectively. From these results it 

is thus expected that as the number of stores modelled increases, so does the range of errors, but 

also that it will be difficult to replicate the performance seen in the previous papers even at the 

same scale. Thus, while one aim of spatial interaction modelling application in grocery retailing is to 

develop a national level model (Beckers, et al., 2021), this section aims to explore the influence of 

the number of stores modelled and whether the results from previous papers can be replicated.  

6.4.1) Model Formulation 

The size of the subsets chosen for this analysis includes groups of 4, 5, 7, 10 and 16 stores. This is to 

provide a range of group sizes in between the 4 and 16 store group sizes from the previous papers to 

be able to understand how the performance varies across and in between the range of stores. 

Individual groups were then identified in Region 2 based on the assumption that the previous 

applications used stores that were closest to each in terms of distance. Thus a spatial weights matrix 

was constructed using as-the-crow-flies distance between each store in the regional dataset. This 

dataset was then used to identify the closest 3, 4, 5, 9 and 15 stores for each individual store in the 

region to make groups of 4, 5, 7, 10 and 16 stores respectively. An example of this can be seen in 

Figure 22 below which shows how the group of different sizes were constructed for an example 

store. This meant that there were 47 different groups of stores for each subset size, one for each 

store in the region, which could then be used to evaluate whether the results from the previous 

papers could be consistently replicated.  
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Figure 22 - An example of store group subset construction based on distance for a single store 

The disaggregated form of the spatial interaction model was chosen to be used in this analysis, thus 

following the implementation of the equation below:  

𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝑘𝑛 =  𝐴𝑖

𝑘𝑂𝑖
𝑘Wj

αkn
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Eq. 54 
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Eq. 55 

 

And: 

𝑂𝑖
𝑘𝑡 = 𝑒𝑘𝑡𝑛𝑖

𝑘2011 

 

Eq. 56 

 

This therefore follows the final model implementation from the previous chapter whereby the 

model is disaggregated by the output area supergroup classification k, and also by brand n. This also 

follows the model implementations used by both Newing et al. (2015) and Waddington et al. (2019), 

so as to ensure that there is consistency in model application to allow for a clear comparison12. This 

takes advantage of both the drivetime data that was available for the analysis in Region 2 and the 

brand attractiveness factors for each output area supergroup classification. This disaggregation 

however creates implementation issues for the smaller subsets of 4, 5, and 7 stores due to data 

 
12 The inverse power decay form of the model was also used in this analysis. However since the results do not 
differ considerably from the exponential decay form of the model the results are presented in Appendix C.  
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limitations where some output area supergroup classifications do not have enough data to 

accurately calibrate parameters. Nevertheless, as with the application in the previous chapter, 

where there is not enough data for a supergroup to be calibrated, then the parameters are replaced 

with those from the system wide model for that group of stores.  

However, there are two main differences in model implementation between this model form and 

those in the previous papers. The first difference is the lack of transient population data in the form 

of either tourist or daytime population data, which was available to Newing et al. (2015), or daytime 

population which was available for Waddington et al. (2019). To this end the effect of tourist 

demand should be minimised as the application focuses on Region 2, previously identified as being 

less influenced by tourist demand than region 1, and the analysis is performed on a single week 

where there is expected to be no or little tourist demand (13th February 2017). Furthermore, 

daytime demand was seen to have the largest influence on convenience stores which are not 

examined here(Waddington, et al., 2019). Thus, transient population effects are expected to be 

minimal, and multiple groups are stores are analysed so as to minimise any potential influence of 

these effects. The second difference then is that Poisson regression is used to calibrate the model 

parameters, in contrast to the iterative calibration procedure used by both Newing et al. (2015) and 

Waddington et al. (2019). While the iterative calibration method allows only for the distance decay 

parameter to be calibrated based on loyalty card data, we take advantage of the iteratively re-

weighted least squares calibration routine in the Poisson Regression formulation to allow for 

multiple parameters to be calibrated simultaneously. These model differences therefore may affect 

the results, however if the model is as robust as suggested in the previous papers, then we should be 

able to replicate the performance for at least a few instance of the subset implementations.  

6.4.2) Subset Range Performance 

The results from the application of this model can be seen in Figure 23 below which shows the 

distribution of mean store errors from each group within each subset size. Thus, each violin 

represents the mean total revenue error from 47 different groups of stores. What is interesting to 

see here is that as the subset size increases then the range of mean errors decreases. This suggests 

that the modelling results become more stable and consistent as the number of stores within each 

subset increases. To an extent this is to be expected because as the size of the subset increases then 

there is a greater chance of overlapping stores and hence consistency in behaviour. However, the 

range of errors from the four and five store subsets suggest that even when training on a small 

group of stores and then modelling their total revenue, there are issues in implementation and 

underlying conditions that still lead to poor model fits and inconsistent results. Thus, while there is 

consistency in application for larger groups of stores, it suggests that there is a lack of consistency in 
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model performance when examining smaller group of stores. This is then likely to undermine the 

results seen in Newing et al. (2015) if they fail to be replicated consistently, where consistency 

increases with the number of stores modelled. 

 

Figure 23 - A violin plot showing the ranges of mean percentage error for each group for each subset size in Region 2 

Nevertheless, it can also be seen from this figure that for all subset sizes there should at least be one 

group of stores for which mean store error would be close to the optimal value of 0%, or at least 

within the 5% mean error range suggested by Newing et al. (2015). In this case, it is only the 16 store 

subset groups that do not appear to have any group of stores that would produce an estimate that 

be at the 0% ideal, but there still appears to be groups within a 10% error range seen in the first 

model implementation from Waddington et al. (2019). Therefore this suggests that at least one 

group of stores from each subset size should replicate the results seen in the previous papers, but 

the overall distribution suggests that this is unlikely to be replicated. Thus, it becomes improbable 

that other researchers may be able to replicate the results from the literature at this scale using this 

form of the model and anonymised loyalty card data. To this end therefore we can take a deeper 

look at the variation in store performance for the groups within both subset size four and sixteen, so 

as to directly relate their performance to previous results.  

6.4.3) Four Store Subset Performance 

The first subset size to examine is the four store subset because it is the same size of store group 

that Newing et al. (2015) applied their model on. In their application they were able to achieve a 

mean error range of +/-5% across the whole year for each store with the majority of store errors 

within a 10% error band individual weeks. Our results, as applied to a single week, can be seen in 
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Figure 24 below which shows the error range across the 47 different groups of four stores in the 

region. If we take the range of +/10% of actual revenue as the target range, with mean store error 

within 5% of actual revenue, then out of all 47 potential groups of stores, only two were within these 

bounds. For most other groups only 10 had a mean error within +/-5% of total error and only one 

other group had a total error range of 20%. This therefore suggests that the results seen in Newing 

et al. (2015) are not consistently replicable if only two groups were found to have errors within their 

suggested bounds. Furthermore, these two groups represent the same four stores, which further 

reduces the confidence in the ability to replicate Newing et al.’s (2015) analysis. 

 

Figure 24 - Error range for groups of four stores including the mean error in comparison to the error ranges suggested by 

Newing et al. (2015) 

These results, however, were only for models that were calibrated on a single week. In Newing et al. 

(2015) the model was applied on every week over a whole year, which is where these error bounds 

come from. This is because they acknowledged that while the mean error for each store was within 

+/-5% of actual revenue, the error could vary over the year. Indeed, they suggested that for a single 

week the error range for an individual store could be within +/-15%, but that the majority of errors 

were within +/-10%. This can therefore be repeated by taking the highlighted group of stores from 

the figure above and apply the spatial interaction model over every week in a complete year to see 

how the error range varies. The results of this application can be seen in Figure 25 below which 

shows the range of errors for each individual store that were modelled in the group. This is alongside 

the error range of other stores across the year which had a mean error within a 10% error bound 

across the whole year when they was modelled using the parameters calibrated from the four store 
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subset. This is because Newing et al. (2015) validate their analysis by applying their model on a 

further store to ensure that their model is generalisable.  

 

Figure 25 - The range of weekly store errors for each store in the modelled store group of four stores and other "well-

predicted" stores in the region 

The results above shows the distribution of errors for each individual store for every week in 2017 

including the mean and median store error. This shows that the errors for the four modelled stores 

vary over the year, with errors ranging from below -20% to over 20%, and that there are different 

ranges of errors for each store across the year. Although for the single week analysed in the previous 

figure the four store errors were within +/-10%, when the model is extended over the full year the 

error range for this group increases to within +/-25% of actual store revenue. These errors are 

therefore beyond the +/-15% total range suggested by Newing et al. (2015), and thus do not support 

the replicability of their results. Such range of errors could exceed the results suggested by Newing 

et al. (2015) potentially due to non-residential demand not being integrated into the model, 

however if this was the case then all four stores would be consistently underpredicted over the year. 

Thus, the fact that only a single store is consistently underpredicted with the other three are 

consistent over predicted suggests that this is not likely to be the case. Nevertheless, for this group 

of stores, all four stores mean errors are within +/-11% over the full year, suggesting that in this case 

the spatial interaction may potentially be used to examine a small subset of stores consistently over 

the year. However this group of four stores is only two out of the potential 47 identified in Figure 24. 

Thus, if the range of errors seen in Figure 25 for the whole year are larger than for the individual 
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week, this is also likely to be the case for other 45 groups of four stores. This therefore supports the 

suggestion that the modelling performance seen in Newing et al. (2015) are not able to be 

consistently replicated.  

When extending the model implementation by utilising the parameters trained on the four store 

subset to model all other stores in the region, it can be seen that 13 other stores in Figure 25, out of 

the remaining 42 in the region, have mean yearly errors that fall within a 10% error band. These 

stores are identified on the basis that Newing et al. (2015) validated their model on another store to 

show the generalisability of their model. Out of the further 13 well-performing stores however only 

three, H, J and M, have errors that are consistently within the +/-10% error band. Thus, since this is 

out of a possible 43 stores across the region, this model is not generalisable across the majority of 

stores within the region. In summary, out of 47 possible combinations of groups of  four stores in the 

region, only two groups showed error ranges that were within those suggested by Newing et al. 

(2015). When then extending this model for this group of stores over an entire year, our error range 

exceeds that of Newing et al. (2015), with further evidence of poor regional generalisability. Thus, at 

this scale, we are unable to replicate the results from previous research. 

6.4.4) Sixteen Store Subset Performance 

Given the results in Figure 23 and those from four store subset groups, it is therefore worth 

examining the results from the 16 store subset groups. This is because it is the same number of large 

format stores that Waddington et al. (2019) applied their spatial interaction model on. In their 

original model format, without additional non-residential demand, they applied the origin 

disaggregated spatial interaction model to 48 total stores within West Yorkshire, 16 of which were 

large format stores. This scale of application allowed them to apply the origin-disaggregated model 

format across all seven 2001 output area classification supergroups, similar to the eight different 

2011 output area classification supergroups as evaluated in this scenario. In this application they 

were able to achieve an average store error for the large format stores of within 10% of actual store 

revenue with a range of errors around +/-30%. For this, the replication of this scale of model across 

all 47 possible groups of 16 stores within region 2 can be seen in Figure 26 below which shows the 

range of errors for each group and their mean error. 
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Figure 26 - Range of errors for groups of 16 stores along with the groups mean error. The horizontal bars indicate the error 

performance achieved by Waddington et al. (2019) 

From this figure it can be seen that while the range of mean errors across each group is more 

consistent than for the four store subset results in Figure 24, the range of each individual group of 

stores is consistently larger. This is therefore consistent with the results presented in Figure 23 in 

terms of the range of mean errors and the idea that as the number of stores increases in the model 

then so does the range of errors. This therefore supports the conclusion of the previous chapter that 

the regional scale is not appropriate for the spatial interaction model implementation due to the 

range of behaviours and store conditions influencing the range of errors. Nevertheless, taking the 

error bounds suggested by Waddington et al. (2019) as a mean error within +/-10% of actual 

revenue and an individual store error range of +/-30%, only one group out of forty-seven comes 

close to these levels of performance. The group that achieves level of performance, or close to this, 

is the first group that is highlighted in the figure above. This group has an upper error bound of 31% 

overprediction and a lower bound of 35% error prediction with a mean error of 2.22%. Thus, out of 

47 different groups of 16 stores, only one group is able to replicate results seen in the residential 

only origin-disaggregated model implemented by Waddington et al. (2019), suggesting that these 

results cannot be consistently replicated.  

A limitation of the Waddington et al. (2019) analysis, relative to that of Newing et al. (2015) however 

is that they were only able to develop and apply their model for a single week in West Yorkshire. 

Thus, their derived range of errors and mean error could be greater, as it was in the case of Newing 

et al. (2015) and in the four store subset analysis presented above. Therefore, as with the four store 
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subset model, we can take the group identified in the above, which roughly fits within the error 

bounds suggested by Waddington et al. (2019), and extend the model implementation over an 

entire year. The results of this can be seen in Figure 27 below which shows how the minimum, 

maximum, mean and inter-quartile range of individual store errors for this selected group varies 

over the year.  

 

Figure 27 - Sixteen store subset group applied over the entire year, including the maximum, upper quartile, mean, lower 

quartile and minimum store error from within the group 

What can be seen from this figure is that, as with the results seen in Newing et al. (2015) and the 

four store subset analysis above, the range of errors over an entire year is greater than for the single 

week. In this figure it can be seen that despite the single week errors ranging from -35% to 31%, this 

increases to a minimum error of -38% and a maximum error of 42%. This therefore suggests that if 

Waddington et al. (2019) were able to extend their analysis over a whole year, the range of errors is 

likely to increase. Alongside this however it can be seen that the mean error within the group varies 

between a range of 10% overprediction and 6% underprediction. This suggests a degree of 

consistency across the year but it is mainly extended by seasonal variation within the group such as 

clearly identified changes at the beginning of the year, during the Easter holidays and the summer 

school holidays. These changes suggest that during the Easter holidays more revenue is generated 

by the stores than predicted by the model, thereby suggesting the influence of tourist demand in the 

region. In contrast in the summer holidays there is a tendency towards overprediction, suggesting 

that there is a reduction in residential demand which is potentially due to local residents going on 

summer holiday abroad or elsewhere in the UK. These changes can also be seen in the upper and 
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lower quartile errors for the group, where most errors appear within a range of -10% and 20%, 

suggesting that the total range of errors is driven consistently by only a few poorly modelled stores 

in the group. Thus, while the majority of the stores can be consistently well predicted, there are a 

few that are consistently poorly predicted across the whole year.  

 

6.4.5) Subset Summary 

What can be seen from these results presented in the sections above is that firstly the larger the 

subset of stores analysed is then the more consistent the mean store errors are. This is likely to be 

because of the potential overlap between conditions, as there are only 47 total stores within the 

region, but also because of a degree of consistency in there being some well modelled stores and 

others that are consistently under or overpredicted. Secondly, the larger the subset is, the larger the 

individual range of errors and the more consistent this range of errors is as well. This therefore 

supports the conclusion from the previous chapter whereby the greater the number of stores in the 

model, the greater than range of errors, and thus the spatial interaction model in its current form 

may no longer be appropriate when applied to a full regional scale. Finally, in terms of being able to 

replicate the results from previous papers, at both the four and sixteen size subsets, only one group 

out of 47 were able to come close to the suggested performance. Thus, these results were not able 

to replicated consistently, therefore suggesting that the spatial interaction model not even be 

consistent at this scale. Furthermore, when the “ideal” groups for each size of subset were then 

modelled over the whole year, the range of errors exceeded the suggested threshold consistently. 

This therefore further supports the idea of lack of consistency in application or replicability of 

previous results and hence therefore suggests that spatial interaction models cannot be used 

consistently in their application to grocery retailing in the UK.  

6.5) Iterative Calibration 

The results presented above therefore suggests that the performance seen in Newing et al. (2015) 

and Waddington et al. (2019) cannot be replicated consistently even when applying the spatial 

interaction model to smaller groups of stores within the same region. The results also support the 

argument that as the number of stores increase, then so do the potential behaviour and store 

conditions that the model needs to represent, which at the regional scale the origin disaggregated 

model is not able to account for these variances within the data and current model formulation that 

is used. However, it must be acknowledged that the calibration methodology used in this thesis is 

different to that used by Newing et al. (2015), Waddington et al. (2019) and Beckers et al. (2022). In 

this thesis a Poisson regression methodology is used to model and predict loyalty card flows, with 
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the parameters obtained from the model then being used to model total store revenue. In these 

papers however an iterative calibration procedure is used to align the average trip distance from the 

total revenue predictions to that seen in the anonymised loyalty card data. Furthermore, while we 

take advantage of the iteratively re-weighted least squares calibration routine of the Poisson 

Regression model to calibrate both the attractiveness and distance decay parameter simultaneously, 

these papers calibrate the distance decay parameter using the anonymised loyalty card data and 

then adjust the attractiveness parameters afterwards based on brand attractiveness for out output 

area supergroup classification. Thus, there is a difference in the calibration methods used between 

this thesis and the previous papers in terms of both the method used and the parameters that are 

calibrated.  

6.5.1) Model Implementation 

While it is argued above that the main reason the spatial interaction model in its current form has 

failed to perform as expected is because of the scale at which the models are applied, it could also 

be suggested that the calibration method used is not suited to the application of a production 

constrained spatial interaction model in a grocery retailing environment. This is because, while the 

Poisson regression formulation is a well known and used calibration tool in spatial interaction 

modelling (Flowerdew & Aitkin, 1982; Tiefelsdorf & Boots, 1995), it is trained on individual flows 

rather than systems behaviour. This means that it could be argued that the estimated parameters do 

not reflect the overall system behaviour (Batty & Mackie, 1972), but rather a subset of the potential 

behaviours. Thus, the model may not be able to accurately estimate total store revenue consistently. 

This is despite the discussion presented in Chapter 4.1 on calibration techniques, primarily because 

loyalty card datasets are biased samples of the overall system behaviour (Birkin, et al., 2017; Rains & 

Longley, 2021). Furthermore, it could also be suggested that the calibration method is over-fitting 

and over-parameterising the model with the use of regression to calibrate two different parameters 

(Newing, et al., 2015). Therefore, an iterative procedure can also be evaluated on the regional 

datasets to examine how the performance of the model changes, if at all, in response to an 

alternative calibration technique with a different calibration objective.  

The metric then chosen to calibrate the model is that of average trip distance (ATD). This is because 

it is the metric that Newing et al. (2015) and Waddington et al. (2019) use to calibrate their model, 

therefore attempting to replicate their model implementation. Furthermore, it has been previously 

argued that calibrating a spatial interaction model using this metric would generate predictions in 

line with the observed data by modelling the overall system behaviour (Batty & Mackie, 1972). 

However, rather than use an iterative procedure to search for the “optimal” parameter values that 

would generate predictions of total revenue with an ATD value of 1, a grid was used to explore the 
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potential parameter space. The benefit of this, as opposed to an iterative search procedure, is 

twofold. Firstly, a search procedure may get stuck in a local minima, which could potentially be 

constrained by the acceptance and search criteria, resulting in non-optimal parameter pairings. 

Secondly, the use of a grid search allows for an exploration of the full parameter space, thereby 

facilitating an exploration of any changes in behaviour across the potential parameter space 

alongside the identification of any potentially interesting results.  

Due to the aim of two parameters to be calibrated, both the attraction and distance decay, the 

model formulation chosen to was that of the base, non-disaggregated, spatial interaction model. 

This was chosen in light of the results from the previous chapter that suggested that there was only 

a marginal performance improvements from the use of the origin-disaggregated model, and that 

exploration of the full parameter space would mean that only one instance of the model needs to be 

explored rather than the influence of several simultaneously. The use of this model therefore limits 

the potential for overlapping or inconclusive results that would have taken considerable time and 

efforts to explore with no clear or significant benefits. Thus, the model formulation utilised takes the 

form of: 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 =  𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖Wj
𝛾

𝑒𝛽𝑑𝑖𝑗 

 

Eq. 57 

 

Where: 

𝐴𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑤𝑗
𝛾

𝑒𝛽𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑗

 

Eq. 58 

 

 

6.5.2) Grid Search Results 

For this, the potential parameter space to be explored was identified by reference to the parameters 

calibrated form the Poisson regression implementation of this model of γ (as destination 

attractiveness parameter) equal to 1.36 and a β (as distance deterrence parameter) equal to -

0.00604. This is because the ATD value from this implementation was already close to 1 (1.057) and 

thus suggests that parameters surrounding these values would produce an ATD equal to 1. Initial 

exploration of potential parameter pairs surrounding this thus suggested that optimal values could 

be expected within the region of γ from 6 to 0.1 and β from -0.015 to -0.005. Intervals were thus set 

to 0.01 for the γ parameter and 0.0001 for the β parameter to generate 100,000 observations within 

this parameter space, the results of which can be seen in Figure 28 below.  
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Figure 28 - Average Trip Distance (ATD) for a grid search of parameter values as implemented for a whole region 

What can be seen from this figure is that there are a range of parameter pairs which produce 

optimal values for ATD. Indeed, while the previous literature suggested that a single optimal value 

could be found when calibrating only a single parameter, this figure shows that when calibrating two 

parameters simultaneously then there are a range of potential parameter pairs that produce total 

revenue estimates for which ATD value is equal to 1. This is clear from both the contour line on the 

figure, alongside the fact that there is a crossover point from which ATD values go from greater than 

1 to less than 1 consistently. This therefore raises the question as to how do the total revenue store 

estimates vary across the potential parameter range and whether any of these parameter pairs 

produce a model that outperforms the one achieved through Poisson regression calibration. Such 

improvements would be measured by the range of errors seen within the modelling results 

alongside the average error of total store revenue predictions.  

6.5.3) Parameters Pairs Exploration 

Since there is a potential range of parameter pairs along the contour line that would produce an ATD 

value equal to 1, rather than implement a model using all of them, a subset of potential parameters 

were picked to be further explored. These values were selected by identifying 100 parameter pairs 

that produce values closest to ATD equal to 1 but that were roughly evenly spread across the line of 

potential parameter pairs. The parameter pairs selected based on this criteria can then be seen in 

Table 9 below relative to those calibrated by Poisson Regression. 
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Table 9 - Parameter pairs derived from the grid search which produce ATD values closest to 1 

Pair Attractiveness (γ) Distance decay (β) 

1 1.14 -0.00738 

2 2.56 -0.00854 

3 3.98 -0.01034 

4 4.82 -0.01160 

5 5.96 -0.01346 

Poisson Regression 1.36 -0.00604 

 

These sets of parameters were then used to estimate the flow of total revenue from origins to each 

store within the region. These flows were then aggregated at the store level in order to determine 

how week they were able to predict total store revenue. The predictions then generated could then 

be compared to actual store revenue in order to determine the error within the model, as with 

previous implementations of the models presented in this thesis. To this end, the range of store 

errors for each parameter pairing can seen in Figure 29 below as compared to those produced with 

Poisson regression. 

 

Figure 29 - Error ranges for each set of parameter pairs derived from the grid search for which the parameters generate 

total revenue predictions whose ATD value is close to 1 

This plot shows that none of the selected parameter pairs from the grid search implementation 

produce results that were able to resolve the issue of large variance of store errors that were seen in 
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the Poisson regression calibrated model. Indeed, while the first pair of parameter pairs from the grid 

search model appears to have the lowest range of errors for individual stores, this range is not 

considerably different than those produced by the Poisson regression model and the inter-quartile 

range of errors is larger. This is such that first group of parameter pairs errors range from -36.00% to 

109.17%, with an inter-quartile range of 38.27%, while the Poisson regression model has an error 

range from -34.03% to 109.30% with an interquartile range of 29.33. Thus arguably the Poisson 

regression performs slightly better while producing less variance in individual store errors. It is also 

notable in this sense that all five pairs of parameters implemented in this model show large ranges 

of errors for stores, with the majority showing at least one error above 100% overprediction and one 

error below 50% underprediction. Thus, this suggests that calibrating the model using an iterative 

calibration method or grid search with the aim of producing an ATD value close to 1 has not resolved 

the problem of large variance in errors across the region and hence not produced a more accurate 

model. Furthermore, that a sole target of ATD is not enough to accurately and reliably calibrate a 

model which has two parameters.  

What is interesting however is to explore how the results for individual stores vary across the five 

different selected parameter pairs. These responses, in terms of the individual store errors, can be 

seen in Figure 30 below. For this, the colour of the dot in the scatter plot on the left, showing the 

individual store error for that parameter pair, corresponds to the colour of the dot in scatter plot on 

the right, which shows the parameter values in that parameter pair. What can be seen in this figure 

is that the first parameter pair (represented by the blue dot) shows stores that are both under and 

over estimated, and the individual store error ranges from around 40% underprediction to 100% 

overprediction. As with the Poisson calibrated modelling results, there is also a tendency towards 

overprediction within the model as well, as indicated by the greater number of stores that are 

overpredicted in the figure. What is interesting however is that as the parameters change from pair 

one to pair five (blue to grey dots) each store responds differently. In this case, some stores see 

more revenue assigned to them which leads to increases in the percentage error, as highlighted by 

stores in the blue circle, while others see a decrease in revenue assigned to them, leading to a 

reduction in the percentage error as highlighted by those in the red circle. For this, both the 

direction and strength of the change differs between stores, with some seeing strong positive 

responses in terms of both revenue and percentage error, while others react weakly positive, and 

similarly with negative reactions as well. Furthermore, there are also some stores were there is 

almost no change in response to different parameters. Importantly however there is no evidence of 

a convergence of all stores towards a zero error for any parameter pairing which would suggest the 

existence of an optimal parameter pair. Indeed, while some stores that were underpredicted shift 
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towards overprediction across these parameter sets, others that were underpredicted become even 

more so. Thus, there is no consistency in the response of individual stores that would suggest a 

convergence.  

 

Figure 30 - Individual store error in terms of total revenue for each parameter pair derived from the grid search model 

These results are also interesting as they suggest that although the evaluated parameter pairs may 

be able to produce results that represent the overall system behaviour (Batty & Mackie, 1972), there 

is more going on within the model implementation that affects modelling performance than simply 

the average trip distance of revenue. Indeed, from this exploration there appears to be no individual 

set of parameters that are able to deal with the heterogeneity in behaviour and store conditions that 

would lead to an optimal model. Indeed, even the best performing set of parameters identified from 

the grid search performs slightly worse in terms of both mean and range of errors than the 

parameters derived from the Poisson regression model. This therefore suggests the Poisson 

regression model results are accurate, in terms of range of error and mean error, relative to those 

produced through calibration targeted on the ATD value. Nevertheless, the results also suggest that 

there may be something missing from the model implementation, whether that is data or model 

formulation, that could potentially lead towards a convergence towards a zero error within the total 

revenue estimation, or that the spatial interaction model cannot be accurately calibrated or 

assessed on this scale.  

To this end, the factor that appeared to be most related to the change in error value for each store 

across the parameter pairs was that of store size. The effective response, in terms of the change in 

error value, can be seen in Figure 31 below. While the relationship is not perfect, with some 

variation around a positive linear relationship, the results appear to suggest that larger stores gain 

value while the smaller stores lose value when moving from parameter pair 1 to parameter pair 5. 

This would therefore suggest that there is a trade-off inherent in the “optimal” parameter pairing 

line between store attractiveness and distance in modelling total revenue to stores. Here, this 
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suggests that the increase in the attractiveness parameter outweighs the increase in the distance 

decay parameter such that the larger stores for our partner organisation become relatively more 

attractive than smaller stores. This is all while maintaining an ATD value equal to 1 which suggests 

that the average trip distance of revenue is still the same across each of these parameters pairs as 

observed in the anonymised loyalty card data. The imperfectly linear relationship however suggest 

that this is not a perfect trade-off and that there are still other factors influencing this effect. 

 

Figure 31 - Absolute change in percentage error in response to moving form parameter pair 1 to parameter pair 5 from the 

grid search model 

6.5.4) Iterative Calibration Summary 

The conclusion that can be drawn from these sets of results then is that even when using an iterative 

calibration procedure based on the ATD metric, the modelled total revenues are still not able to 

account for the heterogeneity in store conditions and shopping behaviour across a whole region. 

Indeed, even the best performing parameter selection from the chosen parameter pairs is only able 

to perform slightly worse than the Poisson regression model when used to calibrate the base model 

specification. This therefore supports the conclusion that it is the scale at which the model is applied 

to that leads to the results from the previous chapter, not the effect of the chosen calibration 

procedure. Furthermore the grid search shows that if an iterative calibration or search procedure 

were to be applied in this case, based on finding an optimal ATD value, it is likely that they would not 

be able to the “optimal” parameter pair due the range of parameter pairs that could in theory satisfy 

this condition. Therefore, future model implementations should utilise more than just the ATD 
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metric when calibrating the model using two parameters. Furthermore, future examination of this 

could include the implementation of the origin disaggregated form of the model, to see how each 

individual output area supergroup is able to be calibrated. However, given the results above it is 

likely that a range of “optimal” parameter pairs would also be found, which would complicate the 

analysis and implementation further.  

6.6) Conclusion 

Spatial interaction models were originally developed in the early 1960s and 70s with the aim of 

creating a model that could accurately replicate geographical flows between origins and 

destinations. Early implementations of these models in retailing struggled due to the limitations of 

survey data and computing power at that time. This led to a lack of trust in their results due to the 

inability to accurately evaluate or test their performance. It was thus not until the development of 

loyalty card datasets that they could be consistent and accurately calibrated and evaluated. Early 

adopters of this technology were then able to reap the locational rewards in terms of increase profit 

and market share, but the spillover of knowledge to academia in this regard was initially limited due 

to confidentiality and competitive pressures. It was not until recently that a series of papers 

originating from the Leeds School of Geography were able to show how spatial interaction models 

could be applied in practice in a grocery retailing environment, alongside how these models can be 

adapted to improve their performance. This series of papers suggested that spatial interaction 

models could be used to accurately estimate grocery store revenue, even to the level of within a 5% 

error band consistently throughout the year.  

The results from the previous chapter, however, were unable to replicate this level of performance 

at a regional scale. Thus, this chapter aimed at attempting to replicate the performance by 

reproducing the conditions under which their models were applied. This was achieved by exploring 

both the influence of scale and calibration method on modelling performance. The results from the 

scale analysis, when implementing the model on groups of four and sixteen store subsets, suggested 

that the performance from the previous papers could not be consistently replicated. This was such 

that only one out of 47 possible groups for each subset size were able to replicate the error ranges 

suggested, and that even these groups were unable to maintain this error level consistently 

throughout the year. The evidence presented here suggests that the spatial interaction model 

implementation employed by Newing et al. and Waddington et al. is not robust enough to deal with 

heterogenous conditions consistently at any scale in grocery retailing with the current data and 

model formulation, even when minimising the potential influence of non-residential demand. This 

conclusion was supported by the iterative calibration analysis which used a grid search to explore 

the modelling response across a range of potential parameter pairs in terms of the average trip 
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distance metric. The results from this showed that there was not a single optimal parameter pair 

that could be replicate the system behaviour, but rather a range of potential parameters. 

Exploration of the individual store errors across this range showed that this calibration method was 

unable to improve on the Poisson regression implementation, therefore further supporting the idea 

that these models could not be reliably employed at a regional scale.  

Overall these results therefore support the conclusion from the previous chapter that the spatial 

interaction model is not appropriate to be applied at this scale of analysis in its current form. 

Furthermore, they even suggest that the spatial interaction model is not consistent enough even at a 

small scale to be confidently able to utilise it in practice. This therefore opens up further questions 

as to whether the model or data could be adapted to resolve these issues and improve overall model 

performance. These questions are therefore examined in the next two chapters which present the 

results from a competing destination model, an adaptation of the existing model formulation, the 

limitations of the current research and how they may be affecting model performance, and the 

identification of potential future directions that could be explored for spatial interaction models in 

grocery retailing.  
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Chapter 7 

Alternative Model Implementations 

7.1) Overview 

The previous chapter discussed how the recent literature implemented spatial interaction models in 

a grocery retailing context, focusing on a series of papers originating from the Leeds School of 

Geography. The Chapter then attempted to replicate the results in these papers by adapting the 

current model implementation in terms of both scale and calibration method used. The results 

suggested that the with the data available and the current model form, we were unable to 

consistently replicate the results from previous papers. This therefore supported the idea that the 

spatial interaction model in its current form and application was unable to account for heterogeneity 

in behavior and store conditions at a regional scale. It was therefore suggested that alternative 

forms of models or data could have the potential to resolve some of the issues highlighted. This 

chapter therefore builds on this by developing and applying a competing destinations model to 

examine whether the influence of competition or agglomeration may be biasing the results, the 

implementation of a model that includes store age as an attractiveness factor, and the development 

of a model focused on large basket shopping behaviour.  

7.2) Competing Destinations Model 

The previous two chapters showed poor overall fits for the production constrained spatial 

interaction model when applied at the regional scale, on subsets of stores within a region and when 

calibrated using the average trip distance metric. These results therefore suggest that the spatial 

interaction model in its current form and with the data available is unable to accurately estimate 

total store grocery revenue. Thus, we turn to alternative forms of the model that could improve 

performance. To this end, a potential factor that could be influencing the results could be 

competition or agglomeration effects that would affect how much revenue would be attracted to 

individual stores (Li, 2012). This influence could be explored by adapting the current model 

implementation to incorporate store accessibility using a form of the competing destinations model 

that was originally proposed by Fotheringham in 1983. This accessibility measure identifies the 

accessibility of stores relative to all other potential destinations within a given distance. A parameter 

can then be calibrated to determine the strength and direction of the influence of either 

competition or agglomeration in revenue estimation whilst also examining the effects that this has 

on overall modelling performance. 
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7.2.1) Model Implementation 

The competing destination model was originally developed by Fotheringham in 1983 in response to 

perceived issues with the existing spatial interaction model. The argument was that the original 

model implied that the destination chosen by individuals was the result of a single decision making 

process, for which the final destination would be picked by comparison with all other potential 

destinations. Fotheringham however suggested that many types of interaction based decisions, 

including retail destination choice, could be considered the result of a two-stage decision making 

process instead. This would take the form of an individual firstly selecting a broad region of 

destinations and then choosing a specific destination within that subset (Fotheringham, 1983). It was 

believed that such a decision making process would increase the efficiency of individual decision 

making as not all alternatives would need to be evaluated simultaneously (Fotheringham, 1988). For 

grocery retailing this would take the form of an individual choosing a broad destination set, such as a 

group of stores to the North West of their home, and then choosing a single destination from within 

that subset, rather than selecting from all possible destinations (Guy, 1987). This decision making 

idea, of a hierarchy of decision making levels, was also seen to extend to other store attributes as 

well such as format and brand (Recker & Schuler, 1981). Decisions made this way would then 

influence spatial interaction behaviour because the volume of interactions terminating a single 

destination would be determined by how many other destinations were in the same broad 

destination set. Thus, “the more accessible a destination is to all other destinations in a spatial 

system, the less likely it is that the destination is terminating point for interaction from any given 

origin, ceteris paribus” (Fotheringham, 1983, p. 20).  

The result of this two stage decision making process is that as the accessibility of a destination to all 

other destinations increases, then the volume of interaction termination at that destination would 

decrease. However, this is based on the assumption that these destinations are competing with each 

other. In reality destinations could alternatively draw revenue to each other which would create 

agglomeration effects, increasing the revenue terminating at a single destination (Li, 2012). Either 

way, if the two stage decision making process did exist in consumer behaviour, then this would 

suggest that the current gravity model was misspecified because it does not include a variable that 

explicitly measures the relationship between competing destinations (Fotheringham, 1983; 

Kerkman, et al., 2017). Thus, Fotheringham adapted a variable that would account for the 

accessibility of a destination to all other destinations based on the idea of Hansen accessibility (Hu & 

Pooler, 2002). This was constructed such that the influence of a destination would be proportional 

to its size, or attractiveness, and inversely proportional to the distance between them. Thus showing 

a similar relationship to the one assumed by the original gravity model but between destinations.  
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The first implementation of the competing destinations model took the form of an origin specific 

production constrained competing destination model as represented by: 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑍𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑤𝑗𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝛿𝑖  𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝛽𝑖   

Eq. 59 

 

Where: 

 

𝑍𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑤𝑗𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝛿𝑖  𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝛽𝑖𝑛
𝑗=1

  
Eq. 60 

 

 

In this specification, Aij represents the accessibility of the destination, j, to all other possible 

destinations available to origin, i, as perceived by the residents of origin i. This is defined as: 

𝐴𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝑤𝑘𝑑𝑗𝑘
𝜎𝑖

𝑤

𝑘=1

  

Eq. 61 

 

Where σi represents the importance of distance in determining the perception of accessibility of the 

destination to all other destinations. In this scenario, w and n are not necessarily equal sets as w 

represents the potential competing destination for each destination while n represents the potential 

destinations that each origin may visit. In the original formulation of the model, as devised by 

Fotheringham, w would represent the total number of destinations available to origin i, whether or 

not they were included in n. Thus, in the original implementation w ≥ n.  

This model implementation however is not suitable for the application of grocery retail shopping as 

has been presented in this thesis so far. Firstly, an origin specific model cannot be calibrated using 

loyalty card data because all the potential origins that could be expected to visit an individual store 

are not necessarily represented, as loyalty card data is only a subset of the total system behaviour 

(O'Kelly, 2011). Thus system wide values for σ, δ and β can be calibrated and used. Furthermore. In 

the spatial interaction model formulations introduced in previous chapters, an attractiveness 

parameter (γ) is used to account for the influence of size on store attractiveness and hence on the 

flows from origins to destinations. Thus, this parameter can be added into the above formulation of 

the competing destination model as well and applied at a system wide scale (Guy, 1987). This model 

would thus take the form: 
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𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑍𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑤𝑗
𝛾

𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝛿  𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝛽
  

Eq. 62 

 

Where: 

 

𝑍𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑤𝑗
𝛾

𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝛿  𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝛽
 𝑛

𝑗=1

  
Eq. 63 

 

 

In this specification, Aij represents the accessibility of the destination, j, to all other possible 

destinations available to origin, i, as perceived by the residents of origin i. This is defined as: 

𝐴𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝑚𝑘
𝜙

𝑑𝑗𝑘
𝜎

𝑤

𝑘=1

  

Eq. 64 

 

 

In attempting to calibrate a model of this form, rather than using a calibration method to estimate 

the parameters of the model, a grid search can be used so as to illuminate the behaviour of the 

model across the potential parameter space. This was chosen due to the poor performance of the 

models in previous chapters, suggesting that calibrating a competing destinations model may lead to 

local optima calibration rather than global optima results (Hu & Pooler, 2002). Furthermore, as with 

the average trip distance calibration in the previous chapter, it allows for the identification of how 

modelling behaviour changes across different parameter values. To simplify this exploration, the 

already calibrated distance decay, β, and attractiveness, γ, can be used to represent the 

attractiveness (𝜙) and distance decay parameters (σ) in the accessibility measure (Guy, 1987). While 

individual parameters could be iteratively calibrated, the effect of this is likely to be smaller than 

switching from the traditional model to the competing destinations model (Thorsen & Gitlesen, 

2002). Furthermore it can also be expected that the accessibility interpretation of both 

attractiveness and distance decay is likely to have the same behaviour as the initial destination 

choice (Thorsen & Gitlesen, 2002). This therefore reduces the number of dimensions that have to be 

explored in the model implementation, reducing the overall complexity, while also unlikely to have a 

considerable effect on model performance compared to a fully calibrated model. These adjustments 

therefore result in the model as: 
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𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑍𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑤𝑗
𝛾

𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝛿  𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝛽
  

Eq. 65 

 

Where: 

𝑍𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑤𝑗
𝛾

𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝛿  𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝛽𝑛
𝑗=1

  
Eq. 66 

 

And  

𝐴𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝑤𝑘
𝛾

𝑑𝑗𝑘
𝛽

𝑤

𝑘=1

  

Eq. 67 

 

Within this application stores within the accessibility set, w, are likely to represent the range of 

destinations that might reasonably be assumed to act with competition or agglomeration forces 

around each destination. Previous research in this regard has suggested that agglomerative forces 

can occur between 0.3-0.4 miles and competitive forces between 1-4 miles for grocery retail (Li, 

2012).  This is based on the idea that agglomerative forces occur when stores are clustered close 

together, allowing for convenient multi-purpose shopping trips, while competitive forces occur at a 

greater distance when clustered within the same general shopping area (Li, 2012). Thus, a range of 

distance thresholds was defined to be explored from 1km to 10km around each destination to cover 

the complete range of potential agglomeration or competition influences. Furthermore, since there 

is the potential for either competitive or agglomerative forces, both negative and positive δ values 

were deemed relevant to explore (Hu & Pooler, 2002). In this case, a positive value would represent 

agglomerative forces while a negative value would indicate competitive forces.  

7.2.2) Model Application 

The results of this model application can be seen in Figure 32 below which shows the variation in the 

performance of the model across the range of distances and δ values. This performance is measured 

in terms of the mean store error, the standard deviation of store errors and the average trip distance 

metric. These measures were chosen to represent the modelled system because the aim is to 

develop a model with an average store error close to zero, with low standard deviation of errors and 

representing the overall system behaviours (Batty & Mackie, 1972). Each of these aims are thus 

represented by the mean store error, the standard deviation of store errors and the average trip 

distance metric respectively. What this figure shows is that the best performing models in terms of 

mean store error do not necessarily align with the best performing models as measured in standard 

deviation or average trip distance. In these results, there are two regions where the mean store 
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error crosses a zero value, the first with an accessibility parameter (δ, delta) between 1 and 2 for 

distance distances greater than 2,000m, and secondly with strongly negative deltas where the 

distance is less than 3,000m. The existence of these regions suggest that an accurate model shows 

strong competitive forces at small distances or agglomerative forces acting strongly across a larger 

range of distances. These results are therefore in contrast to the results seen in the previous 

literature of agglomerative forces between 0.3-0.4 miles and competitive forces between 1-4 miles 

(Li, 2012). Importantly however both the lowest standard deviation and the average trip distance 

metrics occur when the accessibility parameter is close to zero across all ranges of distance. Thus 

within this model specification there appears a trade-off between accuracy and consistency in terms 

of store errors, creating two regions of parameters to be explored further. These regions are 

highlighted by both the red and green boxes in the figure below.  

 

Figure 32 - Competing destination model results across a range of distances and delta parameter values as measured by 

the mean store error, the standard deviation of store error and the average trip distance metric 

The first subset of the model to be explored in more detail is that within the red bounding box. 

Within this parameter space it can be seen that a mean error close to zero is achieved between delta 

values -2 to -5 and a distance range of 1,500 to 2,000 metres. While this is suggestive of a potentially 

accurately fitted model, it can be seen that the standard deviation of model errors and the average 

trip distance are high for this region (160 and 1.6 respectively). Thus, while these model parameters 

produce an accurate model in terms of mean store error, they are unlikely to represent a good 

overall spatial interaction model. This is because the high standard deviation value indicates that 

there will be a large range of store errors in terms of both large underpredictions and 

overpredictions, alongside a poor overall fit in terms of overall system behaviour. This subset of 

modelling results are therefore unlikely to resolve the modelling issues present in the previous 

chapters.  
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Therefore, the second subset of models that can be explored is between a delta of -2 and 2 within a 

distance of 1,000 to 10,000 metres highlighted by the presence of low standard deviation and 

average trip distance values. What can be seen in this parameter region is that while there are some 

models that have a mean store error close to zero, as with the previous region analysed, these 

models also appear to have high standard deviation and average trip distance metrics. Therefore 

highlighting similar trade-offs in terms of mean store error relative to the range of errors and the 

ability to replicate system behaviour. What is interesting then however is the region in the centre of 

the delta values that is consistent across the range of distances which appear to have the lowest 

standard deviation and average trip distance values. This appears to suggest that the best 

performing models, in terms of standard deviation and average trip distance metrics, occurs when 

the delta value is close to zero. In this case a delta value of zero would mean that the accessibility 

value in the model formulation would become one and thus represent the base spatial interaction 

model without the influence of competing destination. Such a result would suggest that this form of 

the competing destination model does not add any explanatory power over and above the base 

origin disaggregated spatial interaction model.  

7.2.3) Individual Model Results 

These results therefore, within the green bounding box, can be further examined by selecting the 

parameter pairings, in terms of distance and accessibility parameters, that produce models with the 

mean error closest to zero, the lowest standard deviation of errors and an average trip distance 

metric closets to one. The individual store errors for each of these “optimal” models can be seen in 

Figure 33 below. From this the mean error model, which has the mean error closest to zero, occurs 

at a distance of 5.6km and an accessibility parameter of 1.4, suggesting the influence of 

agglomeration. However it can be seen from the individual store errors and their distribution that 

there is considerable and consistent evidence of both under and overprediction of store revenue 

where some stores are assigned almost no revenue. This range of errors therefore suggests that 

while this is a good model in terms of average store error, it would not be useful in practice and 

would not represent the total system. In contrast, both the lowest standard deviation model and the 

lowest average trip distance model have errors that are mostly distributed within a range of -50% to 

50%, with a few outliers. This therefore suggests better model fit and consistent modelling errors. 

These models occur at distances of 7.7km and 8.1km, along with delta values of 0.3 and -0.4 

respectively. This therefore suggests that to produce the lowest standard deviation model there is 

evidence of agglomerative forces up to a distance of 7.7km, while the lowest average trip distance 

value suggest evidence of competition at distances of 8.1km. Importantly both models perform 

better at the individual store level than the mean error model.  
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Figure 33 - Individual store errors from the competing destination model implementation with the results from the 

parameter pairs that produce the model with the store mean error closest to zero, the lowest standard deviation and the 

mean trip distance closest to 1, alongside their error distributions 

Therefore, the lowest standard deviation and lowest average trip distance model can be compared 

to the baseline model implementation that does not include accessibility. This comparison, in terms 

of individual store errors, can be seen in Figure 34 below. This figure shows that, compared to the 

base model, the effect between the lowest standard deviation model and the lowest average trip 

distance model varies by store and that in some cases these effects are in opposite directions to 

each other. This is because the lowest standard deviation model derives from agglomeration forces 

while the lowest average trip distance model derives from competitive forces. For some stores, the 

difference between the two is minimal, however there are other stores that show large differences 

in effects. This can be seen by the stores highlighted by the circles in the figure below where the size 

of the effect varies. For example, for store D the effect of competitive forces increases the absolute 

percentage error by over 75% while agglomerative forces decreases the error by 50%. In contrast, 

for Store C the effects are 5% and 25% respectively. This therefore shows that the effect of either 

agglomeration or competition varies between stores at this scale. While for store A and C 

agglomeration increases the revenue assigned to these stores, for B and D agglomeration leads to 

reduced revenue, and vice versa for competition effects. This therefore shows that the influence of 

competition or agglomeration effects can vary by store, with no convergence towards a zero error. 

Thus, competition or agglomerative influences are no consistent across the region.  
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Figure 34 - Base model performance per store compared to the competing destination model implementations with the 

lowest standard deviation of store errors and average trip distance value closest to 1 

Nevertheless, while both models behave differently, neither leads to considerable improvements 

over and above the existing base model. This is highlighted by both the distribution shown in the 

figures above and the results in Table 10 below. Interestingly, from these results it can be seen that 

the lowest standard deviation model shows improvements over the base model as given by both the 

mean store error and the standard deviation of errors. This may therefore suggest that 

agglomeration may be influencing modelling results and that further exploration may be required. 

However, these improvements are relatively small compared to the base model and still do not 

resolve the issue of large variances of error at the regional scale. Furthermore, the distance of 

agglomerative forces appear over much larger distances than suggested in the previous literature (Li, 

2012). Thus, this does not suggest that the competing destinations model, in its current form, would 

resolve the issues inherent in the spatial interaction model at the regional scale, primarily because of 

the diverging effects across stores at this scale.  
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Table 10 - Model performance metrics for the competing destination models 

Model Mean store error 

(%) 

ATD Standard 

deviation (%) 

Base spatial 

interaction 

model 

14.12 1.06 33.25 

Zero mean 

model 
0.00 1.15 48.90 

Lowest Standard 

deviation model 
12.68 1.07 31.28 

Lowest ATD 

model 
20.86 1.06 41.51 

 

7.2.4) Conclusion 

Models presented in the previous chapters had shown mean store errors that deviate from zero and 

have large variances in individual store performances. This meant that such models would be 

unlikely to be used in practice at this scale. The range of these errors however suggested that a 

factor may potentially be missing from the current modelling specification. Thus, in this section a 

competing destinations model was implemented using a production constrained competing 

destinations model with system wide parameters (Guy, 1987; Thorsen & Gitlesen, 2002). For this, a 

grid search was used to determine the optimal parameter pairs in terms of both distance (m) and 

the accessibility parameter (δ). Across this parameter space it was identified that some pairs 

produced a model that had a zero mean store error, however such models were associated with 

high standard deviations and average trip distance metrics. Other models that produced that 

produced the lowest standard deviation or average trip distance metric, also did not lead to 

considerable improvements over the existing spatial interaction model implementation. It was 

shown that this was because the effect of competitive of agglomerative parameters had diverging 

effects on stores, whereby some stores that where already under or overpredicted became more so. 

Therefore, with either competition or agglomeration there was not seen to be any convergence 

towards a zero store error. These results therefore suggested that the underlying variation in store 

conditions at the regional scale could not be resolved through the application of a competing 

destinations model. While the model may be improved however with simultaneous calibration of all 

parameters, previous research has suggested that doing so is unlikely to lead to any greater 

improvements than those already seen (Thorsen & Gitlesen, 2002). Thus, this was not explored 
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further. Nevertheless, future research may look to build on the results presented here by calibrating 

all parameters together (Thorsen & Gitlesen, 2002), or developing an origin specific model (Guy, 

1987) which may lead to further incremental improvements in model performance.  

7.3) Store Age Model 

From the above analysis it becomes clear that adding in an accessibility value and parameter is 

unlikely to resolve the issues of model performance highlighted in previous chapters. It therefore 

becomes necessary to examine whether alternative modelling formulations could instead perform 

better. Since we are using a production constrained spatial interaction model, additional factors 

could focus on either the travel cost or store attractiveness values. To this end, it has been 

previously acknowledged that store attractiveness is likely to be influenced by a variety of factors 

beyond store size already integrated into the model (Newing, et al., 2020). This could include factors 

such as distance to the street, store frontage, other services located in the store and the age of the 

store (Birkin, et al., 2017). It was identified in chapter 5 Section 5.5. that store age was seen to be 

consistently negatively correlated with individual store errors across all model specifications and 

regions. This therefore led to the suggestion that a younger store may be less attractive than its size 

would suggest and vice versa for an older store. Thus, it was argued that this could potentially be 

due to consumers having more information about an older store in terms of price, selection and 

travel time. Thereby drawing parallels with the influence of size in the original modelling application. 

This is such that size is equated with consumers being able to access all goods they are interested in 

(Newing, et al., 2018), while the older a store is then the more information consumers may have 

about whether they can purchase all their items from the destination.  

7.3.1) Model Implementation 

Computational limits initially restricted the integration of store age into a regional scale model, 

however this could be explored through a model on a subset of stores. This would reduce both the 

incidence of missing data, in terms of stores for which data is not available on their opening, and 

allows a model to be calibrated that includes store age as an attractiveness factor. The subset 

identified for this implementation is based on the 16 store well performing subset that was 

highlighted in Chapter 6 Section 6.4.4 and Appendix C. The number of 16 stores was chosen as it 

allows for the model to be consistently trained cross the year whilst previous results in Chapter 6 

have also shown that the errors, in terms of the range and average error, are consistent at this scale. 

The specific stores chosen for this evaluation are identified in Figure 35 below which shows their 

location in Region 2.  
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Figure 35 - Sixteen subset for store age model analysis 

Due to the correlation results presented in Figure 15 and the modelling comparisons in Chapter 5 

more broadly, the non-disaggregated spatial interaction model was chosen to be implemented. Of 

this modelling specification, the inverse power decay model was used due to computational 

resources limitations, whereby the exponential distance decay model could not be consistently 

applied across the whole year. Thus, the original non-disaggregated model takes the form:  

𝑇𝑖𝑗 =  𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝑑𝑖𝑗
−𝛽

 

 

Eq. 68 

 

Where: 

𝐴𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝑑𝑖𝑗
−𝛽

𝑗

 

 

Eq. 69 

 

As introduced in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.2. However, the above formulation does not account for the 

age of the store (in months). Therefore we can add a factor Gj that represents the age. This changes 

the model to take the form:  

𝑇𝑖𝑗 =  𝐴𝑖𝑂𝑖𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝐺𝑗
𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑗

−𝛽
 

 

Eq. 70 

 

Where: 
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𝐴𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑊𝑗
𝛾

𝐺𝑗
𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑗

−𝛽
𝑗

 

 

Eq. 71 

 

As G represents the age of the store in months, while 𝜏 represents the attractiveness of store age for 

consumers based on loyalty card data. Both models can therefore be implemented on the sixteen 

store subset identified above13. 

7.3.2) Loyalty Card Performance 

The first stage of model implementation is to see how well the model is able to replicate total store 

loyalty card sales. This is achieved by aggregating the loyalty card sales predicted by the model to 

each store and then comparing them to the total loyalty card revenue. The results of this can be 

seen in Figure 36 below. This figure shows the Age model implementation against the Original model 

in terms of individual store errors, along with a line of equality. From this figure it can be seen that 

there is a strong positive correlation between the Original and Age model errors, as indicated by the 

0.98 Pearson correlation value and with most points lying close to the line of equality. Although 

there appears to be two potential outliers, the strength of this correlation suggests that including 

the age of the store does not considerably alter the performance of the model in being able to 

replicate total loyalty card revenue.  

 

Figure 36 - Base model and Age model loyalty card store errors 

 
13 The original model was implemented with the SpInt module (Oshan, 2016) while the store age model was 
implemented using Poisson Regression from Statsmodels.api. 
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7.3.3) Total Revenue Performance 

As with previous model implementations however the main concern is how do these model 

implementations scale up to predict total store revenue. In doing so the Original model 

implementation identified 87 total stores (including the 16 modelled) that the surrounding output 

areas could reasonably be expected to visit. However, of these 87 stores, data was only available on 

the opening date for 81 stores. Therefore, two versions of the Original model are evaluated: the 

Original model estimated with the full 87 store subset of potential competitors, and a New model 

which uses only 81 stores for which have a store opening date. Both of these results can then be 

compared to the Age model which is estimated with the 81 stores. The results of this can then be 

seen in Figure 37 below which shows all three modelling implementations in terms of their loyalty 

card store and the total store revenue error across the 16 stores form our partner organisation.  

 

Figure 37 - Age store modelling results for the original model, original model with limited competition and the age model 

Firstly, the figure above shows that the Age model loyalty card errors have a similar distribution to 

the Original model implementation. This therefore supports the strong correlation that was shown 

in Figure 36 above. The main difference between these distributions however is that the Age model 

distribution is shifted slightly to the left, driven primarily by a reduction in the maximum error and 

minimum error. However, the variance in mean error is small suggesting that the effect of these 

changes is minimal on the overall distribution. The main difference between the model 

implementations appears when estimating the total store revenue. Firstly, comparing the Original 

model and the New model shows the effects of removing six potential competitors from the dataset 
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(those that are used calculate Ai in Eq. 69). From this it can be seen that as a result of removing 

potential competitor stores, the mean store error increases from 5.94% to 8.91%. This change is 

driven by an increase in the store errors from the stores that were previously underpredicted. This is 

in line with what would be expected by reducing the amount of potential competition within the 

model, increasing the revenue assigned to our partner stores. The increase in mean error away from 

zero however suggests that this does not improve modelling performance and that the original 

model is more in line with an ideal implementation. When then comparing the New model to the 

Age model, it can be seen that adding in store age as a variable further increases the average error 

away from zero and that this is driven by a shift upwards of the entire distribution relative to the 

New model. Therefore, with age included in the model more revenue appears to be assigned to our 

partner retailer than the competitors, but that this pushes the modelling results further away from 

the ideal distribution of mean zero error and low variance. Thus, the inclusion of this factor in the 

regression specification has not lead to considerable improvements in model performance. Indeed, 

arguably it had led to worse performance than the original model due to both lack of data on store’s 

age and how the Age model has distributed revenue to our partner organization.  

7.3.4) Store Age Relationship 

It thus becomes necessary to examine how this affects the store age relationship with individual 

store errors. Figure 38 below addresses this question by showing the total revenue error for each 

model against store age, along with their lines of best fit and strength of the correlation. Surprisingly 

this figure shows that, in contrast to the results seen in Chapter 5 Section 5.5, the original model 

shows a positive correlation between total revenue error and store age. This therefore suggests that 

sub-models implemented within each region may have different correlations and relationships than 

the complete regional scale model. This is because models calibrated on subsets are likely to have 

different parameters that when scaled up affect the performances at the individual revenue scale, as 

seen in Chapter 6. In this case, these correlations suggest that this model may be overpredicting an 

older store and underpredicting a younger store. The direction and strength of this correlation is 

consistent across model specifications with the Age model showing a similar strength to the original 

model. This suggests that adding in an age parameter to the model strengthens the correlation as 

opposed to removing it as a potential factor affecting modelling performance.  
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Figure 38 - Store age against total revenue error for all three models 

A reason for this could be seen in Table 11 below which shows the parameters for both the Original 

model and the Age model specifications. From this it can be seen that in the Age model the Tau 

parameter (τ) is positive which suggests that an older store is more attractive than a younger store 

within this modelling specification. Thus, it would lead to more revenue assigned to an older store, 

ceteris paribus. Therefore, a positive correlation with store age has been strengthened by the 

inclusion of this factor in the model specification. Furthermore, the size of the attractiveness 

parameter is larger in the Age model. This therefore suggests that the increase in revenue assigned 

to our partner stores in the Age model is due to our partner organization having older and larger 

stores than their competitors. These conclusions however are likely to be affected by the sample 

that is examined here whereby it can be seen there is considerable variation around the line of best 

fit for all model specifications in the figure above. Thus to verify these claims it would be beneficial 

to repeat the model over the year and also to potential repeat it on further subsets of 16 stores.  

 

Table 11 - Inverse power decay subset model parameters 

Parameter Original model Age model 

Beta (β) -4.526 -4.520 

Gamma (γ) 1.869 1.946 

Tau (τ) N/A 0.161 
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7.3.5) Yearly Application 

The results from the model presented above can be extended by implementing the model across 

every week in the year. The outcome of this, for all three model implementations, can be seen in 

Figure 39 below. This figure shows the total revenue errors across the whole year in terms of the 

range of store errors and the mean store error. What this shows is that the results seen and 

discussed above are consistent across the whole year. Specifically, that the increase in mean store 

error and the upwards shift in distribution from the Original Model to the New Model and then 

finally to Age model is consistent across all weeks of the year. It can be seen that the majority of the 

increase in mean error across these models is driven by an increase in the minimum error, although 

for the Age Model there is also an increase in the maximum error as well. Therefore, the results from 

above are not just the result of a model trained on a single week, but are consistent across the year 

for each model implementation. 

 

Figure 39 - Total store revenue errors across the whole year for the original model, new model and age model 
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7.3.6) Model Replication 
The model implementations were also replicated across all 47 possible groups of 16 geographically 

related stores within the region14. The results from these model implementations can be seen in 

Figure 40 below with the group presented in the previous results highlighted. This figure shows the 

distribution of mean store errors across all three model implementations and each group of stores, 

including the distribution of those mean errors and the associated store age parameters (Tau). From 

this it can be seen that the general influence of including store age as a parameter within the model 

is consistent across most of thegroups, whereby there is a positive store age parameter which leads 

to increases in revenue assigned to our partner organisation’s stores. This can be seen by the greater 

mean errors of most of the Age models as opposed to both the Original Model and the New Model 

for each group. This is supported by the distribution of mean errors Figure 40d that shows that the 

distribution of Age Model mean errors is greater than either the Original Model or the New Model. 

These results are due to the store age attractiveness parameter values that are seen in Figure 40a 

which shows that out of 47 groups, only 5 had negative age parameter values. This therefore 

suggests that in most groups, the older a store was the more attractive it was to consumers within 

the anonymised loyalty card data. The size of this effect increases with the size of the parameter 

whereby greater increases in mean store errors from the New Model to the Age Model can be seen 

on the right hand side of Figure 40c. Furthermore, the increase in revenue assigned to stores of our 

partner organisation as a result of these parameter values suggests that stores from our partner 

organisation are older than those of the competitors.  

 

Figure 40 - Store age model results across 47 different groups of 16 stores in Region 2. a) Tau parameter values for each 
group, b) percentage of stores without store opening information, c) mean store error from the groups of stores across all 
three models, d) distributions of mean store errors across each model 

 
14 The identification of these groups of sixteen stores is explained in Chapter 6, Section 6.4.1 
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The increase in mean errors from the New to the Age model is consistent over and above the 

increase in mean errors from the Original to the New model as seen in Figure 40c. The first increase 

in mean errors, from the Original to the New model, however is due to the loss of data on competing 

stores, thus not being included in the estimation of revenue calculation. The distribution of the 

percentage of stores without store opening information from each group can be seen in Figure 40b. 

It can thus be seen that the number of stores lost as a result of the New model implementation 

ranges between 3% and 8%, therefore leading to increases in revenue assigned to our partner 

organisation stores across all New model implementations. The almost uniform further increase in 

mean store error from the New model to the Age model across the groups of stores, however, 

suggests that it is not solely the reduction of competing stores that is driving the shift in mean store 

error and the increase in revenue assigned to stores of our partner organisation. These results 

therefore support the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the single group of sixteen stores 

presented above. 

7.3.7) Conclusion 

These results therefore show the implementation of a spatial interaction model that integrates store 

age as a measure of store attractiveness. This implementation was based on previous results 

introduced in Chapter 5 that showed a clear and consistent correlation between store age and store 

revenue estimation errros across all three regions and model specifications. The idea was that the 

integration of this factor could potentially reduce the strength of this correlation and lead to 

improved modelling results in terms of a mean error close to zero and reduced store error variance. 

The implementation of this model however was limited by both computational resources, thereby 

restricting the scale of the analysis and model used, alongside data limitations on store opening 

dates. Nevertheless, the results showed that for this subset of 16 stores, integrating store age did 

not alter the original models relationship between store errors and age, and pushed the store errors 

even further away from the ideal distribution expected. This was driven by a positive store age 

attractiveness parameter which suggested that the older a store was, the more attractive it would 

be, potentially linking to the idea of more information by consumers (Newing, et al., 2018). 

Furthermore, the results suggested that stores from our partner organization, at least in this regional 

subset, were older and larger than their competitors due to increase revenue assignment in the Age 

model. These results were supported by the replication analysis that extended the model across the 

whole year and re-implemented the models across 47 different groups of sixteen stores within the 

region.  

However, this exploration could be argued to be limited by the data available and computational 

resources. This means that future evaluation and exploration could extend this analysis through 
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adding in new data on store opening times, developing an exponential distance decay form of the 

model and adding extending the scale of the model application. The aim of this would be to extend 

the research presented above and to verify the conclusions presented. Nevertheless, this initial 

exploration suggests that the influence of store age is not driving the overall poor modelling 

performance seen in previous chapters and thus further exploration is beyond the scope of this 

thesis.  

7.4) Large Shopping Basket Analysis 

The results presented above and in previous chapters have thus highlighted the poor performance of 

current spatial interaction model specifications in terms of modelling total store revenue for all large 

stores from our partner organisation. It could therefore potentially be argued that changes in 

behaviour by consumers has meant that the gravity model, in its current form, is no longer relevant. 

This includes changes in consumer lifestyles such as working more hours per week, travelling further 

and longer for work, and changes in work location that have necessitated changes away from the 

weekly regular shop that characterised behaviour up until the early 2000s (East, et al., 1994; 

Popkowski Leszczyc, et al., 2004). Instead, new shopping behaviours have arisen including increased 

convenience shopping (Buckley, et al., 2007; Hallsworth, et al., 2010), characterised by smaller travel 

times, active modes of transport, shopping more than three times per week and multi-purpose 

shipping trips (Elms, et al., 2010). This could thus be seen as a departure from the original 

assumptions of the gravity model of regular, defined purposed shopping made up of large baskets 

and travel by car (Waddington, et al., 2018). Retailers themselves noticed these trends and 

responded by building smaller format stores, with convenience stores growing at a greater rate than 

any other format from 2003 to 2012 (Hood, et al., 2015). For which, it has been previously 

acknowledged that gravity models in have found it difficult to accurately estimate revenue for these 

types of stores (Waddington, et al., 2019).  

The rise of convenience shopping has also coincided with the increasing influence of non-residential 

populations (Birkin, et al., 2017; Waddington, et al., 2019), multi-purpose and multi-destination 

shopping (Brown, 1992; Arentze, et al., 2005), and of e- and m-commerce (Kirby-Hawkins, et al., 

2019) on shopping habits and revenue distribution. Therefore also showing a shift away from the 

behaviours and habits that underlie the implementation of spatial interaction models used in this 

thesis. Thus, despite consistent use of spatial interaction models in the early 2000s and 2010s 

(Mendes & Themido, 2004; Reynolds & Wood, 2010), they may no longer be able to accurately 

model these new consumer behaviours. One potential avenue to explore however is whether a 

subset of the population can be identified from the anonymised loyalty card data that still behave in 

line with the assumptions of the spatial interaction model. That is, identifying consumers who shop 
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regularly, travel by car and have large baskets of shopping for which there is likely to be a large 

penetration of loyalty cards. It is to this subset of behaviour that the following section aims to 

attempt to model. 

7.4.1) Large Basket Data 

The basis for this analysis is to be able to identify consumers that behave in line with the 

assumptions of the spatial interaction model. This is such that consumers undertake single-purpose 

trips that originate from home, while travelling by car and purchase regular weekly large baskets in a 

single shopping trip. These consumers could be identified by assuming that large shopping baskets in 

terms of both value and number of items are likely to represent consumers that are undertaking a 

shopping trip in line with expected behaviours. This would thus be compounded by high levels of 

loyalty card penetration would also indicate regular customers that are loyal to the brand or store 

(Newing, et al., 2013; Newing, et al., 2014). This subgroup of population was identified from 

anonymous loyalty card data as those with a single basket of value greater than £40 and more than 

10 items, based on analysis performed by our partner organisation. This subset of behaviours 

relative to the total anonymised loyalty card data for Region 2 can be seen in Figure 41 below. 

 

Figure 41 - Sales value over distance in Region 2 for the total loyalty card data and those representing large baskets 

What this figure shows is the sales value per output area for a single week to each store over 

drivetime for the anonymised loyalty card data. From this figure it can be seen that while the large 

basket data shows a similar distribution to the total revenue over drivetime, there is a notable 

difference in the distribution of sales value per output area .Importantly, while there are fewer 
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output areas in this dataset due to data regulations, each output area is also associated with less 

revenue. This is because the large basket data represents only a subset of the total flow data, as only 

sales that have large baskets and value. This can also be seen to affect the distance decay 

relationship whereby the peak in sales value relative to all other flows appears smaller and occurs at 

a greater travel time than the total sales data. This then translates into a gentler slope of sales value 

over drivetime, potentially meaning that consumers who have large baskets may be willing to travel 

further to shop. On the other hand it may also mean that those that travel shorter distances are 

those that are characterised by convenience shopping with smaller baskets.  

7.4.2) Model Implementation 

The potential differences in behaviour between the total anonymised loyalty card data and the large 

basket data can be identified through the application of the production constrained spatial 

interaction model with exponential distance decay. For this, both the system wide and origin-

disaggregated models, as introduced in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively, can be trained on the large 

basket loyalty card data and used to predict total store revenue in terms of large basket sales only. 

This means that the total store revenue in this model represents only that which derived from large 

basket sales and that the estimated revenue available has to be scaled down to estimate only 

spending on large baskets. The latter is achieved through calculating the percentage of total grocery 

sales in the region represented by sales at large stores with large baskets, then multiplying 

estimated revenue available by this percentage. This is such that:  

𝑂𝑖
𝑘𝑡 = 𝑒𝑘𝑡𝑛𝑖

𝑘2011𝑙 

 

Eq. 72 

 

Where: 

𝑙 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛
 

 

Eq. 73 

 

Such that l represents the percentage of total sales in the region that come from large basket spend 

at large stores. An alternative methodology, however, is rather than estimating the revenue 

available from each origin, is to scale the loyalty card predictions to estimate total revenue. This is 

such that: 

�̂�𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
𝐿�̂�𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑃
 

 

Eq. 74 
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Where �̂�𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 is a stores total predicted large basket revenue, 𝐿�̂�𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 is the estimated large basket 

loyalty card revenue and P is the loyalty card penetration for large basket sales in the region. This 

alternative therefore scales up the loyalty card flow predictions to model total store revenue.  

7.4.3) Modelling Results 

The results of this model implementation can be seen in Figure 42 below for both the system wide 

and origin-disaggregated implementations of the model. This figure shows the distribution of store 

errors in the region and the percentage of stores within a +/-15% error bound. From this figure three 

main insights can be drawn. Firstly, in line with the results presented in Chapter 5, there are no clear 

discernible differences between the system wide implementation of the model and the origin 

disaggregated model in terms of the distribution of errors or the mean store error. This suggests that 

the added complexity of the origin disaggregated model has not resulted in respective increases in 

performance and thus the system wide model implementation can be focused in for further analysis.  

 

Figure 42 - Store error distribution for 1) The prediction of total store loyalty card revenue, 2) The total store revenue 

predicted by estimating the total revenue available from each origin, 3) Total store revenue predicted by scaling up the 

loyalty card flow predictions 

The second insight is that both the range of loyalty card and total revenue errors do not show 

considerable improvements in performance relative to the results presented in the previous 

chapters. Notably, the range of errors for modelling both loyalty card and total revenue prediction is 

similar, if not greater, than the models that predicted total store grocery revenue seen in Chapters 5 
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and 6. This therefore suggests that even when attempting to model a subset of behaviour that aligns 

with the assumptions of the spatial interaction modelling implementation, the model is unable to 

replicate this behaviour consistently at the regional scale. Therefore, supporting the results and 

conclusions drawn from previous analysis in this thesis. 

Thirdly however, it can be seen that the predictions based on scaling up loyalty card revenue to 

predict total store revenue performs better than the predictions based on estimated total revenue 

available. This is shown by the higher percentage of stores within a +/-15% error bound and a 

smaller range of errors. Notably, the scaling up methods performance is closer to the accepted 

standards of our partner retailer. This therefore suggests that there are issues in the traditional 

methodology of predicting total store revenue using the expected distribution of available revenue, 

especially for large format stores and modelling large baskets. This could be due to the usage of ONS 

household estimate expenditures, the scaling of revenue to large basket revenue not accounting for 

store distribution or the usage of data from our partner retailer to determine the revenue scaling 

percentage15. Thus, suggesting that the modelling performance from previous chapters could 

potentially be improved by more accurately estimating the total revenue available to spend in the 

region. However, this methodology of scaling up loyalty card spend cannot be consistently used in 

practice to estimate store revenue as it requires existing loyalty card data; data that is not available 

for new large stores or estimating the future.  

7.4.4) Yearly Application 

Nevertheless, the application of this model can be extend over the whole year to ensure that these 

results are robust across all weeks in the year. In this regard, the first result to examine is how the 

modelled behaviour for the large basket data is different to the total loyalty card data in terms of the 

calibrated parameters. This can be seen in Figure 43 below which shows both the distance decay and 

attractiveness parameter values from the non-disaggregated large basket data and non-

disaggregated total revenue data. What can be seen from this figure is that, apart from a few 

anomalous data points, the large basket data shows a larger absolute distance decay value and a 

larger store attractiveness value. This therefore suggests that distance is more of a deterrence to 

large basket shoppers than in the whole regional dataset, but that large stores are more attractive to 

large basket shoppers. While the former result is surprising in that it would be expected that large 

basket shoppers would be expected to be willing to travel further for their shopping, the latter is not 

as larger stores are more likely to have all the products needed for a large basket shop, thus being 

more attractive.  

 
15 The influence of these factors are discussed in more detail in Appendix D, Revenue Estimation 
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Figure 43 - System wide parameter values from the large basket and total revenue loyalty card data over the whole year 

This behaviour then translates to the average store errors for both the system wide and origin 

disaggregated models in terms of the ability to predict total revenue when the revenue is predicted 

based on estimated revenue available or when the loyalty card revenue is scaled up at the individual 

store level. The results of this can be seen in Figure 44 below which shows the average store errors. 

From this there are two important results. The first is that, unlike modelling total store grocery 

revenue in Chapter 5, the estimation of total revenue based on estimated expenditure in each 

region shows consistent underprediction throughout the year. This suggests that the estimated 

available revenue for large basket spend is underpredicted throughout the year or that our partner 

retailer is overperforming relative to the behaviour predicted by the model. The former is more 

likely which showcases the difficulty of accurately estimating the total revenue available to a subset 

of the population.  
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Figure 44 - Base and origin-disaggregated model average store error over the years for predicting total large basket store 

revenue when scaled up and when estimated using distributed revenue 

The second main result is that while there is variation throughout the year for the total revenue 

prediction models, there is relatively little variation in the average store error for the scaling of the 

loyalty card predictions. This is because the scaling percentage for the loyalty card data is 

recalculated every week and therefore is able to account for the variance in the level of loyalty card 

penetration throughout the year. In contrast, the underlying estimated available revenue does not 

vary because of the same ONS estimates being used each week. This therefore suggests that the 

variance in model performance for the total revenue prediction model is due to variances in total 

basket revenue throughout the year, which indicates evidence of seasonality or non-residential 

demand changes throughout the year in terms of loyalty card penetration. An example of this can be 

clearly seen during the Easter holidays where there is a considerable dip in model performance, 

indicating that expenditure on large basket increases over this period relative to the rest of the year 

from non-loyalty card sales. This therefore aligns with the results presented in Chapter 5, Section 

5.6, and highlights the issue of using only estimated residential demand in estimating total store 

revenue. 

7.4.5) Conclusion 

This analysis has therefore attempted to identify whether the performance of the production 

constrained model at a regional scale could be improved by developing a model on a subset of 

loyalty card data. This subset was expected to be able to better represent the behaviour that underly 

the assumptions of the spatial interaction model by identifying large basket sales based on a basket 

of more than £40 and 10 items. It was expected that this consumer subset would represent 

consumers who travel to large format stores by car, regularly, for a single purpose grocery shop. 
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What these results show however is the complexity that underlies the model implementation and 

attempting to estimate the revenue available to assign to stores in the region. Notably, the 

implementation of this model form has not led to improvements in model performance at either 

loyalty card sales or total revenue scale in terms of the distribution of store errors. This therefore 

shows that the current model formulation, methodology and data is still unable to accurately predict 

revenue on this scale, even based on a subset of the population that is expected to better align 

within the spatial interaction modelling assumptions. Nevertheless, what is also shown is that 

modelling performance is likely to be affected by the scaling methodology used to predict total store 

revenue. This is because simply scaling up the loyalty card predictions shows a considerable 

improvement over predicting total store revenue based on estimated available expenditure. Thus, 

highlighting that the model performance is likely affected by the way in which the store revenue is 

predicted based on the revenue available at each origin. Future research could this build on these 

results by identifying the sensitivity of the modelling outcomes to estimation of total revenue 

available in each output area and region.  

7.5) Conclusions 

The models presented in this chapter have attempted to resolve some of the performance issues 

highlighted in the previous three chapters in terms of the spatial interaction model on the data that 

is available. This has been undertaken though the development and application of a competing 

destinations model, a model that integrates store age into the model formulation and a model that 

was applied to a subset of loyalty card data based on large basket sales. The chapter began with the 

adaptation of a competing destinations model which aimed to identify whether the influences of 

competition or agglomeration were affecting model performance. The results however showed only 

marginal improvements in the model performance and that the effect of either competition or 

agglomeration at this scale resulted in diverging store errors away from a zero error. This therefore 

further highlighted the inability of spatial interaction models to account for variances in store 

conditions at this scale, and that as such as more local model may be more appropriate to estimate 

total store revenue. 

The second model therefore developed was one that included store age as a variable based on the 

correlations identified in Chapter 5, Section 5.5. This model was applied to a subset of sixteen stores 

in Region 2. The results showed that, for the subset of sixteen stores chosen, integrating store age 

did not alter the original models relationship between individual store errors and age at this scale. 

Furthermore, the distribution of errors was pushed further away from the ideal distribution centred 

around a zero mean error. These results therefore suggested that our partner organisations stores in 

this group were both older and larger than competitors stores within this sub region. These results 
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were therefore driven by a positive store age parameter which suggested that the older a store was, 

the more attractive it was to consumers. This could thus suggest that the older a store is, the longer 

consumers have to gather information about that store or to increase loyalty to the brand. Further 

exploration could expand the model implementation at a greater scale to see how this relationships 

changes. 

Finally, the chapter proceeded on the suggestion that grocery shopping revenue is made up of a 

variety of different consumer behaviours and that these behaviours have been moving away from 

the traditional assumptions of the gravity model in recent years. It was thus suggested that the 

gravity model may not be able to accurately represent this shift in consumer behaviour and 

activities. On this basis, a model was applied to a subset of loyalty card data for large baskets. The 

aim of which was to see whether a subset of consumers could be identified and modelled that 

aligned with the original assumptions of the spatial interaction model in the form of regular weekly 

shops undertaken at large stores and travel that was done by car from the home. The results 

however did not show improvements in modelling performance, but did highlight potential for 

future research to explore the influence of origin revenue estimation and how sensitive modelling 

outcomes were to output area revenue assignment. 

This chapter therefore identified and implemented potential alterations to the underlying spatial 

interaction model that were believed to potentially lead to improvements in performance. What the 

results showed however that when accounting for the influence of competition, agglomeration, 

store age or consumer behaviour the spatial interaction model in its current form was still unable to 

consistently or accurately estimate total store grocery revenue at the regional scale. These results 

therefore support the conclusions from previous chapters that the spatial interaction model in its 

current form, data and methodology may no longer appropriate. Instead, alternative methods and 

data may be sought to improve modelling performance. The identification of potential way forwards 

for the literature therefore are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8 

Future Modelling Implementations 

8.1) Overview 

A recent paper by Rowe et al. (2022) suggested that spatial interaction models are a core tool in 

spatial data modelling and thus argue for more investment in both teaching and developing the 

models. The results of the previous four chapters show that spatial interaction models, in their 

current format and data, are limited in their ability to accurately model grocery retailing in the UK. 

The question thus becomes where the investment should be aimed in order to improve the 

performance of spatial interaction models in the future. This chapter therefore seeks to discuss this 

question, identifying avenues of future exploration in terms of model formulation, data, evaluation, 

open source implementation and even models other than spatial interaction models. 

8.2) The future of Spatial Interaction Models 

Based on the results from the previous three chapters, the question then becomes where does the 

implementation of spatial interaction models, especially in relation to grocery retailing, go from 

here? There are many potential avenues of research that could be explored which could in theory 

lead to improvements in accuracy and reliability of spatial interaction models. The important task is 

identifying which of these are most likely to lead to these improvements and hence where resources 

should be directed. These avenues include the development of new modelling techniques, 

formulations and adaptations of existing models from the last 20 years. Such new implementations 

aim to resolve some of the issues of using the Wilsonian form of the spatial interaction as 

implemented so far. However, one of the main issues of these new implementations is often how to 

operationalise them, especially in relation to retailing, with a lack of available code, resources or 

data to implement them. This issue is often raised alongside the lack of consistent evaluation of their 

relative performance, which has so far been unable to clearly identify which models are most 

suitable under different conditions. Secondly, there is also the development of “big data” sources, 

including the use of existing loyalty card data, credit cards, mobile phone, footfall and open source 

image datasets that could be built into the spatial interaction model to improve performance. This 

encompasses data on flows, attractiveness and emissiveness, especially in relation to grocery retail 

stores, which could more accurately reflect these underlying attributes that current data. However, 

issues of confidentiality, accessibility and privacy often presents a barrier to their implementation 

and adoption in practice which can limit their evaluation. 
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Alongside the development of new models and data sources however, future research must also 

tackle two key challenges of current model implementations. The first is the development of a 

consistent method of evaluating spatial interaction model. This is such that there should be a 

consistent and clear method for identifying how new datasets or model formulations improve spatial 

interaction model performance and under what conditions these improvements occur. This would 

facilitate the advancement of the literature with a clear understanding of which models are most 

accurate and practical. Such research would also be facilitated by the development of new open 

source tools and data sources, with particular focuses on both model calibration and evaluation. 

Availability of these tools would facilitate the implementation of spatial interaction models in 

practice, across a variety of disciplines and applications, which would reduce the barrier for entry for 

researchers and allow for consistent evaluation and replication of performance across a variety of 

conditions. This would therefore allow for the use of existing models in new areas of research or the 

utilisation of models on new and existing datasets for the purpose of replication and robustness 

checks. Thus, In order to facilitate both the adoption of new data and models, the literature has also 

to embrace research into methods of consistent evaluation and the development of open source 

tools that enable that research. 

8.2.1) New Models 

With interest in spatial interaction modelling coming from diverse domains of research, such as 

commuting, trade, patenting, migration, healthcare, travel and retail (Wang, et al., 2016; Wu, et al., 

2021; De Mello-Sampayo, 2016; Cullinan & Duggan, 2016; Lata, et al., 2018; Blum & Goldfarb, 2006), 

there has been the development of a variety of different model formulations and implementations 

that have been adapted to different scenarios. This includes the adaptation and usage of data 

science methods such as neural networks and decision tree methods, the modification of existing 

model formulations such as the geo-lagged implementation, the development of new modelling 

formats such as the radiation model and the adoption of new tools such as agent-based modelling. 

The majority of these new implementations however have come from domains other than retail 

analysis, meaning that often a key difference compared to the model formulation in this thesis is 

that they have been developed on “complete” data sources that represent whole systems. This is 

often in contrast to the choice-based sample of loyalty card data that needs to be scaled up to 

model total revenue flows of stores in retail analysis (O'Kelly, 2011). It has also created a tangle of 

different model implementations that are often hard to replicate or evaluate relative to existing 

model formulations. Thus, it becomes necessary to discuss how these models may lead to 

improvements, alongside their benefits, drawbacks and how they may fit in with the development of 

spatial interaction modelling in relation to grocery retailing. 
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8.2.1.1) Data Science Methods 

One line of modelling development has been the integration of data science methods, such as tree 

based algorithms or neural networks, into applications modelling spatial flows. This is primarily 

because such methods have the ability to behave like traditional statistical methods as they can 

predict or model an outcome by minimising an error term, while making no assumptions as to the 

underlying form of relationship or distribution of the data (Black, 1995). This is in contrast to 

traditional spatial interaction model implementations that follow a clearly defined expected 

relationship, with the calibration method chosen often making assumptions about the underlying 

data distribution. Thus, this means that the data science methods can be more flexible in modelling 

the underlying data and be able to capture different relationships that a Wilsonian form of the 

model couldn’t (Karlaftis & Vlahogianni, 2011). These methods were thus sought as a potential 

solution to a general lack of accuracy of existing spatial interaction models (Openshaw, 1998; 

Fischer, et al., 2003), leading to the development of the “geocomputation” approach to spatial 

interaction modelling (Fischer & Reggiani, 2004). 

Neural networks were one of the first data science techniques to be applied to the spatial 

interaction modelling domains with initial applications focused on commodity flows, trade and 

migration (Fischer & Gopal, 1994; Black, 1995; Openshaw, 1998). These studies suggested that 

neural networks could improve on the accuracy seen from the Wilsonian model (Fischer & Gopal, 

1994; Black, 1995), but where often only compared to the unconstrained OLS calibrated model 

thereby leaving open questions as to their true benefit (Mozolin, et al., 2000). In contrast, tree based 

algorithms have been adapted to spatial flow modelling only recently with examples of their 

application provided for by Pourebrahim et al. (2019) and Spadon et al. (2019). In the former, a 

random forest regression model was compared to the Wilsonian form on daily commuting in New 

York, finding that the random forest model performed better as measured through the R2 and RMSE 

values. It was concluded that this was because they could better reflect the relationships of both 

small and large scale flows better than the restrictive Wilsonian model formulation. In contrast, 

Spadon et al. (2019) split the flow modelling problem into a classification and regression problem, 

similar to that of a Zero-inflated Poisson or Binomial Regression model (Krisztin & Fischer, 2015). In 

this, they concluded that an XGBoost Random Forest Model outperformed an unconstrained OLS 

Wilsonian model and a radiation model. Therefore suggesting that such models could accurately 

reflect geographical flows. 

However, there are several limitations of these implementations that have yet to be resolved such 

that they could be used consistently. The first issue is the development of constrained versions of 

these models, whereby post-hoc implementation of constraints for neural networks showed 
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relatively poor fits compared to the Wilsonian models (Openshaw, 1998; Fischer & Reismann, 2002; 

Fischer & Reismann, 2002). It was only when the constraints were implemented in the model itself 

that results improved (Fischer, et al., 2003), but consistent application or implementation in this 

regards is not clear for either neural networks or random forest algorithms. Furthermore, there is 

critique of the “black box” nature of these algorithms, with some arguing that their usage comes 

from their greater predictive accuracy as opposed to their ability to explain the phenomenon they 

are modelling (Karlaftis & Vlahogianni, 2011). Although there are techniques to identify important 

features in the model, such as feature importance or Shapely Additive explanation (SHAP) values 

which identify the size and direction of influence, they can still be difficult to understand and 

interpret (Spadon, et al., 2019). This is of particular concern for retail applications where an 

understanding of why some stores perform better than others is often an important reason for the 

application of spatial interaction models. Thus, there is a potential trade off in terms of greater 

accuracy and interpretability of the modelling outcomes.  

Furthermore, although there are several open source frameworks such as PyTorch, Keras and SciKit 

Learn, application of such models have often been limited in relation to spatial interaction 

implementations. This is often attributed to the computational resources and data requirements, 

alongside often long training times that are required for often relatively small improvements in 

accuracy (Fischer & Reismann, 2002). This is especially difficult for large datasets, such as loyalty 

card data, where even simple calibration methods can be limited by computational capacity. Thus, 

potentially limiting the size of their application. Finally, it is also worth highlighting that these models 

were often applied in domains where the training data could be said to be “complete”. This means 

that the behaviour and scale of the data is comparable to the final modelling outcome. This is in 

contrast to the application of grocery retailing where flow data is often based on loyalty cards which 

represent only a subset of the total system behaviour and the scale of flows (Waddington, et al., 

2018). This can therefore make training, testing and validation of these models complicated 

compared to regression or iterative calibration. Thus, implementation of neural networks or tree 

based algorithms in grocery retailing would thus require the development of clear, relevant and 

unambiguous loss functions to estimate total store revenue. The pitfalls of this are highlighted in the 

iterative calibration section which uses average trip distance. 

Therefore, while data science methods may be more flexible in their applications, they are often 

limited by a lack of clear implementations, especially in relation to the constrained models, their 

black box nature, and their requirements of large amounts of complete data and computational 

resources. Thus, while they may represent one of the biggest opportunities for model performance 
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improvements, these issues need to be resolved before they can be routinely used in a grocery 

retailing sector. 

8.2.1.2) Agent Based Models 

Another alternative modelling framework that could potentially improve the performance of spatial 

interactions models would be Agent-Based-Models (ABMs). These models are used to understand 

emergent outcomes by modelling individual agents, their relationships and interactions, and their 

environment (Macal & North, 2014). Thus, while spatial interaction models replicate the overall 

system from a top-down perspective, ABMs are used to represent and understand individual 

decisions and preferences and how these decisions then aggregate to create emergent outcomes 

(Clarke, 2014). In general, these models are enabled by new and large datasets that are becoming 

available that allow for the identification of individual behaviour, thus having the potential to model 

the expected interactions in more detail than a spatial interaction model (Sturley, et al., 2018). A key 

benefit of these could be in illuminating the dynamic nature of retailing, an already acknowledged 

limitation of the Wilsonian form of the model (Wilson, 2010), and modelling multi-purpose shopping 

trips or destination chaining behaviour.  

Examples of their implementation in relation to retail include working by Birkin and Heppenstall 

(2011), Dearden and Wilson (2011) and Sturley et al. (2018). The first two papers attempt to utilise 

Agent Based Models to examine the dynamic nature of retailing through the adaptation of the 

Harris-Wilson (1978) dynamic spatial interaction model form. In doing so they create an ABM which 

accounts for the dynamic relationship between consumers and retail outlets in terms of price, 

location and floorspace, allowing for the location and size of retail stores to change over time. Both 

of these use macro-level data to calibrate the model and replicate the dynamic nature and in doing 

so highlight that micro-level data would be preferable to calibrate both retailer and consumer 

behaviour. Nevertheless, they highlight that such data is often difficult to obtain (Dearden & Wilson, 

2011). In contrast, Sturley et al. (2018) utilise loyalty card data to distinguish different consumer 

behaviours while replicating the outcomes of a Wilsonian spatial interaction model. The results were 

deemed to capture the observed choice behaviour of different consumers groups thus highlighting 

the potential of these forms of models to understand individual behaviour. They nevertheless 

suggested that improvements could be made to incorporate a more realistic underlying geography, 

capturing the effects of competition and brand attractiveness, and also to model non-residential 

demand. Such improvements were suggested to be able to be obtained if there was access to more 

detailing individual level behaviour and greater computation resources to apply the models at scale. 
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These papers therefore highlight the feasibility of Agent-Based-Models in relation to spatial 

interaction modelling but that developing a detailed and calibrated model can be difficult in practice. 

This is because of limitations in terms of both computational resources and data. Firstly, 

considerably computation resources are often required to run and calibrate an ABM, with Dearden 

and Wilson (2011) only able to model 10% of the total interactions in Yorkshire. This is a known issue 

with ABMs because of the amount of decisions that agents make and their interaction, especially 

when applied at scale (Heppenstall, et al., 2020). Furthermore, while model calibration and 

validation are crucial steps in model building there are often considerable challenges that need to be 

overcome for ABMs because of the complexity of model implementation and the amount of 

parameters (Sturley, et al., 2018). Notably it is often difficult to find or extract data that represents 

individual interactions at a scale that would allow for reliable calibration and validation (Heppenstall, 

et al., 2020). Thus, while such models allow for a better understanding of individual behaviour and 

how it effects system outcomes, they can be hard to implement due to computational and data 

limitations. To allow them to be useful, retailers need to collect data beyond loyalty cards to 

understand the complex behaviour that consumers exhibit. This may allow them to model not just 

behaviour captured in the Wilsonian model but also the potential to replicate multi-purpose, non-

residential and online shopping that is growing in the grocery retail market, which could improve 

modelling performance on convenience and high-street stores, filling in an acknowledged gap in the 

literature.  

8.2.1.3) New Modelling Formulas 

Other modelling developments have either attempted to derive an alternative formula, to move 

away from the Wilsonian model, or to adapt and improve existing ones. In terms of the former, the 

radiation model was developed by Simini et al. (2012) in response to some of the perceived issues of 

the Wilsonian model including: the use of a variety of different distance deterrence functions 

without clear theoretical guidance, required data to train the model, systematic errors in predictions 

across a variety of domains, increases in flows without limits and the static nature of the model 

(Simini, et al., 2012). The radiation model was thus developed through the analysis of daily 

commuting patterns in New York, creating a parameter free model. The aim of this was to allow the 

model to be applied to a wide variety of scenarios without having to be recalibrated, thereby 

resolving the requirement of previous data to train the model (Simini, et al., 2012). Initial results in 

replicating commuting suggest that the radiation model performed better across a wide range of 

time scales whilst also capturing diverse underlying processes that the Wilsonian formulation could 

not. Notably, it was seen to better represent large commuting flows, a point which has been 

acknowledged as a limitation of the Wilsonian form of the model in the previous literature (Fischer & 
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Gopal, 1994). Thus, it was argued that the new model could potentially replace the application of the 

Wilsonian formulation, at least in regards to commuting.  

Papers that followed up the analysis, applying the radiation model to a variety of different datasets, 

noted however that in most scenarios that the traditional gravity model still performed better 

(Masucci, et al., 2013; Lenormand, et al., 2016; Hilton, et al., 2020). This was suggested to be due to 

the parameter free nature of the model, meaning that it was unable to be adapted to different 

scenarios, scales and datasets unlike the Wilsonian model (Stefanouli & Polyzos, 2017). Subsequent 

papers have then since sought to develop the radiation model further, including the addition of at 

least one calibratable parameter which while removing one of the key benefits of the model allowed 

it to be more generalisable (Stefanouli & Polyzos, 2017). Nevertheless, even with these adaptations 

it has been that suggested that one type of model, out of the radiation, intervening opportunities, or 

a gravity model, do not consistently outperform the others at different scales or application 

(McCulloch, et al., 2021). Therefore, it has been suggested that rather than a single model, an 

ensemble method could be utilised to combat the relative weaknesses of each or that future 

research should further explore under what scenarios and applications each model formulation 

performs better to help with future applications (McCulloch, et al., 2021). 

Therefore the radiation model, at least in its original formulation, may be of limited use for retail 

location analysis. This is primarily because the model was created for a defined scale and scenario in 

terms of commuting, which is likely to exhibit different behaviours relative to retailing shopping in 

terms of frequency, motivation and scale. Nevertheless, it could be explored with more recent 

adaptations in terms of whether they are able to be calibrated to a grocery retailing scenario and 

what may thus be lacking from the current formulation. Furthermore, it also highlights the potential 

of new model formulations, if not the radiation model, to be developed that resolve some of the 

issues of the current model. Thus, future model adaptations or formulations must also be adapted 

and compared. Nevertheless, this highlights the difficulty in developing new model formulations that 

are adaptability to different scenarios, especially when they are developed in relation to a specific 

scale and purpose. Developing a model in this was can make it difficult for the model to be adapted 

or implemented in new scenarios, limiting their generalisability.  

8.2.1.4) Adaptation of Existing Models 

Finally, there is also the development and adaptation of existing model formulations to account for 

limitations of the existing models. An example of this was presented in Chapter 7 with the 

application of the competing destination model. While this however failed to resolve some of the 

issues presented in the rest of the thesis it is worth discussing other alternative adaptations. One of 
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which is the geolagged family of models which were developed in response to the Wilsonian model 

assumption of independent of errors after controlling for distance. This is because it is suggested 

that in reality there is expected to be a some spatial dependence of flows (Lee & Pace, 2005; Krisztin 

& Fischer, 2015). The traditional model formulations were seen to omit variables such as 

accessibility, visibility of signage or retail demand externalities that are expected to lead to spatial 

dependence of variables, thereby affecting modelling performance. In the case of grocery retailing 

this could be because two neighbourhoods have  similar levels of flows to a store due to similar 

levels of accessibility, store visibility, common transportation options and the sharing of information 

between neighbours (Lee & Pace, 2005). These groups of models then were developed to integrate 

the spatial dependence of flows into the model formulation and calibration for both the origin and 

destination (Griffith, et al., 2017). 

Results from the initial implementation of the models suggested that accounting for spatial 

dependence led to reduced bias in parameter estimates and more accurate models, thereby 

suggesting the importance of these factors in model calibration and estimation (Lee & Pace, 2005; 

Krisztin & Fischer, 2015). This therefore meant that including the potential influence of spatial 

dependence would allow for more accurate estimation of flows from origins and destinations, 

including the estimation of both small and large flows more consistently (Lee & Pace, 2005; 

Kerkman, et al., 2017). The importance of these relationships have also been identified in other 

domains of geographical analysis with recent papers integrating spatial overflows in random forest 

regression methods to account for the influence of spatial dependence (Georganos, et al., 2019; 

Barzin, et al., 2022). This therefore suggests the importance of accounting for these factors in 

geographical modelling and hence spatial interaction modelling. 

However it is also acknowledged that implementing such models is difficult and requires a large 

amount of data to accurately estimate the lagged relationships, alongside the potential for multiple 

different model implementations (Lee & Pace, 2005; Kerkman, et al., 2017; Yeghikyan, et al., 2020). 

This has often meant that practical implementation of these models has been limited or constrained, 

with the model implemented in Lee and Pace (2005) only being able to estimate an unconstrained 

model in relation to retailing. This therefore raises a similar issue as the data science 

implementations as to how a constrained version of the model could be implemented and 

calibrated, or whether such model formulas lead to relative improvements anyway. This issue, as 

already mentioned, is especially difficult for retail location analysis because loyalty card data isn’t 

representative of the total population behaviour and thus limits the final application. Therefore 

further examination of these models for grocery retailing would need a method for scaling up the 

estimates for total revenue whilst also being able to account for the relative influence of 
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competition. This could be done with access to new datasets, such as credit card or loyalty card data, 

that could be used to identify total revenue flows and the influence of store brands. Nevertheless, 

across boundary flows in grocery retailing are likely to influence each other and thus future research 

would need to identify how such models could be implemented in retailing. 

8.2.1.5) Other Models 

Mentioning such developments over the last 20 years is also not to ignore previous modelling 

adaptations and implementations. This includes the creation of the competing destinations model 

(Fotheringham, 1983), the dynamic model (Harris & Wilson, 1978), the intervening opportunities 

model (Harris, 1964) and many more which have each aimed at overcoming some of the limitations 

identified on previous model forms. However, this also highlights the wide variety of literature that 

discusses and models spatial flows, coming from different domains, with different data sources, and 

with different areas of expertise. This therefore often makes it difficult to select and evaluate each 

model implementation under different scenarios, especially when the implementation has not been 

made clear or code is not available to replicate existing results. What is needed then, alongside the 

exploration of the models above, is a comprehensive overview of all the current model 

implementations, their advantages, disadvantages and under what scenarios and applications they 

can be used. Without this, arguably the literature is likely to continue to be impenetrable to new 

researchers, especially with spatial interaction not being taught consistent at an undergraduate level 

(Rowe, et al., 2022), thereby acting as a barrier to new developments in the field.  

8.2.2) New Data  

Alongside the development of new models for spatial interaction modelling, new datasets are also 

becoming available which could improve the performance, especially in relation to grocery retailing. 

The use of these new datasets can be split across the part of the model they support, either flows 

from origins to destinations, the attractiveness of the destination, or the emissiveness of the origin. 

Such new datasets include mobile phone, mobile application, social media or credit card data that 

could be used to show flows from origins to destinations, measures of footfall, transit stops, and 

open source images that could be used to determine store attractiveness, and micro-simulated 

population estimates, credit card information and surveys that can be used to estimate the outflow 

and emissiveness from origins. The exploration and integration of these datasets into both existing 

and new model formulations would aim to improve the accuracy of the models, especially in relation 

to retailing (Aversa, et al., 2018), in light of the results presented in this thesis so far. However, it 

must also be acknowledged that the exploration and integration of such datasets into the spatial 

interaction modelling framework is not likely to be easy given concerns over confidentiality, privacy 
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and security. However, an exploration of the benefits and drawbacks of each type of data could 

highlight the most fruitful areas for future research to explore and build on. 

8.2.2.1) Flow Data 

In order to calibrate any form of spatial interaction model, data on actual flows from origins to 

destinations is needed. This is because the purpose of a spatial interaction model is to estimate 

unknown patterns from known information, but in order to generate accurate and reliable estimates 

of these unknown patterns an interaction dataset is needed to compare the results with (Haynes & 

Fotheringham, 1985). Initial spatial interaction models in retailing were developed using survey data 

from which information about the flow of people and revenue from homes to stores could be 

derived (Huff, 1964). The issue with this however was that this data was often fragmented, difficult 

to collect and hard to interpret, thereby limiting early implementations of spatial interaction models 

and their accuracy (Clarke & Birkin, 2018). The development of loyalty cards was thus a key catalyst 

for the general use of spatial interaction models in retail location departments (Clarke, 1998). This is 

because they provided consistent identification of flows from geographically linked origins and 

destinations, including the number of households, baskets, size of baskets, items bought and the 

time of the shop (Clarke, 1998). The issue with this however is that the usage of loyalty card data 

from a single retailer is a choice based sample that can introduce bias into the model estimates 

(O'Kelly, 2011). This is not to mention that it is often difficult to acquire, access or even develop such 

datasets for both retailers and academics (Newing, et al., 2015). Therefore such data could be 

supplemented, or even replaced, with data from other sources that could potentially resolve some 

of the issues seen so far in this thesis.  

One dataset that could potentially resolve some of the issues of loyalty card data is that of credit 

card data or loyalty cards that extend beyond a single retailer (such as Nectar cards). These datasets 

could be used to augment and expand loyalty card data by showing sales from origins to destinations 

across a variety of retail outlets along with timestamps. Access to this data would thus provide 

access to a wider, potentially less biased, set of flows from origins to destinations, alongside clear 

examples of revealed preference for different retailers (Suhara, et al., 2019). This could also help in 

identifying how much different types of households spend in regions across the country, purchase 

categories and time periods. Furthermore, this may also support improved analysis and accuracy of 

origin emissiviness and the potential identification of multi-purpose shopping trips. However, access 

to such data is likely to be as limited and sensitive, if not more so, than access to loyalty card data 

from a single retailer. This is highlighted by the relative lack of usage of such datasets within the 

existing retailing literature (Suhara, et al., 2019). Furthermore, the data will still link back to 

residential locations, thereby only extending the data from loyalty card data rather than 
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fundamentally altering the information that can be extracted from them. However, it would 

represent actual purchase to quantify the amount of revenue flow between origins and destinations. 

This data could therefore potentially be augmented and supported by data generated by mobile 

phones, such as GPS data, mobile phone tracking or revealed location from social media. The main 

benefit if this is their potential to show how and when consumers shop, including where their trips 

originate from. This would therefore help to extend the spatial interaction model application to 

include non-residential population influences, building on the existing work of Hood et al. (2016) and 

Waddington et al. (2018, 2019). Furthermore, it could also provide micro-level behavioural data for 

individual based models such as ABMs, which could inform modelling of multi-purpose trips and 

workplace shopping (Heppenstall, et al., 2020). These datasets would also be expected to be more 

representative of the population with the widespread adoption of smart phones, especially in the 

developed world (Li, et al., 2021). This is why such datasets have already been used in retailing 

analysis such as examining how different consumer groups reacted to the COVID-19 pandemic 

(Smith, et al., 2022). However, usage of such datasets can be limited due to large amounts of data 

and its complex spatio-temporal nature requiring considerable cleaning before it can be 

operationalised (Hu, et al., 2021; Bonnetain, et al., 2021; Willberg, et al., 2021). Furthermore, there 

are also ethical issues of using this data due to the high level of granularity alongside potential for 

monitoring and identifying individuals (Li, et al., 2021; Kishore, et al., 2020). Similar concerns can 

also extend to the usage of social media data, including issues of infrequent and biased posting, 

although they are more openly available (Hu, et al., 2021; Li, et al., 2021). Finally, while they may 

represent flows of individuals, this will also not always translate into expenditure values and 

amounts which adds additional complexity into total revenue estimation. To this end, initial 

exploration of integrating such data into spatial interaction model has suggested that they cannot 

replace traditional survey or census data, but could be used in conjunction with them to improve 

their accuracy (Pourebrahim, et al., 2019). 

Therefore, these datasets could either replace or supplement traditional sources of flow data. Their 

main benefit would be the wider population that could be examined, allowing for a more 

representative sample of individuals. Furthermore, they could be used to inform the relative 

attractiveness of different retailers by representing broader shopping habits, including the 

identifications of multi-purposing shopping trips and non-residential origins. Thus, utilisation of 

these datasets could influence the form of the spatial interaction model that would be used. This 

would be especially so if these data suggest that the modern consumer is no longer behaviour 

consistently in line with the assumptions of the Wilsonian form of the model. However, accessing 

such data is often more difficult, alongside more complicated to work with, relative to loyalty card 
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data, and they are not without their own drawbacks in terms of representation (Li, et al., 2021). This 

can become especially difficult if researchers were to attempt to combine and integrate datasets 

from multiple sources due to security and commercial concerns (Newing, et al., 2015). 

8.2.2.2) Attractiveness Data 

The use of new datasets for spatial interaction modelling for grocery retailing can also extend to how 

we measure the attractiveness of an individual store. Typically, store size as measured by square 

footage is used to represent an individual stores attractiveness. This is based on the assumption that 

a larger store will offer more products and thus a consumer would be more likely to be able to 

purchase all the goods they want and hence have more confidence that they will not need to 

perform a further shop at another store (De Beule, et al., 2014). Thus, the larger store being more 

attractive. This use of size as a proxy for attractiveness even dates back to the original development 

of the gravity model for retailing by Reilly in 1929 when the size of the town was used as a measure 

of attractiveness. However, this has been criticised for its lack of dynamic perspective, assuming 

single purpose shopping trips (Trasberg, et al., 2018), the fact that total floorspace does not always 

represent the product category the model focuses on (Newing, et al., 2015), and often that 

floorspace measurements are not readily available. Therefore, there are several different datasets 

that could be used to complement or extend the store size attribute, including footfall data, points 

of interest data, transit data and store image data. 

The first of these, footfall data, can be used to show the actual amount of people that visit or pass by 

a store in a given time frame (Wood & Browne, 2007). The idea is that this would therefore be seen 

as a proxy for the level of activity that a store generates and in the local area, such as the influence 

of workplace, residential or transit populations (Trasberg, et al., 2018). Such data could be derived 

from a variety of sources such as social media data, phone GPS data, or even traditional survey data 

sources, which could then be used to indicate a potential stores attractiveness beyond its size. An 

example of this is Trasberg et al. (2018) who derived footfall data from a street network analysis in 

Liverpool and correlate this with traditional and non-traditional measures of store attractiveness. 

Thus, laying the foundation for future usage in retail location analysis. Such a measure could be 

particularly beneficial for estimating the attractiveness of convenience retail outlets that target non-

residential populations (Hood, et al., 2015). In particular, this metric could be reflective of true 

“convenience” shopping where consumers shop while completing other activities such as their 

journey home, visiting attractiveness or if the store is near to their workplace. The issue with this 

data however is where the data comes from, whether it is derived or actual, and how it correlates 

with actual revenue (Trasberg, et al., 2018). This is because passing footfall may be converted into 

sales at different rates depending on brand, advertising, sector and relative location. Thus, such data 
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will not necessary mean that a store is more attractive, even if it locates in an area with high levels 

of footfall. To test this there are commercially and openly available data such as the Sprinboard data 

collection in the UK (Sprinboard, 2022), or SafeGraph in the US (Safegraph, 2022) which could be 

used to examine whether this data does actually improve model fit. 

Further attractiveness datasets could include point of interest data, transit data, visibility, use 

generated content or actual expenditure (Wood & Browne, 2007). While transit data and actual 

expenditure values are data sources that are already available, their use and implementation in 

relation to retail spatial interaction models have often been limited. This is because, with transit 

data the relationship with store attractiveness is not necessarily clear due to different purposes such 

as car parking and public transport nearby stores (Themido, et al., 1998; Hood, et al., 2015), while 

the use of total revenue would often mean that there would be a circularity within the model 

implementation with total revenue being the aim of the model. Point of Interest (POI) data is also 

likely to have a complex relationship with store attractiveness, being related to the influence of 

multipurpose shopping. This would require information not only about the location of the POI, but 

also the type of POI and how many visit the attraction in order to relate this to the potential foot 

traffic in the area. This would then have similar complexities in terms of translating POI foot fall into 

actual sales (Trasberg, et al., 2018). Finally then, user generated content, or google street view 

images, could be used to identify store attractiveness through images, tagging or reviews (Wood & 

Browne, 2007). While ratings of store attractiveness based on the age of façade, street direction, 

and accessibility were suggested to lead to improved model performance by our organisation, the 

collection and analysis of this data would be a considerable undertaking on a UK wide scale. Thus, 

there may be potential to utilise advancements in image classification technologies that could 

automate this process in the future and feed into store attractiveness measures (Balali, et al., 2015; 

Kang, et al., 2018; Hu, et al., 2020). However, this may be complicated and difficult to routinely 

collect. 

The benefit of these datasets then is the potential to improve the measure of store attractiveness 

beyond simply a measure of store size. While store age was already identified as potentially 

influencing the modelling results in Chapter 5, consistent data in this regard along with other 

datasets could thus potentially lead to more accurate estimation of how consumers view individual 

stores. Specifically, this could be of considerable benefit to the estimation of convenience stores 

attractiveness where store size of often not the main driver of store performance but rathe the 

convenient nature of shopping, with relations to footfall, POI and transit data. However, for most of 

the datasets there is likely to require considerable effort and exploration to operationalise and 

understand their relationship with individual store revenue, especially in relation to data derived 
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from primary or secondary sources such as footfall from mobile phones or attractiveness based on 

open source images. This would then be further complicated by their integration with existing and 

new forms of the spatial interaction model.  

8.2.2.3) Emissiveness Data 

On the other side of the spatial interaction model is the emissiveness or the amount of revenue 

available from an origin. This includes not only the amount of revenue but also the type of people 

who come from each geographical area. In the model presented in this thesis, and in most spatial 

interaction models in the literature on grocery retailing (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 

2019), the amount of revenue available is calculated by multiplying the number of households in an 

origin from the census data by the average household spend that is estimated form survey data. 

There are three main issues with this however. The first is that household numbers often lags behind 

the actual number of households in some output areas due to new construction or social change in 

the years following the census. The second issue is that even within geographically boundaries as 

small as output areas, there can be diverse household groups in terms of their sociodemographic 

thereby affecting their modelled behaviour. Finally, actual spend per household can vary across the 

country due to factors such as differences in disposable income and variation in prices, as opposed 

to current estimates that are split across eight different output area classification supergroups. 

Consequently, such estimates for expenditure may be different to actual levels of expenditure and 

thus affecting the model. This estimate could therefore potentially benefit from data from other 

sources and methods to support the estimation. 

One method that has been developed and used recently in the literature is that of microsimulation. 

This method is used to estimating data through the combination and recombination of different 

small area data sources to be able to identify the true make up of small area populations (Birkin, et 

al., 2017). The benefit of this is that it allows for the households to be assigned to different social 

groups at a level lower than most census estimates, thereby reflecting the true underlying variety 

(Birkin, et al., 2017). In our application this would mean an estimate of household groups within 

each output area, which would thus allow for a more realistic estimate of the number of households 

in differe3nt groups and hence potentially more accurate estimates of total revenue. Beyond the 

level of the census, it could also be extended to individual household estimates which could 

generate even further disaggregated model implementations as well (Nakaya, et al., 2007), although 

this may be limited by GDPR cut-offs. The accuracy of this method depends on the extent to which 

the different datasets can be joined together and hence on their individual accuracy. This is further 

complicated by a reliance on census data which can still become quickly outdated, even by the time 

it is published and made available. Therefore, alongside this, open source data such as open street 
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maps could potentially be used to estimate the number of households within each origin. This could 

be done by identifying address changes or the number of individual units within a geographical 

estimate. Although the accuracy of this will depend on how often this type of updated and hence 

will lead to potential regional differences (Langford, 2013). 

On the other hand, there are also different ways and datasets that could be used to estimate the 

total amount spend per household on grocery products. This could potentially include the use of 

credit or debit card data, including cross retailer loyalty cards, which could show how much is 

actually spent from each type of origin at different retailers over different time periods. This would 

thus show the total spend across all possible destinations which could be used to understand the 

variance in expenditure on groceries across the UK. This could also be used to inform relative 

attractiveness of different retailers as well (Newing, et al., 2015). Such data could be augmented 

and/or supported by collecting receipts from customers to identify where and when they shop 

which would not only identify how much they spend but also which retailer they see as more 

attractive. An example of this would be data from the HuYu app which shoppers can scan their 

grocery shopping receipts (dunnhumby, 2022). However, access to debit or credit card data is likely 

to be restricted, as mentioned above, and collection of receipt level data can be expensive. 

Alternatives therefore include existing survey data as applied with further disaggregation, such as to 

the output area classification group level, loyalty card data if it is assumed that all expenditure is 

spent at the one store, or even social media data (Marchetti, et al., 2016). The latter of these 

suggests the inventiveness of new potential data sources in retailing data science. 

8.2.2.4) New Data Summary 

The identification of the way in which new data sources can be added into the spatial interaction 

models for flows, attraction and emissiveness estimates highlight potential avenues that future 

research can explore. This includes the potential of mobile phone mobility data, social media, credit 

card data and potential new methods such as microsimulation. It becomes difficult to identify which 

data sources may be most beneficial but the main issues that could be overcome in relation to 

traditional datasets are the range of population that the data covers, the ability to analyse multi-

purpose shopping, estimating the attraction of retailers, and reliable estimates of expected 

expenditure. This could therefore lend itself not only to the extension of existing models but also to 

new implementations such as ABMs or Data Science methods to better understand and represent 

the full range of shopping behaviour. The issue with many of the datasets presented so far however 

include privacy, access and commercial sensitivity of data, especially when combined for research 

purposes. This, along with the often high costs of purchasing or dealing with “big data” can often 

mean retailers still rely on traditional sources of data (Aversa, et al., 2018). Thus, retailers and 
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academics could work together to identify data that would improve the model the most, a job which 

the Consumer Data Research Centre is aiming to currently do (CDRC, 2022). 

8.2.3) Model Evaluation 

With the potential of new models and datasets to improve the current modelling performance it 

becomes important to discuss how models are evaluated. This is because for the literature to 

progress it must be clear when and where improvements occur. This means that the literature needs 

a reliable measure, or group of measures, that tell us how accurate new model implementations are 

relative to the data they are applied to and previous model implementations (Wilson, 1976). This 

involves being able to compare the accuracy of different models applied on the same dataset, the 

accuracy of the same model across different datasets and whether there are differences between 

the modelling outputs and the underlying data (Knudsen & Fotheringham, 1986). Without clear and 

consistent measures to identify when improvements occur, it becomes difficult for the literature to 

move forward or to identify the most relevant conditions for different model formulations. Arguably 

this is the state of the current literature where there are a considerable number of different model 

variations or suggested data integrations with no clear future research direction. This is because of a 

lack of consistency in methods of evaluation across domains within the literature with a variety of 

different metrics being used.  

In this sense, spatial interaction models produce two key outputs of flow length frequencies and an 

origin destination matrix of flows which can be used to evaluate model performance (Black & Salter, 

1975). The former measure is used to evaluate how well the model replicates the overall system 

behaviour (Batty & Mackie, 1972), while the latter is used to evaluate how well the model 

represents individual behaviour and flows (Birkin, et al., 2010). When evaluating the performance of 

spatial interaction models it is necessary to consider both outputs to ensure that there is a good fit 

with the underlying data. In particular, focusing on a single metric as an evaluation criteria can often 

lead to onerous conclusions in modelling performance. To an extent this can be seen in the iterative 

calibration in Chapter 6.5 whereby the calibration was based on a single metric that led to a range of 

modelling outcomes. It therefore becomes necessary to identify the ways in which the existing 

literature evaluates modelling performance through these two criteria whilst suggesting ways in 

which they could be improved in the future. 

Firstly, in regards to the trip frequency of the model, the most commonly used evaluation metric is 

the average trip distance which is used to evaluate how well the model replicates the overall system 

behaviour (Batty & Mackie, 1972). This is based on the idea that if the model can replicate a 

characteristic of consumer behaviour, in terms of how far the average consumer of pound travels, 
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then it is also likely to be able to estimate the spatial patterns within the modelled system (Newing, 

et al., 2015). The issue with this however is that there are no commonly accepted standards or 

ranges for the metric which would suggest a “well” performing model or one that would be classed 

as acceptable. Indeed, it is often only used to compare relative improvements in model 

implementation. While useful, it would also be beneficial to identify commonly accepted standards 

in performance of this metric, even if this is a soft standard that does not always have to be met. 

This would help to guide practice and implementation, with the suggestion that there was a good 

model fit. 

Furthermore, the use of a single value to represent a complete and often complex system of flows 

means that a lot of the underlying variances and different behaviours are masked. This can create a 

problem of model evaluation as variance in the performance of the model can be hidden with the 

use of a single metric. Therefore future research should dive deeper into understanding how this 

metric behaves across different circumstances, such as different datasets and within the same 

dataset as well. For example, in the case of retailing it may be expected that consumers who travel 

further to visit a retail outlet may have larger basket sizes and average spend per trip (Merino & 

Ramirez-Nafarrate, 2016), thereby having different average trip distance for this group as opposed 

to those who live closer and shop more regularly. This is not to suggest that the metric should 

devolve far enough to compare the actual flows, but rather that the performance of the metric may 

vary across different subsets of the population which should be identified. This would then go 

beyond the disaggregation already seen in the model implementation to see if the model is 

replicating all ranges of behaviours well.  

The second concern is then how to evaluate how well the predicted origin-destination matrix of 

flows replicates the original data matrix. The main consideration here is that the two main metrics 

that are often used in this regards, R2 and RMSE/SRMSE have been previously suggested to not 

represent the true underlying performance of the model due to the nature of the spatial interaction 

flow, thereby leading to incorrect conclusions as to relative performance (Knudsen & Fotheringham, 

1986). Their continued use then in the spatial interaction modelling literature is often due to the 

ease of interpretation, especially for researchers from different domains, alongside their consistent 

historical use in the literature (Newing, et al., 2015). Thus, Knudsen and Fotheringham (1986) 

identified different families of metrics including traditional statistical values, distance based metrics 

and information based statistics which could be used to evaluate spatial interaction models. Whilst 

metrics from the two first families of metrics have traditionally been used, and continued to be used, 

more recent model formulations have begun to use information based statistics (Piovani, et al., 

2018). It was identified that there were a number of potentially relevant metrics from this family, 
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but exclusive use of such metrics can often fall into similar issues to that of traditional or distance 

based metrics. Primarily, the use of a single statistic can often be inappropriate for the underlying 

application or can hide performance issues that would be identified with other metrics. It is 

therefore argued here that a combination of statistics from each family should be used in future 

studies. This would allow for the alignment and compared with previous studies using metrics such 

as R2 and SRMSE, whilst also taking advantage of the benefits of information based statistics. 

Therefore, a consistent range of evaluation metrics should be identified that can be used across 

many different disciplines and applications which would allow for simple model comparison. 

Using these metrics goes hand in hand with being able to identifying ways of determining how each 

new feature and dataset contributes to model performance. This becomes important when new 

datasets are added to existing ones, either creating indexes from multiple measures or utilising 

many individual features in model calibration. While the relative improvements in metrics with the 

removal or addition of features could help illuminate whether the new feature adds new 

information or improves the model performance. It is thus suggested that the literature could adopt 

techniques from the data science domain. This could include the use of metrics such as feature 

importance or permutation importance which can be used to establish improvement thresholds for 

new data based on existing metrics, or attempts to integrate methods such as the Shapely Additive 

exPlanations (SHAP) values which would indicate both the importance and direction of influence 

from new features (Spadon, et al., 2019; Pourebrahim, et al., 2019). Such integrations could be 

addressed in the future literature, especially as the availability of new datasets becomes more 

prevalent alongside new model formulations that utilise existing data science methods.  

While the identification of specific metrics or ways in which they are implemented is beyond the 

scope of this thesis, it is argued that it is important for the future of the field to be able to clearly 

identify ways of evaluating model performance going forward. This is especially in light of the 

potential model and data improvements that have been identified in the previous two sections. 

Without a clear way of evaluating improvements in modelling results consistently it will become 

difficult to identify where the literature should focus future research endeavours. This will include 

making it difficult, as it arguably currently is, the most relevant models or datasets for researchers 

and practitioners in an already crowded field. 

8.2.4) Model Implementations 

With the creation of new modelling forms and the use of big data it is also important to enable quick 

and easy implementation of spatial interaction models for their continued use and evaluation. This is 

especially important given the often highly complex and mathematical nature of model 
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formulations, such as the work of Wilson (1969, 1971) on which much of the existing literature rests 

on, where often an understanding of at least undergraduate level mathematical concepts is required 

to get started. This can therefore acts as a barrier to entry into the field for new researchers, thereby 

limiting future developments. Thus, in order for the literature to continue to advance and allow for 

new models and data there must be a way to easily and quickly implement the models to allow 

researchers to gain an understand how the models behave in practice. This would thus require the 

development of open source infrastructures and making code and data available with the release of 

new papers. These developments would then improve accessibility for researchers that are 

interested in the area and this expand the potential domains and applications to which these models 

could be applied (Rowe, et al., 2022). 

The first stage of this is the development of open source software and infrastructure that enables 

the running of spatial interaction models whilst also being accompanied by clear implementation 

guides. The aim of this would be to allow any researcher or practitioner who is interested in the use 

of these models to be able to develop and implement a spatial interaction model with relatively little 

time and resource costs. These tools would thus help individuals get an understanding of how the 

models should behave in practice across different conditions. This would also help to facilitate a 

movement towards open available datasets and code which would support reproducibility within 

the field (Rowe, et al., 2022). This is because if all researchers and practitioners were using the same 

tools then the methodology would be replicable if the data is made available. 

This ecosystem is already starting to develop. For R users there is the simodel (Lovelace & Nowosad, 

2022) and gravity (Woelwer, et al., 2022) packages, while for Python users there is SpInt (Oshan, 

2016) and the SciKit Mobility (Pappalardo, et al., 2019) which are able to run spatial interaction 

models. The development of these packages, alongside clear instructions of how to use them and 

dummy datasets, enables researchers to implement at least a basic form of the gravity model. 

Thereby acting as  foundation from which the spatial interaction modelling literature can build on in 

the future. The issue with these implementations however is that so far they are limited in the 

models that can be implemented and how they can be used. For example, in the case of SpInt the 

flows have to be integer values (Oshan, 2016), often only Poisson regression can be used, or only a 

few model formulations have been implemented such as only an unconstrained model in the 

simodel package (Lovelace & Nowosad, 2022). These limitations therefore constrain their usage in 

practice. For example the unconstrained version of the model has been shown to be of limited us, in 

domains such as trade or patent flows additional parameters are often added to the model (Blum & 

Goldfarb, 2006; Picci, 2010), and model calibration can often determine modelling performance 

(Mozolin, et al., 2000). It is therefore hoped that in the future these packages and further open 
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source tools are developed with resources and support in the future, such as the recent Google 

Summer of Code for SpInt (Hasova, 2021). This should focus on implementing more model 

formulations, such as competing destinations or intervening opportunities, allowing for alternative 

calibration methods, and the integration of multiple evaluation methods. Otherwise, the usage of 

open source spatial interaction software will be limited.  

The development of an open source software ecosystem should also help to facilitate a move 

towards open source publishing data and code. Making both code and data available with the 

publishing of a paper, especially one that proposes to create a new model or validate an existing one 

on a new dataset, would allow the community to both verify the papers claims and build on their 

advancements. In the case of spatial interaction models this is especially important given the variety 

of different methods of implementation and evaluation. Foe example, in evaluating the performance 

of tree based algorithms against a Wilsonian form of the gravity model, Spadon et al. (2019) used an 

unconstrained gravity model calibrated via OLS. In this case the model should have instead be 

compared to an origin constrained Poisson regression model. Thus, if the data and code were 

available then the study could be replicated and the claims validated.  

Access to data and code would also benefit the literature by allowing a greater understanding of the 

implement and data pre-processing steps that are used. This is important because such steps are 

often critical in the application of spatial interaction models as well as helping to identify which 

forms of the model are most appropriate for each datatype. For example, Pourebrahim et al. (2019) 

utilise twitter data in their implementation of a spatial interaction model on daily commuting flows 

in New York. In this case, access to both data and could would allow future researchers to 

understand to extract and clean twitter data in spatial interaction model applications, potentially 

allowing for the validation of the performance of this type of data in other modelling forms and 

domains such as trade, retail or migration. 

However, it must also be acknowledged that in many cases there are likely to be restrictions in 

publishing the code or data due to confidentiality, commercial or privacy concerns. Many of these 

issues are likely to arise in relation to some of the proposed new datasets in section 8.2.2 above or in 

commercially sensitive domains such as retailing. For example, loyalty card information are often 

closely guarded by retailers in accordance with strict data protection regulation. Access if restricted 

to anonymised subsets and aggregations of the underlying dataset. This can be seen in the case of 

this thesis and also in papers such as Newing et al. (2015) or Waddington et al. (2019). This is 

highlighted by the lack of exploration of loyalty card data in regards to spatial interaction models 

where results and performances are often not published openly. To this end, while a call for more 
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open access publications, data and code would be beneficial for the wider literature, it is to be 

acknowledged that this may be limited under certain scenarios. 

Nevertheless, it is the hope of this author that the spatial interaction modelling literature continues 

towards and encourages the trend towards open access code, data and software. This would enable 

the continued development of model implementations and to bring clarity to the existing literature. 

This is especially important given the often high levels of mathematical proficiency to understand 

many of the original papers and subsequent developments, acting as a barrier to both 

implementation and evaluation. Such developments would allow for lower barrier of entry into the 

field and a greater collective understanding of the application and benefit of such models. This 

would then reduce the amount of varied model formulations and implementations that are currently 

in the vast literature.  

8.3) Beyond Gravity Modelling 

While the above discussion has presented ways in which the grocery retailing spatial interaction 

modelling literature could potentially progress it is also worth asking the question as whether 

grocery retailing location should move beyond the gravity model. The results from the previous 

chapters highlighted the relatively poor fit of existing model formulations and data to grocery 

retailing and while new models or data may resolve some of the issues highlighted, it could also be 

argued that changes in behaviour has meant that gravity models are no longer relevant. These 

changes include both the shift towards convenience shopping that began in the late 2010s (Buckley, 

et al., 2007; Hallsworth, et al., 2010) and the rise in online grocery retailing (Kirby-Hawkins, et al., 

2019). Such behaviours have already changed the focus of grocery retailers towards the 

development of convenience stores (Hood, et al., 2015) and online channels (Beckers, et al., 2021), 

as opposed to large store format stores of the past. This is to the extent that despite consistent use 

of spatial interaction models in the early 2000s and 2010s (Mendes & Themido, 2004; Reynolds & 

Wood, 2010), it has been suggested that they are no longer accurate or reliable enough to be used in 

practice. Thus, although the models could potentially be changed and adapted to improve their 

current performance, are they applicable to current shopping behaviour? 

The first question to answer then is to what extent has grocery retail shopping behaviour moved 

away from the assumptions of the spatial interaction model? This is because the gravity model was 

originally applied to retail shopping on the assumption of single-purpose, large basket size shopping 

trips that originated from the home with the use of a car and were regular weekly shops (Birkin, et 

al., 2017). However, it was identified that by the mid 2000s consumer behaviour was shifting 

towards increased convenience shopping characterised by lower travel distances, walking, increase 
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in frequency of shops, smaller basket sizes and multi-purpose trips (Buckley, et al., 2007; Hallsworth, 

et al., 2010; Elms, et al., 2010). Thus, a departure from the spatial interaction modelling 

assumptions. Retailers responded by developing convenience and high street store formats in record 

numbers, accounting for most of the increase in grocery stores in the UK from 2003-2012 (Hood, et 

al., 2015). This is alongside the more recent rise of grocery e-commerce which, while lagging behind 

the adoption in other sectors (Van Droogenbroeck & Van Hove, 2017), was accelerated during the 

COVID-19 pandemic due to limited in in store shopping (Song, 2021). This is expected to affect the 

distance decay and attractiveness relationship as retailers bear the cost of transporting goods (Kirby-

Hawkins, et al., 2019) and determine which store the purchase is attributed to (Davies, et al., 2019). 

Both of these changes then have considerable effects on the overall grocery market, with e-

commerce taking up an estimated 7.3% of the market in 2016 (Kirby-Hawkins, et al., 2019) and 

convenience stores 22% in 2015 (Hood, et al., 2015), with both market shares expected to grow in 

the future16. 

These new behaviours and channels of engage with grocery shopping therefore departs from the 

behaviours expected in the current gravity model formulation. For convenience shopping the trips 

aren’t as regular, baskets are smaller, travel is undertaken through active travel modes and many of 

the trips are combined with other activities such as work, school or leisure (Waddington, et al., 

2019). It could be suggested however that this behaviour could be integrated into existing gravity 

models by increasing the distance decay parameter thereby accounting for slower modes of 

transportation and smaller distances, increasing the time scale over which the models are applied to 

account for the reduced regularity of shopping, and the introduction of new demand layers to 

represent non-residential populations. Waddington et al. (2019) attempted this by introducing 

workplace, high school and university student populations as new demand layers, leading to model 

improvements especially in relation to small format stores. However, there remain considerable 

discrepancies between production and actual revenue for many stores that remained to be resolved. 

Furthermore, these changes are also unlikely to capture trip-chaining behaviour or integration with 

public transport options such as bus or rail. Therefore this is potential to account for convenience 

shopping but this may be limited in its applicability. 

In terms of online shopping it could be suggested that the distance decay relationship expected in 

the spatial interaction model would be fundamentally changed. This is because consumers don’t 

 
16 This could therefore lead to the suggestion that the gravity model, in its current form, is only modelling a 
subset of the population, those that perform their regular weekly shop by car at large format stores. An 
attempt to identify this subset of the population, and thus model their behaviour, can be seen in Chapter 7, 
Section 4 which explores the implementation of a spatial interaction on a subset of consumers that shop using 
regular large baskets. 
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have to travel themselves, instead shifting this costly burden onto retailers (Hood, et al., 2020). 

While there are theories of the geographical relationship in e-commerce shopping, including the 

difficult and innovation theory (Hood, et al., 2020), and attempts have been made to alter the 

functional form of the distance decay relationship to account for this (Beckers, et al., 2021), it could 

still be argued that the distance decay relationship has been fundamentally altered. Thus, affecting 

the implementation of the spatial interaction model in its current form. This is also complicated by 

the store selection process whereby the retailer, not the individual, determines which stores sales 

are completed by. This means that the attractiveness to stores and store choice has been altered by 

e-commerce (Davies, et al., 2019). In this sense, while the selection of products is likely to still 

influence a consumers choice to shop, this is more likely to be by brand rather than a physical store 

(Singleton, et al., 2016). Such changes therefore separate the size and attraction relationship in the 

models presented above.  

It thus becomes important to identify what alternatives there may be to determine store location 

and potential revenue. In this sense, it must be recognised that spatial interaction models are but 

one tool in the arsenal of retail location planners to decide where to locate stores (Clarkson, et al., 

1996). Indeed, in many cases spatial interaction models are not used at all in retail location decisions 

(Reynolds & Wood, 2010). Thus, techniques that are used instead of, or alongside, gravity models 

include: site visits by managers and staff (Clarke & Hayes, 2013), checklisting site location 

requirements (Robinson & Balulescu, 2018), spotting customers based on local foot traffic 

(Applebaum, 1966), creating travel time buffers and overlaying that onto demographic information 

(Benoit & Clarke, 1997), and regression methodologies that relate local area and store 

characteristics to store performance (Clarke & Hayes, 2013). Even major grocery retailers in the UK 

still use gut feeling and location visits to determine store location (Hood, et al., 2015). Thus, these 

techniques could potentially be used as alternatives to spatial interaction models to determine how 

desirable a store location may be. The issue, however, is that these models were originally not able 

to accurately and consistently estimate total store revenue and hence this is why spatial interaction 

models were adopted.  

Nevertheless, some of the models and new datasets presented in the sections above, such as data 

science models or big social datasets could be used to augment the potential of these techniques. 

The aim of which is to ensure that they could be used reliably and on a scale which would supplant 

the usage of spatial interaction models. For example, big datasets on geographical features, such as 

those extracted from OSM or Google Maps (Pearson, 2007), could be used alongside disaggregated 

population estimates from micro-simulated data (Nakaya, et al., 2007), and travel time buffers in 

checklist analysis. This could then be used to determine the optimal location of convenience stores 
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and how much local revenue would be able to be attracted to the store by adding new data layers 

that would generate a more accurate picture of local demand (Widaningurm, 2015). Such analysis 

could also be used in combination with machine learning methods such as support vector 

classification to identify whether a location is optimal for a new store based on the success 

characteristics of existing stores (Widaningrum, 2017). 

Furthermore, regression techniques could be enhanced in a similar way with the introduction of new 

large datasets and taking advantage of methodologies such as geographically weighted regression 

(Ozuduru & Varol, 2011), random forest regression with spatial lags (Barzin, et al., 2022), or the 

usage of neural networks. While the original usage of regression was criticised for its inability to 

accurately account for the influence of geography in modelling revenue (Birkin, et al., 2017), these 

new methods and data could resolve this by adding in geographically weighted features. 

Additionally, the integration of new datasets could highlight which features are most important in 

determining store revenue than traditional census and competition datasets. The aim of this 

therefore, provided that the retailer had enough stores for comparison, would be to accurately and 

reliably estimate the probability of store success or even the amount of revenue it could generate. 

Thus the “fourth age” of retail location planning could involve adaptation away from the spatial 

interaction model. Although it has also to be acknowledged that the implementation of many of 

these models may be limited by access to data or computing power (Reynolds & Wood, 2010). 

While both traditional and newer methods could be adopted to replace spatial interaction modelling 

to estimate store revenue, it is also worth asking the question as to whether grocery shopping 

behaviour has become too complex to be accurately modelled and predicted reliably. Batty (2018) 

discussed that we could model well highly routinous decisions with some regularity but he also 

identified that at some scale, especially when it comes to complex decision making processes, the 

predictability of this behaviour can begin to break down. This is because while some individual 

decisions can be modelled, when they are aggregated they can create emergent behaviour that is 

inherently difficult to predict. To an extent this can be seen in grocery shopping behaviour due to the 

complex decisions as to the type of shop to undertake, which store to choose and what channel to 

engage with. While individual decisions could be modelled and predicted, such as whether a 

consumer is likely to use e-commerce channels or not, what products they will buy, or whether they 

will use a convenience or large store for a particular shop, when aggregated up to predict overall 

store revenue the modelling focus begins to shift into the domain of aggregations of complex 

behaviours that become difficult to model as a whole. This is especially so at the scale this thesis has 

attempted to develop spatial interaction models at due to the variety of decisions that individuals 

can take. Thus, it could be argued that the spatial interaction model only applied to a small subset of 
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behaviour, that which is was originally designed to do, as opposed to being able to be adapted to the 

whole set of modern shopping behaviours. This is such that the model is thus unlikely to be able to 

predict total revenue to within a degree of accuracy that would be required in practice, which can be 

further complicated when we then try to add in multiple models, with their own errors, to create an 

overall model of behaviour. 

However, this author believes that while grocery shopping behaviour is becoming more complex and 

intwined with other decision making processes, there is still likely to be a degree of separation from 

these processes and an element of predictability. This means that, while the application of the 

spatial interaction model in this thesis has not been able to accurately model grocery store revenue, 

it is believed that some of the potential developments mentioned so far should be able to with some 

degree of accuracy. The extent to which this continues into the future however is yet to be seen, at 

which point it will become necessary to identify when decision making processes have become too 

complex to be reliably modelled (Batty, 2018). 

8.3) Changes in behaviour 

While the above discussion has presented ways in which the grocery retail spatial interaction 

modelling literature could potentially progress, it is also worth discussing how changes in consumer 

behaviour, alongside social, economic and technological changes, may depart from the underlying 

assumptions of the original gravity model formulation. The results from the previous chapters have 

highlighted the relatively poor fit of existing model formulations and data to grocery retailing 

scenarios and while some of the new models and methods presented above may resolve some of 

the highlighted issues, it could also be argued that changes in consumer behaviour have meant that 

gravity models are no longer relevant. These changes include the increasing diversity of retailers that 

consumers could be expected to shop at (Birkin, et al., 2017), the shift towards convenience 

shopping that began in the late 2000s (Buckley, et al., 2007; Hallsworth, et al., 2010), the rise of 

online grocery retailing (Kirby-Hawkins, et al., 2019), more recent developments in on-demand 

grocery delivery services (Butler, 2021), and the current affordability challenges in light of recent 

inflationary pressures (Butler, 2023). These changes could be argued to lead to departures from the 

underlying assumptions of the gravity model in its current form and thus mean that these modelling 

methods are no longer valid in estimating grocery store revenue.  

8.3.1) Increasing brand diversity 

The first of these changes is the increasing diversity and change in make-up of grocery retailing 

brands over the last twenty years, primarily driven by the increasing market share of deep-

discounters from the continent and the potential influence of new entrants. This has been 
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predominantly influenced by the entrance of the deep discounters such as Lidl, Aldi and Netto that 

began to eat into the market share of the “big four” (Tesco, Sainsburys, Asda and Morrisons) who in 

2010 made up over three quarters of the grocery retailing market in the UK (Kollewe, 2022). They 

were able to do this because of their highly competitive prices relative to these big brands as the 

cost of unpacking and selection was borne by the consumer, rather than the store, with a focus on 

cheaper non-branded or own brand products being offered (Kor, 2019). This allowed these 

discounters to enter the market and capture the lower end of the value chain, locating themselves in 

areas of major urban deprivation which larger retailers had previously written off as being 

unprofitable (Birkin, et al., 2017). The success of this strategy has been borne out by their increasing 

market share in recent years and their continued investment plan with Aldi and Lidl planning to open 

over 100 stores each over the next four years (Nazir, 2021). This is therefore likely to have further 

impacts on existing retailers revenues and their market shares. 

This changing market structure is likely to influence consumer behaviour and depart from gravity 

model as currently implemented. This is because, whilst in the early 2000s and 2010s with the 

market primarily dominated by four main brands, consumers could be influenced simply by which 

brand had a store located near them, now, with the increasing diversity of brand options across the 

value chain, the dynamics of competition and choice have become increasingly complex. Therefore, 

keeping track of the relative attractiveness of brands to different consumers becomes more difficult 

and thus subsequently more challenging to model. This is highlighted by Aldi overtaking Morrisons 

to become the UK’s fourth largest supermarket for the first time in 2022 (Kollewe, 2022), alongside 

the increasing inflationary pressure over the last year leading to more consumers shopping at 

discounters (Butler, 2023) and shopping around for better deals (Romei, 2023). This therefore 

suggests that the current dynamics of competition between brands has changed and is still changing 

which is likely to influence consumers choices and behaviour beyond what we can currently model. 

This will continue in the future as influenced by macro-economic conditions and consumer attitude, 

alongside the influence of new entrants such as Amazon Fresh grocery stores which offers a cashier-

less experience (Lee, 2023).  

8.3.2) The shift towards convenience shopping 

Another trend that arguably departs from the assumption of the gravity model is the increasing 

influence and market share of convenience shopping. It was previously identified that by the mid-

2000s consumer behaviour was shifting towards increased convenience shopping characterised by 

lower travel distances, active models of travel, increased frequencies of shops, smaller basket sizes, 

multi-purpose and multi-origin trips (Buckley, et al., 2007; Hallsworth, et al., 2010; Elms, et al., 

2010). This was due to a change in lifestyle that necessitated a different type of shopping that 
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conformed less to regularity and more towards convenience, driven by time-poor households and 

individuals (Buckley, et al., 2007; Hallsworth, et al., 2010). This shift in behaviour therefore was a 

departure from the single grocery shop, undertaken at the same time each week originating from 

the home, at a large grocery store that was the dominant mode of shopping in the early 2000s (East, 

et al., 1994; Popkowski Leszczyc, et al., 2004). Retailers responded to this shift by developing new 

convenience format stores; from 2003 to 2012 most of the increase in grocery stores nationwide 

was due to the opening of convenience store formats by retailers such as Co-op, Tesco and 

Sainsbury’s (Hood, et al., 2015). This is to the extent that by 2015, the grocery convenience market 

was reported to be worth an estimated 22% of the total grocery market (Hood, et al., 2015), and this 

did not include convenience shopping behaviour that was undertaken at large format stores. 

These changes are therefore seen as a departure from the assumptions of the gravity model. This is 

because the gravity model in its current form and data requirements assumes that consumers 

undertake single-purpose, regular shops with large basket sizes and trips that originate from the 

home (Birkin, et al., 2017). However, convenience shopping is characterised by shops that are 

undertaken frequently but on a less regular basis, with small basket sizes and using active travel 

modes, with many shops originating from places such as work, school, attractions and transport 

stations and terminating at small format convenience stores located near to consumers (Buckley, et 

al., 2007; Hallsworth, et al., 2010; Elms, et al., 2010). This therefore requires the integration of 

additional demand layers that assign revenue from locations other than consumers’ homes to 

account for the different sources of demand, alongside alternative methods of calibration and data 

sources in order to potentially estimate the relationship assumed by the gravity model (Newing, et 

al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019). Thus, complicating an already difficult model to calibrate, 

further adding in the complexity of choice of destination format and origin of trip alongside the 

choices of brand and final destination. This is highlighted in the research presented in this thesis as 

the focus is primarily on large format stores due to the recognised difficulty of modelling 

convenience store shopping with spatial interaction models such as estimating non-household based 

demand sources and willingness to travel from these origins. 

8.3.3) The increase in online grocery retailing 

The shift towards convenience shopping habits goes hand in hand with the more recent rise of 

grocery e-commerce, which, while lagging behind the adoption in other retailing sectors (Van 

Droogenbroeck & Van Hove, 2017), was accelerated during the COVID-19 pandemic due to limited in 

store shopping (Song, 2021). This has been facilitated by the benefits of online shopping as it 

reduces search costs of finding the right product, grants convenient access to product and price 

information, enables quick and easy comparison between products, has no restriction on shopping 
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hours and no associated travel costs for the consumer (Hamad & Schmitz, 2019). This therefore 

parallels the shift towards convenience shopping, as identified in the previous section, as greater 

convenience, choice, lower prices, and increased store accessibility are all facilitated by the 

development of e-commerce offerings (Kirby-Hawkins, et al., 2019). Grocery retailers have thus 

responded in the UK as currently most major brands have some form of e or m-commerce offering 

with options such a click and collect, home delivery or locker usage (Vyt, et al., 2017). This includes 

the rise of pure online retailer Ocado whose market share continues to grow in light of increasing 

online demand (Butler, 2021), and Amazon’s own online grocery retail offering developed alongside 

their foray into brick and mortar stores (Lee, 2023). However, the direction of this increasing trend is 

likely to be affected by the current “cost-of-living crisis” as consumers search around for deals that 

are only found in store (Eley, 2022; Romei, 2023), potentially halting the gains in market share of 

grocery e-commerce at least for the current moment.  

Nevertheless, In terms of the effect on the gravity model formulation, this is expected to influence 

the distance decay and attractiveness relationship assumed by the model as retailers bear the cost 

of transporting the goods (Kirby-Hawkins, et al., 2019) whilst also determining which store the 

purchase is attributed to (Davies, et al., 2019). In terms of the distance decay relationship, 

consumers do not have to travel to the store themselves (unless it is a click-and-collect order), which 

instead shifts the costly burden onto retailers (Hood, et al., 2020). This means that in theory distance 

to the store does not matter for the consumer, but instead the retailer sets the distance threshold 

that they are willing to deliver to. Whilst there are theories of the geographical relationship within e-

commerce shopping, such as the diffusion or innovation theory (Hood, et al., 2020), and attempts 

have been made to alter the functional form of the distance decay relationship to account for this 

(Beckers, et al., 2021), it could be argued that e-commerce would fundamentally alter the distance 

decay relationship that we see with in-store shopping. This is also complicated by the store or brand 

selection process whereby the retailer, not the consumer, determines which store a sale is 

attributed or assigned to. This means that the attractiveness relationship to stores is also altered by 

e-commerce as it is no longer the size of the store that determines a consumers preference, but 

rather the availability of products and the convenience of service (Davies, et al., 2019). While the 

selection of products is still likely to influence a consumer’s choice to shop online this is more likely 

to be influenced by brand rather than a physical store (Singleton, et al., 2016). Such changes 

therefore separate the size and attraction relationship that is present in the models utilised in the 

previous chapters and disrupts the expected geographical relationship assumed by the gravity 

model. 
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8.3.4) New technology and rapid grocery delivery 

The latest change in behaviour could be suggested to be a natural continuation of the convenience 

and e-commerce trends already discussed, with the rise of m-commerce and rapid delivery services 

in the UK. These services rose to prominence during the pandemic where a number of new 

technology firms began offering cheap groceries with free delivery on your doorstep in 10 to 20 

minutes (Butler, 2021). They operate primarily using “dark stores” which locate in residential areas 

but have no in-store shopping experience, and focus primarily on major urban areas such as London, 

Paris, Amsterdam and Berlin (Bradshaw, 2022), although some began to enter smaller cities in the 

UK such as Manchester, Leeds and Liverpool (Wallop, 2021). Like convenience shops and e-

commerce offerings they aim to target cash-rich and time-poor households such as young 

professionals wanting a quick meal, parents stuck at home with their children, and dinner party 

hosts missing a last minute ingredient (Butler, 2021). While online supermarket orders and deliveries 

have become a regular part of the grocery retailing market, these new rapid delivery services are 

aiming to target the convenience store market share (Butler, 2021). This is achieved through cheaper 

to operate “dark stores” (Wallop, 2021), and offering a 1,000-4,000 items which is much fewer than 

large format stores but is greater than what most convenience stores can offer (Butler, 2021).  

While the prominence of these rapid delivery apps has prompted a response from several large 

retailers to either develop their own rapid grocery delivery offering or to partner with existing rapid 

delivery services (Bradshaw, 2022), there is also evidence of several firms going out of business 

already (Levingston, 2023). This was driven by the strategy of aiming to get as many customers as 

possible at any cost, funded by venture capitalists looking to support the next Amazon of grocery 

delivery (Nargi, 2022). This has meant that recent consolidation within the market, such as Getir 

buying out Gorillas in 2022, and reduction in competition as a result of firm failures, has left 

investors in the remaining companies hoping that cash-rich and time-poor consumers are still willing 

to pay a premium for rapid delivery of grocery products, even during a “cost of living crisis” 

(Levingston, 2023). This is despite a recent fall in orders in light of inflationary pressures and 

tightening purse strings, alongside potential back-lash against “dark stores” and their impact of the 

local high-street (Bradshaw, 2022; Nargi, 2022). 

While this trend of rapid grocery delivery services is still clearly a developing market, the 

implications for gravity models are clear. Namely that adding in another channel through which 

consumers can get their groceries, alongside new brand names and reputations, is likely to further 

complicate an already complex grocery retailing landscape. This combines the potential influences of 

convenience store shopping, in terms short distances, irregular shops and small baskets, with the 

influence of e-commerce solutions, in terms of the effect of distance and attraction, which are either 
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opposite to the assumptions of the gravity model or would fundamentally alter the form of the 

model chosen to be applied. Thus this shows that recent trends and developments in the grocery 

retailing market could be suggested to be moving even further away from the assumption of the 

existing gravity model formulation. 

Overall, these changes therefore paint a picture of an evolving grocery retailing landscape in the UK 

over the last twenty years, with consumer behaviour departing from the underlying assumptions of 

the application of the gravity model in the grocery retailing sector. Namely, these changes generate 

a number of potential options for consumers in the form of new brands, new store formats, and new 

channels through which to engage with their grocery retailing shop. This adds complexity to the 

decisions that consumers have to make with regards to where they spend their money, a decision 

that is further influenced by socioeconomic conditions of the day. The more the market continues to 

evolve and the more options that become available for consumers, the more difficult it will be to try 

to estimate grocery store revenue using gravity models in the form and data that they have been 

used in this thesis. This is highlighted by the relatively poor results that have been achieved in 

previous chapters, with many of the changes in behaviours identified above potentially influencing 

this result.  

8.4) Beyond gravity modelling 

With the results presented in previous chapters and the discussion above about changing behaviours 

it thus becomes important to identify what alternative methods there may be to determine store 

location and potential revenue. In this regard it must be recognised that spatial interaction models 

are but one tool in the arsenal of retail location planners to decide where to locate stores (Clarkson, 

et al., 1996). Indeed, in many cases spatial interaction models are not used at all in retail location 

decisions, even by some of the biggest firms (Reynolds & Wood, 2010). Techniques that are often 

used instead of, or alongside, gravity models include: site visits by managers and staff (Clarke & 

Hayes, 2013), using a checklist of site location requirements (Robinson & Balulescu, 2018), spotting 

customers based on local foot traffic (Applebaum, 1966), creating travel time buffers and overlaying 

that onto demographic information (Benoit & Clarke, 1997), and regression methodologies that 

relate local area and store characteristics to store performance (Clarke & Hayes, 2013). Even major 

grocery retailers in the UK were still found to use gut feeling and site location visits to determine 

store locations, suggesting that gravity models were not the sole determinant of new store locations 

(Hood, et al., 2015). Thus, it is worth exploring how these techniques could potentially be used as 

alternatives to spatial interaction models to determine how desirable a store location may be. The 

issue however is that these models were originally not able to accurately and consistently estimate 

total store revenue and hence this is why spatial interaction models were originally adopted. 
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Nevertheless, some of the models and new datasets presented in the sections above, such as data 

science models or big social datasets could be used to augment the potential of these techniques. 

The aim of which would be to ensure that these existing methods could be used reliably and on a 

scale which would supplant the usage of spatial interaction models in store revenue estimation and 

store location decisions. For example, big datasets on geographical features, such as those extracted 

from OSM or Google Maps (Pearson, 2007), could be used alongside disaggregated population 

estimates from micro-simulated data (Nakaya, et al., 2007), and travel time buffers in a method 

developed around checklisting analysis. This could potentially be used to determine the optimal 

location of convenience stores and how much local revenue could be attracted to those stores by 

adding in new data layers that would generate a more accurate picture of local demand 

(Widaningurm, 2015). Such analysis could also be used in combination with machine learning 

methods such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification that can be used to classify whether a 

location is optimal for a new store based on the success and characteristic of existing stores 

(Widaningrum, 2017). This is aided by convenience stores’ relatively small catchment area but could 

be complicated by which consumer group they target, whether that is residential, workplace or 

transient populations (Hood, et al., 2015). 

Alternatives could also include the enhancement of regression techniques with the introduction of 

new large datasets and taking advantage of methodologies such as geographically weighted 

regression (Ozuduru & Varol, 2011), random forest regression with spatial lags (Barzin, et al., 2022), 

or the usage of neural networks. While the original usage of regression methodologies were 

criticised for their inability to accurately account for the influence of geography in modelling revenue 

(Birkin, et al., 2017), these new methods and data could resolve this issue by adding in 

geographically weighted features (Barzin, et al., 2022). Additionally, the integration of new datasets 

could highlight which features were most important in determining store revenue rather than 

traditional census and competition datasets. The aim of this methodology, therefore, would be to 

accurately and reliably estimate the probability of store success and potentially the amount of 

revenue it could generate. Thus, the “fourth age” of retail location planning could involve adaptation 

away from the spatial interaction model and taking advantage of machine learning and big data. 

However, it has also to be acknowledged that the implementation of many of these models may be 

limited by access to data or computing power, especially for smaller retailers (Reynolds & Wood, 

2010). 

8.5) Beyond Modelling 

While both traditional and more recent methods could be adopted to replace spatial interaction 

modelling to estimate store revenue it is also worth asking the question as to whether grocery 
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shopping behaviour, as discussed above, has become too complex to be accurately modelled and 

predicted reliably. That is, with the changes in consumer behaviour and market conditions, including 

the increase in brand diversity, the shift towards convenience shopping, the rise of e-commerce and 

the development of rapid delivery platforms, are we still able to estimate a stores revenue even with 

some of the new methodologies suggested above?  

Batty (2018) presented the idea that we could model well highly routinous decisions with some 

regularity but argued that at some scale, especially when it comes to complex decision making 

processes, the predictability of behaviour can begin to break down. This is because while some 

individual decisions can be modelled, when the decisions are aggregated then this can create 

emergent behaviour that is inherently difficult to predict. To an extent this can be seen in grocery 

shopping behaviour due to the complex decisions as to the type of shop to undertake, which type of 

store to visit, which brand to shop with and what channel to engage with. While individual decisions 

could be modelled and predicted, such as whether different consumer groups are likely to use e-

commerce channels or not, what products they are likely to buy and whether they will use 

convenience or large format stores, when aggregating these decisions to predict overall store 

revenue then the modelling focus begins to shift into the domain of the aggregation of complex 

behaviours that become difficult to model as a whole. This is especially so at the scale at which this 

thesis has attempted to develop spatial interactions due to the variety of decisions that individuals 

could take which would result in them shopping at a given store. 

It could thus be argued that the spatial interaction model should only be applied to a small subset of 

behaviour of consumers that still perform their regular weekly shop, using their car, with large 

baskets at a large format store, as opposed to being adapted to attempt to model the complete set 

of modern grocery shopping behaviours. This is such that using the spatial interaction model is 

unlikely to predict total revenue to within a degree of accuracy that would be required in practice 

when attempting to model the whole behaviour set of consumers. However, there is further 

difficulty in being able to not only identify the subset of population that conforms with this 

assumption but also with identifying the size of the market that they represent in geographically 

diverse areas. A difficulty highlighted in the analysis performed in section 7.4. This would be further 

complicated when attempting to then integrate multiple different models, with their own errors and 

issues, to create an overall model of behaviour to estimate total store revenue.  

On this basis therefore, this author believes that with grocery shopping behaviour becoming more 

and more complex and entwined with other decision-making processes, there is likely to become a 

wider separation between modelling individual behaviour and modelling the whole. That is, 
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modelling total grocery store revenue at the scale which this thesis has been focusing on is likely to 

become more difficult and potentially be subject to the difficulties of emergent behaviour that make 

modelling and predictability challenging. While some of the developments highlighted above may 

resolve some of these issues in modelling individual decisions, modelling the whole may be beyond 

our current capabilities. It is however left up to future researchers to identify whether grocery retail 

decision making processes have become too complex to be reliably modelled (Batty, 2018). 

8.6) Conclusion 

In light of the results presented in the previous chapters, this chapter has highlighted potential 

avenues for future research to explore which could potentially lead to improved modelling 

performance. This includes the development of new model forms and adapting existing ones, such 

as utilising methods from the data science domain, the adaptation of agent-based-model, the 

development of new model formulations such as the radiation model, or the extension of existing 

modelling formulations such as the geo-lagged models. The aim of which is to resolve some of the 

issues of the Wilsonian form of the model such as being able to capture a wider range of 

relationships, understand individual level behaviour or account for spatial spillovers. The 

development of such models could also be supported by the integration of new datasets that can be 

used to show flows from origins to destinations, the attractiveness of stores or the emissiveness of 

origins. These would be used to support or even replace existing datasets by further illuminating the 

expected behaviour within the spatial interaction model such as the influence of non-residential 

origin grocery shopping, trip training or the influence of store location and age on store 

attractiveness. However, it must also be acknowledged that there may be issues with these 

developments including the computing power available or consistent access to these datasets that 

may limit their usage. 

While developing new model formulations and utilising new datasets the literature must also be 

aware of how it is evaluating new model improvements and ensuring that these can be replicated. 

This involves developing a consistent approach to the metrics that are used to evaluate a spatial 

interaction model relative to other model formulations and the underlying data. This is to ensure 

that the models actually lead to improvements in modelling performance whilst still also being able 

to replicate the underlying data. A lack of consistency so far has meant that it is often not clear 

which models in the existing literature are most appropriate under different modelling scenarios. 

This then goes hand-in-hand with an open source approach to the implementation of spatial 

interaction models, with the development of open source tools, code and data. The aim of this 

would to allow new and existing researchers to easily implement existing model formulations and 

replicate previous results, thereby facilitating the verification of modelling performance. However, it 
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must also be acknowledged that this may not be practical in all circumstances and domains such as 

due to issues over privacy, commerciality and sensitivity.  

Finally, it must also be recognised that grocery shopping behaviour over the last 20 years has 

changed and become more complex with a variety of different types, formats and channels that 

consumers can engage with. This may mean that spatial interaction models, at least in their current 

format, may no longer be relevant to modelling grocery store revenue due to changes in behaviour 

away from those underlying the model assumptions. Thus, the literature has to also acknowledge 

how different retail models, such as checklists, buffer and overlay analysis, and regression may be 

utilised in light of new techniques and data. This must include an understanding of the way in which 

these models may be applied and the types of decisions they are modelling, paying attention to the 

urban system that grocery shopping decisions are made within (Batty, 2018). While it is expected 

that individual decision making processes are still able to be modelled, it is suggested that modelling 

the complete grocery retailing landscape in a full region may be beyond our current capabilities.  
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Chapter 9  

Thesis conclusions 

9.1) Introduction 

The work within this thesis has successfully addressed the aim set out in the introduction: to 

advance the current understanding of the behaviour of spatial interaction models in a grocery 

retailing scenario. In completing this research there have been a number of specific achievements: a 

thorough analysis of the spatial interaction modelling literature, the identification of market changes 

that are currently affecting the grocery retailing industry in the UK, a spatially and temporally large 

scale application of spatial interaction models across three consumer regions in the UK, an 

evaluation of the robustness and consistency of the results presented in the existing literature, the 

development and application of a competing destination model at a regional scale. These 

achievements have thus contributed to the completion of the main thesis aim. 

This chapter concludes the thesis by summarising the main research findings and achievements. 

Firstly, Section 9.2 will address the seven research objectives that were laid out in Chapter 1 and 

how they were achieved. Section 9.3 will then summarise some of the limitations of the research 

through a critique of the methodology and data limitations. Finally section 9.3 will provide a 

concluding statement on the success of the project and where research can continue in the future.  

9.2) Summary of Research Findings 

In the introduction to this thesis the broad aim was established as being able to advance our current 

understanding of spatial interaction model behaviour in a grocery retail setting in the UK. This aim 

was to be met by addressing a series of research objectives, for which this section will now 

demonstrate how each of these were met through the research carries out within this thesis.  

1. To examine and review the current spatial interaction modelling literature in terms of the 

development and usage of models to understand which models would be most 

appropriate for the application to a grocery retailing scenario in the UK. 

In order to contextualise the analysis undertaken as part of this thesis, Chapter 2 began with a 

thorough examination of the current state of the spatial interaction modelling literature, with an 

emphasis on how the models have developed over time. In doing, this chapter started with a review 

of retail location theories that were originally developed at the beginning of the 20th Century. The 

aim of this was to contextualise the choice of the spatial interaction model as the theory that could 

be practically implemented to determine the ideal retail store location and revenue. This discussion 
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therefore presented an overview, alongside the strengths and weaknesses, of the theories of the 

principle of minimum differentiation, central place theory, and bid rent theory relative to that of 

spatial interaction models. It was identified that while the first three theories have continued to be 

developed and analysed since their initial conception, the benefit of spatial interaction models is 

that they are able to estimate an individual stores revenue and suggest ideal store locations rather 

than offering general conclusions. To this end, they have been routinely operationalised in both 

academic and industrial settings with the aim of locating retail stores in the urban environment.  

Once the relative merits of the spatial interaction model were identified, the chapter then turned to 

an evaluation of the evolution of the spatial interaction model since the original conception of the 

idea by Reilly in 1929 and how this relates to form of the model that is most practical for an 

application in grocery retailing. This evaluation encompassed the evolution of the model through 

initial conception, formulation adjustments, the integration of utility theory, the attempts to draw 

parallels with physical laws, the development of a family of spatial interaction models and 

subsequent model iterations and adaptations. While this highlighted the variable history of the 

model formulation, and the many subsequent model formulations that have developed, it was 

concluded from this analysis that the most appropriate model formulation would be that of a 

production constrained model from the Wilsonian family of models. This was because of the ability 

of this formulation to constrain the total outflow of estimated revenue from each origin, thereby 

adding in additional information to the model estimation, and its adaptability to different scenarios 

such as the ability to disaggregate the model implementation to account for different behaviours.  

In addition to the work in Chapter 2, this objective was also further addressed by the work in 

Chapter 4, 6 and 8. Chapter 4 explored current issues in the literature surrounding methods of 

model calibration and evaluation in relation to the Wilsonian family of spatial interaction models 

whilst also developing an initial model implementation at a city level scale. This chapter concluded 

that the most appropriate calibration method was that of Poisson Regression and that multiple 

metrics should be used to evaluate models to ensure consistency in conclusions. Chapter 6 then built 

on the results from previous chapters by providing a more thorough insight into the contributions of 

recent applications of the spatial interaction model in a grocery setting, particularly in reference to 

the scale and calibration methods they developed. This work highlighted that recent models 

implemented using anonymised loyalty card data focused on temporally and spatially small subsets 

of stores that were calibrated using an iterative calibration method, but that the results suggested 

could not be consistent repeated. Thus finally Chapter 8 evaluated recent developments in and 

around the spatial interaction modelling literature and how they could potentially improve 

modelling performance in the future. This highlighted the potential for new models and data to 
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continue to advance the literature forward but that implementation in a grocery retailing 

environment may be restricted by the type of data that is typically used in these scenarios. 

2. To review the literature on grocery retailing in the UK to be able to identify social, 

economic and political pressures that have, and are currently, influencing the market and 

to relate these influences and market developments to models that have been used to 

determine store location. 

It then became necessary to identify how the grocery retailing market in the UK has changed in 

response to social, economic and political pressures over the years so as to determine how this form 

of the spatial interaction may behave when applied to a grocery retailing scenario. Chapter 3 

therefore tackled this objective by providing a comprehensive overview of both the history of 

grocery retailing in the UK since the 1960s, as to recognise factors that may relate to spatial 

interaction model usage, and how these developments have gone hand-in-hand with the adaptation 

and implementation of existing and new methods for evaluation store locations.  

Firstly this chapter discussed changes that the grocery retailing market in the UK underwent over the 

last 60 years. From this discussion it was identified that the industry went through several key 

periods in response to different economic, social and political pressures. The market was initially 

dominated in the 1960s by small format stores owned by independent retailers, but land and pricing 

regulation changes enabled the development of the superstore format. This change facilitated the 

development of nationally focused brands who built large format stores all over the country, 

resulting in increased concentration of market share among a small group of brands. Further 

regulation change, along with social and economic pressures, in the late 1990s and early 2000s then 

forced a change in focus towards the expansion of existing stores, the development of convenience 

store offerings and initial exploration of e-commerce platforms. This therefore foresaw a 

fundamental change in the market which continues until today with the increase in competitive 

pressures from expanding international discounters, the continued rise of convenience retailing and 

the growing importance of e-commerce sales. Therefore highlighting that while the industry was 

focused on the development of large format stores until the early 2000s, more recent changes in 

consumer behaviour are leading to increased focus on convenience store formats and e-commerce 

platforms.  

The Chapter then continued by exploring the influence that these changes had on the methods that 

were used by retailers to decide where to locate new stores or close down existing ones. It was 

shown that when competition was mostly between local small format retailers, managers or owners 

could rely on their local knowledge and gut feeling to pick new store locations. However, with 
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increasing competition, costs of constructing new stores and expanding brand reach, retailers sought 

more advanced and objective techniques. Early non-computational methods involved processes 

such as check-listing and customer-spotting, which were later enabled by advances in data and 

technology in the mid-1980s to allow for improved visualisation and objectivity. This new technology 

also enabled the use of more advanced techniques such as regression analysis and spatial interaction 

models. Thus, while there was a considerable history of spatial interaction models in the literature, 

grocery retailers themselves did not necessarily adopt spatial interaction models until the 1990s 

when advances in technology and data enabled their consistent use and evaluation. Furthermore, 

retailers have begun to adapt large data sets and data science techniques to model store location in 

light of changes in consumer behaviour that may longer reflect the expected behaviour of a spatial 

interaction model.  

This chapter therefore highlights that the adoption of spatial interaction models in grocery retailing 

location decisions began in the 1980s at the height of new large format store building, when 

shopping was regular, with a single purpose, undertaken by car and with large baskets. The adoption 

of this technique then continued as the costs increased of locating new stores, with a specific focus 

on large format stores. However, in the late 2000s and early 2010s new shopping behaviours of 

multi-purpose trips, convenience shopping, and the development of e-commerce platforms began to 

influence store location, format and channel usage. Thus, some retailers have been developing and 

using new techniques from the domain of data science in conjunction with new large datasets. 

Therefore showing that while the spatial interaction model assumptions were likely to be reflect 

reality in the 1990s and 2000s, it could be suggested that new shopping behaviours and formats are 

likely to influence current modelling performance.  

3. To identify issues surrounding the implementation of spatial interaction models in practice 

and to develop a working model based on anonymised loyalty card data.  

While Chapter 2 and 3 identify the theoretical considerations of spatial interaction modelling it is 

also important to identify the practical implications of applying a spatial interaction model to a 

grocery retailing scenario using anonymised loyalty card data. To this extent, Chapter 2 recognises 

that there are many different model formulations that could be used in practice, but the discussion 

makes it clear that the most appropriate model formulation, and one that is commonly used in 

practice, is the production constrained spatial interaction model from the Wilsonian family of spatial 

interaction model. This is because of its ability to incorporate constraints on the total outflow of 

revenue from each origin and the total of flow within the system overall. Chapter 3 then highlights 
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potential factors that may influence modelling performance, notably the consumer behaviour 

associated with convenience shopping, multi-purpose trips, and e- and m-commerce usage. 

Chapter 4 then builds on this foundation by discussing how to implement this form of the model in 

practice. The first issue in this regard was recognised as how to calibrate the model based on 

anonymised loyalty card data. Thus, section 4.1 discussed the calibration methods identified in the 

existing literature including linear regression, maximum likelihood calibration methods, iterative 

calibration, Poisson Regression and Binomial Regression. The conclusion drawn from this discussion 

was that the most appropriate method for the practical implementation of the production 

constrained model, based on the data that was available, was that of the Poisson Regression. Such a 

conclusion was reached on the basis that this method, relative to the other discussed, was able to 

naturally incorporate zero flows, allow for the integration of constraints within the model, and there 

are programmatic tools available for the simple implementation of this modelling formulation in 

practice.  

The second issue then identified was that of modelling evaluation whereby it is important to be able 

to evaluate and validate the output of the models relative to the underlying data and previous 

modelling implementations, but that there was a variety of methods that were used in the existing 

literature. It was thus recognised that commonly used metrics included the average trip distance 

(ATD), R2 and SRMSE measures but that often these fail to capture the true performance of spatial 

interaction models. Thus, further discussions highlighted other potential metrics that could be used 

to inform the debate of model performance, including the use of the Common Part of Commuters 

(CPC) metric, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Sørensen Similarity Index (SSI) that could be 

used alongside the previous metrics to ensure consistent model evaluation.  

Finally section 4.3 utilises these findings by developing an initial application of the spatial interaction 

model at a city level scale. This section therefore discusses the methodology for implementation, 

including data gathering and integration. The results from this firstly show that these models can be 

implemented using the anonymised loyalty card data that we have access to and that the 

parameters derived from the anonymised loyalty card data can then be used to estimate total store 

revenue. Secondly, it showed that when scaling up from modelling anonymised loyalty card data 

using Poisson Regression to estimating total revenue using the trained parameters, the range of 

individual store errors increased. Finally, the model implemented performed considerably better at 

predicting large store format revenue, in line with the results from the existing literature that 

acknowledged that small store formats revenue were difficult to model with a spatial interaction 

model. Therefore, these findings laid the foundation for the implementation of the model at scale.  
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4. To develop and apply a spatial interaction model at a regional and yearly scale so as to 

identify how modelling performance changes and responds at scale and whether there are 

any factors that influence the modelling performance. 

This objective speaks to the main contribution of this thesis, to extend our understanding of the 

behaviour of spatial interaction models when applied to a grocery retailing scenario, and is primarily 

addressed through the analysis in Chapter 5. This analysis builds on the exploration and evaluation 

presented in the previous chapters by applying a spatial interaction model to three consumer 

regions in the UK. To start with a system wide model is applied to all three regions using the 

exponential form of the model that is calibrated using Poisson regression. This application focused 

specifically on modelling large format stores revenue, given the results from the previous chapter 

and those presented in the literature in regards to modelling convenience format stores. This 

showed that when aggregating the loyalty card predictions at the store level, the majority of 

individual store errors were concentrated within a +/-20% boundary. When using the calibrated 

parameters to estimate total store revenue however the range of errors increased such that errors 

could be seen between 60% underprediction and 120% overprediction. The model is then further 

developed through the implementation of an origin-disaggregated form of the model whose results 

show minor improvements over the system wide implementation. Then data on travel time, store 

competition and households estimates are also integrated into the model for a single region, which 

while leading to increases in the amount of revenue attracted to stores, do not resolve the issue of a 

large variance in store errors. This exploration therefore showed that the current model 

implementations were unable to account for the variation in store conditions and consumer 

behaviour when scaled up to predict total store revenue.  

It therefore became important to identify factors that could be related to, or affecting, these results 

at an individual store level across all regions and model implementations. Factors that were 

identified included store level characteristics, store revenue generation and surrounding area 

characteristics. This examination suggested that the only consistent factor related to modelling 

performance was the age of the store. This showed that an older store saw consistent 

overprediction from the model and that a younger store saw consistent underprediction. These 

results therefore suggested that a younger store was likely to be more attractive than just its store 

size would suggested, which is unaccounted for in the current model implementations. While data 

limitations restricted further exploration of this relationship, the result hinted at potential avenues 

for future research to explore, which could lead to improvements in the performance of spatial 

interaction models.  
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The robustness of these results and conclusions were then validated by the application of the 

models across every week in a year and through the implementation of a cross-validation study. In 

the first instance the yearly results showed that while there was some seasonal variation over the 

year in model performance, the results presented for the single week application were not an 

outlier. Notably, only region 1 showed considerable influence of tourist revenue where there was 

considerable variation in model performance, notably during the school holidays, but that the 

individual week the model was first applied on was one where there was little tourist influence and 

good overall model performance. In contrast, region 2 and 3 showed smaller amounts of variation 

throughout the year, suggesting that non-residential tourist demand was not a considerable 

influence of modelling performance. These results were then supported by the cross-validation 

study which showed that the modelling performance was consistent across parameters that were 

derived from other regions. Notably, the difference between regions was consistently larger than 

the variation in performance within regions when applying different parameter pairs, therefore 

suggesting that the current model specification is unable to accurately scale up to model total 

revenue at the regional scale.  

The results presented in this chapter therefore contribute to the literature through the application 

and evaluation of a spatial interaction model at a geospatial and temporal scale that has not been 

seen before in the literature. In doing so it highlighted that with the current model specification and 

data availability these models were unable to replicate the performance achieved in the previous 

literature. Furthermore, the range of errors achieved at this scale suggests that these models could 

not be consistently used in practice. Thus, this chapter showed that there are issues in the current 

modelling specification or methodology that could influence these results. 

5. To replicate the modelling implementations from the most recent and up to date papers 

so as to examine whether the suggested results and performance from them can be 

replicated on data that we have available. 

In light of the results from Chapter 5, showing the performance of the models seen in the literature 

could not be replicated at the regional scale, it was then necessary to utilise the data available to 

replicate the scenarios that were previous explored. This was achieved through the analysis 

presented in Chapter 6 which begins by evaluating the differences between previous 

implementations of the spatial interaction model and our own. From this, it was identified that there 

were two main differences in model implementation: modelling scale and calibration method. In 

terms of the former the previous literature was only able to explore subsets of size four and sixteen 

of large format stores, thereby different to our own application to 29, 47 and 60 stores. 
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Furthermore, they calibrated through model through an iterative method focused on replicating the 

average trip distance metric from the underlying anonymised loyalty card data. Therefore, such 

differences could be explored in terms of how they may influence modelling performance and 

whether their results could be consistent replicated.  

The Chapter then continues firstly with an analysis of the influence of scale on modelling 

performance in an attempt to replicate the results in the previously literature. This exploration was 

achieved through the implementation of the spatial interaction model on 47 different groups of 

stores of sizes 4, 5, 7, 10 and 16. The results from this analysis showed that while there could have 

been conditions that led to the performance suggested in the previous literature at scales of 4 and 

16 stores, based on the distribution of group errors it is unlikely that these results could be 

consistently replicated. This was such that while a single group for both 4 and 16 store subsets 

showed performance similar to that seen in the literature, this was only for one group out of 47. 

Thus, while not being able to integrate non-residential demand, the models at this scale did not 

show consistent performance. This analysis was then extended over an entire year for both of the 

well-performing groups of stores, showing that there is likely to be seasonal variation in modelling 

performance at this scale such that the range of errors over a single year were larger than for the 

individual week. Therefore further supporting the conclusion of the inability to replicate the results 

of the previous literature. 

The alternative was to then examine the influence of the method of calibration on modelling 

performance at the regional scale. This was achieved through the implementation of a grid search to 

explore a range of parameters that could produce a model where the average trip distance metric 

was equal to 1. The results from this analysis showed that, rather than a single parameter value, a 

range of parameter values produced an ATD value equal to 1. Further exploration of these range of 

parameters showed that while an ATD value of 1 could be achieved, in line with previous literature, 

there were no significant improvements in terms of the mean store error or range of errors relative 

to the model calibrated using Poisson Regression methodology. Indeed, across the range of 

parameters it was show that individual stores responses different such that no parameter pairings 

were likely to lead to a convergence in modelling performance to the results seen in the literature. 

Thus, this analysis showed that model calibration was not the issue in model implementation and 

that as before the models failed to account for the range of behaviour and store conditions at the 

regional levels.  

The conclusions drawn from the analysis presented in this chapter, with reference to the objective 

above, was that while the results from the previous literature could not be replicated on a consistent 
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basis. This was such that neither scale or calibration method was seen to resolve the issues inherent 

in the modelling application and that future research or application would be unlikely to replicate 

the results suggested. Therefore, this analysis supported the argument that at this scale, with the 

current data and modelling formulation, the spatial interaction model is unable to account for the 

variance in underlying store characteristics and consumer behaviour at the regional level.  

6. To implement and examine alternative forms of the spatial interaction model to identify 

the influence of additional store based factors on modelling performance. 

This objective was addressed through the work presented in Chapter 7 in which a competing 

destinations model was adapted, a model that integrated store age was developed, and a model 

that focused on large basket revenue was implemented. Firstly, as discussed in the chapter, the 

competing destinations models was originally developed to integrate the theory of two level 

decision making into the spatial interaction model. It was thus suggested that by not accounting for 

this influence, and thus either competitive or agglomerative forces, then the models implemented in 

the previous chapters could be misspecified. On this basis, a non-disaggregated competing 

destinations model implemented to estimate total store revenue for stores in Region 2. A grid search 

methodology was used to identify the influence of either agglomeration or competition on 

modelling performance across a range of potential distances. The results from this analysis showed 

that there was a trade-off in modelling performance throughout the parameter space in terms of the 

mean store error, standard deviation of errors and average trip distance. Notably, the parameters 

that produce a mean store error close to zero were associated with a high standard deviation of 

errors and average trip distance and vice versa. The results presented therefore showed that the 

competing destinations model was unlikely to resolve the performance issues of the models 

presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Further examination of the individual store results also showed 

that the forces of competition or agglomeration also lead to a divergence of individual store errors 

away from zero, suggesting that there was no parameter pairing that would lead to improved 

modelling performance.  

The second modelling formulation explored therefore was one that integrated store age into the 

model as a measure of store attractiveness. The development of this model was based on the results 

introduced in Chapter 5, Section 5.5. which showed a clear and consistent correlation between store 

age and individual store errors across three regions and model specifications. The aim was thus to 

identify whether the integration of store age would reduce the strength of the correlations with 

store errors and lead to improved model performance. The results presented however showed that 

for the sixteen stores that the model was trained on, the integration of store age did not alter the 
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original model correlation or improve modelling performance. This was driven by a positive store 

age attractiveness parameter which suggested that the older a store was then the more attractive it 

was to consumers. It was argued therefore that this could be related to information available about 

a store to consumers. This performance was consistent when the model was implemented across all 

weeks in the year and across all other subsets of sixteen stores within the region. Thus, while these 

results suggested that the integration of additional factors into the model, as with the competing 

destinations model, affects modelling performance, in this case store age did not lead to 

improvements in the results. 

The final model in the chapter, in contrast to the previous two, thus attempted to examine whether 

subsets of behaviour could be identified and modelled more accurately than the total regional 

behaviour. This aimed to reduce the influence of convenience and multi-purpose trip behaviour on 

model calibration by developing a model trained on large basket shopping. It was expected that 

large baskets would better represent the behaviour aligned with spatial interaction modelling 

implementations of travel from home for single purpose regular shopping trips by car. The results, 

while showing different behaviours to the whole region, did not show improvements in modelling 

performance at predicting either total loyalty card or total revenue sales in terms of the distribution 

of individual store errors. Thus, further highlighting the difficulty of capturing and modelling all 

subsets of behaviour at the regional scale with spatial interaction models.  

Thus, three alternative modelling implementations and their influence on modelling performance 

were explored. Importantly, these formulations were chosen based on results presented in the 

previous chapters. However they were unable to resolve the issues of large mean and variance of 

store errors at the regional scale. This exploration therefore supports the previous conclusions of the 

inability of the model, in its current form and with current data, to be able to accurately and 

consistently estimate total store grocery revenue. Furthermore, the analysis contributes to the 

literature by examining the influence of competition, agglomeration, store age and behavioral 

subsets on modelling performance. Therefore, the results presented could be used to determine 

future research directions into the influence of store age on a larger scale and the development of 

alternative methods to accurately estimate the total revenue available to spend at local stores. The 

identification of such avenues of future research was thus further discussed in Chapter 8. 

7. To offer potential avenues for future research to explore so as to continue the 

development of the spatial interaction model in reference to its application in grocery 

retailing. 
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In light of the results from the analysis presented in chapters 4, 5, 6 and 8 the research reported in 

this thesis has the potential to be taken forward in a number of directions. This aim was thus 

addressed in Chapter 8 which evaluated potential future avenues for research, identifying those that 

are likely to be most fruitful in reference to the application of spatial interaction models in a grocery 

retailing environment. To this end, the first research future research direction identified was the 

development of new model formulations or the adaptation of existing methods towards spatial 

interaction modelling purposes. New modelling methods were suggested to come from a variety of 

potential directions including the integration of data science methods such as neural networks or 

tree based algorithms, the adaptation of agent-based-models to account for individual behaviour in 

shopping decision making, the development of new modelling formulations such as the radiation 

model, or the adaptation of existing formulations to account for perceived issues of the Wilsonian 

form of the model. It was thus suggested that the most fruitful areas of potential future research 

was the development of data science methods or the construction of agent based models. This was 

because the Data Science methods would be able to identify and work with new forms of spatial 

interaction relationships beyond the restrictive form of the Wilsonian formulation. Furthermore, the 

development of agent-based-models could account for the variety of behaviours that individuals 

exhibit across a range of consumer groups, including the influence of convenience shopping, multi-

purpose trips and usage of e- and m-commerce channels. This future research however has to be 

able to overcome issues of calibration, data integration and evaluation to ensure that they lead to 

actual improvements in model performance.  

Alongside the development of new model formulations, it was also suggested that the exploration of 

new datasets could improve the performance of spatial interaction models in grocery retailers. The 

idea was that these new datasets could be used to support our understanding, or even replace, 

existing data on the flows from origins to destinations, the attractiveness of individual stores and the 

emissiveness of origins. Potential datasets identified included mobile phone generated data or large 

scale spending data (such as cross brand loyalty cards or credit cards) that could be used to examine 

individual behaviour in terms of convenience shopping, multi-purpose trips and non-residential 

shopping behaviour, thus how they may influence the assumptions of the spatial interaction model. 

However, this would likely be complicated by difficulty in cleaning the data and linking it to actual 

store purchases. Other datasets could include the use of open source image datasets or footfall data 

that could be used to inform estimates of the attractiveness of individual stores such as the fascia, 

likely age of store, entrance direction and consumer traffic which could improve the identification of 

store attractiveness, particularly for small format stores. The difficulty with this however would be 

the ability to collect the relevant data at scale and to generate accurate and reliable estimates of 
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store attractiveness. Finally, methods such as micro-simulation or receipt level data could be used to 

inform estimates of origin emissiveness or available revenue by generating more reliable estimates 

of population, spending and brand attractiveness.  

However, to benefit from the exploration of both new models and datasets it is important for future 

research to carefully examine the influence of evaluation metrics and to develop open source 

infrastructures. This is because the literature needs a reliable measure, or group of measures, to be 

able to identify how accurate new model or data are relative to the underlying data and previous 

model formulations. Without a clear and consistent way evaluating modelling improvements it was 

argued that it would become difficult to identify where the literature future research and for current 

researchers and practitioners to select the most relevant models and data. It was also further argued 

that this would be facilitated by the development of open source infrastructure for the 

implementation of spatial interaction models. This would likely include the development of open 

source packages in a variety of programming languages and the open sourcing of code and data for 

model implementations. Such infrastructure would thus support the continued development and 

implementation of models by allowing quick and easy replication of existing results and the 

adaptation of code or models to new areas of research and data. Arguably, the two avenues of 

research above cannot proceed without future research spent achieving these two goals of clear and 

consistent evaluation methods and the development of open source infrastructure.  

Finally, it was put forward that the literature should also acknowledge the potential of other retail 

location methods through the utilisation of advancements in both new data sources and modelling 

methods. This would encompass an evaluation of how changes in consumer behaviour influence 

grocery shopping attitudes and trends relative to those assumed by the spatial interaction model 

and identify new methods of locating stores. These results could then be used to inform the future 

implementation of checklisting, buffer and overlay analysis, and regression techniques to account for 

these behaviours. Examples utilising such information was suggested to include the use of big 

geospatial datasets and taking advance of data science methods. The aim of which would be to 

identify whether traditional techniques, with updated data and methods, could be used to account 

for changes in behaviour more accurately than spatial interaction models. Thus, it would advance 

our understanding of behaviour in grocery retailing.  

9.3) A Critique of the Methodology 

This thesis has advanced the understanding of how spatial interaction models behave when applied 

to grocery retailing scenario in the UK and their potential limitations. However, despite this success 
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there are inevitable issues in the methodological approach which, whilst noted in various places 

within the thesis, should also be explicitly acknowledged here.  

In developing regional scale models following the initial city level implementation in Chapter 4, the 

focus was on exclusively modelling large format stores. The purpose of this was to limit the 

complexity of the modelling implementations whilst acknowledging the results from the previous 

literature which highlighted the difficulty of modelling small format stores with spatial interaction 

models (Waddington, et al., 2019). However, it could be suggested that this decision was taken too 

early and in light of limited results. Notably, this could have affected modelling performance in 

terms of predicting total store revenue by adding in the complexity of having to scale down the 

estimated revenue to that only spent at large format stores. This was achieved by calculating the 

percentage amount of revenue derived from large format stores from our partner retailer and then 

scaling down the estimates expenditure from each output area. While it was expected that since our 

partner is a national grocery retailer with a large market share, thus being representative of the 

market, an alternative could have been to use a value of convenience market share or to adjust the 

percentage relative to the surrounding convenience store penetration. The former solution would 

likely have a similar critique to the current solution used, while the latter could more accurately 

account for the influence of format availability on shopping behaviour. Nevertheless, this calculation 

would likely add additional complexity into the modelling formulation and would likely require an 

accurate estimate of small format store revenue. Thus, with limited data and ability to model small 

format store revenue, this is an avenue that future research could explore in terms of its influence 

on modelling performance.   

Nevertheless, the underlying estimation of total available revenue could also be suggested to be 

improved. In this implementation estimates of household revenue available are based on the Living 

Costs and Food Survey output area supergroup classification for 2017. While this allows the 

attribution of expected revenue from each output area according to their sociodemographic group, 

as opposed to the application of a single value, it could be suggested that this disaggregation does 

not go far enough. Indeed, it could be suggested that the LCFS estimates for supergroups do not 

account for regional or socioeconomic variance in expenditure across the whole country in the same 

way that regional values or the OAC group estimates would (ONS, 2022). Thus affecting the 

estimates of total available revenue per output area. Furthermore the number of households in each 

output area is estimated using data from the 2011 census while the model application is developed 

using anonymised loyalty card data and total store revenue from 2017. This could thus lead to 

differences in the number of estimates households and the actual number of households in each 

output area, thereby affecting the estimates of total output area revenue (Newing, et al., 2015). 
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While this was addressed extent in the new data model implementation in Chapter 5, a more 

accurate estimate of households may have led to more considerable effects in model performance. 

Furthermore in this thesis store attractiveness is proxied by the total store size in square feet. To this 

extent it has been acknowledged in previous research that factors other than store size are likely to 

affect how attractive a store may be to consumers (Newing, et al., 2020; Fornari, et al., 2020). This 

may include factors such as the distance to the street, store accessibility, store frontage, and other 

services locating in the store (Birkin, et al., 2017). The potential influence of this can be seen in 

Section 5.5 where the age of stores was seen to be consistently related to individual store 

performance within the model. While the identification of attractiveness was in line with the usage 

in previous research (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019; Beckers, et al., 2021), it could 

thus be suggested that a more comprehensive index of store attractiveness may lead to more 

accurate and consistent models and hence to alternative conclusions. Thus, while we were limited in 

the data that could used consistently to estimate store attractiveness in this thesis, future research 

may examine whether other store attractiveness factors may influencing modelling results. Notably, 

inclusion of other variables may lead to a reduction in the variance of individual store errors by more 

accurately accounting for how attractive an individual store is.  

The estimation of distance and travel time within the model could also be suggested to influence the 

performance of the models presented so far. Firstly, the majority of models that were implemented 

in Chapter 5 used as-the-crow-flies distance between origins and destinations. This is likely to affect 

modelling performance by failing to account of the true distance or travel time consumers travel to 

the store from home. The effect of this could be seen in the model presented in section 5.4.3 

whereby the use of travel time resulted in an increase in revenue attributed to our partners store in 

the model due to the relative accessibility of the stores compared to the competition. Nevertheless, 

the introduction of drivetime moved the mean store error further away from zero and also did not 

lead to improvement in the range of store errors. This could potentially be related to the use of the 

OSRM API for the calculation of travel time which uses estimates of potential travel speed across 

various road types (Huber & Rust, 2016). This could potentially influence modelling performance by 

not accounting for the true travel speed on different roads in response to traffic, data would could 

have been extracted from sources such as the Google Maps API (Salonen & Toivonen, 2013; Google, 

2022). However, in the absence of other available open source datasets, this was the best estimate 

that could be used. Therefore, future research could examine the influence of different travel time 

estimates.  
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Finally, it is worth mentioning the potential influence that behaviour change could have in the model 

implementation. This includes the influence of multi-purpose shopping, the increase in convenience 

shopping across all formats, and the development and integration of e- and m-commerce in the 

grocery retailing sector. These behaviours are not accounted for in this modelling implementation 

due to limited access to data on non-residential demand in terms of both estimates of population or 

their behaviour, and the lack of penetration of e-commerce at an output area scale to allow for 

consistent evaluation due to GDPR constraints. Arguably, these limitations have been what the 

recent literature (Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019; Beckers, et al., 2021) has been 

attempting to address. In doing so they have identified the influence that these factors can have on 

modelling performance in terms of the ability to estimate grocery store revenue. To mitigate their 

potential influence however, this thesis has focused on analysis where seasonal demand fluctuations 

are limited and on large format stores where daytime demand is limited and e-commerce demand 

has been removed. However, it could still be argued that not accounting for these factors, such as by 

integrating further demand layers, may be influencing the results, and thus future research should 

continue the exploration of the strength and direction of this influence at the regional scale.  

9.4) Concluding Remark 

This thesis has explored the performance of spatial interaction models in the UK grocery retailing 

sector using anonymised loyalty card data from a national grocery retailer. This thesis has thus 

developed our understanding of the performance of these models at scale and how robust these 

modelling formulations are across different scenarios. While a stated aim of the spatial interaction 

modelling development in grocery retailing is to create a national scale model, the results from this 

thesis has suggested that a spatial interaction model not be appropriate. While there is still research 

to be undertaken, methods to be tweaked, techniques to be improved, and data collected, this work 

has succeeded in exploring the complexities of the application of spatial interaction models in 

grocery retailing. It is hoped that the novel application of the models developed in this thesis will 

help to guide future research to estimate grocery store revenue at scale in the UK.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A 

Exponential Decay Regional Results 

 

Figure 45 - Regional representations of partner stores modelled and output areas revenue is assumed to be derived from 

 

Table 12 - Exponential decay metrics for each region by each supergroup 

Metrics  Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Supergroup Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Pseudo 
R2 

1 0.913 N/A 0.893 N/A 0.927 N/A 

2 0 N/A 0.981 N/A 0.978 N/A 

3 0 N/A 0 N/A 0.93 N/A 

4 0 N/A 0.965 N/A 0.982 N/A 

5 0.947 N/A 0.935 N/A 0.951 N/A 

6 0.933 N/A 0.918 N/A 0.954 N/A 

7 0.960 N/A 0.942 N/A 0.974 N/A 
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8 0.923 N/A 0.906 N/A 0.964 N/A 

AIC 1 564885 N/A 473559 N/A 285854 N/A 

2 0 N/A 9724 N/A 9428 N/A 

3 0 N/A 0 N/A 2674 N/A 

4 0 N/A 34708 N/A 55083 N/A 

5 201556 N/A 318312 N/A 324027 N/A 

6 228234 N/A 809927 N/A 547383 N/A 

7 42254 N/A 123978 N/A 71852 N/A 

8 301877 N/A 1098647 N/A 366450 N/A 

 

Table 13 - Metrics for travel time data in Region 2 

Metrics Base model Disaggregated model 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

R2 0.949 0.708 0.950 0.701 

Pseudo R2 0.898 N/A N/A N/A 

RMSE 149.09 1209.82 147.45 1228.62 

SRMSE 0.589 4.780 0.583 4.854 

ATD 1.000 1.098 1.000 1.091 

MAE 53.84 482.09 51.58 479.24 

AIC 2504948 N/A N/A N/A 

SSI 0.176 0.118 0.177 0.118 

CPC 0.894 0.499 0.898 0.501 

 

 

 

Figure 46 - Regional parameter values for the base and disaggregated spatial interaction model implementation for a single 
week 
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Table 14 - Regional parameter values for both the base model (system wide) and each supergroup 

Supergroup Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Beta Gamma Beta Gamma Beta Gamma 

System 
wide 

-0.000502 1.318 -0.000703 1.491 -0.001202 1.288 

1 -0.000471 1.361 -0.000521 1.812 -0.000841 0.729 

2 -0.000502 1.318 -0.001661 1.491 -0.005506 3.291 

3 -0.000502 1.318 -0.000703 1.451 -0.006473 4.888 

4 -0.000502 1.318 -0.001121 0.910 -0.002636 2.472 

5 -0.000491 1.102 -0.000848 1.235 -0.01417 1.773 

6 -0.000601 1.511 -0.000713 1.549 -0.001078 1.292 

7 -0.000591 1.291 -0.000837 0.787 -0.001223 1.168 

8 -0.000510 1.318 -0.000703 1.631 -0.001202 1.214 

 

 

 

Figure 47 - Variation in system wide parameter values for all three regions across the year 
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Appendix B 

Inverse Power Decay Regional Results 
 

Table 15 - Performance metrics for the non-disaggregated base model for each region in comparison to the loyalty card 
flows 

Metrics Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

R2 0.941 0.746 0.952 0.725 0.959 0.694 

Pseudo R2 0.907 N/A 0.918 N/A 0.950 N/A 

RMSE 178.66 1009.12 146.04 1288.79 86.82 1129.11 

SRMSE 0.590 3.332 0.577 5.092 0.694 9.026 

ATD 1.066 1.168 1.019 1.105 1.020 1.087 

MAE 73.59 412.21 52.89 488.58 19.62 359.91 

AIC 1837994 N/A 3095182 N/A 2105707 N/A 

SSI 0.199 0.149 0.176 0.114 0.113 0.062 

CPC 0.878 0.569 0.895 0.486 0.922 0.389 

 

 

 

Figure 48 - Results from the non-disaggregated inverse power model application across all three regions in terms of the 
store level errors for both the loyalty card and total revenue in terms of the individual store percentage error 
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Table 16 - Performance metrics for the origin disaggregated model for each region in comparison to the loyalty card data 
(and the metrics from the base model) * Disaggregated metrics reproduced in  

Metrics Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

R2 0.947 
(0.941) 

0.764 
(0.746) 

0.952 
(0.952) 

0.723 
(0.725) 

0.962 
(0.959) 

0.676 
(0.694) 

Pseudo R2 * N/A * N/A * N/A 

RMSE 170.68 
(178.66) 

1026.06 
(1009.12) 

145.30 
(146.04) 

1291.84 
(1288.79) 

83.55 
(84.82) 

1160.15 
(1129.11) 

SRMSE 0.563 
(0.590) 

3.389 
(3.332) 

0.574 
(0.577) 

5.104 
(5.092) 

0.667 
(0.694) 

9.274 
(9.026) 

ATD 1.053 
(1.066) 

1.152 
(1.168) 

1.020 
(1.019) 

1.107 
(1.105) 

1.018 
(1.020) 

1.059 
(1.087) 

AIC * N/A * N/A * N/A 

MAE 69.67 
(73.59) 

422.36 
(412.21) 

52.62 
(52.89) 

487.21 
(488.58) 

19.06 
(19.62) 

365.37 
(359.91) 

SSI NaN 
(0.199) 

0.151 
(0.149) 

0.176 
(0.176) 

0.114 
(0.114) 

0.113 
(0.113) 

0.061 
(0.062) 

CPC 0.884 
(0.878) 

0.567 
(0.569) 

0.896 
(0.895) 

0.486 
(0.486) 

0.924 
(0.922) 

0.386 
(0.389) 

 

Table 17 - Inverse power decay metrics for each region by supergroup 

Metrics  Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Supergroup Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Loyalty 
card 

Total 
Revenue 

Pseudo 
R2 

1 0.872 N/A 0.891 N/A 0.921 N/A 

2 0 N/A 0.986 N/A 0.975 N/A 

3 0 N/A 0 N/A 0 N/A 

4 0 N/A 0.955 N/A 0.978 N/A 

5 0.935 N/A 0.925 N/A 0.937 N/A 

6 0.930 N/A 0.908 N/A 0.947 N/A 

7 0.953 N/A 0.931 N/A 0.961 N/A 

8 0.913 N/A 0.905 N/A 0.954 N/A 

AIC 1 830927 N/A 482770 N/A 307066 N/A 

2 0 N/A 7157 N/A 10674 N/A 

3 0 N/A 0 N/A 0 N/A 

4 0 N/A 44796 N/A 66890 N/A 

5 366 N/A 370027 N/A 414393 N/A 

6 236478 N/A 910801 N/A 636950 N/A 

7 50043 N/A 147685 N/A 105407 N/A 

8 342704 N/A 1108995 N/A 466582 N/A 
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Figure 49 - Results from the origin disaggregated inverse power decay spatial interaction model across all three regions in 
terms of the individual and average store error for both the loyalty card and total revenue predictions 

 

 

Figure 50 - System wide and origin disaggregated inverse power decay spatial interaction model errors compared across all 
three regions 
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Figure 51  - Individual store error and the overall distribution in region 2 in response to additions of new data. 1) The origin 
disaggregated model as already presented, 2) The origin disaggregated model with drivetime data between origins and 

destinations, 3) The origin disaggregated model with drivetime and updated attractiveness values to account for 
competition, 4) The origin disaggregated model with drivetime and updated household count, 5) the origin disaggregated 

model with all new datasets integrated. 

 

Table 18 - Pearson correlation statistic between store characteristics and inverse power decay model errors 

Correlate Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Base 
model 

Disaggre
gated 
model 

Base 
model 

Disaggre
gated 
model 

Comple
te 

model 

Base 
model 

Disaggr
egated 
model 

Store 
characte
ristics  

Store 
size 
(sqft) 

-0.1777 -0.0706 -0.0653 -0.0707 -0.1884 -0.1656 -0.0669 

Gross 
store 
size 
(sqft) 

-0.1068 -0.0046 -0.1018 -0.1059 -0.2091 -0.1945 -0.0987 

Age of 
store 
(months) 

-0.1056 -0.0804 -0.2841 -0.2795 -0.2928 -0.2035 -0.2336 

Store 
revenue 

Total 
store 
sales 

-0.2449 -0.1343 -0.1673 -0.1593 -0.1799 -0.3508 -0.2922 

Total 
Grocery 
sales 

-0.2854 -0.1859 -0.1857 -0.1748 -0.1802 -0.3843 -0.3283 

Total 
loyalty 
card 
grocery 
sales 

-0.2347 -0.1475 -0.1165 -0.1039 -0.0408 -0.3733 -0.3568 

Percenta
ge of 
sales of 

-0.1415 -0.2328 -0.1111 -0.0877 0.0634 -0.2743 -0.3019 
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grocery 
revenue 

Total 
number 
of 
baskets 

-0.1747 -0.0837 -0.1243 -0.1084 -0.1315 -0.2121 -0.1497 

Surroun
ding 
area 

Number 
of 
output 
areas 

-0.0248 0.0767 -0.1638 -0.1733 -0.1252 0.0863 0.1292 

Average 
distance 
to 
output 
areas 

-0.1287 -0.1568 0.2678 0.2661 0.3600 0.0547 0.0658 

 

 

Figure 52 - Scatter plot of model errors and store level characteristics including the line of best fit and the Pearson 
correlation statistic 
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Figure 53 - Mean store total revenue errors for the base and origin disaggregated inverse power decay model for each 
region across the year 

 

 

Figure 54 - Weekly average store errors in Region 2 across the different model implementations for the origin-
disaggregated inverse power decay model 
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Figure 55 - Regional cross validation results with the regions trained parameters (column) against the regions stores and 
origins (rows) for the base model (x-axis) and the disaggregated model (y-axis) for the inverse power decay model 
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Figure 56 - Regional parameter values for the base and disaggregated spatial interaction model implementation for a single 
week for the inverse power decay model 

 

Table 19 - Regional parameter values for both the base model (system wide) and each supergroup for the inverse power 
decay model 

Supergroup Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Beta Gamma Beta Gamma Beta Gamma 

System 
wide 

-2.586 1.512 -3.236 1.756 -4.019 1.436 

1 -3.084 1.374 -2.992 1.777 -4.549 0.770 

2 -2.586 1.512 -5.364 1.762 -8.401 4.594 

3 -2.586 1.512 -3.236 1.756 -4.019 1.436 

4 -1.165 1.511 -2.947 1.283 -5.318 2.696 

5 -2.160 1.554 -3.161 1.606 -3.897 1.849 

6 -2.948 2.106 -3.344 1.722 -4.102 1.356 

7 -2.093 1.734 -2.914 1.345 -3.579 1.550 

8 -2.241 1.767 -3.307 1.948 -3.935 1.576 
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Figure 57 - Variation in system wide parameter values for all three regions across the year for the inverse decay model 
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Appendix C 

Chapter 6 Inverse Power Decay Replication Results 

 

Figure 58 - A Violin plot showing the ranges of mean percentage error for each group for each subset size in region 2 for 
the inverse power distance decay model 
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Figure 59 - Error range for groups of four stores including the mean error in comparison to the ranges suggested by Newing 
et al. (2015) for the inverse power decay model 

 

 

Figure 60 - The range of weekly store errors for each store in the well modelled store group of four stores and other "well-
predicted" stores in the region for the inverse power decay model 
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Figure 61 - Range of errors for groups of 16 stores along with the groups mean error. The horizontal bars indicate the error 
performance achieved by Waddington et al. (2019) 

 

Figure 62 - Sixteen store subset well modelled group performance as applied over the entire year, including the maximum, 
upper quartile, mean, lower quartile and minimum store error from within the group for the inverse power decay model 
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Figure 63 - Average Trip Distance (ATD) for a grid search of parameter values trained on the whole region for the inverse 
power decay base model 

 

Table 20 – Inverse Power Decay parameter pairs derived from the grid search producing total revenue estimates close to 
ATD = 1 

Pair Attractiveness (γ) Distance decay (β) 

1 4.10 -5.97 

2 3.49 -5.53 

3 2.73 -5.05 

4 1.64 -4.53 

5 0.23 -4.22 

Poisson Regression Calibrated 1.67 -3.95 
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Figure 64 - Error ranges for each set of parameter pairs derived from the grid search for the inverse power decay base 
model with parameters that most closely generate revenue predictions with an ATD value equal to 1 

 

 

Figure 65 - Individual stores changes in error in response to parameter pairings 

 

 

Figure 66 - Absolute change in percentage error in response to moving from parameter pair 1 to parameter pair 5 from the 
grid search model 
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Appendix D 

Limitations Discussion 
The results from Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 show that a production constrained spatial interaction 

model with its current form and data is not able to achieve the suggested performance in the 

previous literature when applied to a regional scale (Mendes & Themido, 2004; Newing, et al., 2015; 

Waddington, et al., 2019). This is despite the application of the model to several regional datasets 

across the UK for several weeks, the analysis of smaller groups of stores within a region, the 

application of an iterative calibration method and the implementation of a form of the competing 

destinations model. As can be seen from the results presented so far in this thesis, not even a 

majority of the individual store errors fall within a 15% error band and the variation in underlying 

errors from beyond 100% overprediction to below 50% underprediction means that these models 

are unlikely to be used as a reliable source of store revenue estimation in practice. In reaching this 

conclusion however it is important to acknowledge the limitations of the current research and how 

they may impact the performance of the model implementations. This includes the accurate 

estimation of total revenue available to spent at large grocery retail stores, the estimation of store 

attractiveness, distance and travel time calculations between origins and destinations, the 

calibration of the model parameters and the influence of behavioral change. While each of these are 

likely to have had an impact on the final outcome, as will be discussed below, it is nevertheless 

expected that the adjustment of the model to account for these factors is unlikely to significantly 

alter the conclusions that are drawn from  the results so far.  

Revenue Estimation 

One limitation with the current model implementation, and one that is difficult to overcome within 

data regulation constraints, is the estimation of total revenue available to spend exclusively at large 

grocery stores. The presence of this limitation is primarily driven by the focus of this thesis of 

exclusively modelling large format grocery stores in the UK. This decision was taken in light of the 

results of the city level implementation, presented in chapter 4, and the issues of modelling 

convenience store revenue that were highlighted in previous research (Waddington, et al., 2019). 

Thus, removing these smaller store formats for the modelling implementation meant that total 

revenue available to spend had to represent only the revenue that would be spent at large format 

stores, not the total amount of revenue on all grocery spend. This created several potential issues in 

the modelling implementation including estimating the number of households, accurate 

disaggregation of potential revenue sources to reflect true grocery spend, estimation of non-

residential expenditure and estimation of large format grocery revenue spend.  
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In this thesis, as in most application of the spatial interaction model to grocery retailing (Newing, et 

al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019; Beckers, et al., 2021), origins are determined as output areas in 

the UK. This is the smallest scale of geography that is available for which there are reliable estimates 

of the number of households within each area, alongside related socioeconomic data (Newing, et al., 

2015). The latter of which allows for the classification of output areas into different socioeconomic 

groups (Gale, et al., 2016), as defined by their underlying demographic and economic characteristics. 

The estimate of revenue available within each output area then follows the formula: 

𝑂𝑖
𝑘𝑡 = 𝑒𝑘𝑡𝑛𝑖

𝑘2011 
Eq. 75 

 

Where 𝑂𝑖
𝑘𝑡 is a measure of total expenditure available in origin i by household type k during the year 

t, ekt is a measure of the average weekly grocery spend for a household of type k in year t, while 

ni
k2011 is a measure of the number of households within origin i of type k from 2011. In this, the 

number of households in each output area are obtained from the 2011 census, explaining the 2011 

superscript, while the average expenditure on groceries per household by socioeconomic group is 

obtained from the Living Costs and Food Survey for each year. This implementation is therefore 

consistent with the way in which previous papers have calculated the estimated revenue available 

(Newing, et al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019; Beckers, et al., 2021), and leads to reliable and 

consistent estimates. 

However, there are four potential issues with this calculation that could affect the modelling results. 

The first issue is that the number of households in each output area is estimated using data from the 

2011 census, while the model application is developed using loyalty card and total store revenue 

data from 2017. This creates the potential limitation of a potential difference between the actual 

household numbers in an output area in 2017 as compared to that of the 2011 census, thus affecting 

the estimate of the total amount of revenue available. This limitation was addressed in the final 

model implementation presented in Chapter 5 where the number of households in 2017 was 

estimated using population change figures for the relevant years. While this calculation was not 

expected to represent the true change in the number of households across the years, due to 

differences in demographic trends, population changes and housing construction, the effect of this 

for each individual store was small compared to the underlying model performance. In this case, 

while the change influenced the revenue estimated for some stores, it had little effect on others, 

and the overall effect was smaller than adding in drivetime metrics. Furthermore more accurate data 

in terms of the actual number of households was unavailable. Thus, due to the relatively small 

impact on the modelling performance and the expected accuracy of the adjusted calculation, this 

factor was deemed to be unlikely significantly affecting the modelling performance. 
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Related to this then was the estimate for the revenue available to be spent on groceries per 

household. This is because the estimates that are used are only disaggregated across eight different 

output area classification supergroups. While this allows for more accurate attribution of expected 

revenue from each output area according to their sociodemographic group, as opposed to the 

application of a single flat value, it could be argued that this disaggregation does not go far enough 

to reflect the true variance in household expenditure across the country. To this extent, data from 

the ONS goes further by developing tables that represent both variation in household expenditure 

across regions and by output area classifications, where there are 27 different groups as opposed to 

eight (ONS, 2022). In 2019, while the variation between regions of average household expenditure 

(£58.80 - £71.40) was less than the variation in expenditure across output area supergroups (£45.80 

- £68.90), the variation across output area classification groups was greater (£35.70 - £75.30). This 

suggests that the use of output area classification (OAC) group data could produce more reliable 

estimates of expenditure per output area depending on how they are distributed across the country. 

Further research could therefore examine the influence of these estimates relative to the OAC 

supergroup data in terms of the modelling performance. However, the use of the OAC supergroup 

data was in line with previous model implementations across the country (Newing, et al., 2015; 

Waddington, et al., 2019; Beckers, et al., 2021), and exploratory attempts at implementation 

suggested a worsening of the estimation errors rather than an improvement. It is therefore expected 

that the inclusion of the more disaggregated data is unlikely to significantly affect the underlying 

issue of large variance in store errors and hence lead to the alteration of model performance. 

Beyond this however is the estimation and integration of revenue from non-residential sources and 

how that may have influenced individual stores revenue estimations. For this thesis, the only data 

that was able to be accessed and evaluated was the residential population in output areas which 

were used to estimate the total revenue available. However previous research has identified the 

influence of non-residential demand on grocery retailing revenue (Newing, et al., 2013; Newing, et 

al., 2013; Newing, et al., 2014; Birkin, et al., 2017; Waddington, et al., 2018) and has attempted to 

resolve this issue by integrating new demand layers into the model to account for this (Newing, et 

al., 2015; Waddington, et al., 2019). This research showed that integrating non-residential demand 

layers, in the form of tourist and daytime population, improved overall model performance. In this 

regard, the influence of tourist revenue can clearly be identified in the yearly analysis of region 1 as 

presented in chapter 5 where there is considerable variation in model performance throughout the 

year. This reason however is why the analysis was performed on multiple regions so as to limit the 

potential effects of seasonal demand on model performance, including the focus in chapter 6 and 7 

on region 2 which showed relatively little influence of seasonal demand on modelling outcomes. 
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Furthermore, the focus on the thesis was on large format stores in order to reduce the potential 

influence of daytime populations such as workplace and student demands (Waddington, et al., 

2019). Therefore limiting the potential influence of these factors. Nevertheless, while there is 

expected to be some effect of including these populations in modelling outcomes, based on previous 

research for large format stores the scale of the correct is unlikely to resolve the issue of store error 

variance (Waddington, et al., 2019). This is highlighted by the evidence of consistent overprediction 

in region 2 and 3 in all three chapters. Thus, while not including these demand layers is likely to 

influence model performance, previous research suggests that the scale of the correction is unlikely 

to resolve the scale of the errors seen in this model implementation in this thesis. 

Finally, in implementing the regional scale models and all subsequent implementations, the focus is 

on modelling revenue for large format stores. To this end the estimates from the Living Costs and 

Food Survey cover the expenditure per household per week on all grocery shopping, which includes 

shopping across all store formats. Thus, if the total value from the Living Costs and Food Survey is 

used per household then this would be likely to lead to consistent overprediction in terms of the 

total revenue to be spent only at large format grocery stores. To adjust for this therefore, data from 

our partner organization on total grocery revenue across all stores in the UK is used to calculate the 

percentage of revenue per week that is spent only at large stores. This percentage value is then used 

to scale down the estimates available revenue from each origin so as to only estimate the total 

expenditure at large format stores. A limitation of this however is that it is assumed that the 

percentage spent at large store for our partner organization is representative of the total amount 

spent across all large stores across the UK an in each region. Thus, this may potentially introduce 

bias into the amount of revenue available to spend. However, since the partner organization is a 

national grocery retailer with considerable investments in both large and small format stores, it can 

safely be assumed the percentage of revenue spend across format is representative of the total 

grocery market. Nevertheless, this could be a potential limitation. Secondly, this percentage 

adjustment is applied uniformly across all output areas in each region. This is likely to be unrealistic 

due to different levels of access and provision of different store formats across the country, namely 

with a division between urban and rural store distributions. To resolve this an index may be created 

to account for this variation, but without data relating to the decline of influence over distance, 

particularly for residential populations, then this is likely to be inaccurately estimated and applied 

with the data that is currently available. Thus, the implementation of a single scaling factor was 

taken as the best alternative due to both the ease of implementation and the argument that this is 

likely to be as accurate as a more complex index. Nevertheless, future research may consider 
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examining the influence of these two factors and how the relate to model performance and hence 

whether they are a limitation in the current research application. 

Store Attractiveness 

Another potential limitation of the current model implementation is the estimation of store 

attractiveness. In this thesis store attractiveness has been measured by store size in square feet, in 

line with previous application of spatial interaction models in grocery retailing (Newing, et al., 2015; 

Waddington, et al., 2019; Beckers, et al., 2021). The data for this comes from our funding partner 

and includes data on store location, net area (internal floorspace) and gross area (internal and 

external floorspace), along with the opening and closing dates for grocery stores in the UK. An issue 

however is that throughout this dataset that are variation in the sizes attributed to stores. In this 

data there are no stores smaller than 1,000sqft while some also appear to have their size rounded to 

the nearest 1,00sqft. These differences may be expected to influence the model performance if the 

values form the data do not reflect the true store size and hence the underlying store attractiveness. 

However, small errors, including potential rounding of store size estimates, are unlikely to exert 

considerable influence on model performance, especially when rounding errors are small relative to 

the overall size of the stores. Furthermore, the dataset covers the entirety of the UK and includes 

stores that have been closed, are currently trading or stores that have changed brands. To the 

knowledge of this author there are no open datasets that could substitute for this dataset. The 

nearest similar dataset that is openly available would be the Geolytix data (Geolytix, 2022), for which 

the openly available version only provides store size information in four discrete bands. This would 

therefore be inappropriate for this application as actual store size is needed. Thus, the current data 

is expected to be sufficient for the current modelling application. 

Secondly, this data only provides information on overall store size, as opposed to the square footage 

in a store that is dedicated to grocery retailing. While this may not influence the performance of the 

model for supermarket stores, that mostly focus on grocery retailing, this could be an issue for 

estimating the true attractiveness of hypermarket stores. This is because the larger store formats are 

likely to have floorspace dedicated to non-grocery revenue items such as household items, clothes 

or services such as banking or cafes (Fornari, et al., 2020). This may therefore affect the modelling 

performance by skewing the revenue assigned to large stores because of their disproportionately 

large footplate. On discussion with the authors of Hood et al. (2016), it was suggested that using the 

floorspace dedicated to grocery revenue improve the overall spatial interaction model performance, 

thus highlighting a potential limitation of our model implementation. However, when examining the 

relationship between store size and modelling errors, there was no clear relationship that could be 

identified in any region or model specification as seen in Chapter 5. Thus, this suggests that any 
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influence as a result of the discrepancy between total store floorspace and that dedicated to grocery 

sales may not be large enough, or consistent enough, to show up in any relationship with model 

performance. Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that this could be a limitation but that there are not 

openly available datasets that could be used to compensate for this factor. Thus, this limited any 

exploration of the potential influence but may be something that future research could explore. 

The final issue with the use of store size is that this was used as the sole measure of store 

attractiveness. It has been previously acknowledged that other influences are likely to affect how 

attractive a store may be to consumers (Newing, et al., 2020). This could include factors such as the 

distance to the street, store accessibility, store frontage or other services locating within the store 

such as cafes or baking services (Birkin, et al., 2017). The potential influence of this could be seen in 

chapter 5 where there was a correlation between errors and the age of the store, and conversations 

with our funding partner indicated that the inclusion of other store attributes led to improvements 

into their implementation of a gravity model formulation. However, lack of consistent store attribute 

data has meant that the inclusion and evaluation of these factors was limited. Furthermore, the 

performance gains seen from their implementation were only small relative to the overall model 

performance meaning that they were not large enough to justify the resources required to collect 

the extra data on a large enough scale to implement the model consistently across the UK. Thus, 

while the inclusion of such factors may improve modelling performance, the cost to collect and 

analyse them is expected to outweigh any potential benefit. IT may be suggested however that with 

resources such as google maps, google street view and OSM, a model may be trained to collect to 

attractiveness information that may be fed into future implementations of the model (Wood & 

Browne, 2007). Thus, while this is acknowledged as a limitation of the current research, future 

research may explore this opportunity in the future to examine what effect it has on modelling 

performance. 

Distance and Travel Time Calculation 

Further modelling considerations that are likely to affect modelling performance is the 

implementation and calculation of both distance and travel time. Firstly, in the majority of models 

that were implemented in chapter 5, before the updated data model implementation, distance 

between origins and destinations was given as-the-crow-flies. This distance measure however is 

unlikely to be representative of either the distance or time which consumers will actually travel to 

their destinations. For example, a store may be located where it is mostly accessible through a road 

running North/South where using as-the-crow-flies distance may attribute revenue from East/West. 

Thus, revenue may be underestimated from the North/South direction will be overestimated from 

the East/West direction as the distance used is not reflective of the true travel distance. This 
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utilisation is therefore likely to lead to issues in model performance, especially in relation to 

individual stores. This issue is rectified in the final model implementation in chapter 5, alongside the 

subsequent model implementations in chapter 6 and 6, where it can be seen that using travel time 

increases the revenue attributed to stores from our partner organisation, indicating that they are 

more accessible by car than their competitors. However, while for some stores this reduced the 

scale of the absolute error, for others given the current model implementation it increased the 

absolute error. Thus, while using travel time represented the actual time that consumers would 

travel from their homes, it did not resolve the main issue of variance in store error. To evaluate this 

further however it would have been useful to examine the effect that travel time had on the two 

other regions to see the effect it had on model performance. However, time and resource limitations 

meant that this application could not be extended. 

The second potential issue then was how travel time was estimated for consumers. For this, due to 

cost implications, the open source tool of the OSRM API was used to estimate the travel time 

between origins and destinations (Huber & Rust, 2016). The implementation of this API shows that 

the calculation of travel time from this source I based on average travel speeds across different 

types of roads as derived form open street map tags. While this may be a useful approximation of 

the actual travel time, the reality of travelling on streets is likely to vary according to traffic 

conditions and usage (Salonen & Toivonen, 2013). Therefore, tools such as Google Maps API may 

generate more accurate estimates of vehicle travel times from origins to destinations (Google, 

2022). However, such resources are also likely to have the limitation of estimates of travel times 

changing according to the current traffic conditions, whereas OSRM estimates will remain consistent 

(Huber & Rust, 2016). Thus, there are potential trade-offs between the different sources of travel 

time estimation that may affect the actual value of travel time between origins and destinations. 

While resource limits meant that this could not be evaluated in this thesis, future research could 

build on this by exploring the influence of each different source on store revenue estimation and 

how it affects the variation for each store.  

Model Calibration 

Model calibration is also something that has been acknowledged in previous chapters that is likely to 

influence modelling outcomes. This issue was discussed in detail in section 4.1 where linear 

regression, Poisson Regression and maximum likelihood calibration methods were discussed. The 

main conclusion from this section was that the use of Poisson Regression was the most appropriate 

and practical method of calibration due to the representation of positive values, being able to deal 

consistent with zero flows, ease of implementation, the ability to handle modelling constraints and 

prior research papers suggesting that this method produced consistently accurate models 
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(Flowerdew & Aitkin, 1982; Tiefelsdorf & Boots, 1995). This method was therefore used consistently 

throughout the thesis apart from the use of an iterative calibration method used in section 6.5.  

To this end, the initial test application of the model on a single city in section 4.3 was implemented 

using the Poisson Regression method from the statsmodel.api library in Python (Perktold, et al., 

2022). When attempting to replicate this on a regional scale however with the same module, while 

for the first region the inverse power distance decay model could be calibrated, due to 

computational resources limits an exponential distance decay model could not. This is because the 

addition of the exponential distance decay introduced additional complexity in the model 

calculations which meant that the process would be killed by the internal system before calibration 

could be completed. Further resources to develop this implementation were not available due to the 

closed nature of the computing environment in which the data could be used. Thus, subsequent 

modelling implementations had to take advantage of the sparse matrices calculations that were part 

of the SpInt package developed by Taylor Oshan (Oshan, 2016). This allowed for reduced 

computational resources required for implementation, especially on the larger region 2 and 3, which 

also allowed for the calibration of the exponential decay form of the model. Comparing this 

implementation against the statsmodel.api results for the region showed parameter estimates for 

the base model that were consistent to three decimal places for both parameters and relatively 

small differences in the overall modelling errors. Therefore, the use of the SpInt module was not 

expected to considerably influence the modelling outcomes and it was used in all calibration 

implementations from Chapter 5 onwards due to it allowing for the calibration of the two further 

regions and the exponential distance decay form of the model. 

Behavioural Changes 

Beyond the potential limitations presented in this section so far, in terms of model formulation or 

data availability, impacting the modelling performance, changing behaviour could also be expected 

to influence the outcomes. To this end, whilst the model implementations are developed using data 

for 2017, by the early 2010s evidence had already began to appear that suggested lifestyle changes 

were already affecting shopping habits, particularly weekly grocery shopping. This included changes 

such as working more hours per week per household and travelling further and longer for work, 

necessitating changes away from the weekly regular shops at a single retailer that characterised 

behaviour up until the early 2000s (East, et al., 1994; Popkowski Leszczyc, et al., 2004), towards 

increased convenience shopping (Buckley, et al., 2007; Hallsworth, et al., 2010). This included more 

people shopping within a much small travel time, such as shift away from long distance car journeys 

to walking and cycling, an increase in the total proportion of shoppers who were shopping greater 

than three times a week, including regular top-up shops, and the combination of shopping trips with 
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other purposes such as leisure or work (Elms, et al., 2010). This change in behaviour is thus seen as a 

departure from the assumptions of the gravity model that shopping behaviour is regular, for a 

defined single-purpose, that was characterised by large baskets and shopping by car (Waddington, et 

al., 2018). Grocery retailers in the UK responded to this change by focusing on building smaller 

format stores, with convenience stores growing at a greater rate than any other format from 2003 to 

2012 (Hood, et al., 2015), for which it has been previously acknowledged that gravity models find it 

difficult to model these types of stores (Waddington, et al., 2019). This why the model 

implementations have focused exclusively on large format grocery retail stores, but it is still likely to 

affect the modelling performance due to the convenience shopping behaviour is not accounted for 

in the model implementation. 

This influence is likely to affect the modelling performance due to the modelling assumption of 

single-purpose residential based grocery shopping. In this application, all revenue assigned to large 

grocery retail stores is derived from revenue estimates of expenditure, and based on distance and 

drivetimes, from residential locations. However, there is also evidence to suggest that shopping, 

particularly grocery shopping, often takes the form of multi-purpose and multi-destination shopping 

trips (Brown, 1992; Arentze, et al., 2005). This means that demand for grocery retailing is likely to 

come not only from residential locations by also from workplace, daytime and student populations 

(Birkin, et al., 2017; Waddington, et al., 2019). While this influence has attempted to be minimised in 

the thesis by focusing only on large format stores, this can still influence the assumption in the 

relationship of the spatial interaction model by reducing the potential expenditure from residential 

origins and distributing total demand across non-residential populations (Waddington, et al., 2019). 

Previous literature has accounted for this potential influence by adding in new demand layers 

(Waddington, et al., 2019), but it has been acknowledged that accounting for this influence is 

difficult due to estimation of both the potential revenue and parameters (Newing, et al., 2015). For 

this thesis, no data was available that could be used to illuminate behaviour in this regard, along 

with the inability to bring in new data sources into the system, such that non-residential demand 

layers could not be estimated. However, the relative changes in previous research were small 

enough that if integrated into this model they are unlikely to completely resolve the performance 

issues identified in this thesis (Waddington, et al., 2019). Thus, while this is a potential limitation and 

is likely to affect individual store performance, the expected improvement in modelling accuracy is 

unlikely to resolve the issues presented in the model so far. 

Finally, there is also the potential influence that e-commerce in grocery retailing is likely to have on 

grocery shopping behaviour. To this extent the adoption of grocery-ecommerce has followed the 

general trend of broader e-commerce adoption over the last 20 years with increasing utilisation and 
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value relative to the overall market share. This growth has been facilitated by the benefits of online 

shopping in that it reduces the search costs, provides convenient access to product and price 

information, enables quick and easy comparison, no restrictions on shopping hours and no 

associated travel costs for the consumer (Hamad & Schmitz, 2019). This therefore goes hand in hand 

with the general increase in demand for convenience by customers (Kirby-Hawkins, et al., 2019). 

While grocery e-commerce uptake has been slower than broader retail levels of adoption (Van 

Droogenbroeck & Van Hove, 2017), it is still likely to have a significant effect on the geography of 

grocery retailing. This is because the traditional distance decay relationship suggested in physical 

shopping is unlikely to hold, with suggestions of either innovation or diffusion theories of grocery e-

commerce adoption suggested (Hood, et al., 2020). The effect of this on the models developed in 

this thesis has attempted to be minimised by removing all sales using e-commerce removed from 

both anonymised loyalty card data and total revenue. However, as the share of this revenue 

continues to grow for retailers, understanding the way in which it interacts with revenue predicting 

models will become more important (Beckers, et al., 2021). 

Limitations Summary 

Therefore there are limitations of the current implementation of the model namely in the form of 

revenue estimation, calculation of store attractiveness, distance and travel time calculations, model 

calibration and the influence of behaviour changes on the assumptions of the model. However, for 

the majority of cases these limitations have been dealt with in model adaptations, are likely to have 

limited effects on the overall modelling performance, or which data has not been made available to 

explore. This therefore presents opportunities for future research to incrementally improve the 

model implementation and potentially lead to more accurate results. This includes an exploration of 

how the model responds to the usage of square footage dedicated to grocery revenue, adjustments 

in estimation of total revenue estimated for large format stores, an evaluation of the different time 

and travel measures, and understanding how different transport options may affect travel to grocery 

stores. Future research could also build on the existing work presented in this thesis and those of 

Newing et al. (2015) and Waddington et al. (2019) to attempt to understand the effects of changing 

behaviour on model performance and how this may be reliably and consistently integrated into the 

gravity model specification. Such work could potentially include an identification of subsets of 

behaviour that still fit within the assumption of the gravity model, such as the identification of 

consumer groups that still do their regular weekly shop by car, and thus whether the gravity model 

still is able to model this behaviour. Further model adaptations could then be used to supplement 

this for other expected behaviour. Thus, these limitations leave remaining open questions to be 

explored in the future.  
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Appendix E 

Origin-Destination Matrix 
An important part of working with spatial interaction models is the creation of the origin-destination 

matrix that represents the potential flows from origin to destinations. In the case of grocery 

retailing, and in this thesis, it is assumed that these flows originate at consumers’ homes and 

terminate at grocery stores in the UK. Whilst it is acknowledged that not all grocery retailing trips 

begin from the household, with many trips being combined with other activities such as work and 

leisure (Waddington, et al., 2019), this thesis only has access to data that pertains to consumers 

potential trips from their homes. This appendix will therefore discuss how the origin-destination 

matrices were created for this thesis for the first city area and the further three consumer regions in 

the UK. In particular, this appendix section discusses the methodology, data sources used, potential 

limitations and how this may affect modelling results.  

For this thesis, as already discussed in previous chapters, we have access to anonymised loyalty card 

data from a single UK national grocery retailer which currently holds a significant share of the UK 

grocery retailing market and is responsible for thousands of stores nationwide. The dataset that we 

have access to from this retailer includes their loyalty card scheme data which has been running for 

over 20 years. Our access is limited to data from 2015-2020, terminating during the pandemic, but 

the focus is primarily on the loyalty card data for 2017. Whilst the underlying loyalty card data 

includes information about individual customers in terms of where they live, where they shop, what 

they purchase and when, access in this thesis is limited to an aggregation of this data. This is because 

data regulations restrict our access such that no individual could be identified during the process of 

performing this research.  

Therefore, in this case, our partner organisation aggregated the underlying loyalty card data to the 

output area (OA) scale for England and Wales across every week in the time period, focusing solely 

on sales of grocery products. This dataset was then further limited by our partner organisation, due 

to the same data regulations, to remove any output areas where the number of households in a 

single week fell below a threshold of five so as to further ensure no individual could be identified. 

Therefore, data that was made available for the purpose of this research was in the form of an 

origin-destination matrix which represented the total amount of loyalty card sales per week per 

output area per store over the time period. This meant that each individual row in the dataset 

contained an output area code, representing the origin, a store name, representing the destination, 

and sales information in terms of the number of households and loyalty card revenue for an 

individual week.  
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In terms of using this data to then generate an origin-destination matrix that could be used to model 

grocery store revenue flows, access to this data within the workflow is represented in Figure 67 

below. This figure is used to show the process that was used to create the full origin-destination 

matrix that allowed for the estimation of total grocery revenue for stores within each of the studied 

regions. This includes showing data sources that were provided by our partner organisation, 

presented in blue, data sets that come from external sources, highlighted in orange, and the 

processing stages that were undertaken to generate the matrix, as highlighted in green. This figure is 

also supported by Figure 6817 below which visualises some of the key processing stages in generating 

the origin-destination matrix, including how these representations aided in the processing stages. 

 

Figure 67 - Origin-Destination matrix generation workflow 

As shown in Figure 67 the process for generating the origin-destination matrix begins with receiving 

the anonymised loyalty card data from our partner organisation. This dataset represents the flow of 

data that we know exists between origins and destinations, but which is limited by the form of 

aggregation that was undertaken due to data regulation, representing a biased sample of behaviour 

from only a single grocery retailer, and not showing the full flow of revenue from origins to 

 
17 Loyalty card data is not represented in this figure, rather generated data due to confidentiality reasons. 
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destinations (Birkin, et al., 2017; Rains & Longley, 2021). Firstly, the aggregation was performed by 

our partner organisation which could influence modelling outcomes in terms of the assignment of 

sales to grocery sales. This recognises that modern grocery retailers sell a variety of products, but 

that this is unlikely to significantly affect the results of this thesis because the aggregation of sales 

categories is performed by the retailer who follow standard industrial classification of products. In 

contrast, the use of a single retailer and the lack of data on the full flows between origins and 

destinations is likely to bias model estimations as behaviour of alternative consumer groups may 

differ from those that use loyalty cards and that shop at our partner organisation (Birkin, et al., 2017; 

Rains & Longley, 2021).  However, this limitation is unlikely to be overcome by any researcher in the 

near future, due to confidentiality and competition across retailers. 

 

Figure 68 - Visual representation of the data processing steps that were undertaken to generate the origin-destination 
matrices. a) Linking loyalty card flows to output areas and stores to extract the distance loyalty card consumers travel, b) A 

representation of the flows of loyalty card sales over distance to identify a threshold distance consumers travel, c) the 
identification of potential consumer regions from each of our partner stores, d) the identification of all stores each output 

area could reasonably be expected to visit. *Representations not based on loyalty card data. 

Once access to the underlying loyalty card origin-destination matrix was provided, the next stage 

was to then determine the distance that consumers were willing and able to travel to grocery retail 

outlets within the dataset. This is because the production constrained model used in analysis, as 

presented in Eq. 45, requires the distance between origin and destination, and we need to 

reasonably determine where consumers could be expected to travel from to complete their grocery 

shop. To identify these distances, the output area codes used in the loyalty card aggregation were 
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linked to the 2011 output area census boundaries (ONS, 2020) from which centroids could be 

derived to generate a single point from which revenue could be reasonably expected to flow in the 

absence of individual house locations. This was achieved through a merging of the two datasets 

based on the output area code and then identifying the centroid from each output area geometry. 

Secondly, using a dataset provided by dunnhumby on grocery store locations in the UK, stores from 

the loyalty card data could be identified to a single point location. From these two datasets of output 

area centroids and stores, distance could be calculated between output areas in the loyalty card 

dataset to the individual stores. This allowed for the identification of flows from origins to 

destinations and their value, as represented in Figure 68a. 

Once the distance between origins and destinations was calculated, this data could then be linked 

back to the underlying loyalty card origin to destination matrix. The next was to therefore identify 

the distances that loyalty card consumers were willing and able to travel for the their grocery shop, 

for the original city application and for all three regions in the UK. This process is represented in 

Figure 68b above which shows the distance decay relationship of sales flows over distance, and 

which is also highlighted in Figure 1 for the individual city application and Figure 8 for all three 

regions studied. These figures therefore represent the flow of grocery sales in the loyalty card data 

over distance, from which a clear and consistent decaying relationship can clearly be seen. These 

representations, alongside the distribution of sales over distance, could then be used to identify 

threshold distance over which it is reasonably to be expected that consumers would be willing to 

travel to perform their grocery shop. The need to calculate this threshold distance comes from two 

requirements of the spatial interaction model. The first is that it is unreasonable to expect 

consumers to consider visiting all grocery stores in a region, especially when that region is larger 

than most consumers would be willing to travel and that the data shows no consumers travelling 

beyond a given distance (Ellickson & Grieco, 2013). This therefore limits the potential destinations 

that a consumer would be expected to travel. Furthermore, if all origin to destination flows were 

considered in a region then this would considerably increase the computation required for both 

estimation of the parameter and assigning of revenue over flows, which could limit the 

implementation of the model. Therefore a distance threshold over which consumers are seen to 

travel is worth identifying. 

In this however it is worth acknowledging limitations with this calculations and the estimation used 

in this thesis. Firstly, due to the data regulations requiring aggregation and the removal of output 

areas from the loyalty card origin-destination matrix with fewer than five households for each week, 

it is likely that some consumers would be willing to travel further than is seen in the aggregated 

dataset. This would be in line with the decaying relationships seen in the sales flow over distance 
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figures and which could thus influence the estimation of distance would be willing to travel. 

Secondly, these distance calculations are based on loyalty card data from a single retailer, an 

acknowledgedly biased sample of consumers, beyond which it could be expected that consumers 

could be more or less willing to travel further. This then extends to non-loyalty card consumers who 

could be suggested to be less regular shoppers and thus potentially travelling further. Finally, these 

thresholds are calculated for all types and sizes of stores for our partner retailer, whereas 

consumers’ willingness to travel will be highly dependent on the size and type of store. Indeed, this 

is an inherent assumption in the spatial interaction model that a larger store is more attractive than 

a small store and thus consumers are willing to travel further, therefore having a larger catchment 

area (Reilly, 1929; Newing, et al., 2015). Nevertheless, this issue of distance thresholds is resolved 

within the model itself due to the distance decay parameter influencing the distance that consumer 

are estimated to travel, but that the estimation of distance thresholds themselves could still 

influence model performance by identifying the range of consumers.  

Whilst acknowledging these limitations and their potential influence on model performance, the 

next stage of the process of creating an origin-destination matrix was to use the distance threshold 

calculated to determine origins that could reasonably be expected to patronise our partner’s stores. 

These are origins that fall within the distance threshold that surround each store and thus on the 

basis of loyalty card holders willingness to travel, could also be reasonably expected to travel the 

same distance. This process is represented in Figure 68c above which shows buffers being drawn 

around each partner store whereby each origin centroid that falls within each stores could be 

expected to potentially patronise that store. This then allows for an extension of the loyalty card 

origin-destination matrix by including other origins in the region whom for which there is no loyalty 

card data but which could be expected to be able to shop at our partner’s stores. This means that 

the new origin-destination matrix represents potential flows from output areas in the region to 

stores from of our partner organisation, some of which we know have loyalty card data but others 

for which we have no data. This also contains the distance between each origin and destination in 

terms of as the crow-flies distance. In the analysis for Region 2 however this data is supplemented 

by travel-time distance that is generated from the OSRM API based on the centroid of each output 

area to each store within the origin-destination matrix.  

This modified origin-destination matrix therefore now contains rows representing pairs of origins 

and destinations which grocery sales could be expected between for our partner organisation. In 

reality however it is expected that the output areas identified are also likely to visit stores from 

other competitors to undertake their grocery shop. The next, and final stage, therefore is to extend 

the origin-destination matrix to include potential pairs of origins to destinations from origins to 
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stores from other brands that they would be reasonably expected to visit. This is achieved following 

a similar method to identifying the full set of origins but instead of creating a buffer around each 

store a buffer is created around each origin. The distance of this buffer is the same as that used 

around each store because it is the maximum distance that consumers are expected to travel to 

shop for groceries. This process is represented in Figure 68d above which shows the buffers being 

drawn around four output areas and stores being identified that lie within those buffered distances. 

Data for these stores and their locations come from a dataset provided by our partner organisation 

that includes information on store location, size, brand, fascia, opening data and closing data. This 

process therefore allows for the creation of a complete origin to destination matrix that includes 

pairs of output areas and stores that consumers are reasonably expected to potentially shop at 

based on the distance that consumers travel from loyalty card data.  

From this complete origin to destination matrix for each study area, analysis can be performed 

based on a subset of the matrix and the complete matrix. As detailed in each respective analysis 

section, the first stage of analysis to estimate model parameters based on loyalty card data is based 

on the subset of origins and destinations that show actual and potential loyalty card flows from 

output areas to our retailers stores only. The second stage of the analysis, used to estimate total 

grocery store revenue, is then based on the full origin to destination matrix as described in this 

appendix section. For this analysis, the full origin to destination matrix is combined with other data 

sources such as the 2011 census data to get the number of households, the 2011 Output Area 

Classification (Gale, et al., 2016), and the Living Costs and Food Survey (ONS, 2021), to be able to 

estimate the total revenue flows between origins and destinations within the dataset. Full details on 

this estimation process is detailed in each respective chapter where a model is developed and 

applied, including Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, using the origin-destination matrix 

created. 

Finally however, in addition to some of the limitations discussed above, it is also worth highlighting 

that some of the issues of model estimation within this thesis could likely be due to the fact that this 

origin to destination matrix is solely based on flows from consumers homes to stores. To this end it 

has been highlighted in previous research that expenditure and flows from non-residential sources, 

such as from tourism, workers and student populations, could contribute to a store’s revenue 

generation especially in relation to grocery retailing (Newing, et al., 2015; Birkin, et al., 2017; 

Waddington, et al., 2019). Therefore future research could follow the above methodology to extend 

to the origin-destination matrix by including these non-residential sources of revenue, and 

potentially account for the influence of multi-purpose shopping. This would thus extend the origin-

destination matrix to encompass flows to stores from a variety of different origins from which the 
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potential catchment area is likely to differ to that from residential origins, especially across different 

formats of stores. 

 


